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The cyclone Domoina floods of 1984 were responsible for
the large scale destruction and devastation of riverine
vegetation in the Umfolozi Game Reserve. This event
highli9hted the need to gain an understanding af the
structure and dynamics of rivli:)-ineveg<::tation and to use
this knowledge to develop a management strategy directed
at the future recovery and maintenance of riverine
vegetation in the Jmfolozi Game Reserve.

The explanation of the structure and dynamics of
vegetation has been a central theme to several
theoretical tenets in ecological literature, each having
been developed under its own range of conditions and
circumstances, and therefore offering different
strengths, weaknesses and applicabilities under a variety
of different conditions.

The objectives of the study were to 1. obtain a testable
knowledge of the structuring and dynamics of riverine
vegetation i.n the U~nfolozi Game Reserve, 2. obtain a
testable knowledge the relative merits of employing
three alternative clpproaches in the understanding of
riverine systems, and 3. utilise this knowledge to assist
with the development of a management strategy for
riverine areas.

The three
vegetation
underlying
tht:=oryand

approaches which were adopted in determining
ucture and dynamics were based on different

tenets, namely, succession theory, disturbance
community organisation theory.

..
The succession theory approach provided useful
information regarding possible successional pathways in
riverine areas. However, as these did not correspond with
those explicitly defined by the classical view of
succession~ it was concluded that this approach and its
flndings were un-testable.

o

The disturbance theory approach provided valuable
Information regarding the importance of flooding regime
en the strt..icturing and dynamics of Y'iverine vegetation.
Test of thE! intermediate d is tur bartce hypothesis were
confounded by the presence of the riverine environmental
gradient, and because species richness data was in
short supply, it was nrt possible to compare the findings
with current di3tu~bance models which predict species
diversity in l'espon!::E!to flooding frequency. A
conceptual model was presented based on a three
dimensional modification of the intermediate disturbance
model in order to predict the effects of recurrent
floods on riverine species diversity. The life history
characteristics of riverine species were investiqated to
determine which species are best suited to different
floading frequ~ncies. Only those species which respond
quickly in the interval between flood events are able to
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persist in areas subjected to frequent flooding (ruderal
species), while (competitor) species perslst under
conditions of infrequent flooding.
The respon~e of the riverine system to recurrent flooding
ove~ toe last century was revealed using correspondence
analysis and a Markov modeling procedure. The dynamics of
the system within its domain of attraction was
demonstrated using the classical ball-i~-cup analogy. The
system displayed a high degree of'resilience to flocd~
and was found to have r~mained within its domain ~f
attraction during this time despite the effects of lar~;
floods. The riverine system rarely, or never attains its
equilibrium state.
Five relevant community hypotheses were tested in the
riverine situation with the com~unity organisation
theory. All were f'oune:!to apply simultaneously. These
findings were then interpreted in the light of a current
resource based community organisation approach which
predicts the application of different community
organisat ion hypott,eses as well as the importarce of
interspecific ~ompetition under various combinations of
resource supply and distribution and the responses of
exploiters. This allowed for the ~Qnstruction of a
conceptual mao which predicts the application of five
comm~nity organisation hypotheses both spatially and
temporally in riverine area$.
It was concluded that island size, resource/habitat
heterogeneity, the effects of ecological time, the
individualisttc responses of species and the impact of
enemies are primary structuring factors in different
areas of the riverine environment at different times of
the year. However, the effects of disturbanc.,
particularly flooding, have a more important effect on
this structure. A combined disturbance and community
organisations approach is therefore best suited to the
determination of riverine .tructure .nd dynamics.
Management recommendations were proposed which aim at
maintaining the effects of flooding and to maximise
species diver-sity by a~,plying the intel-mediate
disturbance model in riverine areas. The lower and upper
threshol~s which define the desired diversity of the
system are needed to identify when tha system is ir a
state of low diversity. The monitoring of futu~~ floods,
the supply of water and determining the impact of these
on the structuring and dynamics of riverine vegetatio~
was suggested. R~search recommendations were aimed at
addressing the apparent ircrease in flood frequency and
intensity and the use of fire and alien/exotic species
control measures to aid the recovery of riverine
vegetation.
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· .. CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction to study

In January 1984 cyclone Domoina was responsible for the
torrential rain that fell in the catchment areas of the
Black and White Umfolozi rivers. The unusually high
rainfall caused both rivers to flood extensively. Apart
from causing substanti~l damage to roads, road and
railway bridges, houses, and other structures in Zululand
and Natal~ the flood waters were responsible for the
destruction and n:;!moval of large stands of riverine
vegetation in the Umfolozi Game Reserve. This damage was
the cause of great conce~n to the Natal Parks Board which
initiated a study aimed at determining the ecological
effe;-t~,=B.nd management imp licat ions of the'!flnods wi th in
the Reserve. This study (Wills, 1984) identified the need
for a secend and more substantial study aimed at gaining
a comprehensive knowledge base on the structure,
functioning and dynamics of the Umfolozi riverine
comml.lnities.i In addition, it was hoped that the study
would address the formulation of practical and effectivR
techniques which could assist vJith the recovery of the'.::>e
communities and thereafte~ to maintain them in a stat~
which is consistent with the management plan for the
reserve (Anon, 1985).

1.2 Objectives of the study

The prime objectives of this study were as follows.

1. Obtain a testable knowledge that r~flects the
structuring and dynamics of riverine communities on
the Black Umfolozi riv~r within the Umfolozi Game
Reserve.

2. Obtain a testable knowledge about the rel~tive merits
of employing three alternative theoret.ical
approaches, to determine the structuring of riverine
communities. These approaches were based on
succession theory, disturbance theory and a resource
based community organisation theory as proposed by
Price (1984), as well as its five relevant
sub-hypotheses.

o
3. Utilise information on riverine community structuring

in order to provide input towards a management
strategy directed at the recovery and maintenance of
riverine areas.

1.3 The cyclone Doonoina flood and its effects

The tropical cyclone Domaina made its appearance over the
Mozambique channel on 28 January 1984, and later mc'vsd
over the land mass of southern Africa. During its six day
visit~ torrential rains fell over this region. The
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isohyetal map, constructed by the Dep~rtment of Water
Affairs, idel1tified ti""te Umfolo·zi catchment as being one
of the six areas where most of the rainfall occurred.
Rainfall figures, recorded in this region during the
course of thege few days, exceeded their three d~y,
200-year value, which constit~ted its highest rainfall
ever recorded (Kovacks et aI, 1985). The water levels in
the Black and White Umfol~zi rivers rose rapidly,
attaining estimated above normal vertical displa~ements
in the region of 18 to 22 metres. n'Lt,i;' I'd "Jater
levels, with considerable force, were responsible fur the
devastation o~ riverine vegetation on the banks of these
two rivers"
The large st,nds of sycamore figs (Ficus sycomorus) which
characteris.u these river banks were almo~t completely
annihilated. Wills C1994} determined that 96 percent of
the riverine vegetation on the banks of the Black
'jmfolozi river suffered damage to an extent of Metwee"
75 and 100 percent. In addition, certain plant species
which were characteristir of these areas (e.g. Irichilia
emetica, Rhus chirinden.is and Acacia s~hweinfurthii'
v..ereno longer recorded, in this post Domoina survey. This
riverine vegetation, apart from having aesthstic value,
served as the prime h~bitat and breeding ar~a for many
bird and mammal species (Whateley, 1986; Hitchins, 1980;
MacDonald and Birkenstock, 1980; Bourquin et al~ 1971;
Wills, 1984; M~ltClrt!'1978). River b~nds, low lying
alluvial flats and oth~r areas whl.ch displayed
relatively low water velo~ities COllected larg~
quantities of fine sand and silt du.eto depositiol1.

After th~ f'locd, cor,,~~vatior ~ts feared the.t ':he
riv~rine communitiess which wer! ~har? ..,eristic of these
rivers (Wh~teley and Porter, 1983; Anon, 1985), might not
recov~r from this devastation or that, with the large
$Ocale remov<a,l of the dominant species, they might oe
completely replaced by oth~r l~ss desirable species.
Since certain alien species have become increaSingly
significant over the last qecade (Macdonald, 1993; W~ll$,
1995), it was "feared that these \';peciesmi~ht became more
dominant as a result of the flood, thereby constituting a
major management problAm.

It is currently believed that flood events ~n the
Umfolozi rivers may w~ll be increasing in size with tim~
(Anon, 1986) and that this ~s a consequence of the
gradual increas. in water run-aff throuuhout the Umfolozi
catchme~t areas b~cause of ~v~rgrazi~g (Kovacks at aI,
1985i and the poor management of arabJe land. In addition
it is possible that the natural attenuation of flood
wat~rs, which is nor~ally brought about by dense
vegetation on river banks~ has been considerably reduc~d
upstream by the extensiv~ utilisation of these riverine
areas for agricultural and domestic purposes.



1.4 Rationale
The massive devastation of riparian v~getation caused by
the cyclone Domoina floods and subsequent speculation
regar ng its recovery highlighted the general lack of
knowledge a~~ut the dynamics and functioning of riverine
system.. The numerous fears expressed concerning the
possible future and r~covery of th3 riverine vegetation
in the Umfolozi Game R~serve have spelled out the ru~ed to
develop a succassful riverine managEment strategy.
However, in or'aerto manage riv~r ine an~as succ:e·s<.at.!.lly:
it is essential t~ identify the underlying factors which
are responsible for their ~truc:ture and functioning.
Furthermore, by identifying the relationships which exist
between the fundamental factors of the system, it may be
possible to investigate the dynamics of the system
simultafleol.lsly.
The factors responsible for community structure have been
a major issue in ecol~gic:al literature for decades.
During this time numerous alternative theories ha~~ been
pr~posed and debated. It is important to identi I which
of these theories have applicability in the riverine
situation. Far the sake of this s~udy, three of these
major th~oretical tenets were investigated separately as
three broad aporoac:hes. These approache~ were based on
succession theory, disturbance theory and community
organisation theory. Tha latter ~pproach embraced a
number of opposing hypotheses which could be addressed
simult~neously by considaring the availability i~nd
distribution of basic resources and the responses of
exploiter species to them.
Since its inception by Clements in 1916, succession has
become a fundamental tanet in ~ttempting to explain
sequentia~ vegetational changes and has since occupied a
central and significant place in ecological literature.
It has gener~ted much philosophical controversy by both
its supporters and critics alike such as Tansley (1947),
Gleason (1927; 19SQ), Odum (1959), Whittak~r (1970;
1975)~ Drury and Nisbet (197S), ~onnell and Slatyer
(1977), No~le and 31atyer (1990), Grime (1979)) Horn
(1976), and Finegan (1984J.

Disturbance theory, as it is known. became commonplace in
ecological literature soon after Drury and Ni$bet (1~7a)
suggested a gradient of dis~urbanc. intensity as a
practicable alternative explanation to successional
change. Subs£quent documentation has highligbted the
importance of diiituv-bancein m(1.r,"l!communities (Connell,
1978; White, 1979~ Pickett, 1980). The various regimes
of disturbance (Sousa, 1984) and the responses of certain
~.pecies types to these iegimes have ofi;sm been
investigated (D~nslow, 1990; Osman~ 1977; Connell, 1978).
A large numb~r of hypothes~s are axtant in ecological
literature which pertain to community organlsatio\. and
those environmental factors which o;e responsible for



structuring communities. Competition theory has consumed
much time and energy over the last decade (Pi.nka, 1974;
Ricklefs, 1979; Odum, 19'71). Gleason (1926) .;andWhittaker
(1952; 1~56) emphasised the importance of the
individUalistic responses of !oecie. to specific
environmental factors. Andrewarth~ And Birch (1954),
Southwood (1961) and Whittaker (1975) identified time as
a major organising force in ecological communities.
MacArthur and Wilson (1963; 1967) and Connor end McCoy
(1979) have highlighted the importance of island or area
size. Brower (1958), Park (1948), Paine (1960' and
McNaught' '" (1979) identified the impact of ric .ur al
enemies on the structure of certain communities. In an
attempt to construct a global picture of communjty
o~-gar.i$a.tiontheory, Price (1984> prc.:'posedidi resoun:e
basmd approach which requires th~ 5imultane~~s testing of
five hypotheses under different conditions of resource
availability and exploiter responses to these resources.

1.5 Project approach

The pr ject was approached by separately applying and
addressing the three ecological tenets to the riverin~
situation. These three theoretical approaches were
considered to be particularly applicable given the
characteristics of the study si'C:e, the riveritle
vegetation and tne stochastic and deVAstating nature of
the cyclone Domoina floods.
1.5 ..1 Approat:hbased on succf~ssion thCimry

o

The cyclone Domoina flood representad the perfect
disturbanc~ on which to base a successional gtudy. It was
clearly responsible for largely re3ettlng the
su~~essional st.te of riverine communitien which, it is
believed, were in or near a state of climax before the
floods. Other large floods have b.en recorded,
particularly the 1925 and 1963 floods, which also caused
large damages and re-irlitiated the successional sequence.
The f~ct that riverine communities had re-attained a
climax state before the Domoina floods is proof that
succession m~y playa leading role in the structuring of
riverine communities, and fer this re~son it w.s
worthwhile investigating. The approach promised to
specifically shed light on th. variou~ com=onents, the
me~hanisms responsible 3nd the ~tructure an~ dynami~$ of
riverine vegetation.

1..502 Approach based on di$~ur'bance theory
The cyclone Domoina 'floods .''lnciprevious, floods ar'e;
examples of disturbance as an inherent part of the
Umfalozi riverine system. The characteriutics of the
recurrent disturb~nce$ and their effects hav~ not been
uatisfactorily investigated and idGntified. The community
dynamics of t.he system SPoRm to have ~;hanged as a
consRquence of these events. The appilrumtly dominant
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species Ficl..lE,.sycom·jr:k'''?appears to
favour of other $p~cies which
characteristic of these riverine
these areas are ideal to study in
i;heory.

have been displaced in
are not particularly
areas. On this basis,
terms Qf disturbance

This approach differed from that of the succession based
approach in that it concentrated on the incidences of
disturbance, the regimes, the organi~ing role, the
predictions of disturbances and the system dynamics as a
consequence of repeated disturbance and thereby offered
tD supply information which the successional approach WciS

not capable of supplying.
1..5,,3 Approiich based on community organisation theory

Riverine areas provid. an ideal testing ground for
nypotheses pertaining to community organisation. These
arQas display a vast range of different resources,
resource distributions and plant exploiters by virtue
of their characteristically heterogeneous topography,
geology and soils and climate. The effect:s of larGe and
small scale flooding also provides for wide ranges in the
spatial distribution of resources. These f~c.tors
undoubtedly have a bearing on the structure of riverine
communities. It is likely that certain factors ~ave a
major influence while others are less important. With
this range of environmental factors available, it is
possible to test several theories c~ncerned with
co~munity organisation and determine which have
partlcular relevance in the riverine situation.

/

In addition, the various combinations of these factors
provides for a wide ranga of resources that adequately
represent the range provided fur in the Price (1994)
approach. The variables associateo with the various
resource types and distributions as well as exploiters
pre$ent are easily measurable, identifiable and
amenable to e~tensive experimental manipulation and can
therefore be employed adequately to test for the
simultaneous application of numerous community
organisation hypotheses. This approach therefore offered
to focus specifically on every major as~ect of community
structure in riverine areas

1.6 Literature review
In order to allow fOr comparisons b~tween the three
approach~~.. and to str"eamline the body of each in their
respec:tiv,!r:hapters, a single, combined literature review
is presented below.

In order to avoid discussing numerous alternativ~
hypothes~s which have already been reviewed repeatedly in
current ~cological sources, only an overview of the most
relevant hypotheses, which sheds sufficient light on
the specific problems associated with this study has been



I • presented. Clear distinction was drawn between the three
tenets on th~ basis of dispap'.ties which ~xist between
the primary basis, support for ~nd regime of each in
ecological literature. In addition to thi., each approach
offers to address the problem from a different angle,
thereby offering the chance to gain a thor~ugh
understanding pf the systew.
156.1 Succession theory

From the work of numerous early botanists, most not~bly
that of Cowles (1899), Clements (1916) and Watt (1947) it
became accepted that changes in vegetation cccur both
spatially and temporally. Two types of vegetation changes
were noted.
First, fluctuation occurs where vegetational change. do
not tend to alter the overall appearance of the ~rea.
Second, succession occurs where vegetational changes
clearly alter the appearance of the area.
Awareness of vegetation succession became wict~spread in
the last century with the work of Cowles (1899). However,
Clements (1916) is generally considered to be the father
of succession theory.
1..6 ..1.2 Clel'nentsian succession

o

Clements saw succe~sion a~ a directional chang. of
vegetation types, each successive type establlshing
itself becau$e th~ preceding type had modified the site
in a way favourable to it~ successor. Site modification
or reaction, a.sh~ termed it, was seen as the driving
force of successional cha.nge. This succession of species
continued until the species combina.tion best suited to
the regional climate and the site wa.s established,
finally endi.ng in a "cLi max " type that was stable
<perSistent in time) and self maintaining under the
current conditions of sit~ and climate. The gradual
attainment of this climax wa.s accompanied by a
convergence in species and therefore displayed a trend
towards increased uniformity in speci~s comp.osition. Thh.
process was envisaged as being purely d~t.rministic in
that the final vegetational compOSition of a site could
be predicted, when one wa~ aware of the specific site and
cl ima'l;'lcconditions of the ar£'a in question. The
characteristics of those species, which replace oth~r$,
could be predicted a.ndcertain unstable and successional
mpecies recognised. Similarly, species and a.ssociations
of orc.ni.rna could be assigned to places in a
succession~l order. A multitude of seres were of this
description identified and defined, ea.ch occupying a
different pla.ce in the successional series and each
sporting a unique and predictable series of species
assemblage$ - eusere, hydrosere, mesosere, psamosere,
pyroser~, xerosere~ etc.

I
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If the climax or any other stage of the sequence was
destroyed by ~ome catastrophic event, it was believed
that its preceding stages would be repeated and the same
climax w~uld be re-establi~hed, provided the climatic
conditions of the site were unchanged. Disturbahce was
therefor~ considered responsible for arresting or
reversing the course of succession and, depending on its
size, responsible for re-initiating succession from a
point lo~er down the sequence.

f
I
I
I

The basis of Clements' ideas can be symbolically
represented by the following figure (Miles, 1979).

r CATASTROPHIC ~ n
DESTRUCTION ~ ~

\ SELF
~, -; 2 -> a •••••• -, ~TAININ6

l-Ihere 1 represents the pioneer stage of the sere
2,3 etc represent intermediate stages
n represents the climax stage

Clements drew a further distinction between the changes
which occur during the colonization of a new and skeletal
habitat initially lacking in soil and v~getation (primary
su~ces~ion) and those which characteris~ the much m~re
crmmon circumstance in which succession is a feature of
the process of recolonisation of a disturbed habitat
(.•~condary succession).

1.6.1.3 Alternative Models of succe$sion----~

l
i j

--i/'"
I r«~"
j
~
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Since its inception, Clements's model of succession has
been the target of much critique due to its inability to
adequately explain observed trend$ in vegetational
succession. Numerous alternative models of succession
have been drawn from various qUarters, these have been
reviewed in detail in Drury and Nisbet (1973), Van Hulst
(1979) and Peet and Christensen (1980).
Recent worke\~s have attempted to elucidate further
succ:esslonal mechanism!'. which could explain d; 'ference'l"J
in observed successional characteristics. Connell and
Slatyer (1979) proposed three models responsible for
suc:ce$sional change. All three models agree on the
initial stages that ce,tain species will usually appear
first at a site after perturbation because they have
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evolved colonizing characteristics. The
differ in terms of the mechanisms that
other species appear later in the sequence.

three models
determine how

1. Facilitation mechanism

r
i

This mechanism is essentially identical to that initially
proposed by Clements (1916). Once established at a
disturbed site, early succession species modify the
environment so that it is more suitable for
later-succession species to invade and grow to maturity.
As a result af this phenomenan usually designated as
"r"eaction", successional spec ies rep lace one another
until, finally, the site is occupied by species which do
not appreciably alter site conditions and are therefore
able to maintain themselves perpetually. These species
represent the climax community.
2. Tolerance mechanism
Modifications to the environment and the effe~ts of
"reaction" brought on by the earlier species r'leither
increase nor redu~e the rates of recruitment and growth
to maturity of later colonists. Species that appear later
are simply those that arrived eithe~ at the very
beginning or l~ter and then grew slowly, displaying
complete tolerance for all other species present.
Therefore the sequence of species at the site is
determined solely by their life history characteristics.
The climax is reached when the most tolerant species
available occupies the site and or~upie&/removes
essential resource(s) to such an extent that no other
species can survive.
3. Inhibition mechanis;m

--~

Once early colonists secure the space and lor resources,
they inhibit the inv~sion of subsequent colonists or
suppress the growth of those already present. Any
disturbance which removes these species will therefore
facilitate the colonization of other species. TheBe new
species gradually accumulate over time and eventually
replace the initial inhibitor species.

,

10 Independent support has been shown for th2 three
mechanisms from various sources. Drury and Nisbet (1973)
believed that, according to natural selection, it makes
more sense for plants to release products, which
facilitate the growth of their own species, than to alter
their habitat in such a way as to facilitate tne growth
of other competing species. Niering and Egler (1955)
supported the tolerance model by proposing that much of
secondary succession is simply a consequence of
differential longevity and that most of the eventual
do~inants enter a community in the earliest developmental
stagas when competitive pressures are low.

,
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The ~hree mechanisms have sub~equently become embroiled
In numerous controversial discussions of holistic and
reductionistic theories. The facilitation mechanism
represents Clements' supposed "holis'!;ic"outlook while
the tolerance and inhibition mechanisms represent the
reductionistic approach to .succession. Tbe development
and lnterrel~tionship of holistic and reductionistic
theories have been review~ by McIntosh (1980) and
briefly by Finegan (1984). It appears however, that the
exact distinction between "h\':)lism"and Ht.Jn~a.nicism"(the
essence of Clements' ideology) has been neglected by such
reviewS'"
Finegan (1984~ propo~ed a synthetic (Darwinian) approach
to succession where facilit~tion, toler~nce) inhibition
and allogenic change are accepted as interdependent
mechanisms in succession, which may affect the same
individual successively or simultaneously during its life
cycle. The relative importance of the various mechanisms
is likely to vary widely between environments. and are nt)t
mutually Dxclusive.

"

The meaning t.lfClements' term IIreactlon" has never been
clearly defined. Since it is supposedly the driving force
behind successicn, it is important that its exact nature
be elucidated. It has already been stated that,
initially, successional change was thought to he caused
by cumulative changes in environmDntal conditions
(autogenic change), which, in turn, are thought to be at
least partially determined by the vegetati~n pr.sent.
However, there has been a corresponding shift in emphasis
from habitat fact~rs swpp~sedly changed by early
successional species as they prepare the path for l~ter
successional species - to community processes such as
competition (allogenic chang.?). Sil1ce the early workt::rs
were only concerned, at that stage, with the replacement
of communities and not of populations, they consequently
did not place much importance on competition and the need
to distinguish between competition and reaction in their
explanations of succession.

Daubenmire (1968) believed that autogenic change 8S well
as allogenic influences are responsible for succession.
Both groups of forces work simultaneously but, under
different circumstancess one or the other usually seems
to exert the stronger influence. Along similar lines,
Drury and Nisbet (1973) suggested that most of the
phenomena of succession can be understCtod as con~f!!quences
of differential growth, and differential sz-lrvival
(differential colonising ability) of species adapt~ to
growth at different points on environmental gradien~~~
Successional sequence is theref~re Simply a type of
stress gradient to which plants are adapted.
Picket (1976) proponed that succession is a form of
gradient elong which species are competitively displaced.
Identification of vital attributes and combination of
these attributes of plant sp9cies pre~ent at a site could
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be used to predict successional change. This view was
subsequently supported and backed up by Van Hulst (1978).
Noble and Slatyer (1980) attempted to make a detailed
breakdown of the minimum number of vital attributes and
the combinations thereof displayed by different species
types during the course of a successional sequence. Grime
(1979) applied a similar approach to surcession with
particular emphasis on the cumbination of basic
strategi.es used by plants in overcoming the three major
forcp.s which determine the composition of v~getation at a
site i.e. competition, st~ess £nd disturbance.

1..6.1.4 Problems with studying sUC1:ession
The mechanisms producing the sequences of species and the
true nature of the driving force behind succession have
not been elucidated for several reasons.
First, direct evidence is available only for the earlier
stages when many species are short lived and amenable to
experimentation. The ~eqlJence later in succession has not
be..n directly observad for the obviot..lsreason that these
later-appearing species persist for much longer than the
usual ecological study or even the investigator.
Therefore the latter sequence has to be reconstructed
from indirect evidence of various sorts (Connell and
Slatyer, 1979).
Second, the slow and complex processes involved with
successional change supposedly require long-term stud~es
for elucidation and testing. Strayer et al (1986)
identified the numercua problems associated with r:uc:h
studies. The typical research funding cycle of 1 to 3
yean. dOE;?snot sat isfy the demi1nd of long-term stud~es
for a sustained commitment of money, facilities, man~ower
and time. In addition, if funding and job security are
guaranteed over the long term, such studies tend to fall
into an unproductive complacency which thraa~ens its
continued existence. The future is uncertain and even
scie~tific paradigms might change so much over decades as
to render some research questions and the data collected,
in relation to them, obsolete (Mentis, 1988).

o
Third, some possible mechanisms have been ignored,
particularly the effects of disturbances such as
herbivory (ConnAll and Slatyer, 1979), the intensity and
frequency of fire, floods, landslides etc. (Sousa, 1914).

Fourth, tho meLhanisms that determine succession havB not
been defined clearly or stated in the form of acc£p~able
testable hypot~eses (Connell and Slatyer, 1979). Mentis
(1988), described succession as a non-scientific issue
because of its inability to conceivably demonstrate
incon.istencies between observation and expectation,
predicti~n or explanation. :,
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Due to the complexity of succession theory, it is
exceptionally difficult to tQ~t it. Any vegetation change
which does not comply with the proposed description of
succession as stated by Clements (1916) is not
succession and therefore cannot be used to test
succession theory and can therefore be described to be a
"non-scientific" <non-falsifiable or metaphysical) issue
<Mentis, :I.ttaS).

lw6.1.5 Methods of studying succession
The definitive approach to studying succession is to
empl~y a dynamiC method, which is based on repeated
observations of the same site through time. However, due
to their long term nature, it is difficul t tt' adopt such
studies because of the numerous obstacles already
mentioned, which present themselves during the process.
In attempting to elucidate long time scale issues such as
succession, Strayer et al (1986) ha. called for the use
of approaches other than direct long-term studies.
Several short-term approaches might be adopted. Such
"snap-shot" approaches being the only real alternative
for short-term researchers.
These two main approaches have been e~ployed in many
different ways in the study of succession.
1. Studies of' the same area
These can be base~ on the ~ollowing.
A. Permanent plots

Peet and Christensen (1980) advocated the use of a
population dynamics approarh to the study of
succession through the long-term observations of
marked individuals under carefully designed
experimental conditions.

In forest~d stands, trees can be labeled and
periodically re-measured for diameter, height
changes, and mortality. New seedlings can be marked.
Herbaceous vegetation m$Y be assessed and
periodically re-evaluated in permanently fixed
sub-quadrats, as individual· c:o,J,.1nts,cover
mea$uretllQ.nts or frequency measurements.
By these means,
development can be
the establishment
the development of

a general patt~rn of vegetation
carefully monitored in terms ~~
and mortality of individuals and

a balance between the twoe
s. Studies of exclosures

This type of study relates to the course of community
or population development in a similar way except
under the exclusion of browsers and grazers. An
exclosure often allows for an ~xperimental comparison
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of ~rre$ted succession or even regy"essive succ~ssion
out~ide with progressive succession as occurring in
the exclosure.

C. Evidence of chan;;~ found in the present commul1ity

~
I

I

l
I
I
I

A structural analysis of the woody plant species of a
community by size and/or age classes may reveal
important trends of successid~. A species with a
large number of individuals in the small size classes
and fewer in the l~rge size classes shows, active
reproduction and persistence on the site. Species
displaying no small size classes and, therefore,
showing no reproduction at all, may be interpreted as
disappearing from the community. Such analyses are
the most important tool for gath~ring information on
succession (Braun, 1950), because permanent plot data
are not always available.

These are carried out in different ways.
D. Retrospective studies

i. Aerial photographs taken ~t different times
Aerial photographs of the same area, t~ken at
dif'fer'enttimes, can be an excellent tool for
studying succession. However, the detail obtained
is limited by scale and usually only the more
general structural changes such as the
development of grass cover to woody plant cover
or a change in dominance of certain tree species,
may be evaluated by tMis teChnique. The varying
proportions of different ve~etation states, over
time, can be arranged relative to the .extremes
and presented as a time sequence.

ii. Historical and file records
Written descriptions of the vegetation cover .J)f
an are& at earlier dates may reveal useful
information about succession. Exact Successional
trends are not inferred by these means and it is
open to bias.

o The analysis of retr~spective data collected by these
means can be aide~ by means of Markov models.
Recently Markov model~ have been used to describe
long term vegetation change in forest ecosystems
(Horn, 1975). In this context they are commonly used
to determine the probabilities of transition from one
veget~tion state to another, as well as the final
equilib~ium proportions of the v~rious states
involved. A ~omprehensive description of the uses of
I~=rkovmodels and the procedures involved is given by
J·f.>ff~"rs(1978).
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~ , 2. Substitution of space for time

With t~is approach, succession trends are usually
judged from a study of contemporary communities in
geographically separate places. These communities are
chosen on ths basis that they represent different
stages of the same successional sequence, and are
accordingly arranged into a time sequence. The
separate descriptions of each community, once pieced
together in the correct order, supposedly r~scribes
the entire successional sequence. The subst" ....tion of
communities which are situated in diff~~ent climatic
areas... which display markedly different soil or
geolo~;cal charactQristics or where the dates of the
last major disturbance are unknown, can reduce the
value of the technique and its predictive ability.
The validity of such treatments depends on a thorough
knowledge of the ecology of the entire area studied.
The better studies of this sort are supplemented with
data about current population structures.

1~6.1.b Predictability of succession
Succe~sion has been viewed as a purely deterministic
process which, after each successive di~turbance at a
particular site, is believed to occur by means of the
same basic pathways and mechanisms to eventually attain
the same predictable ol,.1tcome.In recent year$, there have
been increasing attempts to predict the various pathways
and products of succession using mathematical moclels. A
number of probabilistic and deterministic models have
been employed 'n an effort to describe succession a~d
predict the outcome of succession. Jeffers (1978) and
Horn (1975) propound the use of Markov models.
Unfortunately, in order to avoid large, slow and unwieldy
mathematical structures, it is only possible to consider
the most important aspects of &ny particular ~uccessional
sequence in such lTlodels. Consequently, cun"'ent models
reflect yew of the complexities of succession, and are
unable to make predictions which encompass them.

1.6.1.7 Failures of succession theory
Miles (1979) $tated that successional sequences show an
eR~less variety of patterns and that no two sequ~nces
have yet been recorded with identical mixtures and
proportions of species. Many workers have ·s.tress~ed the
role of c:han~e in causing this variety <Webb et ai,
1972'. Chance factors include the occurrence of good seed
years for particular species, favourable weather
conditions for establishment and numerous others. A large
number of studie~ have hiyhlighted the effect of
variations in the occurrence~ severity and nature of
disturbance. The effects ~f multiple and reacting chance
events clearly playa major role in determining the final
uutcome of succession. This clearly shows that suc:~ession
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is not as ~redictable and deterministic as initially
proposed. This has important implications concerrling the
use o·fthe theory in predicting and understanding the
dynamics and struccure of different systems.
Mentis (1986) discussed one of the frequently described
weaknesses of succession theory, namely that of the
possiblE non-existence of the climax state. In essence,
from successional theory, the climax state is supposedly
utopian and stable and therefore the ideal state.
However, if this is so, why would a system shift frOM
this state and w:-:ydoes it not peroist? If the classical
con~ept of suc~ession did apply, all sy.tems would be in
this stable and utopian state. However, this is clearly
not the case. Rangelands are a good example of this.
Walker et al (1986) identified the importance of periodiC
'eve~ts' such as the ~ffects of total rainfall on
grassland dynamics and concluded that this 'event" has
the single major influence on the sward dynamics. Other
factors such as inter-tuft competition, the differential
gruwth of grasses and the interactions between grass and
grazing patterns were identified as playing only a small
role. It is commonly believed however, that these
factors represent 'reaction' as Clements described it,
which supposedly acts as the driving force of succession.
These findings contradict the essence of classical
succession theory, since it appears that this system is
'event driven' (Walker et aI, 1986) rather than
'reaction driven'. Mentis (1988) stated that any form of
vegetational chang~ which does n~t comply with the
classical definition of Clementsian succession is not
succession and therefore cannot be used to te9t
succession theory. Due to the fact that succession is not
amenable to proper hypothesis testing, he described
succession as a 'non-scientific issue'.

...

These arguments have been used on numerous occasions to
undermine succession theory in favour of disturbance
theoY"'y which identifies distw"'bance ,:9.ndits regime as
being of major import~nce in the structuring of
ecological systems.
t.6~2 Disturbance theory

o 1.6.2.1 Introduction

~isturbance is a major source 0 both temporal and
spatial heterogene~ty in the structure and dyn4mics of
natural communities. For this reason it is vital th~t any
study pertaining to community structure should include
the effects of di:sturbance (Sousa, 19t=l";. a). Ac.cording to
Denslow (1980), natural disturb~nces to plant communities
are simultaneously a source of mortality for some
individuals and a source of establishment sites for
others. The frequency, extent and nature of disturbances
~re therefore likely to be important selective factors on
their life history strategies.



Drury and Nisbet (1973) proposed that communities are
structured in response to a gradient of disturbances.
This impli~s that disturbance events are essentially
responsible for driving the system r~ch~r than
'reaction'. It is this basis that clearly separates
succession and disturbance theory. Disturbance theory
therefore concentrates on a. the different types of
disturbance and their effects b. disturbance regime
which is responsible for determining the structure and
composition ~f a system.

o Further definitions of
which have particular
question.

d isturb.':','·'....:e
application

have been proposed
to the system in

Subsequent to the suggestions by Drury and Nisbet1 the
impac~ and effects Df disturbances on community stru~ture
have been highlighted in many studies (Connell, 1978;
White, 1979; Pickett, 1980; Denslow, 1980).

Disturbances have been traditionally defined as wncommQ·
and irregular events that cause unusually abrupt change.
to communities, moving tK~m away from their normally
utatic equilibrium conditions.

Thi~ traditional definition is misleading for two reasons
(Suusa, 1984 a)"

1. A gradient of changes can be eMperienced by
a community depending on the intensity of the
disturbance and the vulnerability of the species
present. It is not possible to defin~ on thi~
cbntinuum of change the exact point at which tha
chal~e constitutes a disturbance.

2. There is no clear demarcation between communities that
ar~ \n the equilibrium st.te and those which are not.

The j,.roblem .of defining the "normal" for th-a
environmental settings of natural syste~s inevitably
leads to semantic d~bat~ regarding the true def. ~tion of
the word. EVldence suggests however (Conrell and Sousa,
1983) that due to the frequency of dis~urban~es, few
natural populations or ~ommunities persist at or ne~r an
equilibrium condition on a local scale.

J./~ I 0
J

A discrete, punctuated killing, di.placem~nt, or
damaging of IJne or more :lmHvidu.als that directly or
indirectly creates an opportunity for nsw individuals
to became established (Karr an~ Fr~emark, 1983)

Any relatively discrete event in time that disrupts
ecosystem, community, or population structure an~
changes resources, substrate availability, or the
physical environment (White and Pickett. 1995),
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A change in the structure of a system which usu.lly
affect5 its i"unct i~lning.· Di~1;u,rbances are often
caused by aperiodif: event!;,:" such as floods,
particularly sever~ storfu$, prolonged droughts,
excessive herbivory~ or activities such as bush
clearing and cultlv~tian. Disturbance may result from
one, but more often a ;:,ombi1'1atic·'!0)- sequence of
extreme values I.')fenvir~nml,:mtal variables. The':.>'.:!may
or may ~ot I':aus&! mortali ty 0 f indi v i due ls ,
Opportunit:i,,"sare created foy' riel'" individuals of the
same or dj,fferent species t:o become establ ished.
Increasingly, disturbances ara the ~esult of human
activities (Frost et a), 1986).

The ~haracteristics of disturbances are highly variable,
evel~: within on.. typa of di~tllrbanCe! which arise!s from ,a
similoar sourcl~ (e.g. f'ood, fire). Ifl defining
disturbance it i~ important to a~low for the fact th~t
distu~bance is relative to thE Ypatial (e.g. organism
size) and temporal (e.g. organism lifespan) dimdnsions of
the system at hand (White and Pickett, 1995). It follows
then that in order to inve$tigat~ the effet~s of the
different chara.:ter,.f;4ticsof di$turban=~ and 'co
understand the ~ynamics of the communities which are
affected by the disturbante, it is necessary to define
each regime. In addition, the subseque~t management of
disturb~d are~s can be greatly assisted with this
knowlil'dge.

Sousa <1984 .> lists five descriptors or factors which
are ~ommol'ly u£.d to describe the disturbance regime of
an area.
1. Areal ext~nt - the size of the disturbed ~rea.
2. MaClY"litude-'con.irots of two components.

a. Intensity - a measure of the stremgth of the
disturbing force.

b. Severity - a measur. of the dam.ge caused by the
eli Sol turb in9 forc~e•
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3. Frequwncy - the t~tal number of disturbances that
occur in a geographical area per ~nit
time.

4. Predicta~ility - a measure of the probability of the
disturbance recurring ~t ~ny time.

5. Turr,over I-at. - the meikn tim" requir9d to disturb the
entire area.

W\thin any pa~ticular h~bitat, a vari.ty of agents
operate lndepend~~tly or in ~oncert to gmnerate the
overall reQ~I!Ii:' c~f physical disturbtlnce to which thft



• organisms resp~nd. The heterogeneity of natural
disturbance regimes is due, in part, to local variation
in the intensity, timing and spatial distribution of
potentially disturbing forces.

1~6.2.4 Types of disturbance
The kinds of natura1 disturbance vary regionally and also
within one landscape as a function of topography,
substrate, and the vegetation present. It is mainly tha
physic.l agents ~f disturbance such as ~loods, Tlres,
drought and winds which are most often associated with
tHe term disturbance, but biologicr11 processe's can als':)
act as agents of disturbance (White, 1979). Numerous
forms of disturbance have been identified in the
Iitet-ature.
For the sake of this study, only the three most c~mmo~
forms of disturbance to the riv~rine system will be
discussed. Namely, flood and flre as physical disturbance
and herbivory as a biological disturbance.
1. Floods
The disturbance created by floods is primarily achieved
by means f tho sheer force and velocity of the flood
waters. ;...::,,~.mdin;]of the force of the wat~r and the
susceptibility Qf the trees, th.y can be completely
uprooted~ broken off at ground level, or stripped of
their foliage, leading to the reduction of biomass and
mortality. In terms of the destruction of the larger
woody componQnts, floods can be selective to the degree
that those species which offer the greatest resistance to
river flow, due to their stem or canopy size or their
rigidity, will be removed most effectively. Trees with
smaller canopies and which have more flexible
characteristics are often able to Survive floods more
effectively (Wi'ls~ 1984). Herbaceous species are
readily removed along with underlying soils and
substrata.

The ability of flood waters to erode existing sediments
as well as various layers of underlying rock is r~lated
to its sediment load which it carries as a suspended load
(small p&rticles - silt and fine sand) and as a be~ load
(larger particles - sand, gravel aa well as stones and
small rocks'. The suspended particles are carried within
the internal eddies of the flood waters, while the bed
load is simply moved along the river bed by the force ~f
the water. The velocity of the water determines the size
of the particle which can be carried by the suspended
mode. As water valocity drops, so doe~ the ability of th~
water to carry the larger particles and th~se particles
are dropped by the water and depOSited. Areas where
channel velocity are reduced are therefore characterised
by large quantities of sand and silt depositions. The
dep~sition of large quantities of silt and sand
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constitutes a further form of disturbance to riverine
vegetation. Point bars (inner bends) and river flat$>are
m~jor areas of such deposition.

• •

Floods are responsible for the continuous removal of old
substrates and the creation of new ones (by means of the
erosion and de~osition of sediments) and the displacement
and migration of river channels. These change5, along
with the varying abilities of plants to tolerate flooding
and to survive and colonise after flooding, leads to the
continuous shifting of vegetation along these disturbance
created gradients (Franz and BazzazJ 197?). The presence
or absence of certain plant specie$ along rivers is
related to flood frequency and intensity. In addition,
the variable probabilities of floods of different sizes
occurring, means that the gradient from river's edge to
upland is a spatial gradient reflecting flaod frequency
(Bell, 1974), However", this grad:'ent i$ complic,\ted by
the presence of numerous bends in the rlver, where the
flow on the inner and Dut~r bends are exaggerated by the
force of the flow.

Floods are also resp~nsible for seed bank dynamics. Th~
seed bank of a riVerine area is partially or completely
removed along with the soils they are associated with by
·'.e erosive force of the flood waters. Towards the end of
the flood, when water velocity slows down, the deposition
of sediments occurs. Seeds flom riverine areas are
simultaneously da:posited with these sediments, bringing
about a turnover in the seed bank. By these means, plant
$pecie~ from areas higher up the river as well as in the
~atchment areas are able to appear and establish
them~elves in lower lyi~g areas. It is by these means
that alien plant species are able to spread so
successfully in riverine conditions.
The potential for flooding on a riverine system depends
on four main physical parameters of the cat=hm~nt area
<Looser, 1985),

a. intensity and duration of rainfall in the area,
b. topography of the area,
c. soil permeability, and
d. vegetation cover.
Roberts (1985) highligh~ed the effects of land use in
catchment areas and how different la~d usages bring about
changes to the sail perm~ability and vegetation cov~r,
thereby ~ffecting the potential for flooding.
The land usages he identified were,
a. afforest.tion,
b. soil conservation practices,
c. river abstractions and damming,
d. urbanisation, and
e. cultivation.
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• • 2. Fire
The disturbance resulting from a fire is primarily
brought about by the destruction of plant matter and
associated organisms by the intense !"H~at of th~ fire.
Secondary effects concern the reducti~n in organic matter
and total nitrogen as well as carbon and sulphur through
volatilisation and removal in smoke and ash (Frost et ai,
1985) •

Fire is a periodic event, often occurring over a wide
area and affecting both living and dead plant material
irrespective of their nutritional quality. It can be
sel~ctiva to the degree that there are considerable
differences between species in their susceptibilit~es and
responses to fire (Frost, 1984). The incidence o~ fire is
largely a function of the dry-season standing crop of
grass, itself a product of both the amount of rainfall
and plant production during the previous wet season and
the extent of herbivory (Frost et aI, 1985).
In high rainfall areas and areas of hi~h water
availability, where grass production is substantial. +.he
dry-season fires ar~ very intense. In these areas- ~lre
effectively kills seedlings and small trer~ 1

con~equently, woody plant reciuitment is general~y
episodic (Frost et aI, 1985). Fire also damages
above-ground p~rts of plant; and retards the growth of
shrub'Sand seedlings, thereby lowering the biorrass air
woody plants (Rutherford, 1981).

The local intensity, frequency and areal exLent of fire
in terrestrial plant communities is controlled by ccmp t a.:
interrelations between six factors (Vogl~ 1977; Sousa,
1984 a).
a. frequency and sea»onality oi ignition sources,
b. moisture content of fuel,
c. rate of fuel accumulation,
d. structural ~nd chemical charact~ristics of fuel,
e. mosaic:nature of the landscape, and
f. local wGather conditions at the time of fire.

Since all of these factors vary over space ilmdtime,
therp is considerable heterogeneity in local fire
regimes. In addition, th~re are widely varied responses
and susceptibiliti~s of different plant species to fire
as a consequence of their varied life history strategi~s
to disturbciu,cesof different kinds. In certain areas,
plants have evolved with fire and h~ve sUbsequently
adapted to its effects. In these areas, the proportion of
species which ~~e easily killed is very low. They
nevertheless ~xist and there is a continuum from those
which are nighly susceptible to those which are extremely
resistant. The relative abundance of the two extremes on
any site is a fair reflertion of t~. fire history of the
site (Walker, 1981 a). MOst species are easily killed as
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seedlings and their resistance increases with age and
size, up to a pelnt where they become $~nescent and again
sU'5cepti!p 16h
Plants h.ve evolved different ways to avoid damage by
fire. Among the wooMy plants, some species are adapted to
withstand t'ire by such char'acter1sties as a thick, corky
bark and other. die back to ground l~vel but regrow
vignrously by coppicing. These strategies are often
related t~ the type of substrate the plants occupy
(Walker, 1981 a).
As a conaequence of these variable fire ragimes and the
susceptibilities of plants ~o fire, the effects of fire
on vegetation are highly variabl~.
There is ample evid~nce to show th~t fire retards the
development of yeget~tion towards the climax state (West,
1971). Phillips (19301 identified tha~ vast areas of
Africa remain in a non-climax state as a result of fire.
Fi~e and other forms of disturbance frequently interact.
For example, frequent fires keep woody plants at a
certain hQight and in an acceptable state for browsers.
The effect of the browsers is to reduce woody plant
growth and keep plants within the size range most
affected by fire (Trollope. 1974). In " similar way, the
effects of flooding can interact with those of fire as
well as those ~f herbivory to gener~te an overall fire,
flood, r.Il~rbivoryregim;!.
3. Herbivory
Herbivory ref~r$ to the removal, for purpose of
ingestion, of plant matter by both vertebrates and
invertebr.tes. Herbivores ~onsume and damage plant matter
and are able to kill individual ~lant$, particularly
seedlings. At what point the removal of plant matter
constitutes a. disturbance is unclear but commonly is
considered to be when such removal leads to the complete
removal of a plant, its death, or when it seriously
affects or retards the further growth of that plant.
The effects of large wild ungulates have bean highlighted
in most studies on herbivory, particularly wh~n suc~
stud;e. are conducted in wildlife reservws where
different types of domestic livestock are excluded.
However, it must be emphasised that these ar~ not the
only nor necessarily the most important harbivores.
Invertebrates such as grasshoppers and l~custs, leaf
cutting ants and harvester termites can also exert major
effects in certain systems under sp~cific conditions.
't~rbivory is usually limited to particular plant species
~lld plant parts, espeC::ially those of above ground
nutritional quality. TheH-e is cO\1sjderable variation
~etween herbivores in the degr~e of selectivity in their
diets, reflecting a complex interplay between the kind of
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animal, its body size and associated energy and nutrient
requirements and the growth form, stru~ture, c~emi$try
and phenology of potential food plants (Frost et ai,
1985). This selection for certain specios of plant can
have a significant bearing on the abundance and possibly
even the presence or absence of certain species in a
community.
Invertebr&te herbivores tend to be more specialised
feeders than vertebrate herbivores, and while they can
have profound effects on the population dynamiCS of
individual species, they do not seem able to control the
physiognomy and life form of vegetation in the Way that
many vertebrate herbivores can (McNaughton, 1979).
Grasslands are prime examples of vegetation often
controlled, manipulated and altered by grazing. Over the
past dec.ade it has become evident in South Africa that
the heavy grazing of certain grasslands has led to the
marked increase in the relative abundance of undesirable
(unpalatable) grasses (Acocks, 1953). In an attempt to
overcome this problem, much empirical work has been done
on grazing management systems. Various systems have been
~ecommended, in which the frequency, intensity and
seasonal timing of grazing are altered in different ways
by the application of different management activities
such as differ&ntial stocking rates, use of fire ~nd ~u$h
clearing.
Similarly, woody vegetation is also affected to a large
extent by browsing. The effects of mlephants on the woody
vegetation = grass ratio have been recorded i11 many areas
<AnderLon and Walker, 1974; Tho~p50n, 1975), while
Anderson and Walker (1974) have described how the species
componition of the woody veg~tation has been changed by
elephant. Taylor and Walker (1978), demonstrated that the
denSity of small woody plants can be significantly
reduced by browsers and this effe~t can result in a
reduced density of all age cla$ses pre5~nt.
The eff~~ts of herbivory depend on six factors (Frost et
ai, 1985),
a. growth form of the plant,
b. specific plant p£rts removed,
c. intensity, frequency and season of use,
d. growth stage of the plant,
e. soil type and soil moisture conditions, whi~h ~ffect

water and nutrient availdbility and thereby the plants
capacity to grow, and

f. history of the plant, particularly the time since a
previous occurrence of defoliation by other herbivores
or other disturbances.

Since recovery from defoliation is not instantaneous,
future eve~ts such as heavy rainfall, drought, or further
defoliation by herbivores and fire can also influence the
eventual outcome. Walker et al (1986) found that although
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the responses of grass growth to grazing,
biological and environmental factors do
dynamics of mixed swards in gras~lands,
relatively insignificant compared to the
rainfall.

and other
affect the
they are

lI~ffects of

1.6w2.5 Repopulation of communities a1fter a ~Usturb(~nce

PI""ntpropagul~s are rarely able to l.nvade a\'1dbect;me
established in areas densely o~cupied by other plants
(Connell and Slatyer, 1977). Resident plant$ inhibit
recruitm~nt from propagules by simply engaging the space,
by reducing the available supply af e.sential resources
or by modifying site conditions in ways that inhibit tMe
germination of these propagules.

According ~~ Sous~ (1984 a',
re-establ i~hment 'following
number of tactors.

the rate and pattern of
a dis~urbance depend$ on a

One of the major principal effects of natural disturbance
is to alter the availability of rssource. for plant
growth. There are at least two mechanisms by which
disturbance can temporarily increase the avail~bility of
light, water~ and soil nutrients (Pickett a~d White,
1985). The first is simply the redu~tion in rates of
uptake or use of resources due to the loss of biomass.
The second mechanism is the decompogition and
mineralisation of nutrients held in organic m~tter. In
general th.re is a positive relationship between
disturb~HICe size or intensity and the ava.ilability of
resources for plant growth. An important featu~. of any
increase in resource availability produced by a
disturbance is its transient nature. As bioruas$ is
re-established at the sit~, the relative availabi~ity of
resources for future colonists will decline (Pick"tt and
Wh i te , 1et8S)•

1. The morphological and reproductive traits of sp~cies
present during disturbance. Such traits will det~rmine
the likelihoad that these species will survive I the
disturbance and rapidly re~occupy the site.

o
20 rhe reproductive biology of species that occupy the

site after the disturbance.
3. The characteristics of the disturbpd patch which

include,

a. magnitude of tho disturbance that created it,
b. Si2~ and shap0 of patch,
c. location ~nM distance of patCh from source of

colonists,
d. heterogcn~ity of its internal environment, and
e. time it was created.
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The reso~rces made available by a disturbance are soon
exploit~d by colonists and regenerating survivors, and a
successional sequence of species replacements usually
ensues (Noble and Slatyer, 1980). One or a few
competitively dominant andlor long lived species come to
monopolise the resources and hierarchical competitive
interactions or differential longevities will eventually
lead to the monopolisation of patch resources.

In attempting to explain patterns of species diversity
Connell (1978) and Huston (1979) postulated a competitive
equilibrium that occurs in the absence of repeated
disturbance. However, both argue that due to the
frequen~y of disturbance events in nature~ such a
competitive equilibrium is probably not a common
occurrence and therefore the variation in species
diversities that we observe among communities are the
result of variation in the rate of disturbance (Connell,
1978) or of va\~iations in the "dynamiC equilibrium"
he tween disturbance rates and the rates of competitive
displacement among species (Huston, 1979).
1~6.2.6 l'he effects of disturbance on community dynamics

Two characteristics of communities are affected by
disturbance.

1. Demography

The communities and sub-communities inhabiting different
regions after a disturb~nce may differ in age or size
structure. This may be due to the differential
vulnerabilitie~ of tha particular components of the patch
to the disturbance. This has the effect of over
rep~e$enting the size class which is less affected by the
disturbance and under representing those classes which
are part\cularly affected. An uneven demographic
structure hi:'.simportant impl ications to the re'~overy a.nd
further development of a community and the rate at which
this takes place. Should the occurrence of floods favour
the large or mature size class at the expense of the
juvenile class, recovery may be substantially shorter
since the mature age cl.ss would be able to rapidly
ensure a copious supply of seeds and of~spring to
reinstate a healthy age structure within a short time.
However, should a flood event favour the jUveniiB size
clesm at the eApense of the mature size class, recovery
i~ likely to be substantially longer with the ~ventual
attainment of a competitive equilibrium and ths growth
and development of juveniles to mature trees.

2. Species diver$ity

Disturbance acts from this point to maintain within patch
diversity by one of two mechanisms. (Connell, 197B;
Huston, 1979; Abugov, 1982).
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a. Compensatory mortalityIt •

According to the compensatory mortality hypothesis,
comp~nsatory mortality refers to the situation where the
potential late successional dominant or species with the
highes'O'competitive ranking, suft$rs a disproportionately
higher rate of disturbance related mortality compared to
other species present. By this mechanism, competitive
elimination of the less competitive species can be
eliminated if not prevented indefinitely_ This prevents
the progression towards a low diversity forest which is
dami~ated by highly competitive species, thereby
maintaining a high level of diversity.
b ..Intermediate disturbance
Connell (1978), Huston (197q) and Grime (1973) postulat~d
an "intermediat~" disturbance lev~l at which most speci~s
could coexist and where diversity is highest.
Intermediate disturbam J refers to the situation where
disturbance renews resources at a rat~ or intensity
sufficient to allow for continued recruitment and
persistence of species that would otherwise be excluded.
The disturbance must occur with some intermediate
frequency or intensity but:it can be anywhere in the
entire range of frequencies or intensities depending on
the rate of competitive displacement. It is stated that
periodic or recurrent disturbance at this intermediate
level perpetuate pioneer and mid-seral species. Under
these conditions, species with different life history
strategies are able to coexist and consequently high
levels of species richnes5 are maintained. If the
frequency/intensity of disturbance increases beyond this,
only species (colonising species) with high growth and/or
disp~rsal rates. the pioneer and mid-seral species, are
able to exist. This repr~sents an extreme represented by
a low species richness. The other extr'eme would apply if
the frequency/intensity of disturbance had to decrease.
Heres only the highly competitive climax species which
fll·e better at maintai tilng resources would exist a'(\d
equilibrium would eventually be attained. Other less
competitive species would bp. excluded and consequently
the species richness would be m&intained at a low level.
Based on the intermediat~ disturbance hypothesi$, Miller
(1982) separately considered the intensity and frequency
of disturbance events in the determination of species
richne~s. Malanson (1984) modified this hypotheSiS to
produce a three dimensional model of speCies richness in
response to different degrees of both intensity and
frequency of disturbance ...
1~6.2.7 Disturbance and the stability and resilience of

ecological systems
Ecological systems respond differently to the impact of
disturbance or the combination of numerous disturbance
events. Two types of ecological systems have been
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• • identified on the basis of their response to disturbance
(Holling, 1973; Walker, 1980).
1. A stable system is one which is able to return to

its equilibrium state after a disturban~e. Stability
therefore represents the ability of that ~ystem ~o
reach this state. The more rapidly it returns and the
less it flu~tuates, the more stable it would be. Su~h
a system shows little variability through time in the
amounts of its $tate variables. This stability view
of ecological system behaviour emphasises the
equilibrium, the mainte~an~e of the predi~table world
and the harvesting of nature's ex~eS5 produ~tion with
as little fluctuation as possible (Holling, 1973).

2. A resilient system is o~~ whi~h is able to absorb
~hange and disturban~e and still maintain the same
relationship bCuween populations or state variables
Resilien~e is thErefore a measure of the persistence
of systems and their ability to absorb disturbance.
A resilient system is usually not stable and the
values of its state variables often change
~onsiderably when subjected to disturbance (Walker,
1980). More importantly, the parameters of the system
which influen~e its dynami~s also l.hange, thereby
redefining the boundaries w~thin whi~h the system
remains attracted to its equilibrium point. The
intera~tion of random ~vents, elong with other
deterministic forces act to define the shape, size,
and ~haracteristi~s of the domain of attraction
(Holling, 1973). A~~ording to Walker et al (1981),
redefinition of the boundaries of the domain of
attraction by disturbances allow for the easy
accommodation of future disturban~es of the same type~

1.6.2.8 Predictability of di~turbance theory

o

General predi~tions ~on~erning the diversity and
composition of natural systems are made possible by
applying the intermediate disturbance hypothesis and, if
information is available ~oncerning the growth rates of
species present, by application of the dynamiC
equilibrium model. Both approaches clearly rely on
predi~tions regarding either the frequency or intensity
of disturbance events. The a~~uracy of such predictions
are therefore dependent on the ability of s~ientists to
predict the oc~urren~e of disturban~e events which are
likely to have an impact on the ~ystem. The ~omplexity of
the disturbance regimes of different systems in turn
determines the level of confidence which can be placed on
these predictions.
Kova~ks et al (1985) employed different prediction models
in an attempt to determine the probability of different
sized flood events in the Pongo1a river system.
Essenti~11y, such predictions are for the planning and
construction of large bridges over the various rivers but
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II • this type of information can be u.ed adequately, along
with other information about the disturbance regime, to
predict the structure and dynamics of riverine
vegeta1:ion.

1.6.2.9 Failures of disturbance theory

The major failing of disturbance th~ory is the inability
of scientists to predict 'catastrophic' or 'stochastic'
events. Since these canno~ be predicted, it is not
possible to include such events in disturbance models.
Events of this magnitude have a major effect on the
structure and dynamics of ecolDgical systems and
consequently can substantially restrict the accuracy of
predictions relating to vegetation structure and
composition.

Another problem associated with the disturbance theory
predictions is the need for long term data on the
particular disturbance being invest4gated. Data of this
nature is very seldom available. This is particularly
true for the ~nvestigation of flood events. While flood
gauging stations are strategically placed on the larger
rivers of ma~t catchments in the country, they have only
been placad relatively recently and even then, large
magnitude flood events teno to recurrently remove them.
These factors reduce the accuracy of flood prediction
models con~iderably.

1.6.3 Community organisation theory

..
A large number of different theories have been proposed
regarding community structure and organisation and those
factors responsible for structuring communities. The
complexity of existing theories and their relationships
under different re$ource and environmental conditions has
plared community organisation theory into a state of
confusion. In addition, it has been traditional to test
existing theories independently instead of together or
Simultaneously, thereby fUrther confusing .he importance
of these theories relative to each oth~r. This largely
explains the existence of tiifferent schools which support
contrasting mechanisms in the organisation of natural
communities.

o Five community organisation hypotheses~ which ~ra cantral
to the project and the approach adopt~d, are discussed
below. These selected hypotheses, while they reflect an
important component of the total number of existing
theories pertaining to community organisation, do not
cover the entire range extant in the literature •j

..-4...../
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1.6.3.1 Island size hypothesis

Documentation pertaining to t' positive corrt'!llation
between the species richness of an area and its size has
been commonplace in ecological lit~rature for the last
fifty years (Preston, 1960, 1962 a; MacArthur a"d
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I '. Wilson, 1963, 1967; Williams, 1964~ Simberlo'f, 1972;
Schoener, 1976; Connor and McCoy, 1979; GoulO, 1079;
Strong, 1979; Schoener and Schoener~ 1981; Martin, 1981).

The relationship between island siz~ Bnd the number of
species occupying the islands has b~~n most freqwently
investigated. MacArth~~ and Wilson (1963) propose~ the
equilibrium theory which considers species number to be
the result of a dynamic balance between the independently
or simultaneously varying immigratic and extinction
rates of species. This research led to 'development of
the area per se hypothesis by Preston (1962 a,b) and
MacArthur and Wilson (1963, 1967) and the
habitat-diversity hypothesis by Williams (1964).
The area per se mechanism posits that larg~r homogeneous
areas support larger populations of e~ch cpecies causing
lower extinction rates relative to immig,ation.
Due to the la.)e quantities of data c~ntained in the
species lists from islands of varying size, use of the
spe~ies-area re~ation assisted in simplifying these
analyses by minimising the contributibns of individual
species. This approach was particularly justified by the
taxonomicalJ.·yoriented researchers in the interests of
documenting underlying general patterns.
The species-area relation is !:Iyno means confiT'~d to
truly insular situations. Cairn$ and Ruthven .1QO)
applied the ~pecies-area approach to the rel&~'~~~hip
between volume of substrate corresponding to area and the
number of frEshwa~ler protozoan species present.
Similarly, the species-area concept has been used for
numerous other reasons such C1~, the i1"' '<:;lstigation of
arthropod ~pecies dynamiCS on ~uniper pla~,_ (Ward, 1977)
and the justification of conservation practices in large
areas (DiaMond, 1975).

Species-area curves have also been employed to determine
optimal sample sizes for particular areas (Cain, ~938;
McIntosh, 1967). The techniques inv~lved are described in
Mueller-Dombois and Ellenberg (1974).
In or~ r to facilitate the prediction of species in
larger areas and the comparison of different areas in
term~ of the species area relation, work has focused on
the mechanistic descriptions of the r~lation~hip and on
the biological explanations of variation in species area
parameters. The comparison of numerous early 5pecies area
curves revealed an asymptotic trend particularly for
large areas CFig. 1.1)~ Plant ecolog~sts first attempted
to elucidate the exact form of this curvilinear
relation!;f!1ip by attempt i..g'liofit numerous mathemat ical
models to this relationship. Preston (1962 a,b)
emphasised firstly, the need for large samples <)100} in
order to avoid the eff~cts of contagion and secondly,
that samples should be taken from areas as homogeneous as
possible.
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Figure 1.1 A typical asymptotic species area curve
In order to determine the b~st-fit mo~el it has been
common to transform either thF independent andlor the
dependent vdriable(s) in a regression analysis in crder
to transform a curvilinear rel.tionship into a linear ana
and in so daing, allowing for an increase in the
I~oportion of variance explained. The model displaying
the highest r-squared value is then taken as the best-fit
model (Connor and McCoy~ 1979). By these means, the
species-area relation is generally d~~cribed as either
~n exptmential one (f"""".:lscn,1922)?

S = log k + z log A
or a power function (Arrhenius, 1921),

S = k A"" which is approximated by a double logarithmic
transformation

log S = log k + z log A.

Connor arId t-1cCoy(1979), analysed 100 species-area c;urveH.
available fro~ the literature, an~ conclude~ that tne
best-fit model for a particular ~pecies-area curve can
only be determined empirically and that there is no
conclusive best-fit model which fits all situations.
Due to it. relative ease of interpretation and
manipulation, howeverJ the power function has naturally
been preferred and sin~e the work of Preston (1962 a), it
appeMrs to be the most uniformly accepted mathematical
model giving the best statistical fit in most cases. The
power function exponent (slope) describes the rate of
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increase in species numbers with arna nnd oft~n is the
subject of comparative studies of dlff~rent area~. The
slope has been der i ved frc:,m sp~c ies ~~bundam.:e mociels
(May, 1975) and from MacArthur W~l$an eq~ilibrium
mOdels (Schoener, 1976) and has been found to be
relatively constant. Far truly iaalated are~s involving
large total species numbers, Pr~ston (1962 a) predicted a
value af O,e6~ ~nd conaidereci values within ~he runge of
Or17 and 0,33 to be within canonical range. M~cArthur and
Wilson (1967) defined the possible range to exist between
0.20 and 0.2S. Schnener C~976) has extended the range
ac~eptDble for such are6S to fall between 0 and 0,5.
Gould (1971, hypothesised that it may be that only slopa
values d~v' tjng from this range pu.sess bialD~ical
s19nificanc£ and that elopes falling within this range
indicate the lack of a functional relHtianship. On the
~asis of the equilibrium hypothe~is, MacArthur and Wilson
<i963) and Diamond (1973) interpretmd that an adequate
fi~ of the power function to abmerv~d $p~cies numbers
implies the existence ~f ~ dynamic equilibrIum between
the immigration a~d ex~inction of species.

Numarou$ ~xp!anations have be~n proposed ta explain the
variations in Rlope values.

Steeper slopes are m~re commonly found with the
co~bination of random samplES than with the continuous
expansion In size of a single sample (Greig-Smith,
1964) •

Slope is negatively ~orrelated with the degree ~f
isolation (Connor and McCoy, 1979).

The steepnes.s of th~ alope is dependent on 1~he
size of th£ source pocl of species (Schoener, 1976).

Th~ stDGpneSS of th& slope is d~pendent on the size ~f
the area (Hartin, 1991).

Dl?spi.~c these numer-ous 'facto,"s i~lhichcan .aff~ct the
degree of ~orrel~tion batween species number and area.
the spec1es-Ared relation has value. By r2movi'~ and
considering as many of these fact~rs as pos~ible, by
stard~rdisation of technique6 and by recoyni5ing the
pasi~ assumptions, it may serve a~ a valuable analytical
'\,001.

Ct·~n. and McCoy t 19"'9), have rli'vieIiJ.edthe pubUshted
u~ages and mis-usages of the species-&r.a curv~& in the
literature and detailed the ultimate value of ~he m~thod
for' b io100iCiai research. They hel ii.evesuch cur-v .5 wi 11 be
most v If u l 11"1comparing div~rsi';:ie$ betw"".angtpiH_:1riiphical
region, habitatn, ur taxa ever a range of s~mpl~ sizes
or bpt' ~en different 5ized wamples. Th~y can 8'50 b. used
to "H"""':orout" the effflct of area on diversity, $0 that
ta"ieef'\.!c'l:sof other var i ab le$ on spec hI!!:; numtlers can bf"';
dO?terminec:l.
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1.6.8"2 R~sour~e heterogeneity hypothesis

The resource/habitat heteiogen~ity hypothesi~ was
developed by Williams (1964) as an alternative to the
area per se (island ~ize) hypothesi.. Williams agreed
that species numbers indeed increase with increasing
area, that this increas~ is not a consequence of the
increasing area per se, but as a consequence of the
increasing abundances of habitats which become available
for colonization as area increas.5. Therefore as the
Amount of area Gamp I ed iVlcre.nses, new hab i tats wi th their
associated species are encountered and thus, species
number incr~ases ~~ith area. Sinc~ the inception of this
hypatnesi~, Abele (1974), Harman (1972) &nd Dexter (1972)
have all demonstrat~d a aositive correlation between
species number and nUMber of hauitats. PriCE (1984),
focused on th~ simultaneous increase in resources with
increlsing habltat dvailability, and thereby renamed
this hypotheSiS the resource heterogeneity hypothesis.

of resource~ on a
the population
be gl-aphicCllly

The l"el.:at:lonshipbE-'tween tha range
quality gradient, their Quantity and
renpons~5 to the~. resour~es can
represented (Fig. 1.2).
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[. .0.gure 1.2 The \""'"dationship between i'a! .Ie of
on it quality gradient and quantity of
comparing two communities with the same
resour r..:etlbut distl-ibuted in different W'!lYs

r·esou~·~es
resources,

amount of

Root (1973) proposed the resource concentr~tion
hypothesis which $tates that large bodies of a resource
PioYid~s a concentrated resource for specialists which
increases the attraction and accumulation of specialist
~pecies, the time they spend on the resource and their
reproductive success. This hy?othesi. was develnped
mainly to eXF'!'lain the differences between the
harbjycr'i;)uSinsect populations which exist on pure grown
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and mixed grown crops but it serves as a converse to the
resource heterogeneity hypothesis. Its essence is clearly
explained by Figure I.e.
1.6.3.3 Ir.dividu.al istic response hypo,thesis

The individualistic hypothesis was proposed independently
by Ramensky (19~4) and Gleason (1926). Prior to this, the
Clementsian i~terpretation (Clements, 1916) also termed
the 'communi:y-unit' hypothesis (Whittaker. 1975) enjoyed
wide support. This hypothesis asserted that vegetation is
structured into well-defined natural units and that sharp
boundaries (ecetones) exist between these community
types as a result of competition between dominant species
present.
The individualistic hypothesis therefore served as an
alternative, asserting instead, the principle of species
individuality. Namely, that the distribution of any pl~nt
species is a product of its own physiological
requirements, genetic structure and tolerancSls, modified
by the availability of resources that are subjected to
competitive utilis~tio" by associated species. Along the
gradient, different communities integrate continuously as
a consequence of the gradual changes in popUlation levels
of species along continuous environmental gradients
(~ca~line), thereby forming a complex continuum of
populations (~oenocline)

According to Gauch (1985) and Gauch .nd Whittaker (1972),
the individu~listic responses of species slonp an
environmental gradient are explained by the Gaus.ian
model of community structure, which i5 characterised by
12 proposed elements.
1. The ~bundance of each species along an environmental

gradient generally form a bell-shaped, unimodal curve
approxim.ating the Gaussian (11ormal)curve. This curve
has three parameters, a. the mode, b. the maximum
value, and c. the dispersion in units of standard
deviation. Given two environmental gradients, a
species' distribution generally approximates a
Ga~ssian curv~ along each gradient~ together
constituting a Gaussian response surface over the
plane defined by the two gradient~. Thi$ response ca~
be extended to three or more dimensions.

2. Th~ modes of species distributions are sk.attered
individualistically along an environmental gradient
antido not tand to be concentratf.t'dinto groups of
highly associated .pecies with little overlap_ Minor
species are $c~ttered at random but major species
show regular spacing.

3. The maximum abundances of each sp~cies may form
log~ormal or lograndom distributions. Species maxima
may be grouped into octaves, where e.ch octav~ is a
doubling of the maximum v~lue. The two different



• • distributions may be considered as alternatives for
different circumstances. A lograndom distribution is
characterised by octaves on a logarithmic scale and
therefore random allocation leads to approximately
equal Dctave counts. A lognormal distribution
involves a normal curv~ with logarithmic scaling of
maximum abundances. Th:,isdistribution is common,
especially for communities with a large number of
species.

4. Species dispersions vary, with some species
restricted to narrow range~ ~~ong an environmental
gradient and others occurring more broadly.
Coenoclines involving numerous species have been
found to have a set of species dispersions tending to
form a normal distributionJ with a standard deviation
of about 0.3 times the average value.

5. Environmental gradients used as separate axes in
direct gradient analysis may, in fact, not be
entir01Y independent in their effec~s on the
communities. Instead, there may be a partial
correlation between gradients. There are three
pussibilities far the angle of rotation between
gradients, which imply unique interactions between
environmental gradients and species distributions.
a. uniform orientation, with no interactions b.
random distribution, with inconsistent interactions
and c. normal distribution, with consistent
inter~ctions.

..

6. Correlations between the three parameters of Gaussian
curves and the six par~met~rs of the bivariat~
Gaussian surface do not appear to characterise field
data along an environmental gr~dient.

7. A gradient of community composition (co~nocline) can
be churacterised by the amount of species turnover
from one end to the other. This property is termed
'beta diversity1 and is expressed as the number of
average st~ndard deviations of species turnover along
the gradient (SD). An alternative measure is the
half-change (He) which is equivalent to 1.34 SD
ideally and approximately 1 with typical field data.

o 8. Community studies vary in the number of species which
are encountered in a sample (alpha diversity) and in
the total number of species encountered in the study
(gamma diversity).

9. Gaussian species response surfaces Can be modified by
competition with other species. This may lead to the
shouldering and skewing or flattening of the bell
shap~d curve (Fig- 1.3). Bimod~l distribution curves
m~y bQ ~vident within some taxa consisting of several
ecotypic cl.sse., as a consequence of biotic effects
or in areas where recurring environmental features
occur.
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Flgur~ 1.3 Diagrammatic
distribution -types

repres~ntation species

(1) Normal or G~ussian
(C!) & (4) Skewed
(3) Platykurtic:
(5) Bimodal

()

10. The flanks of Gaussian surfaces extend indefinitely
and the paint at which a $pecie~ is absent (or very
rare)in real field data is analogous to
mathematic~lly truncating the flank of a Gaussian
surface at some small value.

11. Field data are noisy. Noise is seen when variations
in one speciel; abundimce is not correlated with
variations in the abunda't'lces of other speciege
present. Fialu data vary in "nise levels between
replicate samples taken at the sam~ position on th~
environMental gradient. A similari~y measure between
sa\'I\ples reflect low nc iSt!! at 80 to 90 perc:ent, med ium
nolse at 70 ~o 60 percent and high noise at 50 to 70
percent similarity.
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12. Patterns of sampl~ placement within the community
gradients present may vary. Various sample placement
procedures Can be modeled as a. random placement, b.
placement in regular transects and grids, and c.
deliberate placement in order to produc. sample
clusters or any desired pattern.

The central assumption of the 12 elements conce~ns the
shape of the curve relating species' abunda~ce to an
environmental gradi~nt, i.e. whether it is a bell-shaped
Gaussian curve or is perhaps bimodal. If the majority of
th~ curves are not Gaussian then many of the elements
become inapplicable (Austin, 1985).
Austin (1976) determined the proportions of the different
plant distribution types along an environmental gradient.
He classified the distribution of species according to a.
linear distributions, and b. non-linear distributions as
either Gaussian, skewed, platykurtic or bimodal. He found
that 95 percent were non-linear. Of this, only 26 percent
displayed Gau~sian distributions. The rest displayed
platykurtlc, and bimodal distributions.
The concerted wcrk of Whittaker (1967, 1975), McIntosh
(1967), Dansereau (1968), Gauch and Whittaker (1972) and
Ellenberg (1954) lad to the development of ~grp~ient
analysis' as a method which deals with thi~ apparent
vegetation continuum and the various gradient
relationships associated with it. The distributions of
many species along gradients of important e~vironmental
factors .re commonly display~d by mean~ of 'direct
gradient an~lyse$' (DGA). Direct gradient analyeus are
essentially the study of transects, sin~e these relata
community gradients with environment31 gradient3
(Whittaker 1966). It is accepted with this approach that
a cotllplex-gradismt<Gauch, 1985) of mii:myenvironm~ntal
characteristics exists and population distributions are
observed in relation to on~ another along this
complex-gradient.
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Direct gradient analyses &re often employed to
investigate which environmental fartor(s) in a range of
factors principally affect the distribution of spe~ies.
This is usually very difficult to assess at this level
because many factors vary together and one cannot
differentiate between the species ~nd the posit.ions they
occupy on more than hasic criteria. In a~ditt~n, the
primary factor itself i~ often a complex one and the
exact contribution of each aspect is difficult to asseSs.
Secondary environmentAl f .ctors which do have some
bearing on the distributions ~f species are difficu!t to
identify because th~y are usually overshadowed b~ the
primary gradient or gradients and they often involve
relatively few $peci~s and samples o~ the data set
(Gauch, 198e>. Direct gradient analyses are useful when
important environmental factors .re readily appreciated
and measured and when research purposes call for direet,
integratad use of environmental data. It must be
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I ' remembered that such anaiyses are only applicable with
clearly evident environmental gradients and therefore has
limited applicability in certain cIrcumstances.
'.1anydescriptive models of the individualistic hypothesis
based on direct gradient analyses have been published but
very few have ever been mechanistic. They do not provide
clear stat.:omlentsabout the !5hape of spec ies response
curves or indicatR whether the curves might show
cont~nuum or community type patterns along environmental
gradients. Shipley dnd Keedy (1987) suggested that direct
gradient analysis suffer. from the problem of u.ing
subjective methous of analysing the obs~-ved patterns by
failing to use inferential statistics to compa~w
empirical data to tl1e propo$ecl model' Austin et ;:01
(198~) stated that to date, direct gradient analyses have
a. lacked an explicit SAmpling strategy, b. displayed a
high rejection rate of sampls~, a" c. lacked rigorous
st~tistical analyses. They were a~r the first to apply
a statistical approach with th~ ~pplication of
generalised linear modeling (GLM) to investigate tho
relative importarlcE!'0'1' four environmental Variables in
predicting the presenc~ of eucalypt speci~s in an area.
Shipley and Keddy (1987) pOinted out that the use of this
GLl1technique can nnly be used to test between competirjg
hypotheses concerning ~peci~s ecological r'esponse curves
but that this method cann~t be used directly to test
between the community-unit and ind; 'a.listicconcept's.
After stating falsifiable hypoth.' based on the
predi.r.telj patterns of the i. ir:lualistir.: and
~ommunity-unit concepts, the observed patterns of
boundaries along the g;-adi.ent;\.ley·ec:ompared to tf't?se
hypotheses usin~ an ana\y~is of devianco CMcCullmgh and
Neider', 1983). Austin (1987) also quantitatively tested
the distribution of the modes using a Chi-square t~st.
Whitt~ker (1966) proposed that plant species are so
individualistic in their requirements that samples can
usually be arranged according to their own floristic::
charar.teristics. The complex-gradient and the coenocline
are coupled together in many ways, which allows for the
c~ntribution of e~cn to the determin&tion of the other.
This proc~ss of arranging samples in relation to one or
more gradients or axes of variation is termed ordination
(GoodAll, 1954t and f~rms ~he basis of 'indirect oradient
analyuis·. Here species and samples are arranged in a law
dimensional space in such a way that similar entities are
clos~ by and dissimilar entitie~ are far apart.
Ve~et.t~on samples (or speciee) arQ arrang~d in r~lation
to one or more ecol~gical gradients and allow for the
abstract iloY') of axes that may represent l,invironmenta::.
gradient~. Loucks (1961) and Persson (1981),
inve$tigating moisture gradients, found that vegetation
characteristics gave more ~ff~~tt~~ ordinations than such
'factol~ grildient magnit;,,~!i'!;';.:..',',J:'fJht in'temiity, soil
water-retaining capacity and drainage. Needless to say,
the ordination C)'''' samples on this ba~is is mCH'~ CO$t-,
time- and labour-effective.
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Numerous authors have supported the use of a
phytosociological weighted averages technique for basic
ordination by means of vegetational characteristics (Dix
and Smeins 1967, Whittaker 1951). This technique employs
a phytosociological scale which is developed from using
plants themselves as indicators of particular
environmental characteristics such as drainage and
temperature. Another method of basic ordination is
achieved by means of end point sample comparisons
(Whittaker, 1966) or polar ordination (Bray ar.dCurtis,
1957). Here all samples are co~~ared by means of an index
of similarity (Sorensen, 1948) or dissimilarity (Bray and
Curtis, 1957) with the end point samples. These two
samples are considered as the two extremes of the
gradient in question and therefore allow the other
samples to be ordinated relative to these poles.
These basic ordinations and their algorithms serve as the
basis for a large number of modifications such as that of
Goff and Cottam (1967), who adapted the weighted
averages method to develop an inde~ iteration technique,
which forms the basis of reciprocal averaging (Hill,
1973). Polar ordination has part'al similarities,
mathematirally and functionally, to eigenvector
ordinat1bns such as principal component analysis (peA)
(Goodall, 1954), detrended correspondence analysis
(DECORANA: CHill, 1979) and other multivariate ordination
techniques. These techniques, despite their basic
similariti~s, ar~ fun4tionally very different and the
differencEs in the quality of ordination results may be
great for particularly difficwlt data sets and complex
gradients. Very detailed reviews of thes~ techniques can
be found in Gauch (1985) and Greenacre (1984). Of
particular importance, are the differences b~tw~an these
techniques in terms of the way they handle the so called
'non-linearity' problem (Swan, 1970). This effect ~s du~
to the fact that the differ&mt measure~ of similarity
between samples which are ~mployed by the different
techniqu~s are nonlinear fUnctions of gradiant
separation. This leads to the distortion in the
ordinations themselves thereby graphically displaying
the gradient in different nonlinear ways.
To this pOint, acceptance of the individualistic
hypothesis appears to have been based on accumulating
cir~umstantial evidence provided by ordination methods.
Few ecologists, applying an ordination approach to the
individualistic a~d continuum concepts, proce~d to an
hypothesis testing phase (Austin, 198~). While doubt
rem~ins about the ecological meaning of the mathematical
models used in ordination, exploratory ordination methods
cannot provide un~quivocal evidence for the continuum aid
individualistic concepts. Inappropriate ecologi~al
assumptions implicit in the m~th~matics of the method may
produc~ an apparent continuum as an artifact of the
met~od (Austin, 1980).
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Consequently, ordinatian should be seen as an E'~ploratory
data-analysis technique that seeks patteFn (trends,
clusters or outliers) in a multivariate data set. The
power of ordination techniques lies in their ability to
generate hypotheses and/or summarise complex data in
fewer dlm~nsions.
1.6.3.4 Enomy impact hypothesis
Park (1948) displayed one of the earliest examples of
enemy effects ~)ile studying the role of a parasitic
protozoan SPMci~s on the outcome of competition between
two other protozoan species. Since then, Brower (1958)
hypotheSised that predators can effect the structure of
prey species by limiting the similarity between them.
These observations plus the supportive findings 01"
Ricklefs and O'Rourke (1975) and Otta and Jeern (1977),
appear to form the framework of the enemy impac~
hypothesi5.
Numerous biologists and ecologists have since published
details about the effects of enemies and their organising
and optimising roles in different communities. Paine
(\96Y) described the organising role of predators in the
marine intertidal community and Risch and Carroll {1982)
described the effects of a predaceous ant on insect
communities. McNaughton (1979> provided a substantial
literature,review pertaining to the aQmpens~tory growth
upon pl~nt tissue damage by herbivory and the subsequent
adaptation of these plants to herbivo,es~ Kemper (1984)
found the hypoth~sis applicable while studying the
effect$ of waterfowl on wetland vegetation.
In ~~sence, th. enemy impact hypothesis $tat~s that
enemies have a .tgnificant impact on the structure of the
particul~r popul~tion or commun~ty being investigated.
The en~my may b. defined as a predator, herbivore,
parasite or any other organism which exerts an influenc9
on the way the population or community is structured by
utilising or feeding on it or its components. The exact
structural changes which are experienced can be vast and
depend on numerous factors,

- quantity and/or size of the enemy,
extent of the community,

- number of individu~ls in the community,
- palatability or desirability of the individuals,

accessibility of the community for the enemy,
relati~ns~ip between individuals of the community,

- life hi$tory strategies of the individuals,
time of yeal'_ a;:id

,_equil iby" ium ',tatus of the communi ty.

Lawton and Strong (1981) described the organising role of
enemies on falivorous insects. This role was aChieved by
keeping the populations below tho$e levels at which
resources become limiting. The species richness in a
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community was limited to those that could be distinct
enough not to be exploited by a common enemy and by
selecting for the divergence of sympatric species in such
a way that enemies Were not shared.

By definition, this hypothesis does not
effects of competition between two or more
resources where the end result is the
displacement of the inferior species.

include the
species for
exclusion or

This hypothesis has received considerable atten~ion and
support recently (Lawton, 1978; Lawton and Strong, 1981)
but its importance relative to other structuring forces
in communities has not been adequately assessed.

1.6.3.5 Time hypothesis

The tlme hypothesis was initially pioneered by
Southwood's (1961) study which displayed that species of
trees in Britain with a more extensive fossil record,
support more species of insects than those with a lesser
record. Wilson (1969) supported these findings but
included the role of interspecific competition in
defining the final limit to this accumUlation of species
in an area.

TheSe studies form the basis of the theory that speci~s
numbers in commwnitie~ accumulate with time and
consequently long establi$hed sites are characterised by
more species than young sites. The hypothesis has been
applied most frequently to evoluti~nary time as it
ensures that species co-evolve and develOp a more
efficient means gf coexistence, thereby allowing for more
species to occupy an are. (Lawton and Price, 1979).

I

Ti~~, however, is also important in the ecological sense,
as it takes time for spe~ies to accumUlate after a
disturbance or perturbation. Species accumulation studies
such as those carried out by Simberloff and Wilson
(1969), Davies (1973) and Price (1980) have identified
an initial PQriod of accumulation (non-inteY"active phase)
which procaeds unhampered by interactions from resident
specie!$.

Monitoring and comparing the actual quantiti~s of species
whic~ accumulate over a defined period of time assists to
define the time hypothesis in its strict dafinition. The
passing of time can be seRn as ~ organising forc~ in
itself which is responsible for determining the stru~ture
of communities, regardless of the trend$ in species
numbers.

Sin~e the work of Southwood (1~61), the time hypothesis
has been considerQd in three clifferent ways, each
representing separat~ sub-hy~othe5es. I,
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Evolutionary time (non-competitive approach)
Here time, in the evolutionary sense, considers the
i~crease in species which accumulate at a site with the
coevolution of species and the improved abilities of
species to coexist in this time. No limit to the
accumulation of species on an area or resource has been
acknowledged.
Evolutionary time (com~etitive approach)
Once again evolutionary time is considered important,
with interspecific competition determining the ceiling
number of specie~ Ahich are able to accumulate at the
sitEl.
Ecological time
With this approach, because the time scales are far
less, time since disruption or disturbance is of
extreme importance. Continued disturbance or
perturbation may maintain a crmmunity in a
non-equilibrium state where the non-interactive phase
is continually ~yoked and the limit to species
accumulation is n~ver reached.

It is important at this point to identify the
differences which exist between th~. time hypothesis and
succession theory. The process of succession, as
envisaged by Clements (1916), is a detailed description
of the recovery processes which occur after a
disturbance. The time hypothesis is essentially much
simpler in that it unly propose. the accumulation of
species numbers after a disturbance. No alt~rnative
mechanisms were proposed for the accumulation of species
and no predictions were made regarding the resulting
community, apart from the fact ~hat it would be more
species diverse than thp starting point. This relative
simplicity has major implications in terms of the ability
to adequately test the theory.
1.6.3.6 Resource based community on:;:anis~tion approach

o

Price (1984) identified that th.re is a clear problem
with the global application of existing theories on
communi ty organj,sation. Each ttIS~H"yhas been developed
under a very narrow range of resource conditions, where
they have been found to have significant influence. In
reality, however, there exists a large array of
different resources and a vast diversity of organisms
which exploit them. When ~onsidered in this light, the
importance of these theories are placed into true
perspective and the importance of certain theories are
p05sibly de-emphasised. On this basis~ there exists a
clear need to devise stUdies to test among alternative
hypotheses, $0 that we can determine the relative merits
of each and th~ir relative importance in communities of
differing resource types.

i
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In an ~ttempt to overcome this problem, Price (1~84)
introduced an approach which concentrates on resources
and the response of individuals and populations to these
resources. The approach consist~ of three steps.
1. Price broadly categorised the resource types availabl~

into five temporal patterns. This was done as an
effort to categorise a continuum of r~source ~ypes.
These temporal resource patterns are summarised in
Figure 1.4.
a. Rapidly increasing resources

Resources which increase over much of the
active season of the eMploiting populations and
then decline r~pidly at the end of this season.

b. Pulsing or ephemeral resources
Resources which increase rap~~ly, then decline
rapidly. Here only a short pulse o~ r& lurces is
displayed in a relativel) 10 9 peri"d df otherwise
favourable conditions.

c. Steadily renewed resources
Resources that are produced far prolonged periods
of time and are not readily overexploite~.

d. Const~ t ~sources
Resources which are physical il'tnature and which
are not influ~nced by seasonal change, exploit~tion
or ather fa~tors.

e. Rapidly decreasing resources
Re~ources which are pruduced in a short period of
time each season and subsequently decline through
the remainder of the season.

2. The response of exploiters were categorised accoroing
to their responses to the five kinds of resourCeS
(while they persist). In order to tiE'pictthe'extremes
in the range possibilities, they w~re reg.rded as
either rapid or slow.

3. The spatial distribution of resources available were
similarly categoris~j as eithe~ uniform or patchy in
order to depict the extremes in the range of
possibiUties.
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Co~sidering these categories of resource typ~$, e~ploiter
r~~~on~e$ and the d:Lstributions of these resources,
Prie~ (1984) predicted the conditions under ~hich each of
five ~lternative hypothesis would apply and constructed e
hypothesi$ summary tab~e (Table 1.1). From this it can
be seen that different hypotheses pr~dictably have
application under different sets of resource condltians
and exploiter responses and that under a wefined set of
re$OUT"Ce conditions" several hypotheses could displa'/
importance simultaneOUsly.o
The five hypotheses which Price (1964), considered wefe.

ISLANDa. IsICl.~dsize hypothesilii
. i, /
~ to
i
t

V

This incorporates three sub-hypotheses,
area per se, habitat diversity and
samplin~ hypotheses (ISLAND).

namely, the
the passive

b. Resource heterog~neity hypothesis RES HET.
c. Individualistic response hypothes~s - INDIV.

..'~~-~-j,#t,"~'''~--
~- ;It,,:~:¥.
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· ... d. Enemy impact hypothesis - ENEMY.
a. Time hypothesis - TIM~.
This incorporates the ecological time scale, which has
particular relevance and the evolutionary time seal.
(TIME). The effects of competition were also cO~$idered
TIME (*).

Tilble 1.1 Hypothesis summary table showi~,g predicted
population responst'!s of' rapid apd slow on 0=:. matrix of six
di ff'erent rates of resourt.t-.: chanl;.l~ and spatial
distributiol~ of resources from uniform co patchy (from
Price~ 1984)

SPATIAL DI3TRIBUTIOH UIHFORH PATCHY

PDPULPTluN RESPONSE
RATE OF RESOURCE fHAHGE

RAPID SLOII RAPID SLOII

(M RAPIDL'( IhCPEASHlG INDIV IHDIV ltlDIV!ISLAND) (ISLAND) (ISLAND) (ISLAND)Tm (tl TItlE TitlE TIME
ENEMY

INDI\, INDIV INDIV
lTItlE) nIHEl !TItlE! '.TItlE)
RES HET RES HETISLAND ISLAND !ISLAND) !ISLAND)
TitlE (I) TItlE !'~l TI~E Ttl1EENEtlY ENEtly
RES HET RES HET RES HETISLAllD ISLAND !SlMID IlSLANI}I
TItlE (t) TItlE W TItlE (f) n~EENEMY ENEHY ENEHY
RES HEr RES HET RES HETISLAND ISLAND ISLAND (ISLAHD)TIME m TIME (f) TIllE (If) TItlEENEMY ENEMY ENEMV

IB) PULSING (EPHEMERAL)

iDI CONSTP.NT

IE) RAPXDLY DECPEASIH6

For further explanations of hypotheses, see relevant
ch:.ptens.

o This approach is unique in that it not only allows for
the evaluat ion of the relat ive meri ts of each ~ypothe,!5is
but it also identifies t~e fact that more than onE
hypothesis can be applicable at anyone time or on any
one kind of resource, thereby permitting for a break~way
from tha traditional trend for Single hypothesis support
in community ecology. This approach has value under
condition~ where numerous resource types and exploiter
respons~s to these resources exists and allows for the
determination of which hypothe$ea pley the most
import~nt I-ole under a defined '.."letr:;.f resource
c:onditions.

I. ;
I l. /
i,,-J.,,/
r j o
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The approach has immediate appeal for application in
particular areas as it offers to prov.de a firm
understanding of the resources, exploiters and their
respanse~, as well as the mechanisms responsible for
structuring these communities.

Guidelines for application of the approach

Firstly, Price (1984) listed certain community qualiiles
which are nec~ssary in order to apply the c~proach
successfully tn a purticular area in question.

1. Members of the community must be easily defined and
recag'l1ised.

E. Resources must be eauily measured at a level of
detail relevant to the ~xploiting organisms.

3. The pool of potential colonists must be clearly
defined.

4. The community and resourLes mu~t be amenable to
e~tensive experimental manipulation.

Secondly, Price (1984) de~cribed two m~thoct~ by which
communities should be selected for the approQch.

1. At random, wi~hout any knowledge of the specific
organisms present o~ how the 'dsources are frrayed,
so that no preconceived ~deaB hamper the objective
testing among hypotheses.

2. By the use of coexisting phylogenetically related
species in a community which allows for a
parti~ularly ~alid t~.t of such hypotheses.

1.6 Study area

1.6.1 Brief description

The Natal Parks Board is responsible for administering
the Umfoloti Game Reserve which li~s between 280 00'
and aeo 26" Sand 310 43" and 32° 09' E in central
Zululand, Sout~ Africa (Fig. 1.5). The reserve is 47 753
hectares in extent, and forms the southern part of the
Hluhluwe - Corridor (State land) - Umfolozi Game Reserve
Complex which has a total area of 96 453 hectares. The
reserve is essentially located between the Black and
White Umfolozi rivers, which enter the reserve from the
west and flow eastwards, converging at the eastern
boundary of the reserve (Fig. 1.6). All streams within
~he reserve form tributaries to the Black or White
Umfolozi rivers.

I
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Figure 1.5 Map o~ Natal showing the location Q~ the
Um~olo~i Game Re$erve, the Black and White Um~Dl~zi
rivers and their catchment areas relativ~ to major towns
and rivers
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Figure 1.6 Map of Umfolozi GiIl~.Reserve showing the
'position of the reserve relative to the Black and Whits
UmfQlozi rivers and their major tributarie»
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The Black Umfolozi river has its major catchment in thE
c ,a east of Vryheid and south of Coronat ion in nOithern
Ha .al (Fig 1.5). :1t covers approximately ~Oo ki lometer'L'i
'rom its origin to its entry pOint in th~ Umfolozi Game
Re~erve. Within the Umfolozi Game Reserve, the Black
Umfolozi river covers an approximate distance of 61
kilometers, which constitutes 122 ~ilometers of riverine
habitat. It displays a meandering pattern at bankfull
stages and floods and a braided channel pattern at low
stages. The width of the river itself ranges from
approximately 50 to 200 metres while the riverine habitat
on its banks ranges from eo to 500 metre:;;. ThlS'sawidths
depend on the topography and geology of the areas through
which the river passes. The relatively steep banks and
undulating topography of the l iverine areas reflects a
youthful river setting (van H~erden, 1984).

1..6.2 Topography, geoll:)f~W and soils
Two large valleys formed by the Umfolozi rivers have
helped in creating a very diverse topogr~phy throughout
the res~rve. Th~ riverine areas on the Black Umfolozi
r.flect this diVersity. The riverlne slopes vary from 2
to 35 degrees and display vertical displac~ments of
between 8 and 32 metres (Appendix 1). The Black Umfolozi
river has an eastward gradient of 0.6 m/km, while the
flood plain areas of the river are generally flat.
The geology and soils of the reserve are variable and
described in detail by Downing (1972). In ~rief,
(Whateley and Porter, 1983), the largest area is covered
by shalQs and sandstofles of the Vo1ks,rust, Vryheid and
Pietermaritzburg formations (Ecca series). Dolerite sills
have intruded and are extensive in the reserve.
Swartland and Bterkypruit are the main soil forms
associated with the Ecca series, whereas extensiv~ areas
of Shortl~nd~ as well as Milkwood and Bonheim series are
found on doleritle areas. ShallOW Mispah soils also occur
extensively.

()

The riverine soils are largely choracteris~a by
unconsolidated alluvia which vary in depth from eo em to
a metre~. These alluvia are unstable and a~e easily
removed and translocated by ~lood waters. Recent floods
have carried larger sediment loads than .!.Y'!!rageand have
$ubsequently deposited large quantities of oediment on
flood plain areas and point bars.

l
l-l//
I
I I {':I
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I
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The Springfield, Kiaora, Mispah, Arcadia,
Bonheim and Kentucky soi1 series char'actf!rise
lying riVerine areas (MacVicar at al, 1977).
parent mate~ial of Ecc~ ~nd Beaufort sediments
and Dolerite outcrops are responsible for the
of these soils.

Uitvlugt,
the higher
A Varied

and Basalt
production
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1.6M3 Vegetation and climate
The Umfolozi Game ReserVE lies within two veld types as
described by Acocks (198B). Most of the area lies within
the Lowveld Bubcategory of the Tropical Bush and Savanna
Types and the remainder is Zululand Thornveld, a
subcategcrv of the C~astal Tropical Forest Types. These
areas correspond with bioclimatic subregions 9 and 10 as
described by Phillips (1973).

Using the combined physiognomic descriptions of Zululand
by Phillips (1978) and Pratt et al (1966), Whateleyand
Porter (1983) recognisp.d the existence of two forests,
two riverine forests, ten woodlanos_ one thi~ket, and one
induced thicket in the Game Reserve Complex. Only
fourteen of thetie commul:ities are found extensively in
the Umfolo:i Game Reserve. These are,

a) Celtis africana - Eucl~A ?chimp~ri forest,
b) Ficus sy~omorus- Schotia brachypetala riverine forest,
c) Spircstachys africana - Euclea ~c;:himpeririverine forest,
d) Spiro$tach~s africana woodland,
e) Combretum ~iculatum woodland,
f) ~uclea divinorum woodland,
g) Acacia karroo woodland,
h) Acaci~ nilotica woodland,
i) Acacia burkei Woodland,
j) Acacia gerrardii woodland,
k) Acaci~ nigrescens woodland,
1) Acacia tortiliswoodlann,
m) Acacia caffra thicket, and
n) Acaci<!,karroo - Dichrostac:hyscinerea induced 'l;hicket.

The Ficus aYcomorus Schotia brachypet.ala ri-verine
forest is confined to the banks of the larg& ~ivers and
their major tribut~ries in the area where ~xtensive but
narrow stands are to be found. Ficus s~comorus, due t~
its size, is the most prominent tree, while Schotia
!?rach.:t2!£~ has the highest frequenc:y. Three canopy
strata are readily distinguishable with ceiling heights
of 3-4 metres, 6-10 metres and 15-20 metres for the
lower, middle and upper strata respectively. This
riverine for~st community is well utilized by herbivores
and is partfcularly important as a food source during th.
dry winter m~nths.

, ;
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The Spirostat;hys africana Eu~lea schimperi riverine
forest occurs throughout the area as a narrow strip along
seasonal water courses. Three canopy strata are
distinguishable, with the top stratum reaching a h~ight
of a metres. In this comjYlunity, 64 tr'ee spe=ies were
recorded with heights of excess of 2 metres, while 53
species were r9corded with heights of below 2 metres.

Rain falls mainly in the summer months from October to
March, wi th .1iinuary and February t:~eing the wettest
months. Wint~r is very dry with June And July generally
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be:i.ngthe driest months. The Umfolozi Game Reserve has a
mean .amiual rainfall of 720 mI., (,Whatel,.ly and Porter,
1983)~ A definite precipitation gradiEnt exists from high
rainfi)l in the eas~ of the reserve (705 mm mean annual
since 1959 - I"lpilacamp) to low rainfall in/ttl'lewest (6:32
mm mean annue 1 5inee 1982 - Mbhuzana outp<pst) (Vs:nterJ

198E»•

Recorded mean maximum air temperatures range from a
minimum in June/July of e~ - degrees to a maximum of 32.9
degrees in February_ The oorresponding minimum mean
temperatures for these months are 13,e and 21,6 degrees
respectively (Venter, 1988).
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being the driest mo-lnths. The UmfoloZi Game Reserve r:a.sa.
me~n annual rainfall of 720 mm (Whateley and Porter,
1983). A definite precipitation gradient exists from high
.ainfall in the east of the reserve (705 'h.'; ·-l.:ianannual
since 1959 - Mpila camp) to low rainfall in the west (632
mm mean annual since 1982 - Mbhuzana outPDst~ (Venter,
1988) •
Recorded mean maximum air temperatures range from a
minimum in June/July of 25,3 degreecs to a maximum of 32.9
degrees In Febr~ary. The corresponding minimum ~ean
temperatures fq.r1 these months are 13,2 and 21,6 degrees
respectively <Venter, 1988) •.,

o
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• • CHAPTER 2 APPROACH BASED ON SUCCESSION THEORY

This chapter addresses a currently adopted view of
succession theor~ w!th the aim of testing it and
highlighting its uses and its l!mitations in elucidating
the structure and dynamics of riverine v~get8tion.
2.1 Introduction
Briefly stated, succession theory postulates that after a
disturbance such as the cyclon~ Domoina floods, ri~erine
vegetation recovers by means of the migration of
prop~gules to the recently de~uded site, the colonisation
and e~~ablishment of speci~s and the sequential
replacement of these species by means of reaction and
competition. By this process there is a progressive,
de~erministic and convergent development of the
vegetation towards a stable climax state via one of three
species replacement mechanisms, namely, facilitation,
tolerance and inhibition. The imp' t of further
d\sturbance during this process brings about the
ret;al-dationof fUl'ther development and returns the system
to a state which w~s previously attaine( '. Development
proceeds in the same manner, thereafter, unless disturbed
still f1...iy·ther.
Suct:ession has previously been desc:::y-ibediT'the riverine
communities of the Black Umfolozi river (Downing, 1972).
However, this study was purely descriptive and almost
restricted to succession on comple'~ely denuded areas.
Secondary suct&ssion was described only superficially.

If"

Considering the paucity of successional stUdies of the
Umfolo~i riverine vegetation, the possible role of
succes~ion in riVerine areas is unclear and remains to
be elucioated. Particularly in terms of its importance
in structuring riverine communities, the various
successional pathways a~sociated with recovery after a
disturbance, the characteristics of the various
vegetation states and the importance of disturban~e in
re-initiating the entire successional process. The aim of
this approach was to addreE5 these issues with a view to
assessing the merits of applying succession theory to
understand the structure and dynamics of riverine
vegetatlon.
Due to the limited availability of data on Umfolozi
riverine vegetation and the long time periods asso=iated
with collecting such data sets, this study was ~onfined
to snap-shot appro.ches only. Thre~ distinct approaches
were possible. a. Substitution of space for time using
present day communities in v"rious st,ges of recovery.
b. Comparison of field data collected in the past. c.
Comparison of past sets of aerial photographs. The
tatter two approaches were essentially retrospective in
nature.
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2.2 Objectives

T~! objectives of this approach were as follows.

1. Test succession theory in riverine areas by meal.•
nf severAl distinct successional approaches.

2. D~termine ttle cl"aracteristics, of the major vegetation
states, pathway~ and components which are eVldent
during successiun in riverine areas.

3. Det~rmin~ whethpr adopting a successional approach is
pr.cticable for determining and predicting th~
structure and dynamics of riverine areas.

2.3 Methods

2.3.1 Substitution of space for time

This s~udy was based on the assumption that present day
riverine communities (1986) are represented by spatially
separated communities which display a range of seres and
cges since their last major disturbance. These
differently aged communities exist as a consequence of
th. differenti.l protection afforded to them, due to
their unique locations relative to different past flood
event.s and the variable characteri5tics of these floods.
Since the Umfolozi river follows a distinct meandering
course and the topography of the area it passes through
is extremely variable, a large number of highly protected
refugia exist. These refugia undoubtedly support'
communities whtch reflect dift :ent disturba"~e
histories. It was ap~?cipated that it would be possible
to analyse ehe vegetational composition of these
communities, identify their characteristics as they exist
in the present day and relat~ these to their estimated
su:::;c:essionalages. Thereaft9!'" it would then be pos5ible
to order the various seres present on the basis of their
successional ages and eventually reconstruct a complete
successional sequence.

!-~
I

Location of sites and community age determinations

o
j

Five separate sets of aerial photographs have been takan
of the Black Umfol02i river. These were taken in 1937,
1954, 1960, 1973 and 1993. These photographs were sorted
according to their year of origin and riv.~ positions.
Densely forested areas were located on the :~hotographs.
These areas were considered to be communities in an
advanced .tagL of recovery and their positions and
relative s'zes were separately mapped for each set of
photograph.. The mouths of tributaries which open into
the Black Umfolozi river were excluded because, although
these areas also have the ability to support climax
communities, they are disturbed recurrently by relatively
small flood events experienced within the tributaries.
This recurrent disturbance, of unknown frequency, made
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it difficult to determine the approxir:la''.:eage and
successional status scores of these areas. FinallY, all
five maps were overl~id to identify those riverin" areas
where climax sta,ds display the potential of deve~opment
due to theii specific substratum and risource
characteristic. Fifty eight areas we~~ identifi~d and
numbered sequentially. The locations of these climax
potential sites were mapped for all the sampling dates
available and transcribed onto a single 1:50 000 map of
the reS2rve.

For all sets of photographs the communities which
occupieti these areas were carefully examined \li!~ually )0

determine their successional status score on a five-~~ht
scale. This was done on the basis of the relative
proportions of t~ree discernible veget~tion states
according to the status score table ,Table 2.1).

Table 2.1 Status scoring table. Approximate successional
status of potp.ntial climax riverine areas on the basis of
the re~ative proportions of three vegetation classes

PROPORTION STArE 1 PROPORTION STATE 2 PROPORTION STATE 3 SUCCESSIONAL STATUS

(GRASSlHERBl (SHALL TREES) (LARGE TREES) SCORE STArUS

LOW LOW HIGH 5 CLIMAX
LOll MEDIUM MEDIUM 4 HIDDlE/C\II1AX
lOW HIGH LOW 3 !lIDDLI=
MEDIUI'! I'IEDIUli' LOW 2 EARLY/MIll. 'E
HIGH lOW lOW 1 EARLY

~"~,

o

The latest (1996) photographs were then scrutinised to
determine wh~ther any of these sites still supported
mature forested stands after the Domoina floods. In order
tC', d\?termine the appro>!imate date=> w!"',eI1each existing
community was last disturbed and, therefore, jts
su~cessional age, the status scores for each community
were related with available flood history tecords. The
successional age of each :::ommunity was t~;ken to be the
number of years that elapsed since each r~mmunity was
last disturbed extensively. Whether a community was
disturbed or not was identified subjectively by changes
seen in the vegetational cover, density of trees and size
of the community as seen from tMe aerial photographs
available. This value should not be considered as
accurate but should be used as an indication of
succe~sional age.
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All comm~nities were then ordered by their estimated
suc~essional ages. They were then visited and assessed
as follows. Woody individuals present were id~ntified~
counted, and placed into one of three height categorias
a less than 2m, b. 2m to 7m and c_ greater than 7m. The
height of the trees was assumed to adequately raflect the
aga structure of the trE~S present. The age structure and
species compositions of these stands were then analysed
in terms of the species present, the contribution of each
species to each of three size classes and the percentage
contribution of each size class. The community age
structure was then related to its estimated successional
age as determined earlier. On this basis an attempt was
made to constru~t a whole successional sequence which
revealed the participating species and their dynamics
over time.

2.3.2 Retrospective approach using .CQ data of a single
site collected on different Ot..:cas:i.ons

This approach was based on ';",/1" cnmparison of detailed
vegetatiOi"1 data collected at 0: tiverirls site on three
separate occasions. It was allt~l.:l,lIt:ed4;;hats~nce ~ large
flood ~eparated the first two occasions( 1979 and 1984),
and a reasonable time span separmted the last two
(Februarv 1984 and September 198~), this would allow for
the identification of the species assoCiated with a
reasonably mature sere as well as two separate early
seres. In addition, it was hoped that informa~ion may be
gathered concerning the mechanisms responsibl~ for the
succession of species.

o

Quantitative data was available from a debcription of the
woody communities of the UmfQIDZi ~aMa Reserve which was
carried out by ~Jhateley a,~\d Porter (1983). Thair
description of the riverine community was obtained from. A
point centered quarter (PCQ) transect placed in a
community (th~mbu riVE~ mouth) which to their mind, best
represented a matur~ riv~rine community at the time. In
1984, immediately afte~ the cyclone Domoina flo~ds,
another PCQ was carried out at the exact position using
the same technique. These two data sets served as a
reasonable comparison of riverine community composition
from before and after the floods~ The further collection
of data from 1986 (two years aft~r Damoina floods) was
necessary to allow for a comparison between thr~e
different stages of succession in the same area. Firstly,
immediately after disturbance (1984), secondly, in the
early stages of recovery (1986), and thirdly in a
relatively advanced stage of recovery towards the climaM
state (1979).

a. pet} technique and data colll:!ction

The point centered quarter (PCQ) transect was
conducted in the area west of the Gqoyeni mouth where
similar transects had been conducted on two previous
Accasions by Natal Parks Board personnel (1979 and
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1984). In order to facilit~te accurate comparisons
betwe~n the fesu16s of ~he ~:ree transects, it was
ensured that the e~act transect placements and
techniques employed were identi~al to those used
previously (Whateley, A.M., p~rs. comm.~).

The technique employ~d was adapted from that described
in Mueller-Dombois and Ellenberg (1974). Fifty PCQ
sampling points were spaced at 50 m intervals at a
distance of fifty metres from the river's edge. In
each quarter, at each !5ampling point, th~ _ nearest
woody individuals were identified and recc~ded. In
this approach it was not necessary to distinguish
between individuals of different size ~lasses.

The frequency of occurrence of each species was t~en
determined according to ~he method outlined in
Mueller-Combais and Ellenberg (1974). As the number of
sampling points used for the~CQ differed sliy~tly fer
the three monitoring sessi"ns, aCC4rate comparisons
betw~en the three sessions called for standaroisation
of the data with a correction 'I"actor based on the
minimum species frequenc-ies obt;ained for each saOiplin~
date.

b. Data. analysis

PCQ results were analys~d and compared using
correspondence analys{5~ Here, through necessity, the
species frequency da+a' f'rr> all three moni taring
se!iisionswere treated as active and no 5upplementary
data sets were employed. Both the year of data
collection and the species present were presented
graphically on the same set of axes to represent a
successional sequence of riverine species over time.
The interpretati~n of this data rested on the
assumption that, 9iven a chance to recover, the
auccession of ~iuerine vegetation would proceed along
the same deterministic species pathways eaD1 time and
terminate in the same climax state.

2 ..3.,3 Retrospective .appr-oach using aari~l phr.:.togr'aphs
,>~ , This approach relied on tl1e use of aerial photographs,

from as many different occasions as possible, ..n or(:;arto
compare the propor~ions of the different riverine
vegetation states on each occasion in response to
diff.rent disturbance events.

,0

Five separate sets of aer.ia....photographs have been take~
of. the BlaCk Umfolozi ~~~er. These were taken in 1937,
1954, 1960, 1973 and 1';'8::1. Despite t.he '('actthat these
set. of photographs have different scales and qualities,
they did offer sufficient rtetail which could be used to

1. A.M. Whateley, Yew Tree cottage, Skk'lners Lane,
Chiddingfold, Surrey GUe 4XT
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compare basic vegetation states fro year tc yeAr and to
locate and identify communities with different
proportions of vegetation Glasses. In order to construct
a successional gradient, r~r.r~sented by different stages
of recovery after disturbance, a further set of
photographs was required of the seme areas post Domoina.
These photog~aphs were takan using the technique
described below. Correspondence analysis was then used to
order the differ:?ntyeaH; accon'.ing to the pr-opor bions of
the various vegetation states th~y displayed.
A Markov model was then used to determine the
probabilities of transition from one state to the next,
the final equ\librium proportions of these states and the
length of undisturbed time required to E,ttainthese
pl"'oportions.
a. Post Domoina aerial photographs

De la Harpe (1983) perfected a mount~ng bracket
suitable for a 50mm camera which is suitetblefor the
collection of aerial photographs from a Cessna 150,
172, 182 or 210 aircraft. A Cannon AI, 35mm camera was
found to fit this bracket with minor modifications.
The approximate height of the aircraft was determined
using the following basic:formula (Lo , 197tS>.

A x B
Height of aircraft (m) =

C

where: A =
B =
C ::::

maximum linear dimensions of site (m)
the focal length of tte Ii iSt!? ( rnm)
the size of the film (e.g. 3~mm)

Only a 35mm camer~ was available at the time of ~he
flight. This posed - p~oblem, as the smaller the f~lm
size, the larger th~ size of the grain on the final
product. particularly ~hen enlarged to a manageable
size. It was therefore necessary to keep the site
dimensions as small as possible, but with due
consideration of the negative ef1ects of grain size on
community detail. Thia required the very careful and
efficient determination of flight paths for the
aeroplane +c follow in order to ..:apturethe enti 'e
length of the river as well as th~ riverine strip ,~
both sides of the river. The camera lense was taped
securely in the infinity position and the camera
shutter speed set at 500th of a second for all
photographs. The films were proce$sed and final prints
were made .$ larg. as possible without introducing
l.tnnecll'H;;-\>aryqra i n , These were finally produced to a
size of 30M15 cm. Photograph scal~s were then
determined by comparIson with true ground distances
between various points.
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b. Location and sampling of aerial photographic sites
Using a zoom transfer scope, seventy two quadrats
(100x150 m) were randomly l~cated in the riverine
areas of the Black Umfolozi river on a sat of aerial
photographs of the Umfolozi Game Reserve. The same
quadrats were located on Tlve other sets Qf
photographs which were all taken on separate occasions
since 1937. Within each quadrat the abundances of fou.~
discernible vegetation states were visually
determined accordi~g to a five-point sc~le. These
vegetation states W~re
a. gra~s/sand {GRASS),
b. reeds (REEDS),
c. Acacia spp. and other small trees (ACACIA),
d. Ficus sycomorus and ~ther large trees (FIGS).

The mean abundances of each vegetation state were then
determined for each year represented.

These proportions of the four vegetation states were
then compared from year to year using correspondence
analysis. All data were tre~ted as active and no
supplementary rows were used. The correspondence
analysis results were presented graphically with both
the years and the vegRtAtion states investigated being
placed on the same set of axes to represent the
successional replacement of vegetation over time. The
numerical output of the analysis was prepared as an
appendix.

d. Markov model
The Markov model was con$truct~d according to the
procedure d~acrib~d ~y Jeffers (1978). These are
briefly de~cribed. Using the quadrats previously laid
out on the six sets of available aerial photographs,
the esti~ated probabilities for thE transition between
the four vegetation state~ were determined for the
five time steps investigated. These probabilities
(which add up to 1) were then placed into the required
matr iI.): form.

VI ('I
~,
I
\_J

Using a computerised spreadsheet, the matrix was then
repeatedly multiplied by itself until a state was
reachsd at which each row of the matrix appeared the
same as every oth~r row, constituting a fixed
probability vector. The fixed probability vector
gives the limit at which the probabilities of passing
from one state to another are independ~nt of the
starting state and expresses the final equilibrium
proportions of the various states which will



eventually be attained after an undisturbed period.
Important to this hypothesis is the time which is
required for equilibrium to be rC.lched. This w~s
determined from the number of times the matrix was
multiplied by itself to arrive at the fixed
probability vec.tor, multiplied by the time step
betwe~n the two years investigated.
The final equilibrium proportions and the times
necessary to reach them were determined for the five
time periods available for study. The predicted
equilibrium proportions were then applied to the above
correspondence analysis as supplementary rows.

2.4 Results
2.4.1 Substitution of space for time
Figure 2.1 (A+B) displays the locations of the 58
potential climax community areas on the Black Umfolozi
river and their approximate sizes as identified from
the six availabl~ sets of aerial photographs. The length
and width of these areas vary considerably. Grnund
truthing revealed that thes~ areas are often located on
alluvial flats composed of deep sand. They rarely occur
on rocky slopes or areas with a shallow substratum.

o

Table 2.2 displays the successional status scores for
each of these communities fot each sampling date as
identified using the status scoring table (Table 2.1).
The individual .~ores for the dif~ Jrent areas vary
according to the effects of flood events and the
susceptibility of each area to floods. Areas which are
sheltered from particular flood events show little change
in their scores, while susceptible are~s displ8 a
reduction in score. The absence of floods for a lengthy
period would lead to a gradual increase in these scores.
The mean score is therefore a reflection of the
successi~nal status of all of these communities at the
time o~ sampling. An extensive or disruptive flood may
therefore have the effect of reducing this SCOre ~nd,
consequently, the successional status of the communitLes.
The Domoina flood was responsible for the complete
destruction of 65 percent of these potential climax
communities. In 1983 these communities reflected a mean
successional status score of 3.9 (mid/late status) while,
after the flood, this figure was reduced to i.3, thereby
plaCing it into the early successional statu5.i

4

i
I~
I
<:»

Figure 2.2 displavs the relative p ,'centa,:;-::..::ontributions
of tre S status scores for eacl'lof the samp ling datl':'"
The approximate positions of particularly disruptlve
flood events are arro~ed, relative to the 6 sampling
dates examined, to asses~ their effects on the
sl.\(:cessioY'lalstatus of tne ci.H;,munities. The years 1954·
and 1960 displayed large proportions of midflate and l~te
status communities with very small prop~rtions of
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Figure 2,1 Map of the entire Black Umfoloz1. riverine
area within the Umf<:ti02i GamE' Reserve showing the
locations and approximate sizes of the 58 climax
potential stands as identified from aerial photographs

(A) Climax Pctential Stands 4 to 29
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Figure 2,1 continued

(8) Climax Potential Stands 30 to 58
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COMMUNrrYNUMBHR
YEAR 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 1~ 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 21 28 29
1937 1 1 2 2 2 4 3 3 5 3 2 3 :5 4 2 1 .. 3 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 1 2 3 3
i954 :5 5 4 4 .. 4 4 4 ~ - - - - 4 - - - - - - - :5 4 5 5 3 .. 4 5
1960 - - :5 :5 .. :5 4 :5 :5 5 3 :5 5 :5 4 3 3 .. 5 5 4 5 .. 5 .. 4 4 5 :5
1973 - - .. 5 5 4 4 .. :5 4 4 ~ 5 r 3 3 3 - 4 :5 .. :5 .. 4 4 4 3 4 ..J

ises 5 .. :5 5 4 5 4 .. :5 4 S .. .. 5 .. 3 3 .Ii'j :5 :5 2 5 .. 4 3 3 2 3 4
1986 1 1 1 _~ _lLL__1 2 1 2 1 _11 2 ,1_ 1_1_.____1. 1!_ 1
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mid-successiona~ communities. The years 1973 and 1983
displayed the appearance of earlyJmid and larger
proportions of mid and mid/late status communiti~s at the
expense of late status communities. This reduction in the
successional status was a consequence of the effects of e
floods befor·e 1~'73 and a further 2 before 1983. After the
1984 and the 19~a5 floods only early aM early/mid status
communities were represented. This reduction in
successional status of the communities from 1954 tc 1986,
as seen by the reduction in mean status scores, rmflects
the general degradation of climax status communities to
early status communities, due to the effects of a number
of ext~nsive flood events.
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Figure 2.2 The percentage contritutions of each of five
status scores for six sampling dates investigated. The
positions of particularly destructive flood events are
arrowed relative to the years examined

o
According to Table 2.3, in 1986 a total of 38 communities
\65%) exhibited early successi~nal status while 18
communities (31%) exhibited en.rly/middle successional
status. The mean successional ages for these e
communities were determined to be 4.3 and 16.5 years
respectively. The disruptive farce of the Domoina flood
left only 2 communities (3.4X) which exhibited status
ratings above middle successional with status scores
above 3, community 4 - score 3 and community 59 - score
4. These were visited and their age ~tructures were
determined.
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T~hJp p.'3 The .1:'lbundanceand percentages of the 58
communities which exhibited each of the 5 successional
status scores as well as th~ mean estimated successional
ages of these communities

---------------------------------
STATlIS
SCORE

NUMBER OF
COMMUNITIES PERCENTAGE

MiE-ANESTIMATED
AGES (YEARS)

,. 1 ::l18 65.5 4.3

2 18 31.1 1b..5

:3 1 1.7 50-bO

4 1 1.7 > bO

5 0 0

\\

Attaching reasonably accurate successional ages tu middle
and middle/climax communities was difficult due to the
absence of aerial photographs from before 1937. Community
4 was considerably disturbed by the 1924/5 floods and was
still in an early/mid stage of sl!ccession in 1937 and it
was estimated that the large trees remaining from the
Domoina flood were in the region of 5~-60 years old.

"
Community 58 was estimated to be even older than this due
to the fact that it was not considerably damaged by the
1924/5 floods and was still in a late successiona.l state
in 1937. When sampJed in 1986, some of the Ficus
sycomorus individuals were as much as 1,5 to 2 metres in
diameter with heights in excess of 20 metres.

()

Figure 2.3 displays the age structure for community 4
for three size classes. This community was given a status
value of 3 {mid-successional). However, the major
proportion of woody species present are from the juvenile
size class with the second size class only contributing
19 percent to the total. The third size class is barely
evident. The size class contributions of each species
{Fig. 2.4> show that five species contribute to the
second size class, while only one species, Ficus
Aycomorus, co"tributes to the thIrd size class. Apart
from this, ths community is clearly in an early
successional state due to its large proportion of
seedlings of different sp~cies and individuals under 2
metres in height.

I ...",,_~,

"
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Figure 2.S The age structure of community 4 on the basis
of thrp.e size clas&e~

The ~orrespondin9 ~ge structure ftir community 58 (Fig.
2.5){reflect~ that bath the first and the third size
clas~e5 are ~ftronglY represented while contrib~tions to
the ~$econd ~ize ~l.ss are poor. The size class
contributionsl(of the component species to the general age
structure Df this community (Fig. 2.6) show~ that only
two species, Ficus sycomorus and Rauvolfia caffra,
con~ribute significantly towards the second and third
size classes. The majority of species present represented
the juvenile size class.

The comp.:71rison of age class dist'ributions for three
apparently different stages of riverine suc~ession are
displ~yed in Figure 2.7. The initial scrutiny of the
aerial photograph$o:c,succeeded in separating the different
ar~as according to ~ne different abundances of the three
si;<le classes as eil',vlS.:Igedin the status scoring table
(T~ble 2.1). Howeve~, from the species~ompositions oaf
the supposed mid-~ucces5ional and climax communities
identit·ied, it is!(evident th.at the conceptual basis of
the approach is incorrect.
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Acacia schweinfurthii
Boscia albitrunca
CUf!sonia sp.
Ehretia r.igida
MaeT.ililroslIlanno id e 1&

Pi~oniella armat.a
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Ziziphus mucronata
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The contribution of each component spec:if~s'to
age structure of community 4
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Figure 2~5 The age structure of community S8 on the
basis of three si2e classes
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1
3

Acacia robusta
capparis tomentosa
Domoeya rotundifolia
Euclea schimperi
Gardenia volkensii
~lelia azedatach
PEYIIanthus reticulatus
Rauvolfia caffra
Sesbanra-sesban
,Ziziphus mucronata
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Azima tetraLantha
~etum erythrophyllum
Dovyalis caffra
F:i"cussj'comoru~
May tenus senegalensis
~1Xia oppositifolia
Plectroniella armata
Rhus chirindens-rs--
SIderoxylon inerme
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Figure 2.6 The contribution of each component ~pecies to
the overall age structure of community 58
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Figure 2.7 The comparison of the three siZe classes
investigated for three apparently different stages of
riverine succession



2.4,,2 Retrospective study using peG data of a single
site ':ollected on different occasions

The correspondence analysis display (Fig 2.B) and its
assor-iated numerical output (Appendix 2.1) reveals that
th& three sampling dates examined were ~eparated on the
b~.is of species present and their frequencisA of
dccurrence. 99.9X Of the variation in the data was
accounted for by the first two axes. ~lthough data from
the lat~r stages of succession are not represented, due
to abs~nce of data from a mature sere, this still gives
an indi~ation of the species which are important in the
more frequent stages of a successional sequence and
allows for these species to be roughly cla~sified
accDrdingly (Table 2.4).
The proximity of the 1979 and 1984 points on Figure 2.8
indicat~s that a reasonable degree of similarity app~ars
to exist between the species present before the Domo Lna
flood (1979) and after (1984). The 1984 PCQ was carried
out immediately after the flood before early suceessional
species had begun to appear. The only individuals and
sp~cies present rt this time werD those which were
capable of withstanding ~he force of thp flood. Species
Ruch as Ma~.:.Il1!.?heteropt~~ill.s..and Plectroniella armata
are both shrubs or small t~ees and are capable of
displaying reasonable flexibility to flood waters. It is
suggested that this explains their importance immediately
after the floods. Consequently, the 1984 PCQ data ~annot
be used to reflect an early stage of succession as
initially anticipated. The 1986 vegetation ~ad sufficient
time (approximately two and a half years) to establ'sh
itself after the Domoina flood and was clearly different
from the 1979 vegetation. For this reason it is
interpreted as being a more accurate reflection of an
early sere.

j

~ ~'J

1 ~~

1

A whole spectrum of species exist which display their
optimal frequencieG or dominance at different points
between the ealr1y and late seral stages of succession.
Three broad speci~s components are identified from the
display and are highlighted accDrdingly. The species
which correspond to the numbers on the display are listed
in Table 2.'f. Those which become dominant in the early
stages of succession (EARLY), and those which appear to
display dominance in a late stage of succession <LATE).
The third cloud of species (MIDDLE) are aJearly those
species which were capable of surviving the force of the
flood. HowevE~r,o it is suggested that these species also
repreGent the~diddle seral stages of suc~ession.
2.4.3 Retrasipec:ti'lle study using aerial photugraphs

The graphical output of the correspondence analysis
between the six sampling dates and their corresponding
vegetation states is displayed by Figure. 2.9. The
corresponding numerical output is displayed in by
Appendix 2.2.
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Figure 2.8 Two Dim'~nsional correspondence analysis
display of species f.equencies at the Thumbu rivEr mouth
for three ~eparate occasions - 1979 (b~fore flooding),
1984 (immediately after) and 1986 (two and a half years
a'fterflooding) - se~ Table 2 ..4 for specic5 names
Point A represents species l2

B represents species 2S
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• Table 2.4 The classification of species at tl~e Thumbu
.,-ivermouth as early, middle or late 5uc(:ession dominants
on the basis of their abundances in three different
seres

1986 - Early sere
1984 - Middle sere
1979 - Late sere

----------------. .....------------------
(A) EARLY SUCCESSION DOMINANTS - ~q86

1) Acacia, robusta
3) Dovyalis caf~'~'a
5) May tenus senegalensis
7) Sc!erocarya birrea
9) Spirostachys afric~na
11) Acacia schwelnfurthii
13) Capparis tomentosa
15) Grewia flQvescens
17) Melia azedarach
19) Cussonia panlculata

2) Strychnos decu$~ata
4) Ficus sycomDrus
6) Phyllanthu5 retlcul~tus
8) Tar-chcnanthua c~rr.phora.tus

10) 2iziphus mucronlta
12) Acacia tortills
14) Dichrostachys cinerea
H:) Grewia. sp ,
18) Sesbania sesban

(8) MIDDLE SUCCESSION DOMINANTS - 1984

20) Ehret;:;.arigid.:l
22) Euclea undulata
24) Pappea capensls
26) Schotia capitata
28) Croton menyhE,rtii
30) Diospyros lycioides
32) Euclea divin~rum
34) Galpinia transvaalica
~6) Mimusops obcvata
38) Olea africana
40) Rhus chirinden~is
42) Trichelia emetica
44) MaytehuS he~erophylla

21) 5uclea schimperi
23) Hippobromus paucifloru5
25) Azima tetracantha
27) Acalypha glabrata
29) Diospyros glandulifera
31) Dio$pyros 5imii
33) Euclea nat~lensis
35) Manlikar~ concolar
37) Ochna ~rborea
39) ~hoenix reclinata
41) The~pesia acutiloba
43) Turraea obtusifo~ia

I r.) LATE SLlCCE5!3I ON DOM INAI\ITS - 1979
,~

to 45.', Plectranu!llu armata
47) Mimusops caffra
49) Sideroxylon inerme
51) Euphorbia tirucalli
53) Albi&:ia sp.
55) irema oripntalis
57) Nuxia oppositifoli_

46) Schotia brachypetala
48) Cassine aethicpica
50) Erythroxylon emarginatum
52) Domb~ya cymosa
54) Acacia grandicornuta
56) Acokdnthera sp.
58' Rhus natalensiG

1
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Interpretation of the graphical display should be done
with care. Since the year and the vegetation states
investigated are I·apresented by objects and variables
respectively, comparisons between them shou'd therefore
be confined to comparisons between th~ angl~s Qf the two
points relative to the centroid (0.0). Interpretation of
the numerical output is preferable as i~ makes the
evaluation of between time differenc~s more rigorous. The
interpretation of bath the graphical and numerical
outputs of correspondence analysis is described in
Greena~re (1984).

Large proportions of grass and open sand (GRASS) were
particularly characteristic of the years 1937 and 1;86.
Similarly, large proportions of reed beds (REF-D) were
associated with the years 1973 end 1983. and large
pro~ortions of large trees (FIG) and smaller trees
(ACACIA) were associated with the yea's 1954 ~nd 1960. It
appears that a gr~dient in vegetation states existed from
the period 1937 to 1986 and that these states fluctuated
noticeably over time. If one compares this with the
occurrences of major floods in the system over the same
period (Fig. 3.1), it is clear that tnese fluctuations
were a consequence of the effects of flooding and th~
subsequent ,-ecovery and succession of vegetation. This
gradient reflects the successio~ of vegetation states
which occur in riverine areas in response to major flood
events, given enough time for succession to proce~d.
Two separate successional pathways which possibly occur
in two different parts af the riverine areas after a
savere dist~rbance were discernible frnm Figure 2.9. It
is enVisaged that t~ese start at approximately the same
point and display separate successional pathways tow~rds
a common climax (F'ig.2.10).

o

Firstly, in high lying riverine areas, the denuded site
are kolonised by grasses which are able to respond
quickly due to their fast growth rates and eMtensive seed
banks. The record of previous large flood events (Fig.
3.1) revealed that large flood events were experienced
before 1937 (1924/25) and 1986 (Domoina -.1994) therefore
returning the vegetation of these years to early 5sres.
Due to aerial photographic limitations, it was not
pcssible to distingl.lishthe finer details of this early
sere in terms of the various herbaceous and woody
components which established themselves. However, it is
postulated, based on ground truthing, that this stage is
initially characteris~d by species such as Panicum
maximum, Urochl~ mosambicensis and g~nch~ ciliari~ and
that, towards the late grass stages, large quantities of
forbs and woody plants do appear. This sere only becomes
significant after very large scala floods, such as that
of Domeina, when the high water mark far exceeds that of
the lower lying areas. The successional pathway then
lead~ to the appearance of small trees which are, to a
large extent Acaci, spp. ar~ num.rous other specie~.
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Figure 2 ..10 Two dimensional correspondence analys~.s
graphics.l display of 4 ve'Jetation states for 5 time
perior.lsshuwing two possible successional pathways which
occur in different parts of riverine areas after ill severe
disturbillnce
,I) in higher lying areas, away f"romthe river
(2) in lower lying areas, close to the riv~r

The succession of vegetation nppears to terminate at a
point which is characterised by large proportions of
these small trees as well as larger canopy trees such as
Ficus $yco~~ and Schotia brachypetala.
S~condly, in lower lying areas and at the river's edge,
the denuded site is first occupied by hydromorphlc grass
species such as ,Imper.i!E W,indrica and Paspc\.lum
distichum and small sedges. With time thase are replaced
by larger sedges and large quantitie~ of reeds. Once
again photographir. detail restricted the detection of
finer details of this early £ere. However, it is
~ostulated t.hatthis stage 1S characterised by sedges
slJch i:\$ Cy:perLls immensus and ~,e.!!.D:!.a sexangular-is.
Toward~ the end of this stag., Ty:pha capensi5 and
E,hragmites SPP4 then appear and dominate the area. The
suc~essional pathway then eventually leads to the
appearance of the same sub-climax and climax communities
as described for the higher lying riverine areas.
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• • Further development of the ideas of Figure 2.9 was
possible by examining each time period separately by
means of a Markov model (Fig. 2.11 A - E). It is pO$sible
to see which periods were characterised by recovery and
succession and, therefore, displayed a progressive
development and which periods were characterised by major
disturbances and, therefore, displayed a retrogressive
development. In this figure the 2 years used to derive
the predicted equilibrium proportion were joined by a
solid line. This line was then extended to the
prOjected/predicted equilibrium proportiuns by means of
a broken line. In order to facilitate interpretation, for
each period, these prOjected equilibrium proportions
lines have been superimposed over Figure 2.9 as a
supplementary matrix (see Greenacre, 1984).

The prOjected/predicted equilibrium states as well as the
times required to attain these states, for the five
different time periods, are evidently very variable (Fig
4.14). Only the periods 1937 to 1954 (Fig. 2.11 A) and
1978 to 1988 (Fig. 2.11 D) displayed progressive
developments (from right to left). The predicted
equilibrium proportion for the period 1987 to 1954 was
composed almost entirely of the climax component, while
for the period 1978 to 1988, it was clearly characterised
by a large sub-climax element. The rest of the periods
investigated are clearly characterised by re~trogressive
developments (fram left to right). This is a clear
indication that significant flood events or other large
scale disturbances were responsible for retarding
succession and development during these periods.

I~

Fur~her consultation of the record of previous floods
(Fig. 8.1) reveals that the only time period which was
r~latively free from large disruptive floods was that of
1987 to 195'. It was this disturbance free period which
m~de it pOLsible for succession to proceed unhampered for
approximatH\Y 17 years and represent this progressive
developmen. The prOjected proportions of the five
vegeta1;ion states obtained fl",omthis period are therefore
likely to be th~ most accurate. It appears that a large
propor1:ion of Ficus sycomorus and other 1arge trees (68%)
would characterise this community this could be
considered as a possible climax state far these riverine
areas. The model predicts that a further 629 flood frea
years are required in order to achieve this true
equilibrium state.

2.5 D:i.5cllssion
2_5.1 Sub$titut~on of space for time
Extensive floods since
the Successional status
r~ducing the abundance
riverine communiti~s.

1954 had the effect of redUCing
of riverine communities by

of large trees from forested
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The relative proportions of the three size classes
employed by the slJccess:i.onalstatus score system were
also changed. This system was therefore useful in
identifying general dynamics of the successional status
of vegetation. With this approach, communiti~s were
classified according to their successional status on the
proportions of different tree size classes remaining
after differp-ntflood events. However, after carrying
out an analysis of the species composition of these
different cummunities, it is clear that this
classification is conceptually incorre~t.

"

Certain riverine areas, due to the locations1 shape~ and
sizes relative to the river and therefore to large
floods, clearly do act as refuges which offer certain
communities a degree of protection from floods. Even the
Oomoina flood did not succeed in removing large t'!"eOS in
cortain areas of the Black Umfclozi. However, those trees
remaining after the flood ar~ not the only components of
the climax state community but are only those individuals
which were capable of surviving the force of the flood.
These remaining species, instead of indicating
communiti~$ which were untouched by flood waters, as
envisaged ~t the outset of the project, are in reality,
only indicators of a partially disturbed community.
Certain speci~s are particularly capable of withstanding
the force of large floods by virtue of their firm rooting
or flexible canopy characterist~cs and are therefore
likely to be well represented in such refuges. Other
species are not as capable of resisting such forces and
consequently are lik=ly to be poorly represented Qr not
represented at all. Whil~ certain large individuals still
rema..\ned in these areas af+'erthe flood, large quantities
of other species from the large and smaller size classes
had been completely r~moved.
On this basis, thia appycach has shed insufficient light
on the true characteristics of the middle and late
successional stages of riverine communities. In this
respect, by adopting such an appro.ch, no further
knowledge can be gained over that possibly gained by a
basic community analysi. approach •

.-~
The determination of status scores by means of th~ stat~s
score table <Table 2.2> was evidently inaccurate. The
status scores in this table were based purely on the
proportions of the different vegetation states which were
visibly discernible from the aerial photographs. A number
of shor-tcomingswere evident which rendered the technique
inadequate for the investigation of succession.

o

i

1_L~
- l o .
I 'i
I ;:-J

1. It was clearly not possible to assess from aerial
photographs that the major contribution to the large
size class was made by only a few species r~th~r than
by a community of several species, as had been
assumed. It is obviously not possible to clearly
discern between different tree species using aerial
photographs.
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2. The actual size Qlass distributions of the communities
investigated ravealed a distinct absence of
individuals from the second size class. This is
confusing because, in order for a community to have
attained a status score of 3 or 4 using the status
score table, a high proportion of small/medium ~ized
trees should have been evident from the photograp~s.
Ground truthing of the areas in 1987 reveale~ that
Iarge herbaceous plants such as RicirlUs communis and
Solanum mauritianum were confu5ed~ for small/medium
sized trees. These fast growi~g herbaceous species
were probably in the region of ~ to 4 years old and
could not be substituted for small,'medium sized ti~ees
which would be significantly older,.

. "

3. The status score table did nat aater for the absence
of small/medium sized trees and ~herefore was not able
tD attach a status scare t~ this condition. This
raised un important point. In Nhat successional ~tate
are such communities? Are they in an early
successional state due to the abundance of juveniles
or are they in an advanced state, due to the
contribution of large individuals of an apparently
climax species?

The Clementsian description of succession is also
misleading. It proposes that succession proceeds at a
site, after a disturbance via a series of distinct ~nd
definable states, to eventually attain the final climax
state. However, in reality, it is not possible to
identify distinct and definable seres in the succession
of vegetation. Due to the erratic and non uniform way in
which any community is disturbed and the differential way
in which each of the component speci~s and individuals
are affected ~ the disturbance, it is always likely that
a wide varia~10n in the species present and their
abundances and age distributions would be found. This
circumstance applied here, so much so that it was not
easy to assess at what paint along the successional
pathway certain communities should be placed.
Th~ ability Qf certain large tree species to survive the
force of destructive flood waters i~ of significant
imporbsnce to the recovery and further succession of
riverine vegetation. The presence Qf aged individuals of
any one speci~s at a site will afford that species added
advantage in the community. Certain species, (e.g. Ficus
s~comorus) due to their proximity to the water, are able
to fruit at any time of the year, thereby ensuring a
continuous source of seedlings and, in a short space of
time, these individuclls will then represent all three
size classes. By these means, the lengthy process of
interspecific competition is effectively bypassed as
other species are obviously out-represented and possibly
out-competed from the early stages of recovery. This is
likely to speed ~p the successional process considerably.
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2.5.2 Retrospective study using PCQdata of a single
s1te collected on di\fferent oct.asions

The t:.on-espondence analysis d isplay reIated Fic\Js_
sycomorus with the early successional dominant class.
This is confuSing since it is w~ll known that it is a
dominant component of climax rlverine communities. In
this regard it is important to consider the following.
a. The species were ordinated according to their species

frequencies and Ficus sycomorus displayed its highest
frequency in the early stages of succession.

b. While a species may display its optimum frequency in
an early sere, tf.tesame species is still capable of
being an important component of a late sere by virtue
of its si2e and reproductive potential. Good examples
of this are Ficus sycomorus and Spirostachys afriy;cna
which were both very well represented in the early
sere and yet are gen~ral1y considered to be climax
species, due to the substantial sizes ttey are capable
of attaining in sub-climax and apparently clima~
riverine areas as well as their ability to exclude
othey·species. This strategy affords these species the
chance of ad~quate representation in any seral stage.

in the 2 years that elapsed Qfter the 1984 PCQ, those
species which survived the flood, as described above,
disappeared to a large deg~ee. This was not only due to
the fact that their relative contribution was small in
the early stages of succession compared to large
frequencies of pioneer species. These individuals also
died rapidly in the first few months after the flood
possibly as & consequence of damages which they sustained
from the flood or they were simply not able to compete
with the pioneer and early dominant species and were
excluded.

~ ..' .,.,

In order to construct a complete s,uccessional series for
these riverine areas, according to the Clementsian
approach, it would be necessary to identify different
seral stage. with distinctly different ~articipating
species for each. This would involve understanding the
contribution of each riverine species and where it makas
its major contribution. To achieve this, it would be
imperative to make use of as many monitoring events and
different riverine sites as possible, preferably at
different intervals after significant disturbance events.
Depending on the frequency and intenSity of such events~
this may require an exceptionally long term and complex
study in order to record sufficient repl~cates of each
stage of the series. In addition, due to frequent
disturbance, there is no guarantee that any medium to
late sera\ stages will be experienced and be adequately
monitored during the period of the study. It is highly
unlikely that distinc~ seres with unique partiCipant
species do actually occur during a successional series
and, therefore, in order to identify these distinct
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species clouds i~ would be necessary to make use of a
classification tedllniquewhich would be able to separate
or synthesise t~lem from the complex cloud of all
participating sper'ies. It 1s suggested that any
classification 01 this sort would be completely
art ificial , compounded still fUl·thet'by the effect!:!.of
recurrent distl.l.,-bances.
While this approach appclrently identifie( the various
species associated with the early and late seral stages,
it did not allow for the identification of the mechanisms
responsible for species change from stage to stage. This
shortcoming is due to the fact that data was, through
necessity, collected from discrete points in time along
the successional gradient. In order to detect the subtle
dynamics of a system such as thi~, it would aga~n be
necessary to monitor the various components on a
continuous basis or to make usa of more frequent
monitoring sessions.
A further shortcoming lies in the fact that the ord~ring
of seres to construct a complete successional series
does not necessarily correspond with their actual
chronological order. This is likely to shuffle the
subtle interactions which exist between the component
species, thereby furth~r complicating the interpretation
of the mechani5ms responsible for the succession of
species. In addition, as seen from the substitution of
space for time approach employed above, it is possible
that the construction of the complete series may not be
possible due to the complications introdu~ed by
communities which are only partially disturbed. It may
not be possible to determine at what point on the series
these communities belong, due to th~ comblned
representation of species a~d individuals from an early
sere as well as a mature sere.

2.5.3 R~trospective study using cu~rial photographs

While the interpretation of the correspondence analysis
output allowed for the identification of two possible
successional pathwaya in lower and higher lying riverine
areas, it did not allow for the accurate determination of
the time periods associated with these pathways. In order
to derive this type of information, it would be
necessary to ensure that photographs are taken at more
regular and frequent intervals. It would then be
possible to calibrate the axes in tim~ units and could
thereby allow for year by year comparisons to be mcde in
terms of the rates of succession of the vegetation. The
same scale could also be used to compare the impacts of
different flood and other disturbance events. To relate
these accurately, it would be necessary to gather more
detailed information c~ncerning both minor mnd major
disturbance events, during the period of study, so that
successioral ~etbacks can be monitored adequately and
then related tp +ba general successional process.
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Limited information is available on time intervals
be"t'tJeen the various vegetation state'S. This is ba.5ed on
th~ relative positions of objects and variables relative
to the centroid on the correspondence analysis di~play.

This was r:;onfirmed with simultaneous reference tel the
numerical output of the analysis. This suggests that the
initial stages of succession from the grass to small tree
state and reEd to small tree state are slower than from
the small tree state to the climax state. This is not
consistent with t;"lefact that the growth and dt;lvF:tlopment
of trees from the seedling stage to the mature individual
is a very slow Process. The visual identification of
different tree s::. les from aerial photcJl;;p"aphs, used
previously, has shown that large and fast growing
herbaceous species may be confused for small and medium
sized trees. It is very likely that this has occurred and

'd lead to the described effect. However, it is
ditl~cult tu assess whether this is an adequate
reflection of an actual time interval or merely an
artifact which is associated with either the
non-linearity characteristics of the technique or the
limitation. which are imposed on the ~tudy, due to the
use of aerial photographs.

o

The MarkOV model findings also give an indication of the
time requi~ed for succession from one state to .•nother,
along with the prOjected equilibrium proportions which
ure determined for the different time periods
investigated (Table 4w14). However, unless they are
related to the vagetation states and the y~ars
investigated, the interpretation of these results is very
dif1icult. For this reasor" the prOjected equilibrium
proportions of the i~r vegetation states w.re
superimposs.r.:!over the prev Lcua correspondence analysis
display by lhL:c!.:..!dingthem ;.isa supplementi:lry matrix. By
carefully considering the predicted equilibrium
proportions obt~ined by this technique and the time
intervals requir~d to attain these proportions, it is
possible to make basic predictions about the different
vegetation states and the time required to attain these
states. It is evident from the Markov model that, in
order to attain the climax vegetation state in riverine
areas from a state characterised by large quantiti~~ of
pioneer species, as in 1937, in the region of 629
disturbance free year5 woulc be required.

It i~ ~ppu~e"t that the succession of riverine vegetation
towards the ciimax state is a very slow process b~t can
be attained giv\'ensl..1fficientdisturbance free time. This
process is perBistent and important in shaping riverine
communities d.spite t~e effects of disturban~e. However,
the impact of disturbance in r~ducing these _reas to the
open sand/grass state is far more effective and frequent
and is generally achieved a lot faster.
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ConsUltation of the flood record and consideration of the
recent frequency an~ intensity of disturbance in riverine
areas reveals that a flood free period of the required
lenqth ~s very unlikely to occur, therefore, clearly
j:i /enting the attainment of a tt'ueclimax condition and
highlighting the impact of disturbanc~ on the structure
of riverine communities. Disturbance therefore is cledrly
the more important and persistent process in determining
the state and condition of the v9getation present.
For this reason it app~ars th.t this riverine system, as
it exists today, is primarily structured by dist~rbance
and is said to be "event driven" as opposed to
"succession or Y'eaction driven". In essence, when CIne
aims to understand the structure and dynamics of the
riverine system, this highlights the need to
investigate, in considerable detail, the characteristics
of the different forms of riverine disturbance and the
impact they have on the structure and dynamics of
riverine vegetation. This simultaneously highlights the
inadequacies of succession theory as a possible tool for
understanding riverine structure and dynamics.

o

The above findings suggest the need for the monito;'ing of
component species and their interactions by ~eans of a
long term programme on a continuous basis. The advantages
and disadvantages of such programm~~ have been discussed
earlier. The 'event driven' nature of the Umfolozi
riverine system further discounts the value of a
continuous programme. It is highly improbable,
conSidering the fre~uency and characteristics of large
floods~ that sufficient recovery time will be ~fforded to
riverine areas ~n order to allow for sufficient
information to be gathered concerning the characteristics
of the mid, l~te and climax seres of succession. A long
term approach which relies on the retrospective
construction of a complete successional series by the
ordering of separate suc~essional events of diff~rent
durations, might be the most effectiv~ way of
addressing the problem, but is likely to be of
exceptionally long duration. Furthermore, such an
approach is not able to guarantee a successful
construction of the successional series due to ~he
absence of visibly distinct seral stages. In addition, it
is unlikely to shed further light on the ~echanisms
respons''''lefor succession.
Due to the complexiti~s introduced by the frequenc~,
intensity and heterogeneous nature of riveri~e
disturbances and the heterogeneous response of species ~o
these rlisturbances, the three approaches pmployed could
not b,~ Ll~ed to construct /3.'11 adequate pictw'e bf
succession in riverine ar~as. It would be impossible to
successfully test succeSSlon theory under such
circ~mstances. The 'event driven' natur~ nf the UmfoloZi
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• riverine system makev& it
?-ch~qt.ia.tfHy t!li\'termil(~the
river ine vegeta t ioh b\' means
successi~nal approaches .

practically impossible po
structure &nd dynamics ~f
of either long or short term

.~4.~·Uei~ was possible to .identify the species as'r.ot:L,~ed
. .~.possible stages of su(;;cession in a single area and
~.,..)~Jfi!'ntify twc..succ~ssiona:l·pathways which may ex ist in

.riverine an~a~ •. ..it ,"'as not poss;.ble to identify the
I1ll"'l=hanismsresponsi'.ole for thEl'succession of species. It
~ppears that riverine succession does not proceed in the
ordered and logical way as is commonly described by
~upporters of Clementsian succession. Instead, it appears
that the succession of riverine s~ecies is likely to
proceed by maans of a complicated and disordered
intalaction of species and individuals in re~~onsa to ~
complit:at~d and heterogeneous disturbance ~egime. Sinc~
these findings did not correspond well with the
character istins of succession, it was not po~;sibIe to
apply them a~ , t.st of the theory.
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CHAPTER 3 APPROACH BASED 01\1DISTURBr\NCE THEORY

This chapter addrEsses the characteristics of recurrent
flood events in the Umfolo2i river5m~ system and attempts
to place their importance and thei- effects on riverine
com~u~ities into per~~ective, in th~ light of current
disturbance theory. In addition~ the effects af fIre as a
second form of distur~ance is also briefly investigated
and discLlssed.

3.1 Introduction

The eye; onl; Pornoina flood and the d,lmage it cC1used to
riVArine vegetatiDn in the rese-vl:? highlighted the
importance 0 floods dS a disruptive and possibly as a~
orga~ising force in riverine areas. Larg~ floods, which
causa major destructio~ to ~iverLne vegetation, are
commonly vie\fl!;1'd.as unusual and rara , However, !..Iuy·lngthe
au ttlor's two 'tear stu::lyin the resel'"'.re,floods exc.eedSl!r:I
flow rates of 3000 cukic metres per second on t~o
sepi:lrateocc ae t ons , each causin,;}con~ J.derable damage to
riverine vegetatio~. The impact Od floods on retard!n~
the successional process of riverine vegetation was
demonstrated in the previous cheptp.r.

Other· disturbances such as fire anct herhi'/clry ar'e also
responsible for structuring riverine communities in the
periods between large flood events. However, due to the
complexity of these dis+';llrban(:es,data re~lardin~ the
7·egimes and impacts of these disturbarl£.:esare not u.'5wally
readily available. Th~ appli~ation of fire is cammonly
controlled by means of tn~ timing; intensity and location
of burns in or'der ,to a\';ldress sPE'c:it'ic management
objectives at differ~nt 1~illlessuch as the rel.novalof
exc:r"ssmoribund material, tl'lestimulati'::lr'lof gra!/.Isgr""'II'Jth
ilnd the preve.,tion of woody p Iant enc-:hroachmel,'1ts,For
information regarding th~ use of fin~ in thfl!LJmfoJ.o2:i
Game Reserve .~eWills (1987). Tne divers~ applications
of fire in the past and the specific characteristic~ of
the different burns over time have complicated the
interpreta~~cn of the fire regimes. Herbivory iA alEC an
iMportant arganising furce and its effects are often felt
hQnd in hand with those of fire. Due to the large and
diverse number of partiCipants, each with their OWl'

specific resource, habit~t and feeding requirements, the
effects ~f herbivory are more subtle and difficult to
define. The continuous interaction of these requirements
with heterogeneous and erratic veget~tional dynamics
ensures that the effects of herbivory are relatively
unpredictable.

Due to the limited scope of the nroject and the
compleM\ty of fire and herbivory as disturbances, it wa~
not possible to adequately investigate their regimps. The
effects of fire em riverine v£?getatlon was ;at't:emptedbut,
due to a run aW6V fire which swept through the control
plots, this study was ~o~~lned to a brief investigation
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• • only. The effects of browsing and grazing were
investigated in the light of the enemy impact hypothesis
(see community organisation approach - chapter 4).
Since floods are such major and apparently overriding
disturbances and since relatively long term ~ata
regarding their regimes and effects ~re obtainable, it
was possible to clarify their incidences and
characteristics and underst~nd their organisational role
in riverine communities. Furthermorej it W3S also
possible tu place the impa~t of floods into p~rspec:tive
in terms of current disturbance th&ory in.or~cr to
detgrmine~.and predict the structure and dynamics of
riverine vegetation.

3.2 Objectives
The ~bjectives of this approach were as follows.
1. Investigate the distur~ance regime af floods in the

Umfolozi riverine system.
2. Investigate the effect of the flood regime on th~

species diversity and demography of riverine
vegetation by te~ting relevant hypotheses.

\J

3. Model the effer..\.""of f::astflood events on. the
prapo~tions of various vegetation states.(

4. Place the flood r~gime and relevan~ findings into
perspective in the light of current d~sturbance theory
in order to make broad predictions regarding the
structure nnd dynamics of riverine vegetation.

~. Investigate briefly the effects of fire on riverine
vegetation.

3.3 Approach and methods
The ap~roach adopted investigated the characteristics of
floods and their impact on sp~cies diversity and
demography of riverine communIties by the an~lysis and
presentation of available data and the testing of
relevant hypoth~ses. Available data was then used to
model the effects of floods on the dynamics of riverine
vegetation.

i
j

:~
I '. ! (11
I .,

lIV
I

The regimes <characteristics) of the floods were defined
according to Sousa)s (1~84 a) five descriptors af
disturbance regime namely,
1. magnitude as a. i~tensity and b. severity,
2. frequency,
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However, since available flood d~ta was
significant difference was not expected to
at the p=0.05 level. It ~as decided that
less than 0.2 would be considered as
instead.

c:;parse,a
be detected
any p value
significant

3. duration,
4. areal extent, and
5. ~redictability.

3.3. 1• 1 Intens i ty "",ndfreqlJency

Two relevant hypotheses ~ere tested with regard to the
intensity and frequency of 'Floods and the reasons for
possible trends.
1. Large flood events ar~ increasing in intensity and

frequency with time.
Since river flow data for the nearest recording
station 011 thrJBlack Umf;)loziriver we1re ~~enerally
sparse and unreliable, bhe maximum flood peaks at the
recording station at the main railway bridge on the
Umfolozi river were used instead. These figures were
available frem 1890~ and were collected with the
assistance of t:he Oepi:s.rtmentof Water Affairs and
personal communications with Lund, B.G.A1 and
Bale-Smith, 1m. These data (floads in excess of 1500
m3/s)~ which included thel 1987 flood peak value, were
then plotted against tim~ of occurrenCe to display the
intem,.ty .and frel~uency of large flood events.
The total time period af 97 years from 1980 to 1987
was divided into two 48 year periods. The null
hypoth~sis employed stated that na differences existed
in int.nsity and f~eqUency between these two periods.
The dist~ibution ~f flood data for the entire 70 year
perio~ was compared with that of a normal
distribution. Sincle the data conformed adequately to
that of a normal di.tribution, a students t-test was
used to compare flood intensities between th~ two
periods. The flood frequencies for the two 48 year
periods were compared for significance using a
Chi-square test.

2. Large rainfall events
Umfolozi riv~r ~rs
frequency with time.

in the catchment are~ of the
i ncreasing in intensity and

1. B.G.A. Lund, P.O. Box 7744, Halfw~y House, 1695
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2. I. Bale-Smith, Umfolozi Sugar Mill, P.O. Riverview,
3930
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Rainfall data was obtained from Nongema which is the
longest standing rainfall station in th~ Umfolozi
~atchment area. nata was available fer a 70 year
p€rlod from 1916 to 1986. Eoth the annual as well as
the January f~gure. from this station were plotted
together an a horizontal time sequence.
Annual values in excess of 950 mm (mean~ ±910 mm) were
used to represent large rainfall events. The period
was sub-divided into two 35 year periods. These were
then compared for differences in rainfall intensities
with a student's t-test and for differences in
frequencies using a Chi-square test. These results
were tabulated far comparison. The null hypothesis,
employed for this test, stated that no significant
differences eXist between large rainfall intensities
and frequencies between the two periods investigated.
The nul! hypothesis would be rejected if the
differences between the rainfall intensities and
frequencies were found to be different at p< 0.2. This
high probability value was considered as significant,
since adequate rainfall data is relatively scarce and
also because this level was used for the tes+. for
flooding intensity and frequency.

3.3.1.E Severity
It was envisaged that since the ~orce of the flood varies
considerably frwm point to point along t~e lsngth of the
river, a ~omparison of extreme river positions would
reveal differences in flood severity. With these ext,(,cii;E!S
in mind, it would therefore be possible to piece together
an understandi~g of flood severity for other areas of the
river. Comparison~ were therefore made betw~en the flood
severities experienced on a. th~ inside of river bends,
b. the outsioe of river bends, and c. on straight river
stretches.
The nu~l hypothesis for the test stated that all three
river position. are subjected to the same flood severity
and therefor~ display similar tree los$es, as a
consequence of the fload.
Flood severity measurements were determined from aerial
photographs of these three areas, by comparing the
percentag~ proportions of large tre~s from before and
after the Domoina floods. Tree losse~ were u~ed as a
ffiea$Ureof flood ~ever1ty.
Transects with ground dimensions of approximat~ly
100x300~where located on the aerial photographs in ar.a~
which could b~ classifi.d as belonging to either of the
three river pozitions. .lwenty transects were located for
the ifinerri\ferbend~, twenty one for the auter bends i!rnd
only seven were located as straight stretches. The data
were compared using" one-way analysis of v<!:Ir,'iance.
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Comparisons were graphically compared using 95 percent
least significant difference (LSD) intervals (Parker,
1973), to display differences in flood severity between
the three river positions.

3.3.1.3 Duration
The flood hydrographs were collected for past flood
events on the UmTolozi river system. Unfortunately, the
complete hydrQgraphs for the full duration of these
floods wer~ largely unavailable, which made it impossible
to make detailed duration comparisons between them. Such
comparisons were therefore restricted to simple
descriptive trends only.

3.3.1.4 Aeria.l e)(tent and dynamics of flnods
A 1:2W 000 map c)fa 6.5 kilometre strf?tch of the Black
Umfol6zi river was constructed directly from aerial
photog;\"'aph!1;takEm in 1986. This map extensively detailed
the riverine area from the Thobothi river mouth to the
moutrh of the Mona river and included erosion and
deposition points as well as the high flood mark which
were caused by the Domoina flood. Using arrows to depict
the points of maximu:'r~Torceof the flood waters, the
zame base map w&s tne" used to describe three
hypothetical phases of the Domoina flOod. The first phase
described an ~~rly phase in whic~ the water level was
still largely contained by the river banks. The second
phase described the point at which the water levels
exceeded the river bank and began to remove riverine
vegetation. The final phase described th~ flood peak when
the water levels reached their maximum and began to Cause
the extensive erosion of the river bank and by-pass the
lower-lying river bends. The exercise was used to gain a
conceptual understanding of the areal e~tent and dynamics
of large floods and the corresponding erosion of river
banks, deposition of sediments and tha removal of
riverine vegetation.
3.3.1~5 Predictability
The predictability of floods with flow rates in excess of
2000 cubic metre$ per ~econd were determined by applying
the flood peak data +'0 the Weibull equation, as described
by Fleming (1975). The objective of the analysis was to
determine the number of yeal-swithin which ,anevent, of
chesen size, is likely to occur at least once. This time
period is referred to as the 'return period' and was
determined by abstracting the annual instantaneous
maximum from the records and by ranking them in order of
magnitudr. with the largest value fi~st. The plotting
position~ d" these annual maxima were then estima;a~ClfrolJl
the Weibull equationr~elow. The calculated return period
was then 0 lotted a.gaihst the magni t\.4c.ie of the ,'"espectiva
floods.
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• • The formula for the Weibull equation is as follows,

n ... 1
Tp =

m

Where, Tp = return period (in years),
n = l~ngth of flood record (in years),
m = 'l"'ankin descending order.

Using regression analysis, a best-fit straight line was
then drawn through the points which defines the g~nerai
relationship between them. The resulting straight lins
was b~~ed on the assumptions inherent in the particular
probability distribution which was chosen. The choice of
scale on the abscissa determined the probability
distribution to which the points were fitted. Fleming
(1975) emphasised that no universal distribution exists
that defines the distribution of floods for all rivers
and that the selection of the distribution should be made
purely on the basis of obtaining the best-fit for all
existing data. Normal, log normal and log log
distributions were applied to the regression analyses and
plotted and rredictions pert~ining to the probable return
periods of floods were determined.

3.3.2 The effects of floods on species diversity of
riverine communities

The effects of floods on the community species diversity
of riverine vegetation were investigated by testing the
intermediate disturbance hypothesis.

3~3.2 ..1 Intermediate disturba.nce hypothesis

The intermediate disturbance hypothesis was tested by two
distinct approaches.

o

According to the first approachJ it was assumed that a
range of flooding frequencies exists and that the
frequency of flooding is greatest at or near the river's
edge. The larg~r a f~ood. the further its effects are
felt up the ri"rine slope and, due to the relatively
infrequent occurre~ces of large floods, araas lower down
on the river bank experience ffiorefrequent flooding than
areAS situated further up. With regard to this
application, the hypothesis predicts that species
richness Is relatively low at the river's edge as well as
towards the higher reaches of the riverine slope and that
an area e):ists between these two points where species
richness is great~r. The hypothesis states that only
certain "fugitive species " are able to exist in ar'eas of'
high or frequ~nt disturbance, while only0 highly
competitive speci~s would be found in areas of low or
it"lfraquent disturbance. The areas subjected to
intermed!ate frequencies and magnitude of disturbance
should be able to support species from both groups and
therefore display a larger species richness.



o
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According to the second approach, the species richnesses
of three different river positions were cOlilparedin the
light of the flood severity findings for these three
positions. In this regard the hypothesis predicts that
these three areas (inner bends, out~r bends and
straights) wruld display different species richnesses and
specifically that the areas, subjected to the extremes of
disturbance, would display low species richnesses while
areas, exposed to intermediate l~vels of disturbances,
would display higher species richnesses.
The null hypotneses, employed with both approaches, was
that all riverine areas display the same species
richness, regardless of their disturbance
characteristics. Any discrepancies in species richne~~
are due to ot~er factors which exert an influence.
Transect approach
Twenty six transects were situated by means of a
stratified random technique in riverine areas. For
transect details and the location procedure adopted, see
the island size hypothesis - chapter 4. A dumpy level was
used to determine the elevation above river level of each
component quadrat of eac~ of 27 transects. The her~aceous
and woody species occurring in these quadrats were
recorded for each quadrat by the methods described in the
island size hyp~thesis. The total number of herbaceous
and woojy species present in these quadrats were totaled
as species richness totals for each quadrat. A regression
analysis was conducted to investigate the relationship
~hich exists between species richness and height above
river level as an ampliative technique (Mentis, 1988), in
order to identify patterns in the data and possibly
formulate alternative hypotheses.
River position approach
With this approach, the spectrum of f'Lood severities for
investigation was restri=ted to only three river
positions, namely, inner bends, outer bends and straight
river stretches. (hese positions were previously chasen
(see 3.3.1.2) to represent the extremes of the entire
flood severity spectrum. Consequently, with this test of
the hypothesis, the application of an inductive approach,
using ampliative te~hniques, was not possible. Instead,
it was necessary to apply a method to arbitrarily
separate the species richness data into three distinct
classes to corrsspond with these three river positions.
A one-way analysis of variance was conducted using the
sp~cies richness data for the first ~ix quadrats of each
transect (some transects only had 6 quadrats). A le~st
significant difference test (LSD) was used to display
significant differences between transects. The transects
were then placed in ascending order of their means and
divided into three arbitrary classes based an their means
and LSD values. These were s. from 10 to 16, b. from 17
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to eo, c. from 21 to 28. In order to relate species
richness to flood severity at different river positions,
it was necessary to classi~~ the transects according to
the three river positions~_)mployed with the flood
severity investigation, as sEated above. These were a.
inside bends, b. outside bends or c. straights. The
classification of transects, according to these thre~~
classes, is displayed in Appendix 1.
A contingency table was then constructed to facilitate
comparison between the proportions of the three river
position classes and the three species richness classes
investigated. Comparisons were then determined using a
Chi-square test.
3.3.2.2 The effects of floods on the demography of

riverine communities
Due to the shortage of sufficient species t1iatafrom
before the Domoina flood~ it was not po~sible to
adequately t~st the compensatory mortality hypothesis.
The effects of !floods on the demography of riverine
vegetation was therefore confined to a brief
investigative PCQ study instead.
Details of the PCQ teLhnique employed and the location of
transects and other information are detailed in the
suc~fssional approach - chapter 2. In addition to thioy
thre~ tree si2e classes w~re investigated, a. below one
metre, b. between one and ~~ven metres and c. above seven
metres in height.
In order to determine whether any particular size/age
class of riverine vegetation was disproportionately
affected by the Domoina flood, correspondence analysis
was used to comp~re the pca species frequ~ncy data for 57
specie~ from three different sampling d8te~, 1979. 1984
and 1986. The three sizes classes were investigated for
each year as separate columns, while the species were
treated as rows of the input matrix. All data were
treated as active and no supplementary data were used.

CI

Since the variation accounted for by the first two axes
was relatively low (43.3X), it was necessary to consider
a third axis~ thereby increasing the total variation
described to 62X. A three dimensional display and \ts
associated numerical output were produced to aid with the
interpreta.tir;H of tho results. Only the three size
classes ~)r the three years investigated were plotted as
the graphical outputl as it was only this relati~nship
which was important fo~ the i~ve~tigat!on. The numerical
output for only the C_4umns was produced to airl
interpretation. The l~ngths of the lines, which connect
the years and size cl~.sse$ inve$tigat..ed, were used as a
measure of the flood da:mages~LI':itainedas a consequence
of the flood and the degree ~f dis-similarity b_tween the

·1
/

size classes.
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According to Greenacre (1984), variable-variable
distances are an approximation of the Chi-square
differences between variables and therefor'e it is
acceptable to use these distances as an index of
similarity between them. One must take care, however, not
to attempt comparison between the pcsit;ons of variable
and objects as no such distances are defif1ed. To simplify
the interpretation~ it was necessary to convert the
dis-similarity measure between size classes to a
similarity measure instead. This was done by way of the
following formula.
Similarity
meaSUl-e (Yo)

= [1 I line length (mm)] x 100
(dis-similarity)

3.3.3 Modeling the effect of floods on the proportions
of various vegetation states

Seventy two random quadrats were selected on six
diffarent sets of aerial photographs of the Black
Umfolozi river. Within each, the proportions of four
discernible vegetation states were determined, using a
zoom transfer scope. (For additional information,
regarding the aeriaI photographs used, se.e successional
approach chapter 2.) These data were then analysed,
using correspondence analysis, to reveal the changes in
these vegetation states as a consequence of the effects
Df major floods and the recovery of these areas over
time.
The relative proportions of four vegetation states were
determined from aerial photographs ~n six different
sampling dates. The relationships between the four
vegetation states were determined, using correspondence
analysiS and the output was plotted graphically_ This
final correspondence display was used to construct a
conceptual model, based on the dynamics of the relative
proportions of the different riverine vegetation states
in response to the occurrence of flood events. This
model was then used as a basis for predicting the effects
af future flood events on riverine vegetation. The
eonstructicn of this model was approached as follows.
The five time intervals between the sampling dates were
considered separately and plotted on separate axis. The
vegetation st.tes, at the begining and end of each time
interval as well as the length of each time interval,
were used as variables for a Markov M~del. Assuming that
future conditions would be similar to those experienced
during each time interval, the Markov model predicted the
likely equilicY"ium condition of the vegl?tation in terms
of the four vegetation states plotted on the
correspondence &nalysis output.
3.:?'.4 The effects o·ffire on riverine vegetation
Six 10x30 m transects were laid out in the riverine area
according to the procedure described in the island size
hypothesis (see community organisation approach - chapter
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4). The density of woody and large herba~eous species
were monitnred within these transects in August-September
1986. It was initially intended that three transects
would be used dS experimental blo~ks and the remaining
three as control blocks. Fire was introdu~ed into the
three experimental blocks but, in the process, ~ontrol of
the fire was lost and th~ control blocks were
subsequently burned as well. Despite this, all six
transe~ts were again monitored in the same way as in
early December. Changes in the densities of woody and
large herba~eous spe~ies were then used to detect the
effects of fire on these :,pecies. Control blocks were
required with which to compare these experimental blocks
in terms Qf changes which occurred in the area in the
absence of fire. However, since these were burned as
well, it was ne~essary to make ~onclusions without this
evidence.

3.4.1 Disturbance regime
3.4 Results

Figure 3.1 displays flood sizes in ex~ess of 1500 cubic
metres per second for a period of 97 years from 1890 to
1987 as measured at the railway bridge on the Umfolozi
river.
The Umfolozi river is fed by both the Bla~k and White
Umfolozi rivers, and the catchments of these rivers are
situated in two different areas of Natal (Fig. 1.3). It
must be noted therefore that the flood values obtained
from this station situated on the Umfolozi river, exceed
those whi~h wer~ experienced on the Bla~k Umfolo~i river
alone.

o

From visual s~rut,iny of Figure 3.1, it appears that large
flood events are'increasing in both size and frequency
with time. According to Table 3.1, the frequency of
floods was found to be approximately one flood every six
years. This frequency displayed an significant increase
(p=O.16) from one flood every 8 years for the period from
1890 to 1939 to one flood every 4.9 years for the period
from 1940 to 1987. Th~ mean flood peak size of large
floods was found to be 4~56 cubic metres per secon~,
which displays a sig~ificant increase Cp=0.1S) from 3640
for the period from 1890 to 1939 to 5615 cubic metres per
se~ond far the period from 1940 -\ 1987. These
differences were only displayed with reasonably high
probabillty values <p=0.15 and 0.16), which, it is
suggested, was largely a conseq~ence bf the paurity of
suitable data. Considering this, t~e observed differences
were considered to be significant ~nd the null hypothesis
was rE:'jected.
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Table 3.1 Flood intensity and frequency statistics for
three time periods a. 1890-1987, b. 18qO~1939, c.
1940-1987 for floods in excess of 1500 ~/s

PERIOD PERiOD PERIOD
1890 - 1987 1890 ._ 1.938 1938 - 1987 SIGNIFICANCE

MEAN FLOOD 4856 3640 5615 s;tudent's
SIZE (fIla/SI (n=6) (n=10) t-test
(}1500) (SE=28) (SE=125.8) P t5

MEAN FLOIln
FREQUENCY
()150("rrf'/s)

0.13
( 118)

0.17
<1/6)

0.20
(1/4.9)

Chi-squBi"e
test
p=O.16

Figure 3.2 displ~ys the annual and January rainfall
figures from Nongoma for the 70 year period from 1916 to
1986. Two distinct rainfall peaks are evident from this
figure. Firstly, the annual total for 1925 was clearly
the largest rainfall event ever recorded from this
station, and was ~ue to a 1519 mm event during March of
1925. Secondly, the monthly total for January 1984, was
due to the 496~m event associated with cyclone Domaina.
Both events w~re responsible for large destructive floods
within the Umfolozi river system.
Table 3.2 reveals that the mean annu.l rainfa1 (in
excess of 950 mm/yr) increased from 1237 mm for 191~-1951
to 1247 mm for 1952-1956. However this increase was not
significant, even at p~0.15. The frequency of large
rainfall events has evidently increased from 0.37 (1
every 2.7 years) to 0.42 (1 every 2.4 years), howeverf
this difference is also not significant, even at p<O.16.
ThE null hypothesis was accepted.
3.4.1.2 Flooo 5everity

Flood sev~rity differences between the inside and outside
river bends and on straight river stretches are displayed
in Figure 3.3. Severity was found to be highest on the
inside bends and straight stretches and least severe on
the outside bends. The LSD bars show th~t signific£nt
differences (p=O.05) in flood severity existed between
the inside and outside bends. Only 16.2 percent of large
trees remained on the inside bends after the floods,
while 24.3 percent remain9d on ~he out5ide bends. No
significant differences W ie found between the inside
bends and straight river stretches. A large variation was
found in the abundances of trees removed from the
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A - Annual rainfall
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Table 3.2 Summary statistics of the intensities and
frequem::ies olf large ,-ainfall events (events greater than
950 mm per year) for NangOI'M.~.,r two pet iods, 1916-1931
and 1932-1986 I

····
I

I,
PERIOD PERIOD SIGNIFICANCE

1916 - 1951 19:32- 1986
~!\

MEAN ANNUAL 1239.9 1247.6 n5 (p=O.9)
(I RAINFALL (0=13) (11=15) Student's

(mm/yrl (5E=107.6) (8E=199) t-test
()950)

RAINFALL 0.37 0.42 os !p=0.4)
FREQUENCY (1/2.7) (1/2.4) Chi-square
()950 mm/'l1') test
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:Straight stretches which consequently increased the width
of the LSD interval considerably. T~is was dye tn the
difficulty involved with cl~arly defining a straight. In
most ases a straight river .tretch which followed
immediately after a bend could not be used as it was
subjected to overwash from the bend. The
characteristically winding nature of the Black Umfolozi
river therefore mad~ this task exceptionally difficult.
3.4.1.3 Duration
The duration of past flo~ds (in excess of 1500 m~/sec)
in the Umfo"Qzi system has been highly variabl~, ranging
from three ~~ thirty days.
1952 -
1963
1984 -

9 days
30 days
10 davs

1957 -
19"77
1997

Figure 3 ..'. j "splays th~ flood hydr'ographs for the (A)
1957, <B::1~1 ~ and (C) 1977 floods. Individual 'flood
events ire clearly idiDsyncratic, oft~n displaying
numerous peaks of variable duration.
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The 1957 flood displayed a single peak with short
duration, while the 1977 floods displayed a double peak
over a relatively long period. A complete hydrograph was
not available for the Domoina flood.
3.4.1.4 Areal extent of flooding and flood dynamics
Figure 3.5 is a map of a 6.5 km stretch of the Black
Umfolozi river f~om the Thobothi river mouth to the mouth
of the Mona river. The high water mark of the flood is
indicated by a solid line running parallel to the
river's edge. The zone between the river's edge and the
high water mark, the flood zone, is an indication of the
,'elativesteepness 01"tl)er-iverineslope. The inn'.~r
river bends are flat (wide flood zones), while the out~r
bends are steep (narrow flood zones).
Zones of heavy erosion within the flood zones are 5haded,
these indicate areas where the force of the flood was
particularly high, e~p~sing underlying layers of rock or
hard be~al soils. One could expect that erosion would be
highest in areas where changes to the direction of the
river are enforced (i.e. at outer areas of river bends).
80th the inner and outer bends display areas of severe
erosion, but large areas are also evident between bends
at distinct heights above the river level. Figures 3.6
(A) to (C) represent three different stages of the
Domoina flood. The arrowed lines represent points where
maximum flood force was experienced during mach
particular stage of the flood.
During the ear~y stages of the flood (A), the water level
increased from a relatively low level (for the month of
February) to the maximum level con1ained by the river
banks. Tne narmal ~iver course was followed by the flood
waters and as the lev~ls increased further, river bene
exaggeration occurred placing maximum force on the outer
bends where its velocity was the highs<;.;t,leading to bank
erosion. Eventually, as the water levels rose furth~r,
the flood waters were no longer contained by the river
banks and began to wash aver the banks (8).
This allowed for the watsr to take th~ shortest route
over the inner bends. Since these inner bends are most
severely affected by floods, the plants and alluvia on
these berds ~ere readily removed as the force of the
flood WiiS ~Iartially shifted onto them from the outer
bends. Forc~ w~s also e~erted further and further along
the outer b~n~s, leading to the initiation of further
eroded areas. Eventually, in~er bends were cut short by
as much as 300 metres by the flood waters to attain
vertical displacements of 40 m~tres above normal river
level. A second phase of inner bank exclusion occurred in
the region of the flood peak (C), where water level~ were
so high that they began to wash over the lower lying
areas at tbe bases of inner bends but since the river was
essentially flowing an a relatively straight path at this
stage, erosion to these ~reas was minimal.
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Figure S.6 continued

(C) Late stage of flooding
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F~ood wate~s are characterised by large sediment loads
w~ich are carried in the internal eddies of the turbulent

.'\wa~e~~. These sediments largely arise from exposed :>--:;j
erode& a~~as of the catchment which are removed by the
impact d::f,'r:,aindrops and subsequently carried into th~
river. A;:icHtionalparticles are also cO:'.lec.tedalong the
way from river banks and other areas which are eroded by
the force of the flood.
The smallest particles ~re collected most readily and are
carried for greater distances. These particles are
referred to as the suspended load. Largp.r particles, the
bed load, are carried less readily and are the first to
be deposited as the water velocity decreases (Morgan,
1979) •

As the river lev~l begins to decline after the flood peak
is reached, the water velocity begins to decrease. It i$
at this stage that silt deposition occurs. Areas where
water velocity is particularly reduced, due to
obstruction or redirection o~ the main path of the river,
are particularly prone to he~vy depositions. This is
particularly true on the inner bends of rivers, where
silt dep~hs after the Domeina flood were measured in
excess o\~ six \metres. The suspended load carried by
floods within the Umfolozi river system has gradually
increased OVer the last few years (Looser, 1985) leading
to the d~position of increasing quantities of silt and
fine sand on the river bends within the reserve.

3"4.1.5 Flood predictability

Figures 3.7 and 3.8 display the log-normal and log-log
models respectively as applied to flood peak data I'll
excess of 2000 cubic metres per second at the Umfolozi
river recording station. These data also include the
1985 and 1987 flood statistics. Both the fitted
distributions displayed high R-squared values (0.98 and
0.95) which indicates/the high degree to which they fit
the data. The retur~ period values for floods of various
sizes have been extrapolated on these figures. These
return period prs'ictions for floods of different sizes
are present~d for both models in Table 3.3. This enables
the effective comparison of the two models and their
return peried predictions.

o

The models predict tne probable return period of a flood
thu size of the 1957 flood (5650 m3/sec) to be 1~ to 22
years, a flood the same size of the 1963 flood (8500
m:'!':l/sec)to be 30 to 38 ,yearsand a. flood the same size as
the Domoina flood (16000 m:l!I/sec)to be 91 to 108 years.
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Table 3.3 Probable return period predictions for floDds
of different sizes as determined by log normal and log
log Models

FLOOD SIZE (~!SECONDJ U1IHlOR"AL MODEL lOB-lOG I'!ODEl
APPROXIM~TE RETURN PERIGD PREDICTION (YEARS)

2(100 6.2 5.8
!' 41)00 10,1 13.>:1

bOOi) 18.0 23.0
8000 ,8,(1 33.0
1000(1 42.0 43.0
1200(1 68.0 62.0
14000 100.0 81.0
16000 1\'1.0 91.0

3.4.2 Effects of flooos on the species diversity

il·······!·······.···

I:
,.
r
I

i~r~

3.4.2.1 Intermediate disturbance hypothesis - transect
approach

Figure 3.9 displays the regression for species richness
for increasing height above river level. Of the six
different models investigated, the linear model was found
to fit the data best (R-squared = 0.125). The correlation
co~fficient of 0.354 indicates a positive relationship
between species richness and quadrat height a~ove river
level. The R-squared value however indicates that the
regression only accounts for 12.54 percent of the
variation in species richness along the height gr'adient
investi.gated.

Three transects were left out of the analysis.

a. Two entire transects were situated on completely flat
riverine areas. Once the river bank level is breached
by a flood at these sites, small increases in river
level would lead to the complete submergence of the
entire transect, thereby revoking the basic assumption
that increases irl flood size would have an effect
further up the riverine slope. Vegetation transects
were not carried out far enough up the slope to enable
comparisons of these transects.

b. The remaining site had a large tributary running
behind it, which may have complicated the spec~es
richness values at the upper end of the 9~adient.

No curvilinear trends, which describe a hiJher
richness in the intermedi~te zone of this
gradient~ appear to eXIst.

species
height
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Figure 3.9 The regn;~ssion of total species richness for
increasing height above river level

3._.2.2 Intermediate disturbance hypothesis - river
position approach

The species richness, in ascending order of their means,
for the 26 transects employed are displayed in Figure
3.10. The three species richness classes are labeled as
A, ~, and C to represent the low richness, medium
richness and high richness dlasses respectively. The
delineation of these classes was based arbitrarily on the
presence of three visually disce~~ible classes. However,
significant differences in species richness between the
first and last classes do exist.

The contin~~ency table of hpecies richnes'5 versus river
position classes (Table 3.4) reveals a significant
association between the three river positions and their
corresponding species richnesses. Inner bends are
associated with middle class species richnesses, outside
bends are associated with high species richnesse$ and
straight river stretches are associated with low to
middle species richnesses.
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A low richness c1.~ss
B medium richness class
C high richness :,,~il';;
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Table 3.4 1.",nti11gel'lcytable of species richnens vl:!rsus
river position classes

SPECIES RICHNESS

RIVER POSITION MEOIUNLOW HIGH

IINSIDE BENDS 1o o

OUTSIDE BENDS 0.14 0.28 0.58

STRAIGHTS 0.39 0.46

Chi-square
D.F.
Significance

11.53
4

O.Oe
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betweel"1 flood severity and species
three river positions is achieved with

Flgure 3.3. This relationship is summarised

The relationship
ric:hness at
r-:ferenc:e to
1n Table 3.5.

j
],.

"

Table 3.5 Summary table of the relationship betwEen
river positiun, flood severity al '1 species rich'tless

-----------------------------------
RIVER .POSITION FLOOD SEVERITY SPECIES RICHNESS

Inside, bend IntermediateHigh

Outside bend LOtAl High

Straights Intermed i:at".':!' Low to Intermediate

3.4.3 The effects of floods on the de~ography of
riverine commu'(lities

Figure 3.11 displays the 3 dimensional C:OI r e5lp~ fenc:e
analysis displays for three se~arate PCQ transects
c:onduc:ted near the Gqoyeni mouth. The assoc:iated
numerical output of the analy~is is presented in Appendix
2.3.

CAl displAYS the results with the three years connec:ted
by lines, in chronologic:al order, for the ~~ree tree size
classes investigated. The varjaticn~ in species
frequencies, as a conuequenc:e of the flgod and the
period thi~eafter, are reoresented by the total lengt~ of
the lines ~ipining the yaQ\is.

(I

Losses sustained due to the floods aione (first perlud),
an: represented by the line le:"IgthsjOining 1979 to 1984.
Subsequent losses, du~ to damages sustained (second
period), are then represented by the line lengths between
1984 and 1986. Table 3.6 (1) c:ompares these 10sse8 Jsing
an arbitrary measure of line lengths.

For the first period, the largest los~ps were sustained
by the small trees and large tre~s while the medium sized
trees were affec:ted to a lesser jegree. For tha sec:nnd
per iod, however med ium si7;ed trees and small treRS were
lilO-:;t severely affected and large trees were least
affec:ted. The total flood losses sustained for the total
pet'iod investigated, therefore, were sustained by the
small trees and medium sized trees while the large trees
were far less suscRptible.
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(A) Displays the f"esults with the thrEe sampling d~tes
connected by lines in ~hronological ord~r. The arrows
reveal the direction of the order, 1979 (before
Domoina floods), 1984 (immediately after) and 1984 (2
years after)

(9) Di'.;plays the Sii~meset of results
different size classes connected by lines
hjedi!Jmand largl~

with the three
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Table 3.6 Relative measurp.ments of losses sustained and
species frequency similarities for three tree size
clasn.es between three safilpling dates froll' a peQ study
conducted near the Gquyeni river lllf:1uth,::iho!'-Jr~ng

(i) losses sust""ined by threo 'Siz'-~ :::lasses of tree
species in terms of initial losses ~dU0 to flood),
subsequent losses (due to $ubseq~jG!i.'ntI:' so-off after
flood) and total losses

(2) apecies similarity measurements for the three
!\:lampling ~Jears between -three different size classes
of trees

(1) INITIAL
FLOOD LOSSES

SI?E (PERIOD U
CLASS (mm)

Small 28
Medillm 8
Large 81

SUBSEQUENT
FLOOn LOSSES
(PERIOD 2)
(mm)

FINAL
FLOOD LOSSES
(TOTAl. )
(mm)

----------.-__;_--.,-,----~----,----

(2) SIMILARITY
MEASURE
(SMALL-MEDIUM)

YEAR no

I 1979 2.3
I 1984 6.2I

I 1986 12.S
I

'"I ----

SIMILARITY
MEASURE
(MEDIUM-LARGE)
(Y. )

SIMILARITY
MEASURE
(SMALL-LARGE)
( Y.)

2.0
1.6

16.6

1.8
1.9
7.6

t ()
j
1

eE) displays the results with size classes connected by
lines for each of the three years investigated. The
length o~ the lines represents the dis-similarity
between the threo size classes in terms of species
present and their yrequencies. Table 3.6 (2) compares the
similarities between size classes using the percentage
invarses of the line lengths.
Similarities between the size classes in 1979 were small
between all three size classes investigated. This was due
to the large ctiversity of species and their fr.quencies.
All three ~ize classes was represented by spec~\es whit:~~
were not represented by the other class~s. The
slmilaritiec between the si2e classe% are represented, on
the displaYr by an ~lmost equilateral triQngle of
similarities between classes. It is suggested that this
represents a healthy balance b~tween the three size
classes and defines a ~table age/size structure of the
species present and their frequencies.
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,. - After the 1984 flood, similarity b~tween the size classes
generally incre~sed due to tne loss of species and the
decrease of overall ~pecies frequencies. The similarity
between size classes is represented, in the display, by a
triangle with unequal sides. This is particularly true
for between the small and medium sized classes which Were
disproportionately affected by th~ flood, which had the
effect of decreasing their similarity with the large tree
class.

In 1986 subsequent tree deaths due to flood sustained
damages lead to a further increase in the similarity
b?twEen size classes. Once again the s\milarity between
the size classes, in the display, is represented by a an
unequal triangle. The similarity between small and large
trees is the smallest.

Modeling the effect of ~loods on the ploportions
of various vegetation states

Figu,e 3.12 displays the 2 dimensional graphical output
of correspondence analysis for the correspondence
between four different vegetation states and six sampling
dates. 1he interpretation of these results is assisted
with reference to the associated numerical output of the
analysis (Appendix 2.2), Figure 3.1 which display the
dates and sizes of previous flood events, and rigu~e 4.35
which reveals the exact proportions Df each vegetation
class at each sampling date. Figure 3.12 appears to
define the disturbance gradient of the system which
evidently takes the form of an arch, with low disturbance
on one end and high disturbance on the other. A
corresponc:ling trend Ln the proportions of the four
vegetation states is evident as a consequence of this
diRturbance. Equilibrium at one end with large
proportions of tall trees and dis-equilibrium at the
other end characterised by large proport~ons of the
grass/sand state.

The 1954 sampling date displays a high correspondence
with large proportions of remds (REEDS), tall trees
(FIGS) and smaller trees (ACACIA) and a small proportion
of ~rass (GRASS). Th~ time period from 1925 to 1957 was
relatively free from floods with flow rates larger than
1500 cubic metres per second. This thirty year period
provided sufficient time for the system to reach an
equilibrium. The point representing 1954 in Figure S.11
is therefore considered to represent a riverine community
close to equilibrium. The early spring floods of 1957
disturbed this condition (by the removal of he,baceous
cover and woody seedlings), with both large trees and
medium sized trees remaining in 1960 at the ex~ense of
small trees, reeds and grass. The winter floods of 1963
were severe and removed significant quantities of large
and small trees. However, despite this major disturbance,
by 1973 the system had recovered to a large degree, and
the proportiuns of the four vegetation states had almost
returned to their 1954 state.
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The 1973, 1975 and 1977 floods initiated the start of a
signifi~ant de~line in large tree proportions, with the
simultaneous in~rease in small trees and grass/s~nd
proportions. The point representing 1983 refle~ts this
move aWrty ,""romlarge tree proportions, with increasing
proportiCln$ of Acacia. anI'!grass. The DornoLna floods in
1984 then brought abou~ a further shift in this
dire~tion. The position of the 1986 point relative to the
1983 point refle~ts the severity of the Domoin~ floods,
which removed the majority of large and sma11 trees,
pl~cing it into close association with, the gr""ss '5~,.~t-?.

The end-pOint proportions as predicted by the tran~itt~;:
matrix models (Tab'a. 4.1L;.;~ serve to support th8!;':>
findings. The predictions for p~riods of time, which were
plagued by large or recurrent flooding, display possible
equilibrium proportions which are characterised by large
proportions of grass and small trees. (i .~. 1954-1960,
1960-1973, 1973-1993, and 1984-1986'. The period
1937-1954 predicted large proportions of tall and smQIl
trees, which serves as a valuable indicator of thm
direction of recovery of the system.

3.4.5 The effects of fire on riv~rine vegetation

Differences in the density of woody and large ~,rbaceoUs
species, as a consequence of the impact of fire in
riverine areas, are presented in Table 2.7. Negative
values indicate a net 10s$ of indiViduals, while positive
values indicate a net gain of individuals a5 a
consequence of the burning. Zero values therefore
indicate no changes.

Despite the shortag~ of adequate control data, some
important findings are sti 11 evident. Species mar'ked with
an "*" in Table 3.7 either displayed reasonable
consistency in their responses to burning in at le.st 50
percent of the transects inVestigated, or an extreme
response, They were then classified according to such a
reSponse in Table 3.8 as either fira sensitive or fire
insensitive. The data for specie% not marked with an ,,*U
is clearly of little value due to shortage of replicates.

Three species which are particularly characteristic of
river'ine areas, Ficus sycomorus, Sesban:i,i!.aesban ant:!
Phyllanthu~ reticulatus, displayed strong sensitivlty to
fire, while a further three species, Trema orientalis,
Schotia bl-achypetalC!_and Nuxia oppositifolia, displayed
weak senSitivity. Acacia robusta, another riverine
species, showed no sensitivity to fire. Since the
majority of plants were under two metres in height~ this
is an indication that fire generally serves to retard the
r~-colonlsation of riverine areas by characteristically
riverine sp~cies.
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Table 3.7 Differences in woody species densities from
before and after the 1996 burr.s for six transects

_,
SPECIES SITE HUI'IBF.R

2 3 4 :5 TOTAL

~-
Ikeitia ~I!nilrdii 1j 1 0 2 (I -4 -1
Acalypha glabrata 15 1 o 2 0 19f
Acacia karr~c 0 \} (I

r·. nigrest:ens l) 1 1
A. robusta 3 -2 e : 3 0 S*
::.. schlleinfuTthH e e -2 -2
ihiJllil tetracantha 0 -1 245. 24~*
Acadfi torti lis lj (I 4 4
Serehe.iil teyheri (I 1
Cassia didYloDiitrya 1 0 -1 I)

Dr,Yyalis caffra e -2 -2
Dichrostachys cinerea , e -1 0 a 2\

Ehretia rigida 2 2
Euclea stlli.peri 0 -1 -2 -3
Ficus syep.GiUS -13 -7 -2 ~1 -1 o -24*
Srell'iaocddenhlis -2 -2
Lippiil Jilvanica 2 3 2 7*
Melia azeJarach -2 -1 0 -3
Maytenus heterophylla i} ~2 -t 2 IS 26 40*
May tenus 5enegalensis a (I -2 -is -24 -se
llu::ia Dpposihffllia -1 -1
PlectTDniella &:Iata 4 1 0 5
Pluchea dio5cDridis 4 -7 -2 -5*
Phy!lanthu5 retitulatus -18 -2 1 -2 -Elf
Ricinus tOlllunis (juv) 150 335 905 190 29b 95 1971*
Riciill!1. cCo"unis (.atl -94 -28 -35 -62 -49 -23 ·2a1l
Rhus gueinzii -1 -1
Rhus pentheri 3 1 (f

Spirostichys africana -5 -3 7 -6 0 (I -7
Be 1entaTYiI Iiirrsa -1 -1

, !:choti,!!racnypetaLl -1 0 -1 -2
.: SideiCr~~Ion ioerte 2 0 2 4

t Sesbanl'~.sesban -2 -9 -7 0 -18t
Th~spe!oia\aClltiioba I 1

! Treu l)6.en~illis -1 (I 0 -3 -4! Ziziphus mucro6ita 0 2 2f
i
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Table 3.B Sensitivity I inmmsitivity groups of woody
a.nd large hE!rbaceous g,pecie:;; to fi re based on responses
in Table 3 ..7

--------~--------------GROUP SPECIES

SENSITIVE F i t:..!d§. a:t!= 0 rno r u s
.£!tenussenegal eflSi s

I'hyllarl~hus':"'eti cu Iatus
Bi~inus communis (mature)
§g_sbania.sesban
Spirost~ichys afric~.

INSEN$,ITIVE AcalvphJ!;;_9.labrata
Acac:ia r'obusta
Azima tetracantha
Lippia javanica
May tenus heterophyll~
Ric:iU~ communis (juvenile)-_._--_._---

Three exotic species were also ~resent, two of which
displayed sensitivity to fire, which has management
implications. Mature Ricinus communi~ plants, which
accumulate in large numbers on sandy slopes and which arA
capable of reaching four metrew in height, are removed
v~ry effectively by fire. However, it does appear t~at
the seedlings of this species are fire induced, nnd
germinate in exceptionally large numbers after a fire.
This pc-ses a major management problem. MeliA azedarach
displayed an inconclusive sensitivity to fire.

Also with management implic~tions, Splrostachys africana
and Maytenus senegalensis, which both form dense,
impenetrable thickets in certain riverine areas,
displayed conclusive sensitivity to fire. Unfortunately
Dichrostachy~ cinerea~ which also form such thickets, was
not present in large enough quantities to be assessed
adequately.

iI/
3 ..5 Discussion

Disturbance reg'.~ane

3..5..1.1
'Ii
I

Flood l\li:lgni tude and fr'equenc:y

I~
t

r !
I \.

f

~

The reasons for the increasin~ frequencY and intensity of
lalge flood events are unclear. There are two main
theories which could be applicable.

112

1. Condi tion of catchnkent ,"lreas

Comparisons between the intensities of the 1925 and
1994 fl~ods relative to the sizes 6f the rainfall
events which were responsible for them, revEals
differences between the two occasions in term$ of the



t .. relattve condition of the system and its ability to
resist flooding. From the markedly larger 1925 annual
rainfall compared with ~hat of 1984 and the smaller
resulting flood compa..redwith th ....:....of 1984~ it appeal'S
that the system was in a better state to resist
flooding in 1925 than it was in ! a~.

I

l,/

No infermation is available regarding the condition of
the catchment area prior to th2 1925 flood, but a
study was carried out by I...ooser (3985), which
described the pre-Domoina condition of the Black
Umfolozi catchment area using infra-red LANDSAT
images. In this study, 36 percent of the 1648 kme
catichment was descr ibed as "bad Iy damaged" and
composed of only bare soil. This study compared th~
relative condition of a number of areas using the samg
technique and it was stated that this condition was a
consequence of overgrazing. It is c~rrently held that
stocking rates of cattle and other livestock in the
tr~ditional SUbsistence areas of South Africa are
generally higher than in th~se areas where Western
standard$ are applied. Consequently, traditional
areas~ particularly those in semi-arid regions, are
in a different state t:haracterised by a heavily
grazed and greatly reduced v~getal and litter cover
and a high incidence Qf soil capping. Water run-off is
positively correlated with soil capp~ng and negatively
correlated with mean grass and litter cover (Venter,
1988) and consequently, accelerated levels of water
run-off are expected under these conditions. This
increased run'off of water in the catchment areas of
th~ Black Umfolozi is channeled via st~eams and
tributaries and eventually contributes to the flow
rate of the Umfolozi river.

..

The implications of this increased r-un+c f f of water
are ~iS fei'll ows.

a. Rainfall events which, in the past, would have
contributed negligibly to the fl~w rate of the
river, would now, Jue to the addition of further
run-off, h~ve the effect of causing major floods.
This explanation could explain the increasing si1'e
of flood events in the system.

b. Flood events which would have been below 1500 ~~/s
in the past, would ~ow, with the additional ,~ter
run-off, exceed that value and woula develop into
large flood evants. This explanation could E~plain
the increased frequency of large floods in the
system.

2.. Phase of greater extremE! in g,lobal cl i"".atic condi ticns
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It has been suggested (Brysoy'I, 1974) that the earthts
climate has entered a new phase which is generally
charactel·isec:lby greater extremes and variability. No
climati~ data has been presented to corroborate this



c.laim in the ar~a under investigation, h~wever, if one
c:onsiders the '$tcnr'icalvaY"iab'.lityof the earth's
climate (Lamb, 1) using a suitable time scale, it
Is apparent tha~ this is a likely scenario.
r::'romthe relatively inadequate data ~~etavailable and
on the time scale investigated, it is evident that th~
intensity and frequency of large rainfall events are
not increas\ng with time. Consequently, it appears
that both ,the1925 and 1984 rainfall events were only
chanc~ event:.. While it may appE-cu'that the intensity
of such chance rainfall events is act~ally increasing
with tiMe, there is insuf~i~ient data to test this
theory. Only a p iod of 70 y~~arswas infestiga·c.~din
the study, which was as fa~,back as available data
would allow. It is possib 1:(:.' th,~t a simi lar
investigation! conduc:ted over a longer time period
would display trends of this sort.

An arbitrary figure of 1500 mS/s was used to classify
floods as 'large'. It therefore ~ppears that the probl6m
of flood sizes and frequencies is a man-made problem
based on this definition. However, a critical flow rate
does in fac:texist in the riverine situat.ion. This is the
point at which bank overflow takes place .nd water is no
langen'",?ntained by the banks of the river~ Water fl01>lling
with high velocities abnve this level brings about
considerable damage to riverine vegetation. This critical
level va~ies from point to point along the f.ngth of the
rivell(and is dic:tated to a 1arge degree by the topography
of the areas through which the river f.1ows. In
mount_inous areas thi~ level is high, and it is r~re that
bank ~vel-flow ClcC';ursin such places. HO"'Jev2r, in
relativel',/ flat citreas such as on river bends and flood
plains this level is attained relatively easily and
considerable damage can occur. The frequent flooding of
such areas would bring about major c:hanges to the
structure of the communities whic:hccc:upy them.

!
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Vegetation on the edges of a river is responsible for
c:onsolidating the river banks and thereby serves to chec~
the velocity of floodwaters, prevent river banks erosion
and reduc:e the sediment flow of the river during floods
(Alexander, 1978). It can therefore be expected, that
along with an inc:rea$e in flood intensity and f,equency,
large quantities of sediment would become assac:iated with
these floods, and that river bank erosion would bec:ome
increaSingly serious. Sedimentation and the deposition of
large quantities of sand dnd gra~el have already become a
problem in the sl01>llerflowing areas of the Umfolozi river
system (Anon, 1986).

A number of characteristics of both events are not
evident fr~m the horizon~al time plot of rainfall from
the Nongoma weather station. These factors had a bearing
on the intensity of the resulting floods. :.J

,
I
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a. The 1925 rainfall event was distribut~d over the
entire month of March, with large events being well
separated by small_r events. The total dawnpour was
distributed heteroge~eously over a wide ar~a, with the
largest value on a s4ngle day being 20~ rom. The
lmplications of thi~ type of rainfall distribution is
that the water is given suffieient ~ime to saturate
the soil and, thereafter, to run off at a rate which
is not destructive to vegetatiQn.

b. Ninety percent of the 1984 rainfall event fell over a
period ~f three days anct exceeded the 3 day 200 year
record for the area (Kovacks et aI, 1985). The total
area covered to this degrea was estimated to be
approximately 32000 kmB, which included the entire
catchment area of the Umfolozi river. Evidently,
although th~ total size of the event was small~r than
that for in 1925, it was more intense and
homogeneously distributed over a very wide area. This
type of rainfall distribution is particularly
conducivR to the production of large and destructive
floods.

The increasing tendenc~ af large flood events in the
Umfolozi system was evidently due to a combination of the
conditi~n of the catchment area prior to cyclone Domoina,
the chance appearance of the Domaina rainfall event and
the chara~teristics of this even~.

I
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It is difficult to ascribe the condition of the catG,rnent
area purely to past and existing management practices.
These areas~ while thay are l~rgely subjected to a third
world approach to pastoralism, were subjected to a long
~~riod 01 drought just prior to 1984. This drought, along
with associated ecological effects, was responsible for
subst.;.ntiallyreducing ,",'rassproduction and ground cover.
In addition, previous to this (1973, 1975, 1978 and
1978), a seri&~ of four large floods had been experienced
in these areas which also affected the condition of the
area. The combination of the condttion of the catchment
areas and the characteristic. and timing of the rainfall
in 1984 possibly represented the worst extreme which is
possible in these areas. It is therefore no surprise that
the resulting floods were the largest ever recorded
within the Umfolozi system.
3.5.1.2 Flood sev~rity

1.1

Before the exercise it was envisaged that, Since the
force Of • flnod is usually greatest on the outer edges
of a river bend, the severity would also be greatest
there. However, it is clear that tne *orce of a flood is
not the only factor which determines flood severity.

(\

The inside bends of rivers are typically composed largely
of alluvium which is deposited from previous flood
evel1ts. Th is acts as a poor ani:horing substrate for
vegetation, which then facilitates the easy removal of, 115



these plants by a flood which i~ large enough te exceed
the banks of the river. In contrast to this, outside
bends are often st~ep scarps co~posed of hard
consolfdated soils. These offer vegetation an excellent
anchorage, limiting erosion as well as their removal by
floods with low erosivity cha~~cteristics. This explains
why a larger proportion of large trees were left
~emaining on the outside bends as opposed to the inside
bends where they were readily removed. Flood severity is
therefore greatest on the inside bends whi Ie remainl".g
relatively lower on the outside bends.

The peaks, observed on the avai !.'.ble flood hydrographs,
Gorrespond to the unphased timing of the numerous
tributaries which feed into the river being investigated.
This unphased timing is largely a consequence of tr.E
following factors~
a. Variation in tt,~distances from the catchment area to

the river.
b. The catchment slopes and the resulting variations in

water velocities.
c. The distribution and patchiness of rainfall events.

Floods of long duration, like those of 1957. 1963 and
1984 can be unusually destructive, particularly when
followed by a second or third major peak as in 1~- I. This
is because the longer water is able to soak into soil
the softer and looser it becomes and can then be removed
very easi)y by a second and third peak. The critical
duration however is not reflected by the entire
hydrograph. The m~jor disturbance is c.ausE:,,to riverine
vegetation when the water flow rate rea~nes the point
w~ere overbank flow occurs. As a consequence of the
highly unique nature of different flood events and the
relative shortage of data of this type, i~ was not
possible to even broadly claSsify the different types of
floods and determine their comparative frequencies of
occurrence. It was only possible to consider separate
flood events and their magnitudes with regard to the
disturbance to riverine vegetatio~.

3.5.1.4 Areal e~tent of flooding and flood uynamics

i~. I
,,
'l
\.

Various stages of the Damoina flood were responsible for
the erosion .nd destruction of different riverine areas.
The general patchiness of the area after the flood was a
consequence of a variety of factors.
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~. The patchiness of different substrates and their
rslatlvo position~ and erodibilities.

b. The degrees of exposure of different ar~as to flood
waters.

c. the degree to which different areas were afforded
protection by grass and vegetation cover.

d. The force of the flood at different stages.



The implications of this resulting mosaic of ereded,
partially eroded and un-eroded patches in ~iverine a~ea$
i~ that all patches have been disturbed to diffe~ent
extents and are consequently in diffe~ent stages cf
recovery. This reflects the complexity of rive~ine
vegetation as a consequence of the impact of floods.
3.5.1.5 Flood predictability

Lund (pers. comm.) previously predicted the return period
of the 1957 and 1963 floods to be in the region of 50 and
100 years respectively, while Kova=ks et al (1985) had
predicted the Domoina return period to be approximately
300 years. However, these predictions had been
copstructed using different models and data from only up
to 1985.

From Figures 3.7 and 3.b it appears that the 1985 and
1987 flood data, by contributing as large floods,
evidently had a sigrificant£<bearing on predictions,
bringing about a ge" <.AI reduction in retunl period
forEcasts fD~ the ~ ~~r flaod events. This finding
highlights the incr~~sk.~ proba~ility of experiencing
mor e frequent large and destru;:tive fh.ods t n thlefuture.

3 ..5.2 Effect!':.of floods on species diversity

3.5.2.1 Intermediate disturbance hypothesiS - transect
appro.:u:.h

The regression results are not consistent with thm
intermediate disturbance hypothesis be~ause no trends
were found to exist which describe or even pGi·tially
describe a higher species richness in the int~rmediate
zone of the height gradient investigated. Since a
pOEitiv~ and linear relationship was found to eXlst
between spft'cie'V>richness and increasing height above
river level, ths· findings are not consistent with the
null hypothasis ei~hQr.

It is not clear, however, whether thls observed
relationship is, a consequence of the eff~cts o'f
differential disturbance frequency or lntenslty with
increasing height above river level alene. Differences
which exist in the distribution af resQurce~ along the
riverine gradient are likely to have an influence wnich
would complic~te the effect of disturbances along this
gradient considerably.

These findings largely suppo~t those of the
approach that increase~ flood ~requency or
results in a decreased species richness.

previous
i ntel1sity

!
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a.a.a.a Intermediate disturbance hypothe;:.is - river
position approach
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Strai9ht i i ver stn~tt:hes tlisplay a wicte spec ies ric:tmess
response. 1"1~lNevl:~rJinstrad of displaying a higher species
richness, in agre~ment with the intermediate disturbance
hy~~thesisJ they generally display lower species
ricMnesses. It is suggested however, that this is only an
anomaly which is explained by the difficulty in clearly
defining a straight rivpr stretch (see section 3.4.1.2>.
D~'ference exist between the soil characteri~tics of the
three river positions (SEe section 3~5.1.2). It is,
therefore, very likely that tl'lese are;>~.·would display
different resource characteristics and have the
possib~lity of 's!Jpport,,·.gdifferent species richnesses.

3.5.2.3 Intermediate disturbance hypothesis ~ general
The findings of both approaches suggest ~hat an inver59
lir'learr"elationship e~~''stsbetween disturbance frequ~nc!-'y
or intensity and speci&s richness. Howevpr, since tt is
very likely that othel" complicating factors may be
partially or ~ompl~tely r~sponsible for this effect in
hn,th cases, it cClmplicate=ithe possibility of proposing
on alternative hypothes:s whi~h states that species
'~ichness decreases line.:l'(-lyvdth increasing flood
frequency/intensity.

It may be argued that the·ful1 spectrum of the flood
intensity or freqt.te\~t:y,•.Ias not clearly d..?finedfirst and
that the areas 'id'~ntid.ed as being least severely or
least frequently flooded, could well represent areas
receiving an int~r(J'lediateintensity instead, which
accounts for th~ir hVgher species richness. This
criticism may be well fJt~nded, however, for in both tests
of the hypothosis ther~ were complications with the
identification of the entirg flood spectrum.

"

In the first test, the floods regul~rly exceeded the
bounds of the riparian zone and cause consic.erable
disturbance to the ~one above it as well. The two zones
have distinctly different characteristic$ and are lik~ly
to display distinct differ~nces in species richness under
different di~turbance pressures. It is clearly neces~ary
to investigate the hypothesis for e~ch 20ne
independently, and this was not possible.

In the second test, three broad river positions were
identified to represent the divers. ~y of r'riverpositions
along the whole river. These were, in t~wn, ~~ed to
describe the fuli flood severity sPQctrum. However, in
reality each of t: li:rsethree p,'lsitions display a vast
~rray of characteristi~s during a flood which are
dictated by the topography of th.area, the shape of the
river immediately before the ~osition the angle of the
bend and a variety of other factors. Consequently it was
not possible to desc:::.""'ibE::'the entire spectrum of the
disturbance by the~e rne~ns.
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It is suggested that 'ue to differences which exist
between the resource conditions down the riverine
gradient in the first test and between the three river
positions in the second te~t ~~~ddue tc the difficulties
experienced wjth attempting to define the full spectrum
of the disturbance with bctM tests. it is not possible to
refl.,ltethe intermediate disturtrance hypothesis b.,these
approaches. From the outset of the study, no subgtantial
specIes richness Jata was available to conduct the
definitive appr~ar.h which wouid investigate and compare
the species ~ichnesses between different sampling dates
in relation ~d a numbar of flood events.
3~5.3 T~~ effects of floods on the demography oT

riverine communities
It appears that there are two stages of tree loss as a
consequence of flooding. Firstly, the deaths and los~ 25
of trees which are a direct result of the force of the
flood and the removal of individuals. Secondly, the
subsequent deaths which are the result of damages
sustained to trees during flooding. Both stages lead to
similar losses, depending on the particular size class
<Table 3.6).
Lar·ge trees experienced the smallest total losses and
small trees experience the largest total los~es as a
consequence of the flood and subsequent die-off ..after the
flood. Bath periods contribute equally to the final
losses. Medium sized individuals suffered only slight
damages during the first period, with their second perigd
losses being much higher. This effect resulted in a final
community in 1986 which was v(o y dissimilar in small and
large sized trees on the basis If species frequency •
.~hese findings reveals two possible characteristics of
riverine communities.
1. The dif~'~ential susceptibilities of the three tree

size classe. to flood damage.

Medium sized trees are relatively unsusceptible to
removal by flo~ds, possibly as a consequence of their
flexibility and low resistance to water flow - this
supports an observation made by Wills (1984).

Large trees, becau~e of the large resl~.ance of their
canopies to flood waters and their relativ~
inflexibility are eaSily damaged and remo~ed. Small
size class individuals have shallow rooting depths and
are readi ly ni!moved by superficial e.>rosionof the
sUbstratum by flood waters.

2. The abilities of different size classes to $urvive the
dam~ges sustained by flending.

I
I

I

It is proposed that medium sized trees, once damaged
by floods, are pron~ to die from thei,-damages. In
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contrast, large and small trees are fal' less prone to
death from damages sustained during flooding. It is
suggested that this differential ability to survive is
related to the size of nutrient reserves available to
different sized trees. These reserves would be used to
See the individuals through their recovery.

These characteristics describe the affect of an intense
flood and help to understand the structure of ~Dmmunities
which remain aft~r such a disturbance. This knowledge can
be used to explain the structure of existing riverine
areas and understand and predict their recovery and the
likely effects of future floods of increasing intensity
and f~equency on this recovery.
A large flood initially removes large quantities of trees
below 1 metr~ in height and above 7 metres in height,
leaving a disproportionate quantity of medium sized trees
remaining on the site. However, with time these display a
disproportionate die off due to their flood damages~
Since large trees e~perience the smallest total losses,
it can be expected that the final remaining riverine
communities would be rep~esented by unequal proportions
of the three size ~lasses. Remaining stands would be
characterised mainly by large trees, fewHr medium sized
trees~ and a small oroportion of small trees.

It is suggested that these remaining large trees Serve a
nu~ber of important functions with regard to the recovery
of these areas.

a. They serve as an important source of seeds and coppice
and thereby ensure that future communities are
comprised to a large degree of individuals of the same
f>pecies.

b. Seeds and coppice are prOVided as soon after the
flood as possible tD encourage a fast recovery.

c. Large quantities of seeds are provided to augment the
greatly depleted seed bank which was removed by the
flood along with the superficial soil layers.

! I

d. They serve to outccmpete other species whic~ display ~
faster growth rate th.n the seedlings of the large
tree sp~cie$. It is envisaged that this mechanism
<lpplies particularly well with the exclusion of alien
tree species.
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3.5.4 Modeling the effect of floods on the proportions
of various vegetation states

From the manner in which the riverine sy~tem has behaved
in response to recurrent large flood events over the last
century, it appears that this is • resilient system. A
conceptual model is presented (Fig 3.13), based on the
classical "ball-in-cup" analogy. Tb ia modei. deSC:Y'ibesthe
behaviour cf the system to recurrent floods, an~ strongly
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Figure 3 •.1.3Conceptual "ball-in-cup" model for riverine
areas

Domain A
Umfolozi
indicate
response

represents the domain of attraction.in which the
system currently exists. The years displayed

the relative state of the system at each date in
to large floorJ c.!Ventsj"er the- last 98 \;)lars.

Domain B represc~ts a pc.sible alternative domain of
attraction which would become applicable should domain A
be exceeded •

The cirl~le in each domain
condition which would be
further disturbances*

indicates
attained

its equilibrium
in the ahsence of
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.. . supports current equilibrium theory. During the full
period covered by the study, from 1890 to 1996~ the
system displayed its resilience by repeatedly recovering
after each successive flood avent and moving ba~k towards
the equilibrium state.
During this period, the system has evidently remained
within a single domain of attraction. The impact of the
1924/1925 floous served as a good indication of this.
These floods were devastating and shifted the system far
from the equilibrium state as indicated by the 1937
point, Despite this, by 1954~ the system had re-attained
a state which is considered to be close t~ the
equilibrium state. Similar recovery was evidently
displayed aft~r the 1957 and 1963 floods as well as the
combined floods of 1973, 1975 and 1977.
According to available records, the 1986 state (after the
Domoina floods) is the furthest that the system has been
moved from its equilibrium yet. Since no aerial
photographs are available from after 198b and the
direction of r~~overy after 1986 has not been determined,
it is not cle~r wh~ther the same bEhaviour has applied
after the Domoina flood and whether the system has
remained within the same domain of attraction. Further
monitoring wquld be necemsary in order to confirm this
but there is no evidence which suggests that this event
has caused the system to exceeded this domain.

3..5.5 The e.ff'~cts of fire on rive.ine vegetation

Due to the uneven distribution of species present, the
patchiness of the burns and the loss of the control
plots, it was not possible to carry out rigorous
statistical comparisons between the before and after
density figures. Consequently, no confidence limits
could be attached to the findings.

;
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It is evident that numerous transects incorporating as
many common species as possib!e WOlJldh~ve been required
to achieve conclusive results. This would not have been
possible for a number of po'ac'cic:aland financial reasons.
It would also have been necessary, with this required
scale, to incorporate this study into the annual burninG
plans for the reserve. It is esse~tial with such a stu(
to ensure that all fires l)rekept under control at·.dl
times and that suitable conttngency plans are forml.ll'Jited
in advance. This is to cater for the possibility that
th~ fires may not re5pond acCording to plan because of
variable fuel loads and changes i" wind direction.
Important areas must be identified and marked to °ensure
that they are not accidentally burned in the process. It
is also essential to discus~ the Objectives of the study
with the managers beforehand so that such plans could be
adopted should any problems arise.
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3 ..5.6 Genet-a!
3.5.6.1 RecQvery of the system post Domoina
After the Domoina flood, the Natal Parks Board expressed
concern abuut the prospects of recovery of the system,
and whether it would ever return to ~ similar state
which existed in the 19605 and 19705. Suggestion were
even proposed which inclUded the planting of truncheons
of certain species to accelerate the recovery of the
system to this climax state. It ia assumed therefore that
the climax stata is highly desired, even if management
intervention is required to achieve this.
On the basis of the above discussion, the outlook is
good, that given sufficient time, the system would return
to this equi~ibrium state. However, if one considers the
increasing frequency and intenSity of flood ~vents, the
prospects of such a recovery are Oleak. By considering
the state of the system in 1986 on the conceptual model
(Fir 3.13) relative to its state as it was in 1937, one
can make rough estimates regarding the recovery time
required to attain equilibrium in these areas. The
condition of riverine communities in 1986 were
represented by a state situated at a conceptual point
still further away from the equilibrium state than in
1937. Since this 1937 state required in th~ region of 30
years to recover adequately, one can estimate that
approximately 35 to 40 larg~ flood-free yea~s would be
necessary to allow for the 1986 state to recover to the
equilibrium. However, the system currently experiences a
large flood every 4.9 years, and would be likely to
experience 7 or 8 large flood~ during this period of
r~covery. It is highly likely that these floods would
retard the recovery process and maintain the system in a
state of dis-equilibrium.

The maintenance of species diversity by means of the
frequency/intensity of floods is clearly an essential
process and is a major determinant of the structure and
functionirg of riverine areas. It is suggested therefore
that this process sholJld be maintained to ensure that the
species diversity of these areas is kept as high as
possible.

3~5.b.2 Plant strategies in riverine areas
Grime (1979), classified plant strategies according to
two externa~ factors, namely, stress and disturbance.
Thr~e of the four permutations of high and low levels of
both stress and di$turbance are viable as plant habitats.
During the evolution of the plants found in ~hese areas,
the established phase of th~ life-cycle has experien~ed
three fundaffi~ntallydifferent forms oT natural selection,
which have selected for distinct plant characteristics
under each condition.
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• • All three permutations are
situation under different
and intensity, and exposure
follows.

important in the riverine
conditions of flood frequency
to floods. These arEas are as

a. Those exposed to
of disturbance.
frequent:y and
equilibrium or
sf'llected for
'competitors'.

low levels of stress and low levels
These areas are found where the

intensity of floods is low, and the
climax state is attained. The species

under these conditions are termed

b. Thos. exposed to low levels of disturbance and high
levels of stress. These areas are found under
conditions of high flood intensity in isolated
riverine areas which are not removed or destroyed by
large floods. Her·s floods do not act as 'r,jisturbances,
but instead act as e form of stress by removing
branches, stripping the trG~af its leaves, removing
the litter cover and primary soil layers. The species
selected fer are termed ·stress-tolerators'.

c. Tho~e exposed to high levels of disturbance and low
lev'~' of stress. These areas are common under
co~ ~~ons of dis-equilibrium when frequent and large
floods "re responsib,le for completely removing and
inflicting damage to plants. The spscies selected for
are termed >ruderals'.

By describing relevant characteristics of these three
species classes (cf Grime, 1979) and by classifying
riverine spucies ~ccording to them (from personal
observ~tion), it is possible to predict which species are
likely to be found in these areas under different
floodirlg conditions.
1. Comp~titors

These species ar~ characteri$ed by
ability, facilitated by maximising
resnurces in pr nduc t Lve area~5.

high
the

competitive
capture of

Life forms
Morphology
Longevity
FlOWering

Shrubs and trees
High, dense canopy of leaves
Long
Flowers produced after period~ of
maximum potential. Established plants
produce flowers each year
Well defined peaks of production
Small proportion of annual production
devoted to the production of se~ds

L.eafphenolocrr -
Seeds

Regenerative
strategies

1a4

Vegeta.tive expansion, numerous large
seeds or wind dispersed seeds
High
Copious, often per,~stent
Various

Growth rata
Litter
Palat~bility
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PCls~~iblespecies
Acacia nigr~scens
Acacia schweinfurthii
~~ capensis
Fhus chirindensis
Schotia ~~itata
Sideroxylon ine~
Trichilia emetica

Acacia robust a
Ficus. sycomorus
Plectroniell~ armata
Schotia brachypetala
Sclerocarya pirrea
Spirostachys africar\a

2. Stress tolerators
These species are generally characterised by reduced
vegetative and reproductive vigour which allows for
endurance and persistence in unproductive environments.

Life forms
Morphology
L.ongevity
Flowering

Herbs, shrubs and trees
Very wide range of forms
Long to very long lived
No general r~lationsnip between time
of ~lowering and season. Flowering is
intermittent over a long life-history
Evergreens, with various patterns of
production
Small proportion of annual production
devoted to the production of seeds

Leaf phenology

Seeds
Regenera.tive
strategies Vegetative expansion, persistent

seedling bank, large fleshy seeds
Slow
Sparse.
L.ow

Growth rate
Li tter
Pal.;.~tability

Possible species

Ficus ~
~ia azedarach
Sclerocarya birrea
Ziziphus mucronata

rn.cus sy:::omorus
Pappea capensis
Trichilia emetica

3. Ruderals

These sp~cies are characterised by short life spans and
the production of large quantities of seeds. High rates
of mortality are inevitable under these conditions, and
the cost of a marginally-increaSEd rate of parental
fatality is outweighed by the benefits of high fecundity
at an early stage after establishment. Grime (1979)
considered that only herbaceous species would be able to
persist under these conditione. However, from personal
observations, it was noted that woody species can also be
successful. This success is achieved by the means ~f
highly effective vegetative expansion (sucke~ing and
coppicing> and the production of largp.quantities of
weeds and fruit at an early age.
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Life forms Herbs (and fast growing trees and
shrubs)
Small stature
Short lived
Flowers produced ~arly in life
history in very high frequency and
quantities
Short phase of le~f production in
period of high potential production
Large proportion of annual production
devoted to the production of seeds

Morphology
Longevity
Flowering

Leaf phenology -
Seeds
Regerterative
strategies Persistent ~eed bank, large

quantitie~ of wind dispersed seeds,
Fast vegetative expansion (suckering
and coppic:ing)
lery fast
Sparse
High

Growth rate
Litter
Palatability
Possible species
Acacia gerrardii
Acacia robu~
Chromalaena gdorat.
Ficu~ sycomorus
b-ippi~ jav.nica
Ricinus communis
Sesbania sesban
Ziziphus mucronata

Acacia karroo
Cassia didymobotr~_
Dichrostachys cinerea
Lantana camar'a
Melia azedarach
Sesbania Qunicea
§Q.irost::::\chysafricana

It is important to note that certain species are able to
persist in all three types of environments, subjected to
different selection pressures. This suggests that
individuals Were subjected to different types of
selection early on in their evolution and have
consequently developed different genetic characteristics
in the different areas. These species are highly
successful and it is unlikely that they would be excluded
from the system under any conditions.

3_5.6.3 Species richness modeling

Insufflcient species richness informatlon was available
to attach to the six sampling dates and consequently it
was not possible to associate species richness with the
proportions of the four vegetation states for each
sampling date. In addition, the two tests of the
intermediate disturbance hypothesis failed to refute the
hypothesis or produce an alternative hypothesis of
species richness in response to different levels of
disturbance frequency and/or intensity. It does appear
however, that the disturbance gradient, identified in the
correspondence analysis study, supports current
disturbance theory based on the intermediate disturbance
hypothesis. In order to maximise predictions pertaining
to the rec.overy and dynamics of riverine areas in
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response to floods, this explanation was therefare
adopted. A model based on this hypoth~sis (Connell, 1978)
was applied in order to model the response of riverine
communiti~s to different levels of flooding frequency and
intensity.
According to this model (Fig. 3.14), it is stated that
periodiC or recurrent floods, at an intermediate level,
perpetuate pioneer and mid-seral species. Under these
conditions, species with different life history
strategies are able to coexist and consequently high
levels df species richness are maintained. If the
frequency/intensity of flooding increases beyond this,
only species (colonising species) with high growth and/or
dispersal rates, the pioneer and mid-seral species, are
able to exist. This represents an extreme repr~$ented by
a low species richness. The other extreme w91i1d.apply if
the frequency/intensity of flooding had to dr;:c,·easE;l.
Here, only the highly competi~ive climax species which
"u'e bett::r at maintaining resources would exist and
equilibrium would eventudl1y be attained. Other less
competitive species would be excluded and, consequently,
the spec:i~s richness would be maintained at a low level.

HIG.H

LOWER
THRESHOLD

!
j I
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!
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I
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\ ...

DISTURBANCES FREQUF.NT------------) INFREQUENT
SOON AFTER A DISTURBANCE -----~ LONG AFTER
DISTURBANCELARGE ~ SMALL

Figure 3.14 The intermed:Late disturbance hypothesis"
Levels of speci6~s diversl.ty in response ttl til range of
frequenc:ies/inten5ii ties Of., di'.sturbam:e
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))
Both extremes could realistically be entountered within
the riverin. system. The presently increasbng frequency
and i\,tensityof floods is a firm indication that the
high extreme is most likely to apply in the future
However, should flooding frequency decrease, possibly due
to future management intervention, the lower extr~me may
become important. Ideally, in order to maintain riverine
communities in a state characterised by high species
richness, lt would be necessary to determine both the
upper and lower thresholds of flooding
frequency/intensity which would maintain this condition.

Since both the intensity and frequency of floods appears
to be changing simultaneously, it would be important to
consider this effect and ho~' it influences species
diversity in riverine areas. Miller (1982) separated the
effects of the intensity and frequency of disturbance
events towards the determination of species richness.
Malanson (1994), modified this hypothesis to produce a
three dimcmsional roodel of species richness i. .response
to different degrees of both intensity and f~equency ~f
disturbances <Fig. 3.15).

\

EQUILIBRIUM STATE

FUTURE STATE

- UPPER/LOWER THRESHOLD

Figure 3.15 PrOjections of species diversity over a
surface defined by an axis of ·flood intensi 1;yand an axis
defined by floo~ frequency <modified from Malanson ,
1984). The relative positions of the equilibriuM state, a
future vegetation state and the lower and upper
thresholds of flooding frequency/intensi.ty are indit:a.t~d
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" . The ielative locations of the equilibrium or climax
state, the likely position of the system as it would
exist in the future (given increasing intensities anQ
frequencies of flooding) and the lower and upper
thresholds of frequency and intensity have been marked.
Peak species diversities are projected for high
intensity, infrequent c:ii$turbatlcE'ts.and low intensity,
frequent disturbances. The increasing tendency in both
flood intensity and flood frequency gives rise to the
situation where low species diversity would result. In
order to attain a state of high diversity from this
pointt it would require eit~er a reduction in flood
intensity and/or a reduction in flood frequency. A
reduction in both factors simultaneously would initially
lead to an increased div~rsity, followed by a reduction
in diversity to the point where the equilibrium state
would be attained. The determination of the lower and
upper thresholds which define the desired levels of
species diversity in riverine areas are complicated
considerably by this model. This highlights the need to
clearly define the relationship betueen the intensity and
frequency of floods first before one attempts to
determine these parameters. Until th~s relationship is
clearly defined, it may be convenient to consider the two
factors together as a first measure.
3.5.6..4 Uppe,- and lower flood thresholds

The upper threshold would be characterised by a time
interval between successive flood events of a length
which is insufficient to allow for the majority of woody
species to respond, grow and reproduce successfully. Only
species which display fast growth rates and highly
effective reproductive characteristics (ruderals) wo~ld
stand any chance of existing under these conditions.

The lower threshold would be characterised by a time
interval which is long enough to allow competitive woody
species to establish themselves and eventually exclude
the less competitive species. In order to remain under
these conditions they would have to be able to display a
fast growth rate over the entire period and compete
strongly for resources by means of dense canopies and
effective above- and below-ground rooting systems
(competitors).

The determination of the lower and
flood frequency/intensity should
separately. Two approaches could be
this.

upper thresholds of
be approached

employed to achi~ve

Firs~!y. by applying a modeling approach as in section
3.5.4, and determining the broad response of different
vegetation states to different frequencies of flooding.
This approach would allow for the identification of rough
threshold frequencies but no knowledge would be gleaned
concerning the major species components associated with
different flooding frequencies.
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Secondly, the definitive approach would be to
the main species components of the system and to
them into Grime's (1979) rud~ral and competitor
Ail major species ~hould ~rien b& considered in
their characteristics in both areas as follows,

consider
clas.sify
cl.Asses.
terms of

a. growth rates)
b. reproductive and vegetative strategies observed in

response to floods,
c. earliest and optimum reproductive and vegetative ages,
d. canopy and rooting characteristics, and
e. seed bank characteristics.

Species would then be classified according to different
time intervals to determine at which point they Nould be
m03t successful and when they would be excluded due to
insufficient available time. The application of this
knowledge would then be used to predict those ruderal
species which could persist in response to a range of
flooding frequencies.

The competitor species would be determined by comparing
thosg 5pecies with the longest optimal reprOductive and
vegetative ages and the most effective competitive
characteristics as seen by their canopy and rooting
characteristics. ~~edictions would then be made regarding
the persistence of these species in response to Q range
of flooding frequencies.

This approach would lead to a ~horough understanding of
the species associated with each interval of flooding
frequency and would allow for reasonably accurate
predictions in this regard. However, it is clearly a
detailed and complex study and would require considerable
time and effort.

3.6 Conclusions
The flood regime on the Umfolozi river system appears to
be changing to one which is characterised by large
variations in magnitude, frequen~y and duration. In
addition, it appears that the frequency and intensity oT
large floods is increasing. The reasons for this shift
in flooding regime are unclear, but it a~pears that it
could be due to the pTesent condition o~ the catchment
areas.

,
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The recurrent r~moval of vegetation and th~di1ferential
responses >;sf variC)I,;!S!size classes of tr~es to floods and
their su~sequent effects, is having an impact on the
structure of riverine communities within the Umfolozi
Game Reserve. Thi.s process appears to maintain them in a
dynamic state of dis-equilibrium, largely characterised
by ruderal species which are able to persist under
extreme conditions of flood frequency/int&'~ity.
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Recurrent flooding is evidently an essential proc~s.
whirh maintains the species diversity of riverine areas
and is therefore a major determl'l1antof' I;hestructure and
functioning of these" areas. The maintenance of this
process should be encouraged, and in c:wder to ach ieve
this, the upppr and lower thresholds of flooding
fn"quency/intensity sho\:'ildbe identified ~-Jhichdefine the
conditions under which) 'he process applies.
Th~ system appears to display
to such f~ood e~~nta, .but
might go beyond its domain of
conditions this would occur.

a high degree of resili~"ce
ic nc)t (: L:ro"r' whether."Jt

attraction, and under what

The gF',meral disruptive influ.ey,ce of ,;'ireon the'
recov~~y of r verine areas by affecting the meedlings aAd
juven.Ue size classes of r:haractE'rist:icallyriveril'le
species as well as its effect on the inJuction of certain
exotic species shows that fire should be applied
carefUlly and judiciou~ly in riverine areas.
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CHAPTER 4 APPRCACH BASED ON COMMUNITY ORGANISATtON
THEOR':

This chapter deals with the application of a resource
baseu community organisation approach to understand the
structur"ing and dynamiC:5 of riverine vegetation. The
different hyp~theses which make up the approach &re
presented in five sep~rate sub-chapters. A conceptual map
summarising the conditions under which each hypo hasis
applies in the riverine situation, is included. The value
of the approach in unaers~an~ing the structure and
dynami~s of riverine vegetation is also discussed.
4.1 7ntroduction
The heterogenecuc nature of available resourCES in the
stu~y site and the wide variety of species which respond
to thesa resources made the riverine conditions ideal to
apply and test the resource based community organisation
concept proposed by Price (1984) (see lite .ture review -
section 1.6.3).
The complexity in topographical, geological, pedological
and other environmental conditions present ensures that a
wide ranye of resource types are available for
exploitation by plants. The intensity and frequency of
various disturbances, which ara recurrently responsible
for altering the distributions and availabilities of the
numerous resources present, ensure that this
heterogeneity is maintained. Consequently, it is very
likely that the entire range of resource spatial
distributions and rates of change, as detailed in the
resource distributions map of Price (1984), are available
for exploitation. In addition, a large number of plant
species were recorded durIng the course of the study.
These represent a wide range of different life history
strategies which WOuld lead to broad exploitation of the
available resources.
'f.2 Approach
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In order to test the entire scope of the Pri~e (1984)
approac'" it would be necessary to comprehensively test
all five hypotheses under "each of the predicted
conditions according t~ th~ hypothesis summary table
(Table 1.1\. Depending on which hypothesis to be tested,
this could range from 6 to 9 tests. A total ~f 47 tests
would th~n be required to test all five hypotheses. Due
to the limited scope of th~ project, this was consi~ered
to be impracticable.

Instead, the five pertinent hypotheses were tested
separately for a single practical and most likely
combination ~f resource and exploiter conditions. Tests
were conducted using suitable null hypothe 05 in areas
with~n the study site, with the rlcsest adherence tD the
community selection criteria and community quality
requirements as specified by Price (1984). Time,



financial and practical constraints were an impo~tant
cnn~ideration in the execution of the project and, in
many instances it was not possible to meet with the
strictest conditions and r~ uir~ments specified. Where
practically and finanCially possible, more than one test
was applied simultaneously for most hypotheses tested, ~n
order to aid in drawing strong inferences.

As all hypothesis were tested independently in th~
riverine situation, eac.h has been app eru:":l below as a
5~ arate sub-chapter. In order to 8void con~usion, each
sub-chapter covers the objectives, null hypotheses,
methods used, results, discuss/Ion and conclusions
associated with the particular te~t and hypothesis under
consideration. The findings of each test were then
discussed together in t~e light of the approach proposed
by Price (1984). The applicability of the approach to
explaining the structuring of ~ommunities under different
conditions of resource availability and exploiter
respo~ses was determined.

'jUB-CHAPTER 1 ISLAND S I 2F HVPOTHES I S

This sub-chapter aims to apply the isla~~ size hypathesi~
in the riverine situation and to test~ by means of a
suitable null hypothesis, its ability to describe and
predict the species richness of riverine vegetation.

1 ..1 Intr'oduc::tion

The island size hypothesis, as is commonly ~pplied,
states that the species richness of an area is directly
rel.ted to its size. Since its int~oduct~on, numerous
researchers have exten~ively used the island siae
hypothesis tu describe ~~e species composition of
different areas and to predict the species richness of
these areas by their size alone (see literature review
section 1.6.3.1>. This hyoothesis has been found to
apply under numerous conditions and circumstances and
promises to hold true for riverine areas as well.
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Riverlne areas appear to consist of different disturbance
zones which display different size a~d shape
characteristics. Thes~ zones represent a largm proportion
of riverine areas and, due to their variability in size)
could be of assistance in testing the island size
r1ypothesis. Should a positive correlation exist bett'Jeen
the size of these zones and species richness, a large
proportion of the variability in species richnes~es in
riverine ar~~s would be accbunted for.

i.e Objectives
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The objectives of this ~hapter wers as follows.

1. Test the island size hypothesis as described above,
and l.1singa suitable null f1vpothesis, determine its
applicability irl rive,ine a. 'as., 133



2. Determine the ability
to predict the species
areas.

of the island size hypothesis
richness in other riverine

3. Apply
this

the different species-~rea curves obtained from
approach to understand the equilibrium state of

riverine areas.
1.3 Null hypothesis
The null hypothesis employed was that no relationship
exists oetween the size of riverine areas and their
species richness. At the outset of the test it was
expected that the null hypothesis would b& rejected if
significa~t species-area curves were found to exist and
if the characteristics of these curves could be applied
to adequately reflect the characteristics of riverine
areas. In addition, it was consid~red important that the
characteristics of these CJrves were comparable or
explainable l'\lithsimilar ci.aracteristics pubH.sh""J in
ecological literature.
Should the species-area curves for riverine patches be
found to adequately describe the relatiqnship between
spec ies and area, the best-fi t. models for tt'\ese curves,
by means of regression analysisJ would be determined. The
unequivo,:al de"finition of this relationship, should this
be statistically significant, would then serve to allow
fOI- th~ rejection of the null \,ypothesis.
It was envisaged that such models would then facilitate
the accurate prediction of species richness in ather
araas of kMown S12e. It was further envisaged that the
slope parameter of these best-fit models could then be
compared with published values to determine the
equilibrium states of the areas investigated.
1.4 Methods

1.4.1 Hypothesis test
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The definitive sampling strategy f~r this test would have
required adequat~ly replicated plat= of different sizes
located r:llndomlywithin the rivei"ine area. However, dile
to the rough and inaccessible terrain, this sampling
stra~egy would not have b~en practically possible.
Instead, nine sites, each 1500 meters in length, were
located in the riverine strip at different points on the
Black Umfolozi river by means of a stratified random
procedure based on accessibility and convenience <for the
exact locations see Appendix 3), It was essential that a
road or vehicle track passed within close proximity ana
that the transects were easily accessible. Three
transects were located randomly within each site and
numbered 1 to 3. These transects were divided into a
number of contiguously arranged 30x10 metre qua~rats
originating at the rivers edg~~ running up the riverina
slope and terminating within the first few metres of the
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adjacent community w~4~h was situated just above
the riverine slope (Fig. 4.1>. This situation was easily
recognised by a noticeable change in the species
composition as one passed into the adjacent community.
Transects varied in total lengt~ from site to site but
ranged between 60 and 120 metres ..
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QUAD 1 QUAD 2 QUAD :3 QUAD 4 QUAD 5 QUAD 6 QUAD 7

I

ADJll,CENT
VEG1'::TATION

Each quad - 10 m x 30 m in size

Figure 4.1 Diagrammatic representation of transect and
quadrat L:.yout
Within each quadrat, all wnody species were identified
and reco)-ded. Unknown species were collected in a ph,."t
press and identified later. The herbaceous species
present were sampled by randomly pl~cing CO, 1 x 1 metre
sub-quadrats in each quadrat. rhe spe~ies occurring in
these sub-quadrat5 were identified and recorded.
For each transect, the number of species occurring in the
first quadrat were counted and only the additionally
occurring species in the subsequent quadrats .were added
to tbis count. These counts were then plotted against
increasing area to produce separate species~area curves
for each transect. The data for the first twenty
transects were combined in order to construct a
species-area curve which would represent the
riverine area.

single
entire

A least squares regreSSion technique was employed (Sakal
and Rohlf, 1969) to assist wi~h fitting three different
models to all speCies-area curves. As described by Connor
and McCoy (1979) an untransformed model, the log normal
model and the log log <r,,.,.,werf'uncet on ) models were
fitted to these curves. The best-fit model was then
considered to be that curve which displayed the largest
R-squared value.
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Findings from the above species-area curves necessitated
t~2 examination of a lower riverine patch, which
displayed a different species-area relationship to that
of the main curve already lnvestigat~d. The
characteristics of beth this lower riverlne patch and the
upper riverino patch were investigated at a site
(Ngolotsha eilst)f where their pres~nce w~s p~~ticularly
noticeable because of their clea~ly defined widths.
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At this ~ite, a seri~s of nested plots were laio out in
these areas in a similar procedure to that describ~d in
Mueller-Dombois and Ellenberg (1974). Since this area was
situated close to the river on flat grDu~d, which was
reasonably accessible,it was possible to apply this
technique. Due to the irregular shape of the areas being
investigated, :i.nstead of doubling the :.ize of the plot
each time, the plot was increased in size by an amount
which could be accommodated by the patch. All woody and
herbaceous species were recorded as they occurred within
these plots. The repetition of this procedure continued
until such time as no further species were recorded for a
further five iterations.
The numher of additional species present for each plot
was determined and the species-area curves were then
constructed for both patches. The species overlap
between the two patches was determined by identifying
which species were recorded in both areas.
1.4.2 The prediction of species richnes$ in other

riverine areas
As a positive correlation was found to exist between
species richness ana area size, it wa~ possible to make
predic.t"ionsof species richness in othier areas. With the
formulation of species richness pr~dictions in these
areas, it was necessary to have a kno(wledge of their size
and the extent to which they iAcorporated the loweG
riverine patch. In areas where thi. lower riverine patch
was not present or its contribution to the species-area
relationship in the area was negligible, total speci~s
richness were predicted using the species-area curve f?y'
th~ upper riverine patch. However, where this 10~~r
riverine patch was present, the prediction ~f to~al
species richness was complicated. In order to make ~uch
predictions, it was necessary to con~ider the
species-area c'lrves of both patc;nes separately.
Total species richness were then determ~ned using the
following formula.

T - (A -10 B) ._ C

Where, T ::

A =:

B -=..

C ._

total species richness
species richness of patch A
species richhess of patch B
number of species shared by both patches

A mean species overlap of 61.3% was observed to exist
between the lower and the upper riverine patches. It wa·s
assumed that the comparative c;haracteristi s df the two
patches remained constant and consequently this overlap
figure was used in the above equation as C.
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Having accounted for the presence of different sub-areas
of the riverine strip, it was essential to determine a
best-fit model for both species area curveM in order to



facilitate the accurate prediction of total
richness for larger riverine patches. The curve
procedure used with the hypothesis test was also
here.

species
fitting
applied

The prediction of species richness in other ri,lerine
areas was achieved by comp~ring the expected species
richness foY- the following si~; transects with those
actually present by means of • linear regression
technique (Parker, 1973).

1.4u3 Application of spe~ies area curves to determine
the equilibrium state of riveri_ne areas

, .. _.-:_ ..

The slope values of the best-fit models ob~~ined for of
the 27 transects were compared with curr~ntly accepted
slope values published by Preston (1962 a) and MacArthur
and Wilson (1967). The slope characteristics of these
sites were then used to determine their state of
eqUilibrium after the 1984 flood.
1.5 Results
1.5.1 Hypothesis test
The combined species-area curve for the first 20
transects investigated is shown in Figure 4.2. As the
progressive increase in area corresponded with increaSing
distanc~ from the river, area on the X-Axis were equated
with distance from river. A v~ry clear asymptotic
species-area curve is displayed, consistent with that
described by Connor and McCoy (1979). This is
particularly true for the first 90 metres (i.e. 90x30
metres) from the river's edge where a plateau in species
number IS reached at approximately 62-68 species. Any
further increase in area reveals a clear departure from
this trendJ displaying significant increases in species
number for the next thirty metres.
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Confusion regarding the demarcation of the boundary
between the riverine communities and those of the
adjacent communities, as a consequence of the removal of
vegetation by the Domoina floods from both areas,
resulted in the unnec~ssary inclusion of parts of these
adjacent communities in several of the transects. This
departure was therefore due to the contributions of
additional species from these adjacent communities to the
riverine species-area curve and allowed for the mean
width of the riverine community t~ be determined. This
was determined to be approximately 90 metres wide.
Scrutiny of the separate species-area curves for each of
the 26 transects highlighted the existence of yet another
area which displays different species-area
characteristics. This area, because of its infrequent
occurrence, did not make its impression on the main
speciec-are4 curve of Figure 4.2. This lower riverine
patch :s represented by an "XI!on the spF.H:ies-ar'eac.urve
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)"orsite 2 2 (Fig. 4.3). It was identified by its
comparatively low slope and its close proximit.y to the
river. It appeared in only 7 of the 26 transects (freq -
0.27) and only attained widths of up to 20 metres. The
visual examination of these areas revealed that they were
characterised by permanently high soil moisture levels
and sub'jected to regular inundation attributable to
slight variations in the level of the river. These
patches were only found in areas where the riverine
profile was relatively flat. They were colonised largely
by sedges and other species capable of tolerating
conditions of high ~noxia.

JI'III.

Table 4.1 shows the regression statistics for the fit of
an untransformed model, the exponential model and a power
function (or log log) model for the main species-area
curve and for the lower and uppet ~iverine patches at
Ngalatsha. The best-fit model for the main curve is
clearly an exponential one because of its high R-squar~d
value of 98,73 as opposed to 92.68 for the untransformed
model arid9B.44 for the power function model. The lower
and upper riverine patches are best described by the
power function model. The final best-fit models for the
lower riverine patch, represented by the lower patch at
Ngolotsha and upper riverine patch, represented by the
main species-area curve, are shawn in Figure 4.4.
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FiguY-e 4 ..2 Combined species-area curve for the first
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Figure 4.3 Species-area curve for site 2 R. showing
position c,if lower rivE!'rine patch (marked IAlith an X>

Table 4.1 Regression stati$tics of three mode1ls for toe
j!'lain species-area curve and those of the lowe,- and upper'
riverine patches

.-MODEL E9UAHON MaIN LDWER UPPER

Ai UNTRANSFDRHED S " z A + k

SUPf 0.('2 0"23 0.%mTERCEPT 19.55 16.49 Ea.!9

I
R-SOUARED o.qa 0.90 ~.B8

(,• BJ E~?DNENTIAL S l'!g k log Ai :: + Z

j SLuFE 0.04 t) .13 0.06,
1 !ImRr.~p: 4.93 -0.42 2.1?

Y R-SQUI:;lED 0.98 c.ss 0.B7
---

i c rol PLilER FUNCTIDN 1D9 S log. k l~g P.I.. :: + .::

I SLOPE 0,'57 0.32 0.'\4
\" :I.TERCEPT -0.25 2.22 lY4~R-SnU~RED t1,9B !),98 ;).9':
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.. ... The prediction of species richness in ~ther
riverine areas

Fi~ure 4.5 displays the results of the regression of
ob~~rved species richness of the last six transects and
expected species ri~hness. Expect~d species richness
values were derived from the main species-area curve
constructed with the first twenty transects. Only one
transect required the use of the lower species-area curve
to make adequate predictions.
Th~ R-squared value obtained from this regression reveals
that approximately 75 percent of the variation in total
species richness was ac~aunted for by the size of the
patches.
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Figure 4.5 The relationship between the observed and
expected species richness for riverine patches
of different sizes
1.5.3 Application of sp~lcies area curves to determine

the equilibrium state of riverine areas(

The slope values for the best-fit models a~ shown in
Table 4.1 and for each of t~e 27 ~ransects (Table 4.2)
can be cc.mpared with ctlV"rentlyaccepted slope values in
current literature (see lit*rature review - 1.6.3.9). In
terms 0·; the estimations made by Preston (1962 a) and
M2_Arthur and Wilson (1967), only the lower riverine
patch (O.~2)and two of the transects (site 6 2 0.288
an~ site 6 3 - 0.331) fall within their predicted ranges
of 0.17 to 0.33 ~nd 0.20 to 0.35. The remainder of the
values generall; deviate from those expected by the
~qdllibriul'flmodel.
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.. ~ Table 4.2 Slope and R-squared values, p;der of
increasing slope, of best-fit speci,:!s-areamodels

3FE R-S~UARED SLOPE SM R~SgUARED SLOPE

" 1: NSELIIENI 0.982 (:.288 5 2 THUMBU 0.979 u,b3b
6 3 NSEL~EN! 0.9'11 0.331 8 1 THO~01HI WEST e.932 (i.b5?
6 • 115£tWENI i).9B(l 0.367 8 2 THIJBOTHI IIEST 1J.%6 0.665•
~ 1 !1BHUZANA i}.97c 0.432 7 2 SIYE!1BEtH 0.99) 0.681
B 3 THOBDTHI :IEST ').979 0.46(; 9 1 NGOLOTStiH WEs1 fj.QS1 0.715
4 2 SONTULI (l.~8(, 0.467 1 3 THOBOTHl ('.970 0.764
7 1. l'~'iEI1BEia 0.997 0.470 1 2 THOBiJTBI 0,1:143 0.825
4 1 ~tJflTULI (1.993 0.4B2 s '3 THUHBU 0.995 (\.839
3 2 I1BHUZANA 0.994 0.49a If 3 NGOLOTSHI-l WEST 0.987 0.8S7
q 2 NSOLOTSHA WEST i}.961 0.535 2 2 rmOLOTSHA f!.974 O.~ 1,
2 1 NGOLDTSHA 0.914 0.5'+8 1 1 THOBOTliI 0.993 O.9b.l
.,. 1 THUMllU o.rm O~5iO 23 NBOLOTSHA LI.963 !.lSO.'
3 3 HFHU2ANA 0.992 ~.6~2 4 ':l SOlnULI o.an 1.373. ~

1.6 Discussion
1.6.1 Hypothesis test
The species-area curves obtained from the transects
appear to have succeeded in identifying the relationship
which exists between species richness and the size of
the riverine areas investigated. However, it appears that
the sampling strategy employed lead to a confusion of the
=pecies-arl.;'arelationship with dif'fere'"c:eswhich i:!xist
along the riverine environmental gradient. This effect
occurred because the transects employed were run from the
edge of th~ river and Up the riverine gradient. The
accumulation of species along this gradient were the~
used to construct the species-area curves. The fact th~t
this confusion did actually occur was seen by the
identification of the lower riverine area which displayed
different species-area characteri~tics. Had a large
number of replicated plots of different site been
randomly scattered with~n the rlv~rine; strip and
r.;pecies-area curves baet) constructed from'.+'11ese, this
anomaly might not have been detected.
For the sake of applying the approach, Price (1984)
prescribed that "communities $hould be chosen at random,
without any knowledge of the specific organisms
present or how the resources are arrayed, so that no
preconceived ideas hamper the objective testing among
hypotheses". Difficulty was experienced with this
prescription.
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At the outset of the study it was necessary to consider a
sampling strategy which would b~ useful for the
collection of data for as many of the tests as possible
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and it was not possible to apply specific sampl ng
strat~gies for each test. In addition, due to t me
constraints, it was very important to consider sampl ng
strategies which were practical and which could be
executed as cost- and time-effectively as possible. For
the sake of the test of the individualistic hypothesis,
it was necessary, with thls specific t~st, to use the
same transects and in so doing sacrifice the random
component of the prescription. The application of random
plots would also have been placed &t different intervals
relative to the anvironmental gradient. However, the
effect of this would not have been identified but rather
described as 'noise' on the resulting species-area
curves. This noise would have dccounted for a larger
degree of the total variation in the data and thE
best-fit curves would have displayed generally lower
R-squared values. Despite this, it is suggested that a
positive relationship would still have been displayed
between the size of these areas and their species
richnesses.
1.6.2 The prediction of species richness in other

riverine areas
It aPJ::>""arstha.ta significant proporbLon of'the variation
in total' species richness in riverine areas can be
accounted for by the size of these areas alone. It would
have been preferable to have conducted the test against a
lar-gernumber of transects. However, this wa~ a further
practical limitation to the study.
1.6.3 Application of species area curves to determine

the eqUilibrium state of :l""iv~r.ineareas
In support of the equ i libriul'tl'th~lory (MacA!thur and
WLt.::on, 1963) and th~ findings ~.iJiamond (1973), this
daparture implil?~ the general i,absence of a dynamic
equilibrium between the immigration and extinr-ticn of
species in these riverine areas. Since these aress had
recently been disturbed during the Domains and
subsequent floods, they h~d not yet been able to attain a
state of equilibrium. This dis-equilibrium was assumed to
be due to the excessive weighting of either those species
which were removed by the floods or those which arrived
subsequently. A balance between the newly immigrated
species and the extinct species therefore determined th~
relative position these areas occupy on the
equilibrium/dis-equilibrium continuum.
The slope values thernfore reflect the relative positions
of the areas on the continuum from near-equilibrium (low
slope) to far-equilibrium (h~gh slope). Sit~ 6 2 is
therefore in equilibrium, while site 4 3 is in a state of
mAximum dis-equilibrium. The position a site occupie$ on
the continuum is dependent on numerous f~cton:. such as
the extent of the last disturbance, th~ time since it was
last disturbed, the magnitude of the disturbance, the
site character ist i cs and many otl1ers.
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The equilibrIum theory was initially conceived on islands
where th~ immigration and extinctioh of species were
easilv envlsaged. It is in this context that the theory
is m~st ~eadily applied. Riverine areas can b~ perceived
as insular in the sense that they are able to receive n~~
colonist:s from either" the )-iver, as w"" ,.:..upduring flood,
or from the adjacent areas by means ~f seed fall, wind,
bird dnd animal disperaals ana water run-off. The theory
is particularly applicable after a major disturbance when
the areas have been considerably denuded and the
subsequent immigration and extinction of species and
resulting equilibrium stat os can be envisaged. Figure
4.6 CAl demonstrates the equilibrium theory and the
concept of equilibrium as adapted for riverine areas from
MacArthur and Wilson (1963).

The descending curve (immigration curve) is the rate at
which new species enter a denuded riverine area from the
river or the adjacent areas after a major floOd. The
curve falls more steeply at first, which is a Gbn:=-···.1·JEmCe
of the fact that some sp~cies are c ornmorier- lmi' ': .ants
tnan others after a disturbance and that the~) ~apid
illlmigrants are lik~ly to be the first species prf?5aY1't.
The intercept, I, repr25;ents the rate of immigl~ati"Dn 0'(

species, new or already present into the area. The curve
falls to zero at the point N = P Jr:her~ all th£!:-
;lmmigrating species are already prC;?5ent and no new
species are arriving. P therefore represents the size of
the total pool of species which are able to colonize
riVErine areas from the river and adjacent communities.

Similarly, the ~ising curve (extInction curve) rep"esents
the rate at which species are lost ~r removed from
r'iverine areas by flonding. The t~o cur ve s j,nte"'$e~t at
a point (*), the value of N for which the ("c\\:;e of
immigration of new species is balanced by the rate of

<:' ,ecies loss. This Characterises the equilibrium point
"Y Q," the particular area.

Each riverine area and p8tch displays its own
characteristics in terms of distance from river and size.
As displayed by the specIes-area curves, the ba:ic area
~f the various patches will affect the rate at which
propagules reach the area. This will be reflected by a
change in the slope of the immigration curve. Larger
areas will exhibit stee~.r ~lopes th'.n smaller areas
{Fig. 4.6 (9»

Dis~urbance frequency is highest at the river's edge and
tends to decrease with distan~e from the river. In th}~
way, (the rate of species removal frtJffia pa.ch is related
to tho distance of the patch from the river. Patches
sItuated near the river are therefore likely to display a
r.;teeperext Lnc b Lo n curve than area';'lsituat8t1 further
away. On this basis one can erivisaqe the ft,
equilibrium proportions which should be attained at .,
particular riverine area given time for species ~o
accumulate after the last Major flood.
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The l'!Pparentequilibrium of the lower riverine area, as
seen by its low slope value~ is not surprist~g. The
equilibrium theol~y predicts that, due to its small area,
and proximity to the river, its final equilibrium
proportion would be low relative to larger areas situatad
further from the river. Adequate time has passed to allow
for this relatively small quantity of species to
accumulat~ and therefore reach equilibriu~ proportions.

The anoxic conditions characteristic of these areas would
ensure still smaller quantities of species necessary for
equi 1ibri um by d iscourag i''19 uneu i tab l'a spec ies from
growing and establishing. In addition, due to their
proximity to the river, the species found in this patch
have adapted to regular disturbance by developing the
abl1ity to establish and grow as quickly as possible
thereby speeding up the equilibrium. Larger numbers of
species are nec~ssary to accumulate in areas which are
larger and which are situated further from the river. In
addition, the conditions characteriatic of these areaS
are more suitable for colonization by most species.

It is expected therefcreJ that if adequate time is able
to pass after a major di$turba~ce, an adequate number of
species will accumulate and the slope values of these
,""ees Irll11gradually decline Simultaneously, until c:,lIrh
'me as they reach equilibrium, ana fall within the range

~redicted by MacArthur and Wilson (1963). Since these
areas would then be in equilibrium, the pquilibrium
theory could be used to predict species richness in areas
of different size and at different proximities to the
river.

1.7 Conclusions

A significant positive rela',,;iorlshipexists between the
~peci~s rir.;hness in the riverine strip and the size of
the a~.as. The island size hypothesis is therefore seen
to play an important part in the structuring of
vegetation in riverine areaS and allows for a firm
rejection of the null hypothesis.

The prediction test involvlng other areas revealed that
approximately 75 percent of the variation in total
species richness was accounted for by the size of the
patches. The island size hypothesis alone can
therefore be used to adequately predict a large
proportion of the total species richness in riverine
a~eas of measurable size.

Speciaa'-area curves and their slope characteristics can
be used effectively to determine the equilibrium status
of riverine areas and identify different riverine zones
and their characteristics.
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SUB-CHAPTER 2 RESOURCE HETEPnGENEITY HVPOTHESIS
In this sub-chapter, the resource
hypothesis wa~ applied and tested in
situation USl09 a suitable null hypothesis.
curves were related to visibly discernible
to explain the type of habitats present
effects on the species richness of these areas.

heterogeneity
the riverine
Spec ie's-area

habitat types
and their

2.1 Introduction
The resource heterogeneity hypothesis attempts to explain
the speCies richness of different areas as a consequence
of the quantity of suitable habitats/resources present
(for further details of the hypothesis see the
literature review, section 1.6.3.2).

The highly 'Ilariable geology and topography of riverine
areas~ the variability of flood sizes and the effects of
other rJistLlrbances on theso make them very hab i tat
diverse. ~arge abundances of spatially patchy areas
are present where erosion and silt depositions have
occurred to different extents. The digging and burrowing
activities of various animals and the pa.tchy nature of
fires and other disturbances have contributed their share
to this patchiness. TheSe areas are all formed under
different sets of conditjons and have u~ique
characteristics. Consequently, each patch offers
different combinations of resource and habitat prospects
for colonizers. The resources which differ most markedly
from patch to patch are the soil bulk densities and
particle size distributions, which in turn have a bearing
on the soil moisture availabilities and rooting
capabilities for colonizers. In some araas erosion has
uncovered underlying patches of reck which offer
restricted water availabilities and poor rooting
prospects, while other areas have been formed by the
erosion of high clay Bub-solIs which then accumulate
water and f~rm small pans.

2.2 ilbjectives

c The objectives of this chapter were as follpws.

1. Test the resource heterogeneity hypothesis in riv~rine
areas using a suitable null hypothesis.

2. Investigate the major forms of resource and habitat
diversity and their effects an the species richness of
riverine areas.

2.3 Null hypothesis

The null hypothesis applied stC1~~~dthat the stn.lt::tureand
species diversity of vegetation in riverine areas is0not
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determined by the availaijility of resources I habitats
but by other factors instea~. Therefore, nO deflneable or
clear relationship exists bttween species richness and
the number o.fresources I h~lbi tats pre:sent.

2.4 Approach and methods
Two distinct sampling strategies were employed with this
test.

2.4~1 Tr~nsect technique
Twenty six transects were located in the ri"~1'L"e strip
using a stratified random technique (for a desc~iption of
transect specifications and sampling pra~~d~re - see
island size hypothesis). In addition to this, the species
present in each transect were countod and re~orded. ThR
environmental characteristics of all transr.:'c:ts"'Jere
noted and recol-ded in terms (jftheir 51C'pes~ svbstratt..lm
types and depths, particle size dlstrih~tl~n~, the
presence or absence o·frock outcrops, ell .nv trA ilH.ltaries,
game paths and other features whien ~oul' be ~xpl~ited
and therefore serve as separate habitats or reSQurces
for colonizers. A list of all possible visJ~le physical
habitats was constructed and each transect was given a
h~bitat score according to which habitat~ WHra ~resent. A
presence/a~sence matrix was constructed luith sites as
rows and the habitat types as colvm~.. The presence of a
habitat type at a sita was re~Orded in the matrix as a
'1" and the its was recorded as a '0'.
In order to investigate the relationship between the
species richness at each site and the quantity of the
various habitat types present, it was necessary to
determine a habitat score for each site. This was done by
summing up the quantity of different habitats which were
observed at each site. However, the prOblem with this
~pproach is that certain habitat types may be strongly
related and, consequently, this would lead to the
over-weighting of these habitats in the final habitat
score. This would be particularly true for certain sites.
In order to identify the correspondence between habitat
types present the eo variables were tested for
independence using a Cochrsn's Q-test (SDkal and Rohlf,
1981'. H~re. the null hypothesis employed stated that the
20 vari.ables were mu.tually dependent at the 26 sitRs
investigated.
If habitat scores were found to be dependent (p)O.OS),
the ~cores which gave rise to this high measure of
dependence were identified and removed from the matrix to
prevent the over-weighting of related habitat types. Once
th~ independence of the nabi tat scores was achievP,iu, a
linear re~ression analysis (Sakal and Rohlf, 1981) was
then carried out between the species richness and habitat
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• • scores for each transect. The relationship between
visibly discernible habitats at each site and their
species richnesses were then determined on t-he basis of
the R-squared value, the correlation coefficient and its
level of .ignificance obtained from the regressIon.
Should t~. regression indicate a significant ~~<O.05)
relationship between species richness and habitat score,
the null hypothesis would be rejected.

2.4.2 Nested plot technique
It was envisaged that a nested plot sampling technique
would include numerous heterogeneous patches,
parti~ularly if they existed in large quantities. The
specfes-area curves obtained would then reveal the
pres,.,i?nceof the:>seare,asby displaying minor and major
cha~ges in species abundances as dips, bumps, plateaus
an~ other abnormalities which cor~espond with these
pa~ches. The size and extent of any abnormalities would
l-e,·flect the extent of the patch and its bear ing on plant
d~stributions and abundances. The characteristics of
these patches should support theSe findings by displaying
discrepancies in either particle size distribution, soil
~rofile depth, slope, and aspect.
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Should the species-area curves in the first test not
display these abnormalities in shape, it would imply that
communities are structured by the more precise factor of
increasing area aiene. In addition, should abnormalities
in the species-area curves not be explained by the
characteristics of the patch in question, despite
differences in the availability of resources, other
fdctors aside from area would be considered responsible
for these discrepancies.

With the interpretation bf species-area curves, certain
minor slope abnormalities, which are a reflection of the
basic si~e of the nested plot used for sampling the area
in question can always be expected to occur. These will
be displayed as serrAtions which appear along the enti~e
length of the curve. Every effort should be made to
prevent confusing these serrations with the abn~rmalities
caused by the presence of zones displaying
heterogeneities in resource and habitat characteristics.
Three riverine areas were sampled with th~ use of a lxl
metre quadrat. Th~ quadrat was initially laid out at a
arbitrary starting poin~ in each study area. The total
numbers of species present in the first quadrat were
record.d. The quadrat was then shifted to the area
direct ',y adjac~nt to it and only additional species were
rec:r.:lrd~I'd.Record ing in subssquent quadr,ats was cent inued
in th;s WAY until such time as no further species were
recorded for a further five iterations. A species list
was run concurrently to enSU)'e that species present were
net recordeJ more than once.
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While quadrats werp located, attempts were made to keep
the area which was being sampled clearly defined to
facilitate easy mapping of thG area. The approximate
dimensions of tMe areas sampled were determined with the
assistance of previous sampling runs which were carried
out in all three ar~as a few months previously_
Species-ar$a curves wert:;' constructed for each area
sampled. 1he areas investigated were mapped briefly in
terms of slope and aspect variations, proximity to
river, particle size distributions and the presence or
absence of small pans, tributaries, rock outcrops and
undulations.
Tliespecies-area curves were checked for minor and major
physical abnormalities. The locations and sizes of all
abnormalities were recorded and their positions and sizes
were compare~ with those of the environmental
charec+er i st ics to assess tl'\erole these areas..play in
distributing the species present.

2.5 Results

2.5.1 Transe=t technique
Table 4.3 displays the habitat score matrix of 20
riverine habitats at each site by the presence (1) or
absence (0) of these habitats at each. For habitat types
corresponding to the numbers in this table see the
corr'ssponding habitat list (Table 4.4). All sites
display combinations of the various habitat types with
certain transects displaying higher habitat scores th~n
athers these range from 7 to 15. The mod i'fiedscores
range from 6 to 12. The results of the Cochran's Q-test
revealed that Q = 128.3 > XR.OOICI9J = 43.8. This states
that tha variables were found to be independent at the
p=O.OOl level. The null hypothesis was therefore rejemted
which stated that the 20 v~riables diA~layed dependence
at the 26 sites investigated. Consequently, it was not
necessary to Y-emove any of the variables and the
regression was performed.
the correlation coefficient (+0.56) for the regression of
speci~s rjchness and habitat scores (Fig. 4.7) for each
transect reveals that there is a positive c:orn~lation
between these two variables. The R-squared value of 31.2
shows that approximately 30 percent of the variability in
species richness is explained by the presence of these
visibly discernible habitats at the different sites, this
being significant at the 95 percent confidence level.
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Table 4.3
individual.
transect

Habitat
sites

types and hal;litat scores fOl-
based on presl;;mc:eor absence wi thin
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Table 4.4 Habitat list corresponding to Table 4.3

HABITAT NUMBER HABITAT DESCRI?TIOH

1;:
3
4
e.;

FLAT PROFILEMEDIUM PROFILE STEEPNESSSTE~P PROFILESHALLOW~ED lUM DEPTH
DEEPLOOSEiISHTFINE~ED!UMCOURSE
RWSGAME PATHSBARE GROUND
S~ALl PllMSSAND 9AN~S
DEPRESSIONSINUNDATED PATCHESTRIBUTARIESEXPOSED FACE

I) SLOPE ANGLE
)

l) SURFACE SOIL DEPTH
I SUBSTRATUM) COMPACTNESS
)

I SURFACE PARTICl.E) S!ZE

l) OTHER FEATURES
l
)
i
l

~--------------------
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2.5.2 Nested plot technique
Figures 4.8 to 4.10 \A) display the species-area curves
for the three riverine areas investigated. The area. are
mapped in Figure~ 4.8 to 4.10 (E). The quadrat numbers
and positions have been included to facilitate the easy
identific~~ion of areas and their sizes. The first area
(Fig. 4.8 Al displays a species-area curve which is
extensively d~sfig~red due to slope abnormalities
(arrowed). The map which corresponds to that area (Fig.
4.8 B) displays the presence of four physical
discrepancies to the otherwise homogeneous area. The
first is a large undulation situated at the river's edge,
the second another large undulation at the river's edge,
the third is a deep patch of gravel and the fourth is
another small pan of water. The positions and sizes of
these discrepancies correspond well with the positions
and sizes of the slope abnormalities on the species-area
curve.

t
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The second area sampled (Fig. 4.9 A) displays a
relatively well formed species-area curve. Close scrutiny
of the curve however reveals that this shape is largely
due to the scale and the size of the area involved, which
tends to reduce the significance of ariyaberrations. The
top part of the CUI·ve (from 1000 mm upward"" - arrowed),
does reveal an area of lowe~ slope. The position of this
abnormalitv is adequately explained (Fig. 4.8 B) on~e
again by ~he presence of a 13rge depres$ion at the base
of a slope. This depreSSion is characterised by an
unusually high clay content. It appears that water
run-off from the slope firstly led to the creation of the
depression and secondly transported with it the clay
which is characteristic of the substratum above the
slope.
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Physical fl?atures such as two other depY·F.+SSi!)nsand a
sand ridge are also evident on Figur ~ 4.8 B. These
features, due to the s~ale of the cu~ve and their
relatively small sizes, have been reduced to the small
unidentifiable bl.!mpson the curve and consequently it is
hard to distinguish these bumps from those ca~sed by the
size of tha quadrat mentioned previously. In additiont
the curve identifies a small blimp marke::dwith a "*" whic~,
is not present on the map of the area. Thi~ is probably
due to the presence of an invisible z~ne of high nutrient
stab.ls.

the third area sampled ig. 4.10 A) displays two
abnormalities (border arrowad) which are once again
adequately eXDlained by the environmental characteristic,
of the area (Fig. 4.10 B). The ~'Jholearea is ef/ectively
divided into two large sub-ar~~5. The first is on erOSion
exposed rock outcrop which has become covered by a
patchy layer of fine sand and well colonized by grass,
while the second is the area adjacent to it which wan not
SUbjected to flood erosion. This area is Characterised
by a 1eep soil layer and a wi~e variety of plants. Once
agairithe scale of this curve prevents it from adequately
refletrting small aberrations which a}-e evident oh the
map. Again evident with this curve is a bump (marked with
a "*") which does not make itself clear on tne map of the
area studied.

2.,5 Discussion

2.5.1 Transect techT1ique

It ap~ears that only 31.2 percent of the variation in
species richness was accounted for by the presence of
visibly disc:ernj,bl~ \',.bitats j'\ the areas investigated.
l.Jhilethis is not p~rt:lcularly ,_gh, it is a significant
and posi.tive relationship_ It must be noted that this
value did not include the variation accounted for by
other habitats which were not visibly discernible, sw~h
as nutrient and resourca hotspots formed by fires, animal
burrows and other localised processes. Had it b~en
possible to identify such areas, their inclusion in the
regression would possibly have increased this fiQure.

As with the island size hypothesis (sub-chapter 1), it is
pointed out that the samaling strategy employed was not
entirely independent. While the location of the transects
was determined by means of a stratified random procedur~,
the quadrats used were contiguously located in these
transects, which were run up the riverine gradient. In
other words, the samples required for the test per se
were no~ inde~endent. According to Green (1979), the
assumption of 'independence of errors' is th. only one in
most stati~titral methods for which violation \s bot,h
seriou~ and impossible to cur~ after the data have been
collected. In their review of 'consequences of failure to
meet assumptions', Glass et al (1972) concluded that
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correlated ~rrnrs can have more ~erious consequentes on
the validity of tQ~ts of significance than ~+l other
vioIA~ions. If the errors are positively corrLlated, the
test wi Ii temd to be "rore 1iberal than the the nomina l
level (e.g. p=0.05). However, if neg~tively correlateds
the tests w~uld tend to be more conserv~tjve. In thi~
particular .se, since the lIkely err~rs are positively
correlatl it can oe expected that the test result~
wow!d at more slgnificant than they actually are.
Gr*en \1~'~) stated that the truly random allocation oJ
sarl1plesis the necessary and sufficient safeguard agail1!ft
this violation. The problems as~ociated with the trulY
random placement of samples in recently disturbed
riverine areas and the necessary trade-Off~ which had to
he made at the outset of the study have been discussed in
sub-chapter 1.

2.5.2 Nested plot technique
The construction of speci~s-area curves with the data
obtained from the nested plots ,"lssisted v"'th
understanding the relationship b~tweeh visibly
discernibLe habitats and species r'chness. It is cl~ar
that as sampling area increases, so new habitats are
E?ncountered which are suitable for ccIcni za t ion by
~lants. The majority of,thpse habitats appear to take the
form of a elear physical feature such as mounds of sand,
small pans or rocky outcrops but a small quantity of
these habitats are I!hotspot~·,\rlhiehdisplay high nutrient
status and which are not clearly evident. These patches
appear to be small, localised areas which were probably
formed by concentrated burns ~n old tree stumps and
roots~ old rhino middens, animal diggings and a ~ide
variety of other localised processes.

2.6 Concldsions
Approximately 30 percent of the variation in species
richnesses of riverine areas was accDuntecl for by the
presence of v\sible patches/habitats present.
Consequently, the null hypothesis was firmly rejecte~.
While this figure ia not particularly high, the presence
of other lnvisible patches is likely to assist in ~·ising
the accountable percentage of species richness~s still
further.

Riverine communities are clearly hetarog.neous and
composed of numerous patches of different sizes and
shapes. These patct~'Ss are a consequence of the patchy
nature of the erosions ~nd silt depositions which occur
during flooding and heterogeneous geology and topography.
This results in the formation of sand banks, steps,
depressions, undulations, open ror.ky patches and l4wide
range of ~nysical aberrations whith are availab~e for
colunization when tha floods recede. In addition, furt~.r
patches are creQted by the activities of animals and
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locaiised fires, which also present the~~elves as
possible habitats for colonization by ~l~nts. The
presence of these habitats can be reflected en the
specie'l5-area curves for these ar~/~s as local ised
abnormalities to their general shape.

SUB -CI-IAPTE:t~ :3 INOIVIDfJALIS'.IC RESPI1NSE HYPOTHESIS
Gauch (1989' propol:.ed twel Ie dl.<:;tint:telements of the
individualistic response hypo~hesis. This chapter deals
with testing three of the~e e!~ments to reach conclusions
regardins th~ applicability of the individualistic
response '/Pothesis Bnd its alternative, the c:ommunity-
unit hypothesis. In a~dition. using an ordination
technique, riverine data were explered with the aim Qf
elucidati~g the ~ajor d~terminants to which riverine
species individua:lstic:ally respond.

3.1 Introduction
The individual i'S~tic:response hypothesis attempts to
explain the distributlon and diversity of vegetation ir1
an area on the baSIS qf the individualistic response5 of
plants to spEc:iflC refJource and/or habitat'rE?quirements.
For f~~r'therdetai Is 0-1" the hypothesis arid ths 12 proposed
e16ffients of hypothesis, see the literature review,
sectio~ 1.6.3.3.

The major elements proposed by Gauch (1985) ara a~
fo 110"'ls.

A. Element 1, Species response curv~s approximate norm.l
(Gaussian) ~urves i.e. the cu~ves are symmetric and
bell-shaped in relation to an environmental gradient.

B. Element 2. The modes of major species tend to have a
uniform ~istribution along the environmental gradient,
while the minor species modes are randomly
distributed.

C. Element 7. A gradient of community co~position
(coenocline) can be characterised by by the amount of
species turnover (beta diverSity) from one ~nd to the
(:)lhey·.

Th. ct.1mmunitY'-L,mitI"ry'pothesisr~presents the altel~native
or null-hypothesis to th. individualistic:; hypothesis. It
states that vegetation is structured into Il-define~
nCltw'al U11its and that sharp boundraries (ecotulieS) ex.i..:,t
betw~''''1thef1e commul1ity types as a rEsult of competition
betwL n dom,nant species present.

\
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Int ••'r"\ietat;ionof the Price (1994) hypothesis summary
tabl~ (Taola 1.1) reveals that the ir~ividualistic
r~spon~e hypothesis is expected to apply in the study
area in early spring and summer when the rates of
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resource change are steadily increasing or in early
winter when resources begin to pulse. The hypothesis is
expected to apply Idrgely in areas with patchy r~source
distributions where various ppscies CQuld respond in any
way or in areas of uniform distribution with only slow
responding species. Resource and environmental
characteristics vary considerab~y dewn the ISQgth of the
riverins profile as well as between diffe~~y~ riverine
areas. For this reason, both situations are ideal for
inveatiga~ing the applicability o~ the hypothesis.
Conditions which vary along the riv~rine profile are
particularly noticeable in terms of soil and slape
conditions, availability of wa~er and utilisation by
ungulates. Different riveri~e areas differ considerably
in terms af their positions relative to the river,
prevailing winds and exposure to the sun, their aspect
relations, degrees af disturbance, rainfall and soil
conditions.

On this Oasis, it was envisaged that data collecte~ from
tran~ects run down the length of the riverine profile,
from numerous randomly selected areas, would serve
adequately to test the hypothesis. In addition, that by
conducting an ordinat~an Qf this data, knowledge could be
gleaned concern i ng the rnajor resources ,;I'o'ld/or
envi ronma)ita 1 c:haraLter i5t ics respol1sib 1e f'or the
distributl n of speciea in riverine areas.

The objectives of this chapter were as follows.

1. Test element one of the individuali~tic response
hypothesis by determining the relative proportions of
observed plant distribution typec in ri~erine areas
and making comparisons with thc~e reported by Austi~
(1985) and Whittaker (1956).

2. Tf9t element two of the individualistic response
hypothesis in riverine areas by analysing the
distribution of species modes between the ends of the
gradient.

3. Te~t element seven of the individualistic response
hypothesis by analysing the species turnover (beta
divE!ndty) alang the length of the liverine gradient.

4. Employ direct/indirect gradient analysis techniques
to a. display the response of species do~n the
r iver ine gradient, and b. to investiqate those key
factors to which plan~ species respond and which
largely determine th~ir distribution an~ diversity il1
Y' iyp.rine areas.

5. On the basis of the above findings, reject ore accept
the community-unlt hypothesis which stands as a
null-hypoth~sis to the individualistic response
hypothesls.
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Methods
II •

3.3.1 Data collection
Twenty six t".ansects were laid out in the riverine area
(see i$land.~ize hypothesis). Data collection involved
the identification (or later identification with the
assistance jof Palgrave (1983) or the Botanical Research
Institute) and sten counts of all woody species present
wi th in :;d:(:hquadrat. Twenty 1. x 1 metre sub-quadl·ats were
laid out randomly within each quadrat. Within each
sub-quadrat, all herbaceous species were identified or
collected for later identification (as with trees) and
recorded. Far each quadrat, ~pecies frequencies of
herbaceous species were determined from the counts made
in each sub-quadrat and the densities of woody species
were determined from total stem counts.

Each transect wa~ described in terms of the following
environmenta1 characteristics.

position on river
- distance from river to adjacent community
-.aspet t
- profile of slape
- presence/absence of environmental discontinuities

approximate extent of erosion or siltation

A dumpy level was used to determine the height above
r-iver at the centre of each quadrat. This facilitated the
separate construction of the riverine slope proflles for
eael->site.

Soil saMples were taken from each distinct layer in the
first 100 cm below the surface from soil pits located
within each quadrat. All samples were sieved with a set
of sieves ranging in diameter siZe from 0.0625 mm to 4
Mm. The various particle sizes and their distributions
wer~ then used to determine the proportions of three
textural classes namely mud (clay and silt), sand and
gravel. These proportions were compared in the different
transects a~d their respNctive quadrats.

(

3.9.2 Data analysis

c 3.~l.2.1 Test cf ele-ment one of hypothesis

,'.i

,,'",-....."
! ~
l
j

\"

In t.'rder
specific:
gr~dient,
types ~Iere

t~ determine the response of each species to
environmental conditions down the riverine
the dbundances of five observed distribution

determined.

Linear distributicns were considered to be those preuent
in all or a faw quadrats of the transect in approximately
the same abunda~ces.
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Non-liMear distributions
present in all or a few
abundances within their
distributions were then
follows.

were considered to be those
quadrats, but displayed ~Qeven

distribution range. ~'hese
classified into four gro~¢s as

A. Gaussian, if their maxima were found
single quadrat located approximately in
their distribution range.

to exist at a
the centre of

B. Skewed, if thei~ maxima were found to exist at either
end of their distribution r~~ge.

C. Platykurtic, if both flanks tapered off but their
maxima were found to exist in the centre and in more
than one quadrat simultaneously.

D. Bimodal, if both flanks tapered off but their maxima
were found to exist in two different quadrats
separated by one displaying a lower abundance.

The rDl tive proportions of four distribution types Were
deterMined for 26 transects at 9 sites for both the
herbaceous and wondy cDmpone~ts. Using a Chi-square test,
these observed distributions Were then compared with
those published ~y Whittaker (1956) and Austin (1976) to
determine the extent of the individualistic responses of
species.

The null hypothesis employed was that species
distributions would approximate those published by Austin
(1976) •

Should the Gaussian distribution be found to represent
the majority of the distribution types present) the null
hypothesiS would be rejected and this wowlo imply the
validity of the 12 elements of the Gaussian model of
community structure (Gauch, 1985). However, should it be
found that the Gaussian distribution is rare, then it
would imply that many of the elements of this model are
inapplica~le and would remove the need to proceed with
testing them.

The proportions of the five distributions were then
graphically compared in the 9 sites investigated to infer
the effect of environmerltal and biotic factors.

3.3.2.2 Test of element tW'1} of hypothesis
This test of the second element of th~ individualistic
hypothesis was taken directly from Austin (1987) and
a~plied to riverine transect data. It involved testing
the modal distributions of major and minor species for a
possible departur~ from a random modal distribution in
the two specie$ classes.
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The mOdal positions (i 6 quadra~s) and maximum modal
frE!,=/Llsnciesof each species were determined down the
length of th~ riverine gradient. Species were classified
as major species if they displayed maximum modal
frequencies greater than 0.5 and ~s minor species if tt1ey
di$p!ayed maximum modal ~requencies le$s than or equal to
0.5. Austin (1978) usee d modal frequency of 0.3 to
distinguish between major and minor species. However, in
this case, the figure was found to include too large a
proportion of species in major species category. A table
was then constructed of the modal abundances in each
quadrat for both species classes.

~he distribution of modes along the gradient was then
fompared with a randomly selected distribution of the
~ame sized modes using a Chi-square test. According to
Austin (1978), a one-tailed test for Chi-s~uare is
necessary to test for a regular departure from randomn~s~
(a uniform d issbr t bu ti t on l, This can be accepted ~",hent'l"e
observed value exceeds the p<O.05 value for the rando~
expectation minus the on~-tailed value at P(0.05. With 5
degrees of freedom, this would be 11.07 - 5.35 ~ 5 53.

The null hypothesis employed was that no differences
existed between the modal distributions of major and
minor species from that of a random distribution of
modes. This finding would then disprove the second
element of the hypotheSis. Should the null hypothesis be
~ejected, this would imply that the modes of species
conform to an even or uniform distribution down the
length of the gradient in support of the second element
of the hypothesis.

3.3.2.3 Test of element seven of hypothesis

This test involved the determination of tt.e tu~nover of
species from one end of the riverine gradient to th~
other. The following formula was employed to determine
beta diversity (Magurran, 1988),

beta diversity = C A + B J xCI - S ]

where, A ~ number of species in quadrat 1,
B ~ number of species in quadrat 2, and
S = the similarity index between the 2 quad~ats.

The similarity index employed was that of Sorensen
( 1948) ,

II

2 x C
S =

A + B
where, C ~ the number of species common to both quadrats.
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The beta diversity was determined in both the herbaceous
and woody species down the length of the gradient. These
values were then tabulated.

The null hypothesis employed was that no turnover o~
species exists between the ends of the riverine gradient~
The null hypothesis would be rejected should a species
turnover be identified between the ends of the gradient.

3.4.2.4 Gradient analysis

3.4.2.4.1 Direct gradient analysis
i",
I
I

A gradient commonly exists in riverine areas. Due to the
pro>dmVty of the river, a high soil moisture exists at
the ri~er's edge and an increasingly lower soil moisture
is evident with increasing distance from the river. This
decline in soil moisture reflp.cts the natural attenuation
of lateral water movement through the pore spaces in
soils as distance from the river incrRases. Water moves
readily from a standing water table (with high free
energy) to a dry soil (with low free energy) (Brady,
1974). As the matr\x force offered by the soil gets
larger and larger, relative to the free energy of the
soil water, so the la~eral movement of the water into the
adjacent scil will attenuate an~ eventually cease. In
addition to this soil moisture gradient, 'S1·'strat'Jm
textural and nutrient characteristics also change
noticeably down the length of the riverine profile. This
is therefore an ideal gradient on which to investigate
the re~,ponsf.! of plants to spec if i c requ irements. An
ordination of species data along it should then directly
display the nature and extent of the gradient it~elf.
Due to the complexity of the gradient and the various
responses of speCies to it, the total variation WhlCh is
accounted for by the first few principle axes of the
ordination is expected to be low.

Species present were o~dered, for each transect,
according to their abundances (densities or species
frequencies) and distributions on the riverine gradient.
These distributions were then combined for all transects.
Correspondence analysis was then employed, as a direct
gradient analysis technique, to ordinate the quadrats on
the riverin~ gradient and to produce a graphical display
of the response of species to the gradient. The
vegetation present at different positions on the gradient
were therefore used to ordinate the quadrat~ and place
them relative to each other on the yradient. Assistance
with the concepts and technical det~ils of the
cerrespondence analysiS t~chnique and its interpretation
ware obtain~d from Greenacre (1984; 1~86).
3.4.2.4.2 Indirect gr~dient analysis

Correspondence analysis was also employed to determine
indirectly the major factors responslble for d~termining
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the relative distributions of species between the sites
investigated. This was achieved by ordinating all sites
on the basis of herbaceous and tree species presert.
Woody species were compared on the basis of their
densities~ while herbaceous sp"""cies were compared on
their species frequencies. A supplementary row of
environmental characteristics at the sites was overlaid
on the data set as described in Greenacre (1986). The
graphical and numerical outputs af correspondencp.
~nalysis were trhen used to determine the correspondence
between major environmental factors and the species
present at each site.

It was envisaged that this ordination should reveal
factors, apart fram distance from river, which playa
role in the structuring of riverine area~, Due to the
extensive and complex nature of the iverine environment
and tho large number of species which respond to it, it
was expected that this gradient would be very complex.
Consequently, the variation ace ~ed for by the first
tRW axes of the ordinaticn was e> ,ted to be low.

3.4 Results

3.4.1 Test pf element one of hypothesis
The comparison of a total of 1371 herbaceous and 382
woody distributions fram 26 tr?~~~cts (Table 4.5)
revealed that 73.9 percent of her~ 'us and 67.9 percent
of woody distributions were true r· ~ian in form. Slight
differences ex isted between the t'l:;; • ..Ja.::eousand the woody
species in terms of the proportions of the 5 distribution
types. The woody speci~s displayed fewer true Gaussian
and larger quantities of platykurtlc distributions.
Bimodal distributions were equally common for bot"
herbaceous and woody species.

Table 4.5 Comparisot"l of herbaceous and woody species
distributions in response to the riverine gradient

-----~~.. ------
DISTRIBUTION TYPE H PROPORTION eX)

--------------------------~~-------------------------------------Herbs Trees

- Linear 0.7 o
..Non-linear

Gaussian
Skewed or
Platykurtic
Bimodal!

<: 73.9
SO.7 <:

{ 6.8
19.6

67.9

-- ".".~·· ...-~.•" ..' ....,'·i.. , ~ .._••""'.''' ...~,..,...•'''!'- . -_. . __
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According to Table 4.6~\ the p,r'oportions of the various
distribution types in these areas were not consistent
with those published by Austin (1976) but similar to
those published by Whittak~r (1956). Austin reported
generally larger proportions of distorted distributions
and considerably fewer true G~ussian distributions, while
Whittaker reported larg.r proportions of true Gaussian
distributions with the complete absence of skewed and
platykurtic forms.

Table 4.6 Species distribl;ion proportions as published
by Austin (197b) and Whittaker (1956)

Differences (p<O.05) bet ...een the obseJ-ved values and
those reported are indicated by <*)

Distribution type

Aust i \"l Whittaker

26<*>
45(*>
29(*>

86.4
0<*)

1:3.6

Gaussian
Skewed/platykurtic
bimodal

--------,-----,-- ------------------------~----
Pigure 4.11 compares the mean proportions of the various
species distributions in tlH~ 9 sites investigated.
Scrutiny 01 the distorted distribution5 (linear, skewed,
platykurtle and bimodal) reveal$ that there are
diff.renees between the sites. The abundances of linear,
skewed and platykurtic do not appear to display any
trends. '~wever, a trend is evident wit~ the abundanee5
of bimodal distributions. The $ltes have been arranged
from left to right in the order of increasing bimodality.
S~te$ 2,3,7 and 6 display particularly large proportions
of bimodal distributions, while sites 1,9,5 and 4
displayed low abundances of bimodal distributions. The
environmental characteristics of the sites investigate~
are presented in Appendix 1. Here the angle of the
riverine slope at sites 2,3,6 and 7 indicate that they
have flat profiles. Sites 1,8,4 and 9 display steep
profiles.
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Figure 4.11 Mean proportions of four species
distribution types for the 26 transects investigated

3.4.2 Test of element two of hypothesis
Table 4.7 reveals that, in both species classes, there is
a significant departure from the random distribution. In
addition, both values axceed th~t p<O.05 value (5.35)
which is indicative of a un i fso r-mdistribution of the
modes. The null hypothesis was therefore rejected, which
implies that bqth species classes are uniformly
distributed along the riverine gradient.

Table 4.7 The modal abundancies in each qu.adrat and a
randomly selected distribution of the same sized modes
fay' major and minor species

POSITION ON MAX IMf!:lLMODA(~ F'REQUENCY
RIVE:RINE GRADIENT
(QUADRAT NUMBER> MAJOR RANDOM MINOR RANDOM

SPECIES SPECIES
-.10-

1 34 14 38 12
2 7 .34 12 13
3 14 8 13 9
4 18 7 15 26
5 8 11 9 15
6 11 18 26 38

Major species
Minor species

Chi-square
Chi-square

75.3
69.0

D.F'. 5··
D.FI. 5 -

p::::O.001
p=O.OOl
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3.4.3 Test of elem'emt seven of hypothesis

Table 4.8 reveals that the length of the riverine
gradient is characterised by a continuous turnover of
both herbaceous and woody species and, consequently, the
null hypothesis wt',srejected. The number of herbaceous
species which are associated with this turnover are
generally higher than for woody species.

Table 4.8 Species turnover (bet~ diversity) values along
the riverine gradient from quadrat 1 at the river"s edge
to quadrat 6

BETA DIVERSITY

(species abundance)

BETWEEN HERBACEOUS: WOODY

QUADRATS SPECIES SPECIES

~--------------------------------
1 - 2 63 20

68 14

75 17

72 15

59 20

2 - 3
3 - 4

4 - 5

5 - 6

3.4.4 Gradient analysis
3.4.4.1 Direct gradient analysis
The direct gradient analyses of woody and herbaceous
vegetation along the gradient Obtained from
correspondence analysis are displayed by Figures 4.12 A
and 4.13 A. Their corresponding species coenoclines are
displayed by Pigl,l-:;-es4.12 B and 4.13 B. Since the
var iation ac:counll)edfor by the fiY'st two axes in each
case were relativ~ly low (35.6 to 40.2 percent), the
results are pre~anted in three d\mensions in an attempt
to account for (~<),~rger percentage of the total
variation. To cleirl0 display the coenocline as well as
the gradient, they have been plotted separately.

\'
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Figure 4.12 Correspond~~ce analysis plot of woody
species distributions along the riverine gradient for alltransects combined
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species distributions along the riverine gradient for alltransects combined
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Mesic species are found near the river's edge and the
more xeric species towards the tap of thu riv~rine
slppe. Apart from these two distinct groups of species in
the low~' ,nd upper reaches of the gradient, different
spec ies are found a lmost continuous 1y bet~J~en the two
extremes. This indicates that a continuum of species
exists over the length ~f the gradient with a distinct
overlap of species di~tributions. Since th~
corre5ponde~ce analysis technique only displays the mode
of each species along the gradient, it is not easy to
envisage the overlap of .pecies distributions along the
profi Ie"

The distributions of species present at a singl~ tiansect
(Fig. 4.14> clearly reveals this overlap of
distributions. The pres~nce of bimodal species is
indicated where species have deviated from the gradient
arch and exis~ in the sPdce between two particular pointb
on the gradient where they exhibit their distribution
peaks. The p~sition of these points relative to the
gl'adient supports thp. view that bimodality is largE:ly
explained by environmental\ charar~eristics rather than
the effects of competJ.tion.

The distributions of both woody and herbaceous spEcie~
(Appendix 4 A and 4 B), used as the i~put file in the
correspondence analysis technique, display th~
distributions of species for all the transe~ts combined.

The woody species were placed in order of their optimal
distributions along the soil moisture t Adient. This
serves as a simple classification of species according to
their moisture requirements. Since the abundanc~s of
herbaceous species fl~ctuate considerably in respof~e to
local .and glob.al changes in "the watEii!rregime, .:t similar
exercise for these species would be of little managemEnt
value and consequently these species were simply placed
in alphabetic order.

Ap~&ndix 5.1 A to 5.27 A displat. the responses of
se~1es, grasses, forbs and trees to the moisture
gradAent. This crude breakdown reveals the unique
requi i ements of each group but since ea~"h group is
represented by gen~rali.t and specialist as well as ~esic
and xeric species, this response appears broad and
unresponsive.

Generalfy, sedges were associated with the lo~er re.achAS
of the slop~s, while trees were largely associated with
the top ends of the profiles. Grasses and forbs
generally displayed a homogeneous distribution!;; along
the profiles, It is important to compare the~~
distributions with their posItions on the riverine sId}.J
(Appendix 5.1 B to 5.f21 S) and the soil characteris.tic.
of the areas they oc~~py (Appendix 5.1 C to 5.!7 C).
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Figure 4.14 The distribution Qf herbaceous species along
a single riverine transect. The circle diameters for each
species indicate thejr relative abundances in eachquadrat
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3.4.4.2 Indirec'l;gradient analysj.'."'i.

~igure 4.15 (A & B) displclYs the results of the
ordination of herbaceous species between ~ites using
correspondenc~ analysis. (For numerical output see
Appendix 2.4). In orde~ to display th~ complexity of the
coenocline, which in turn reflects the complexity of the
gradie,.,t itself, t~le ordination of species is pr~·sented
as d three dim.nsional display (FIg. 4.15 A). Four
c;o,"nersof \.;hecoenc c lil"leare evident" 'Ih"'r::.e represent
four zones of spec ies \·"hich have ci iffe';""'H1tHo i sture
requirements and toleranceG.

Compar5son with the two dimensional display cf ch~ sites
(Fig 4.15 B> ~eveals that these zones corr&5pond well
Wit~l the aspect and slopes of the sites thp.y colonize.
The first r~inciple axis (represented by axis 1)
represents the as,pect factor of the gradient and accounts
for 38..9 p8rcent of the mo istul~e grad lent. The second
principle axis (repr®sented by axis 21 represents the
riverine slope factor and accounts for 19.1 percent of
the gradient. The aspect and slope factors of the
riverine environment occupy a further ~eVRn percent due
to their partial representation by axis 3. Therefore1 in
total, these factors account for only 65 percent of the
total soil moisture gradient in riv~rine areas. This fact
indicates the complexity of the gra~ient and the response
of herbaceDus species to it. A fur~her 35 percent of the
total variation has not been accounted for by the
analysis which extends into a further three dimensions.
This variation is possibly partially accounted for by
other factors, such as the precipitation gr~dient, which
extends from e-ast to west C110ng the reset've and tl"'.e
overall soil differences b~tw$p~ the sites.

Xeric species are associated with areas which are north
facing and particularly if these sites have steep slopes
(Appendix 1 lists the chAracteristics of all sites). At
the other end of the moisture continuum, meSic species
are found on south facing areas. Flat south faCing areas
~re situated at the extreme of the continuum. The
intermediC1te moisture populations (sub-xeric and
sub"mesic) are arranged by means of a del icat e balance
between the aspect and the .lopp of the areas they
co loni se. Sub-xer i c spe,. c:!sa'.~efound On two areas wi th
similar moisture conditions but subtly different slope
and aspect characteristics. Sites 5 and 6 display this
clearly.

Site 6 is north facing, but is a comparatively flat area.
This keeps it from being grouped with the other north
facing Bites (oue to its low water run-off
characteristics). Site 5 displays a medium slope but is
east facing and, th~refore, not exposed to extremes In
temperatur~ and sunlight conditions as ~re north and
south facing areas. Sites which sport sub-m~sic species
are characterised by south facing slopes but ~xhibit hjgh
water run-off conditions due to their steep $lo~as.
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Figure 4.15 (B) Three dimensional correspondence al"lalysis
display showing the coenocline of herbaceous species

The interpr~tation of these findings is assisted by
Table 4.9. Here the intensity of noon isolation is
expressed as a percentage of the maximum possible
isolation at noon on the following four days. It displays
that north aspects generally receive a higher insolation
intensity than do south facing slopes. This is the case
both in summer as well as in winter and is particularly
true for steeper slopes.

c

Th~ dry extreme of the soil moisture gradient is
represented by steep Horth facing slopes. As a
consequence of high mean insolatitm, high evapoY-ation,
high mean temp~ratures and high water run-off, the
species in these areas face c~nditions of high water
stress. The next point on the continuum is represented by
sub-dry areas. Here moisture conditions ara less harsh.
Either the slopes are east facing or, if north facing,
the slopes are not S~ steep. In both caa~s, this tends to
reduce the mean insolation (and therefore evaporation)
and run-off. The next point on the gradient is
~epresented by steep south facing slopes. As these areas
are south facing, they are subjected to milder insolation
and temperature conditions but still face high run-off.
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Table 4~9 Comparative noon insolation intensities for
north and south facing sites of varying slopes at
different times of the year. Adapted 'fromDowning (1972)

srTE PERCEln MAX!MUM POSSIBLE NOON ISOLATION

SLePE AS?ECT OCTOEER DEmmER APRIL JUNE

I} 89.4 99.8 97.3 I,!l 0w....,..

:0 N '16.0 99.8 94.7 75.0
S 82.0 97.0 78.0 It9.0

2') N '?9.b 96.6 99.8 ,I: ,
'"'10) ....

S 68.') 9(.7 65,5 34.0
3) N 99.8 qiJ.7 1Q'),O 93.0

S 57,0 83.0 52.3 21 _0

4(1 N ss.e 82.0 '?8.7 98.1
S "4.',\ 71.4 38.0 ie .i)

The wet extrem~s are characterised by lower mean
temperature, mean insolation, evaporation, exposure and
run-off. Species occupying these area~ face little stress
due to water shortages but may at tiMes be subjecte~ to
high anoxia.
The indirect gradient analysis of woody species at the
same site is displayed by ~igure 4.16 A & 9. (For
numerical output see Appendix 2.5). Here one must
consider the diff.rence~ between tre~s and herbs with
regard to their rooting depths (their water reach
ability) and how they are affected by evaporation and
drainag~. In this case, the three corners of the triangle
in Figure. 4.16 A represent the c~enocline/moi~ture
gradient (in 2 dimensions). The dry/xeric extreme is
once again represented by steep north faCing ~reas. T~
deep rooting woody species these arQ.s are dry due to
high evaporation and run-off and because increasing
distance to the water table is associated with increasirg
slope, they have trouble reaching water. These species
are consequsntly subjected tn moisture stress,
particularly on hot summer days.
The moisture gradient proceeds to the oppositp extreme
on the basis of the diffurential ability of trees to
reach water. The concomitant effects of evaporation and
exposure of species to extremes in temperature and
exposure are superimposed on this. Species occupying this
extreme (fl~t or south facing slopes) are unlikely to
experience stress due to significantly lower evaporation
rates, lower mean temperatures and close proximity to the
water table.
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Figure 4~lb (A) Two dimensional correspondence
display oT transects based on woody species
Circled sites li!xtend into the third dimension

analysis
present.
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Figure 4,,16 (B) rhree dimensionaL Icorr!i:!spor.idenc.~eanalysis
ti i sp lay showi n~1 coenol: 1i ne of woody SP':"Cie!i

(J

r,Lleto the rel.ntive~,y low represe'tltati'onof the first tw(')
,,\xes in term'ls of ':he total variatior (46.5%), t~'e
L nterpreftat ion of the,;e res'llts i.s best ach ieved wi th the
aseistance of the third axis. Figure 4;16 a reveals a
clwmp of points (circled) which ~xtends upwards and which
is bast represented by axis 3. In Figure 4.16 A, a\tes
which extend upWArds are circled. The aspect (and
subsequent in$olatio~) characteristics of the sites still
accounts ~or the lar;est part ~f the moisture gradient
(29.8%) as it still represr;~''1t.s~xis 1. Axis 2 (16.7X~
represents the slop~ (or mean height above river) factor,
ana !l1)(l'_:; :3 (14~) pal·tially n!!presents (l,.!lithaxis t.. not
shown) the rooting depth of the trees.

3.5 Discussinn

3.5.1 Test af elenent one of hypothesiS

Since the true Gaussian distribution was found to be most
commen in the transects investigated in
and woody species, this implied that the
elements of tM~ Gaussian model were
riverine area~ .nd it ~ould be worthwhile
testing these where possible.

both herbaceoli,;>
majori ty of tt,~\
appl ;.cable in

to proceed with
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Comparisons o~ the prop~rt\ons of the 5 different
distribution types revealed that the riverine areas were
comparable ~i~h those areas studied by Whittaker (1956)
and very di~ferent from those studied by Austin (1976).
However, it is conceded that the distributions obtained
can be affected considerably by the b&mpling procedure
employed. It is possible that by decreasing tn~ size of
the quadrats Rnd by sampling at small~~ intervals, the
sensitivity of the technique CQuid have increased
markedly and distributions which were classified as
Gausaian, may well have displayed platykurtic or skewed
characteristics. Austin et al (1984) state that the
careful $tr~tification of sample sizes and placements
within the study site can lead ~G this effect.
According to element nine of the hypothesis (Gauch,
1985), tMe distribution curves Can be distorted by
environmental or biotic factors. Competition has been
repurted to be a frequent Cause of bimodal species
responses (Cormack, 1979; Westman, 1980). It is possible
therefore to infer characteristics of the biotic and
environmental conditions of areas on the relative
abundances of the distorted distributions observed.
The difference between the bimodal distributions observed
in the tr~n~ects can be explained largely on the basis of
the environmental characteristics as follows. Sites 2 and
3, with the exception of 1 tr~nsect, are characterised by
long unduldting lower slopes with slight gradient as
well as areas (of similar characteristics) which are
disrupted spatially by uneven and rGcky patches. This
encourages the formation of numerous areas Displaying
similar features and also supports the appearance of
similar 7~ecies. Sites 6 and 7 also encourage bimodality
due to their generally flat profiles and the existence
of a second mesic zone behind them. The areas displaying
low bimodality were characterised by either steep slopes
or slopes ~isplaying few irre9~larities.
Since the environmental characteristi 5 do
explain th~ existence of bimodal distributions
degree this implies that competition between
less important. Since the areas were recently
it is very possible that the competition for
has not start~d to develop yet.

appear to
to a large
species is
disturbed,
resources

It is suggested that differences between the proportions
of the different distribution types, which have bee"
reported by numerous authors in the literature, coul
possibly all be explained by the particular environmental
and biotic conditinns at the various study sites.

3.5.2 Test of element two ~f hypothesis
With the rejec~ion of the null hypoth~sis, the
distribution of the species modes of ooth major and minor
species were found to ba uniformly distributed along the
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)-iverine gradi~l1t. This is riot entir-ely cOI'lsistent with
th~ second element of th~ hypothesis which states that
the modes of minor Ep~cie~ are randomly distributed. The
modes of both major . mi0Qr species were both found to
depart to a highly 5. 'ic~nt degree Cp<O.OOl) from a
r~ndom distribution. HDwever, the minor species were
marginally less significant, which implies that they are
possibly better de5crib~d by a random distribution than
the major species are. It is suggested that the ma~imum
modal frequency which is used to distinguish be~ween
major and minor sp«:;>.ciesmight h<::we an eff"ect on the
significance of this departure. Austin used a value of
0.3 to distinguish between th~ two groups, but this value
was found to be inappropr iate for tt\is study.

Sh ipiey and Keddy (1C" ':7) app 1i ed a tec:hnique wh ic:r.\
.;~vestigates the distribution of species boundaries along
a gradient. However, in order to meet the requiremen~s of
this approach, it would have been necessary to discard
all species whIch displayed boundaries which c:oinc:ided
with the top and bottom borders of the gradient. It would
therefore have been necessary to hav~ discarded '.·3of 62
(69%) woody species and approximatelv 155 of 240 (64%) of
the h~rbaceous spec:ies present for the sake of the test.
This proportion of the total spec:i~s present waS
considered to be too high. The major reason for ~his
problem was that the riverine g\-adie~lt only spanned a
distance of 60 to 70 metres and a large oroportion of the
spec:ies c:overed this distance. It is sUQgested that this
tec:hnique is better suited to a substantially longer
gradient, while the technique proposed and appliAd by
Austin (1987) is better suited to shorter gradients.

3~5~3 Te~t of ~jement seven of hypothesis
The constant turnover of sp~c:ies between the ends af the
riv~rine gradient and from quadrat to quadrat along its
length implies that it is characterised by a continuum of
uniformly distributed species.

3.5.4 Gradient analysis
3~5~4.1 Direct grac:Uentanalysis

The graphical and numeric:al outputs of the c:orresp~ndence
analysis reveals that the optimal distribution (modes)
of eac:h sl.)eC:iescorr..:sponded with their individualistic:
soil moisture requirements and/or toleranc:es alQng the
gradient. Different speci~s were found almost
continuously between the two extremes of the gradient,
whic:h indicates that a continuum of species exists over
the length of the gradient with a distinct overlap of
species distributions.

These analyses Clearly display the non-linearity problem)
which is c:ha~acteristic: of the correspondence analysis
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technique. This is displayed as an arcn with the
e~tremes of the gradier.t being f~und at either e~d. T~is
appears to be particularly noticeable when there are a
number of underlying gradients which results in the
further twisting in site and species position. relative
to each other. Under these circumstanc~s, it appears
that the best way to understand the display is to
interpret tha positions of points along an app~oximate
gradient curve rather than on a gradient represented by a
straight line. As GrEenacre points out, che curved
~attern of the points can enrich the interpretation when
there are some pOints on the concave andlor convex sides
of the curve.
In addition to defining the coenocline of specie~ in
response to decreasing soil moi8ture along the p!ofile,
the distribution of species also reveals the presence of
two distinct zenes of plant distributions. Namely, a
lower zane and in upper zone which corresponds with the
two similar zones identified on the basis of their soil
textural characteristics as described above. The species
associated with this upper riverine 20ne are particularly
common to the SpirostaclJx.safricana and Acacia nigrescens
communities which are located immediately adjacent to the~
riverine community. Due to the distinct differences
between these zones, the presence of these two ZDne~ does
not undermine the basi~ of the individualistic response
hypothesis. This reveals the essential differences
between these communities which are evidently based on
distinct soil characteristics. 8~ch differences are
expected to support different species with different
habitat requirements. Certain specie~ clearly exist in
areas between theme two zones. This discounts the
p:-esenc:e of a distinct ecotone b, ween the two areas and
further supports the fac:t that each species exhibits
individualistic requirements.
3.5.4.2 tncirect gradient analysis
In total, the three axes investigated only accounted for
65 percent cf the total soil moisture gradient in
riverine areas. This fact indi~ates th~ complexity of the
gradient and the response of herbaceous species to it. A
furth~r 35 percent of the total variation has not been
accounted for by the analysis whi~h extend into a
further three dimensions. This variation is possibly
partially accounted for by other factors such as tho
precipitation gradient whict, extends from east to we$t
atong the reserve and the overall ~lil differences
bet~een the ~ites.

Certain di~crepancies were evident when comparing the
correspondence analysis results for herbac:eo~s and woody
species.

Firstly, sites (6 and 2 1) which were desc:rlbed by the
herbaceous ordination as dry, were described differently
by the tree ordination. This is explainable due to the
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differential abilities of herbs ~nd trees to extract
water from t11E' substratum. As herbs only have superficial
rooting they are subjected to the water moisture
fluctuations which are characteristic of s~il surfaces.
High inso!ation can therefore lead to rapid moisture
deficiencies and their ability to survive is dependent on
the replacement of water by the L~catertable or by lateral
soil movement. Tree species, du~ to their deep rooting
systems, are far less susceptible to these Tluctuations.
Trees can tap water from the ground table and remain
un$tressed at times when superficial herbaceous species
are under considerable stre~s. Both sites 6 and 2 1 are
north facing and represent very dry areas for herbaCEOUS
species. Due to their relative flatn~ss, these sites
s~rvm as wet areas for trees which are simply able to
draw water from tne water table not f:r below.
Secondly, the woody ordination appe~rs to be far more
complex than the herbaceous ordination, particularly
when viewed in three dimenSions. Since herbs are
subjected to the conti~ually fluctuating soil moi.ture
conditions of the soil surface, they are only found in
araas where these conditions are ideal. Tree species,
however, can survive in a large variety of areas avoiding
stress and death by means of their extensive rooting
characteristics.
Since only two factors account for major variations in
the so~l moisture gradient for herbaceous species, this
allows for the easier delimitation and definition 01 the
gradient, even in three dimensions. Clearly then, the
distribution of herbs in an area is a far more sensitive
indicator of superficial soil moisture conditions than
that of the distribution of trees.
The determination of a moisture gradien~ by the
ordination of the woody specie~ is complicated by the
~dditlon of a third major fa~tor, namely rooting depth.
This factor is highly variable and could be used in
isolation to explain the complex nature of the three
dimensional representation of woody species.

3.6 Conclusions
T~e test of three of the twelve elements of the
individualistic response hypothesis managed to reject the
null hypothesis in each case.
The test of the first element indicated that true
Gaussian species responses were found to be common and
more abundant than any other type of species response
down the length of the riverine gradient. The test of the
second element revealed that the modes of species down
the gradi~nt are uniformly distributed rather than
randomly or contiguously distributed as proposed by the
community ~~it hypothesis. The test of the seventh
element of the hypothesis revealed that species turnover
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is continuous between the ends of the gradient. In
addition, the application of direct gradient analysis
techniques displayed the existence of a riverine
gradient, covered by a continuum of species responding
individualisticallv to their specific requirements dow~
its length. Both herbaceous and woody species were 5hown
to display unique distributions along the gradient and
form a coenocline over the length of the gradient.

This evidence was considered to be sufficient to allow
for the rejection of the community-unit hypothesis.

The gradient analysiS revealed that the factor accounting
for the major proportion of the soil moisture gradient is
dist~nce from river, which corresponds with the
attenuation of soil water free energy d~e to the matrix
force offered by the complex soil matrix. A l~~ge
diversity of other factors ~ct-unt for the rest of the
tota I mo isture grad ient • Frolllarea to area, however, the
major factors contributing to the moisture gradient, as
revealed by a between ~ite indirect gradient ,nalysis,
are aspect and riverin~ ~ 1e. These factors account for
58 percent of the gradier~ > the rest b~ing ~ccounted for
by factors such as pr~ci~~tation gradients and soil
char<:)cteristics.

Dpe to their suporficial rooting systems, herbaceous
species are more sensitive and accurate indicators of
soil moisture conditions and reflect a clear picture of
the soil moisture gradient. The ability of wo~dy specia~
to draw w..~ter from greater depths and the var iab i1ity L~
their root lengths, complicates their use as reliable
indicators of the soil moisture gradIent.

SUB-CHAPTER 4 ENEMY IMPACT HYPOTHESIS
This sub-c~ap~~r t~sts the enemy impact hypothesis using
a suitable null hypo~hesis. In addition1 it investigates
the rols of grazers and browsers on riveri~m veg~tation
~nd the corresponding responses of these species to
utilisation.

4.1 Introduction
The enemy impact hypothpsis attempts to explain the
%tructure of communities as a cOns2quence of the impact
of their enemies. The applicability of the hypothesis has
been oemonstrated by several a~thors in a diverse range
of systems (see the literature review - s~ction 1.6.3.4>.

Numerous ungUlate species are pr~sent in the Umfolozi
Game Reserve with each species exhibiting different
feeding requirements and preferences. The diversity in
both browser and grazer specie~ and numbers reveals their
potential impact on vegetation in the Reserve. At the
time of the study, riverine communities were particularly
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susceptible" to the ilnpact; of ungulates si1'u::e l,art.;Je
proportions of tree species were in the juvenile rec~very
itag~ after ~he Domoina flood and & Hide di~ersity of
grass species were present.

The riverine community has been identified as an
Lnportant winter feeding area for" ungulates and as ;i'I.
pl-ime habitat f'or the black rhinoceros and bL.1Shbuck
(Porter, 1981; Wills, 1984). The vertebrates of th$
reserve have been identified and disCLl5.S~d by Bourquin e1,
al. (1971). TJ~jeestimated at;iurldarH:es tlf thsj!L'ljor specie~S
present during the 5,tudy ~Jeriod were recorBed by Kno t f
(1985; 1986). Hitchins C1968} recordEd the plant sp~cies
utilisE-'d by herbivores withil' the reser've. Opini.ons havte
been expressed conc:Glrnil1g the r emcvel of Fic~ s,yc:omoru.:'t.
seedlings in r"i.verine ar,e~s by ungulates (:a:~~lUlgi1is G'!I
per s s cornm, 1.) dnd the cleat· abnence of the!::,\e ~~eedl ing5 r n
particular riverine area. (MacDonald I.A.W.~ pers.comm.
';l) • HOI-lever, the impact. !j!f the br owsers a,ic~ grazers on
the vegetation of the ri~Rrine community itKslf has not
b~I;'H1 c I ear I y estab 1~shed.

I)

The.;.tr-ue test of the enem;l impsct hypothesi.;; 'Should
inchude the investirlation of Ule imp..,ct of all enemies
inc14ding invertebrates, ~t~ds, rodents~ primates as
well Aa large and small ungulates. However, in terms of
the structures needed to exclude all these enemies, as
!Nell as the mainten::>nce of these structures,. it would
be impracticable to. inv{9/':$tigate th~ effE:lcts of all the
enemies of the river:rne:"ve9:,'tation~ In ordel- to aid the
management of these areas, .i t would have been 1""Utill) to
include details of the unm.nageable fract~on of this
component. Consequently, the test of this hypothesis
nnly addressed the impact of small~ medium and l.rge
ungull:\tes.

4.2 Objectives
The objectives of this cha~ter were dS follows.

,/ ."

1. Test the enemy impa,.r:t hypothesis in riverine a\/eCis
using a suitable null hypothesis.

o

2. If the hypothesis was found applicable, to dete'nlline
the probable impact of browsers a~d grazers On the
f.itructure of riverine com~unities in othF.w al-eas
which are naturally accessible to ungulates.

3. Apply (2) to determine the likely structural
differences betw&0n af~ectea areas and other areas
which are natural!; inaccessibl~ to ungulates.

Ii1. G. Zaloumis, NataljParks Board, Pietermaritzburg
\\ "

2. I.P.W. Mac:Dc.'nald.j c/o Perc), Fitzpatrick Institute,
University of Ca~~ fown.
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4.3 Null hypothesis

I

I

-;'~Ienull hypatheois emp loyed was that the presence or
absence of ungulates in an area have no effect on the
structure and composition o~ riverine areas, and that
areas e~posed to ungulates ano other areas completely
protected from ungulates would reflect the S8me ~ame
structure and compo5ition after a suitclble period of
time. The null hypothesis would be rejected if clear
differences in the structure and spe~ies composition were
found to eHist between protected areas and their controls
by the ~nd of the study. Acceptance of the null
hypothesis would be justified if the proportions of the
various com~onents in control and excl05ure plots differ
during lhe period of study. A simple removal of herbage
or foliage, measured by tree height and percentage cover,
would be considered as ~vidence of browsing/grazing but
i n isolation wOl'l..:snot w"llrrant acceptance of the
hypothesis. In .::;;:'Clltionto this, c::leardifferences in the
abundances of trees or herbs, measured by the number of
individuals of each species and perc~ntage frequencies,
should be evident by the end of the period, as it is this
which largely indicates structural change. The
con=ideration of both factorst however, could assist in
understanding the exact nature of the pressura borne by
browsers and gra~ers.

4.4 Methods

4.4.1 Site location and exclosure construction
Due to fi~ancial constraints the total numbor of
~xclosures was limited to three, each with their
respective control sites. Three riverine areas were
identified whicr allowed for the free access of ungulates
and which simultaneously o'ffered areas nab Le measure of
protection from small to medium flood avents. In these
areas two 30x30 metre plots were judgementally located
adjacent to each other so that both plots would receive
similar exposute to large floods and browsing pressufe.-.

c

The first plot was ~;otected from ungulate entry by an
electrified fence. Th. details of the fence construction
and the energizer conn~ctions are shown in Figure 4.17.
At the corners of the plot, large (4 m x 22 cm) wooden
poles were cemented tnt~ the ground to a depth of two
metr~s. Along the perimeter of the plots smaller wooden
poles (3 m x 10 em> wG)re buried to a depth of one metre
at 10 metre intervals. Six rows of fenCing wire wer' then
tightly strung b~tween the roles at 30 cm h*1ght
intervals using a wire tensioner. In order to prevent
these wires from leaking Current to the po1est ~nd
therefore running the batteries down at a faster rate
than necessary, insulators were included in the wires
betwee~ the poles.
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A fence energizer was situated close to the fence within
a strong steel box. Connection between the box and the
fence was achieved by means of a buried cable. The
energizer was adequately earthed using a two metre steel
pole buried deep into the sand. A 12 volt car battery was
u~ed to power the unit and was recharged at three weekly
intervals. The corners of the second plot were adequately
marked using rOCk piles and served as the experimental
control for comparison with the exclosure firdings. The
control and experimental plots were loc~ted
approximately 15 metres apart to ensure that ungUlates
did not avoid t::ec:ontrol plots due to the proximity of
the fence surrcunding the experimental plot.
~ne of the three sites was located in an area where the
riverine zone was relatively narrow and due to the steep
riverine slope this zone was used extensively as a
pathway by game. This placed undue stress on the
exclosure fence and it regul~rly suffered extensive
damage by passing rhinoceros and buffalo. At an early
st~ge of the study the fence was irreparably damaged by
these means and consequently data collected from this
site was not included in the results. Despite the careful
location of exclosures in areas where they were unlikely
to be affected by floods, the study was prematurely
terminated after seven months due to the c~mplete
d~stru~tiun or removal of all exclosure fences by a
medium sized flOOd.
4.4.2 D~ta collection

\

f

Within each exclosure and associated control plot the
herbaceous and woody components were sampled on three
different occasions. On each occasion 70, 1x1 metre
quadrats were systematically plet: -d within the oLc t s
using a standardised procedure. The herbs present in each
quadrat wer~ identified and recorded. In addition, the
percentage cover contribution of each speci~s was judgeo
using a five point scale and recorded. The woody 'pecies
prese~t within the plot were identified and counted and
the height and stem diameters were measured.
4~4.3 Data analysis

Comparisons were made between the data of each exclosyre
and c:ontrolplot for the three sampling dates. Due to the
large variation in species and their distributions in
riverine areas, ad~quate statistical comparisons between
species were largely impossible. The density and species
frequencies of those species which were adequately
represented were c~mpared by means at ~ne-way analysis of
variance tests (with LSD intervals' and Chi-square tests
(Parker, 1973). Those inadequately represented were
pr esented without statistic::s. ''',Ieto r ....~ heterogeneou!\
nature of tl1e vegetation and obvious fin':-.I:::1al
constraints, it was not ~ossible to av~id
pseudoreplication as described by Hurlbert (1984). In
such cases, where further independent sites were not

i

.~ Ie
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pcssible, Hurl~art advised that the further replication
within sites and the application of inferential
statistics would not make the results any cle&rer or the
conclusions any firmer. Here simple tabular or graphical
interpretation is .dequate.

To simplify the in~erpretation, data from both exclosures
were lump~d together. The same was done for control
plots. Tree species were compared on the basis of their
abundances and heights, while herb~ceous species were
compared on the basis of their percentage cover and
percentage\frequencies. Due to their large numbers, both
woody and herbaceou~ species were grouped into one of six
categories on the basis of the trends they displayed
during the period of study in both the exclosure and
control plots.

These groups were as follows.

1. Increasing species, which aescribes those species
which increased continually in abundance or height
from the beginning until the end of the study.

2. Emerging species, which describes those 5pe~ies
absent at the beginning. but which appeared during the
courSe of the study. These species then re~ained until
the end of the study.

3. Constant species, which describes those
which displayed a consta~t abundance
throughout the study.

species
or height

4. Decreaslng species, which describes those species
which decreased in abundance or height continually
frcm the beg\nning until the end of the st~dy.

~,..... Fading species, which describes those species
which were present at the beginning but disapp~ared
dur i ng the C;Ol.':·seof the study.

6. Transient species, which desqriDes those species
which were absent at the begiY'I;q,ir,gand the end but
which appeared for a brief period during the stydy.

In the case where samples ~izes were large enough to
enable true statistical comparisons between abundance and
height and cover valUeS, these W~.e Carried out using a
one-way analysis of variance with LSD intervals. Speci~s
frequencies were compared using a Chi-square test. A'fter
the abundance values of particular sp~~ie~ were compared
between th& exclosure and control plots, they were then
assigned to secondary groupings on the basis of their
response to browsing or grazing. Utilisation response
groups were as follows.

~. rn~reaser species, which describes thos~ ~pe~ies
which increa5ed in abundance despite the pressure of
browsing or graZing.
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B. Decreaser species, which describes
which decreased in abundance under
browsing or grazing.

those species
the pressure of

C. Constant species, which describes those
which remained in constant abundance
pressure of browsing or grazing.

species
IJnder ttle

In addition, an int;;iexof similarity (8i) (Sorensen, 1948)
was used to ~ompare the similarity of herbaceous species
composition between the exclosur~/exclosure,
control/control and exclc5ure!control platE from sampling
date to sampling date.

The formula for this index is,

2 C
Si =

A + E

whe,e A = number of species in sample A,
E = number of species in sample B, and
C = number of species common to both samples.

rhe higher de value of Si, the gr'eater the similarity
whic.t.~xists between the two samplF-s.

4.5 Results
4.5.1 Woody species
Comparisons of the two plots in Figure 4.13 in exclosure
and control plots for the individual SPecies reveals the
impact of browsing and the effect af excluding crowsers
on the abundan~es of species. The response of different
species to the experimental treatments (Fig. 4.19)
reveals that the majority (33%) of the control plot
species suffered a reduction in abundance with browsing
(decreasing ~pecies). This reflects their apparent
p~latability and the preference of the browsers for these
spe~ies. Three species (constant species) - (25Y.) mQnaged
to maintain their abundances despite browsing (L_
sycomorus~ ~ sieberana and T~ orientalis). This
ability to hold their Own under the pressure of browsing
implies th~ comparative unpalatability of these species
and/~r their ability to avoid brow51ng. The three most
unpalatable species within the control plot (increusing
species) manag~d to increase despite browsing pressure
<.fk..robusta, EL....karrooand .lh.cinerea). Two new species
emerged in the control plots during the course of th~
study (~nigres~ens and ~ birre~) and managed to remain
constant.

The mean ~umber of individual~ per $p~c:ies iM the
exclosure and control plots ch~nged continUAlly fro" the
nutset of the study (Fig- 4.20). This was due to a
continuous increase in the number of individuals per
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1 I:\C,1C ia qerrardJ 1 8 Qj ch~_os tac:h~s CU'lE!re'!
2 ~;,a karro.Q, 9 r:ic.y,a ~
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Figure 4..18 The abundances of woody species for the
un-browsed (exclosure) CA) and the browsed (control) (9)
p 10ts for September 1986, Dec:efftber1986 and March 1'1'.87M

\See species key fDr species names
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species in the absence of browsing and a continuous
decrease in the number of individuals per species in the
contrnl plots. By the end of the study the difference
between exclosure and control plots in this regard was
signific.:mt.

The mean height of individuals of different species
within the exclosure noticeably increased continually due
to the absence of browsing, while the mean height in the
control plot declined due to the eff~ct of browsing (Fig.
4.21). By the end of the study the difference in mean
heights of individuals between the exclosure and control
plats was significant (Fig. 4.22).

The scrutiny of Figs. 4.21 to 4.23 reveals the impact of
browsing pres~ure on woody species. The mean heights of
woody species were dTfer.ted differently by the impact of
b.owsing. Three major effects of browsing were evident in
FigurR 4.21 and were used to classify the woody c)ecies
into three basic groups (Table 4.10). The r-. lative
proportions of these three trends in mean height as a
response to browsing are displayed by Figure 4.22.

Browsing brought about a decrease in the mean heights of
50 percent of the species in the control plots. As a
comparison, 82 percent of the exclosure species were able
to show increases in mean height in the absence of
grazing (Fig. 4.23). Certain control plot speCies either
displayed constant heights or height increases despite
browsing (Fig. 4.21). This implies their relative
unpalatability, but is misleading because the removal of
se~dlings of some of these species led to an ar.companying
incre.se (height switch) in mean height due to the height
gap betwaen the seedlings and the ~arent plants (e.g. ~
gerr:.ardii and .a:.. tortilis). This height switching effect,
for individuals in the region of 1.5 to 2 metres in
height, also implies that plants of a critical height are
no longer stunted by browsing - this height approximately
corresponding to that height where the browsers can no
longer reach the sensitive parts of these individuals.

Comparisons of the exclosure and control plots also
revealed that browsed areas encouraged the appearance of
species (emerging species) which were not present at the
outset of the study. Since the frequency of this
observation was low, it lS ~ot possible to draw any
concrete conclusions. It does appear however, that the
removal of individuals by browsing leaves patches open
which can then be coloniSed by other species.

The white rhinoceros, Ceratof;herium s~.!!lY.!!).,displayed an
affinity to trampling and ~amaging large individuals of
§.:.. sesban, which largely e)(pl,ains their decrease in mean
hU':LgMt and abundances i l, unfJr·otected areas. A" nigrescens
disappeared from the exclosure plot and Showed poor
performance in the control plot which implies their
unsuitability to these lower riverine areas.
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No. Species No. Species
----------------~-------------------------------------------
1 Acacla ~rrardii
2 Acacia karroo
3 ~ nigr~$cens
4 Acacia robusta
5 Acacla ~~furthii
6 Acacia sieberana
7 AC~a tortilis

8 Dichrostachys cinerea
Q E iC u$ a!:!.!:.

10 Ficus sycomorus
11 Phyllanthus reticulatu$
12 ~clerocarya birrea
13 ~esba~ sesba~
14 Trema orient.lis

Figure 4.21
control plots

Mean heights of species for exclosure and

(A) Exclosur. (un-browsed]
(S) Control (browsed)
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Table 4.10 Classification of riverine woody species on
the basis of respqnSE!s to browsing and trampling by lay·ge
ungulates

SPECIESRESPONSE GROUP

DEC~ASER
SPECIES

\0
\ CONSTANT

SPECIES

INCREASER
SPE.CIES

Acacia gerrardi i
Ac.acia terti lis
Acacia ,schw~infurthii
Ph\!11.mthu! ret icu1a.tus
Sesbanif!_ sesban
Ficus sycomorus
Sclerocarya birrea
~ orientalis

Acaci,;rkarroo
Acacia robusta
!$_acia s.ie.>berana
Dichrostachy~ cinerea
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Figure 4.23 Woody plant mean height trends in response
to browsing and trampling by ungulates

4.5.2 Herbaceous species
Herbaceous percentage cover changed differently in th~
exclosure and control plots during the study (Fig. 4.24).
Within the exclosure plot, percentage cover increased
steadily from 71 tq 92 percent over the eight month of
monitoring and instead of being reduced by grazing, were
able to increase iD cover and reduce the perc~tage of
bare groun~. The control plots initially displayed an
increase in cover, with a decr~ase again between December
and March as a consequence of 9ra2ing pressure. The cover
difference between the two plots was visually evident by
the ~nd of the study period.

Herbaceous specie$ also displAyed different abundance
trends in th~ exclosure and control plots (Fig. 4.25).
The trends evident in the two plots are clearly
different. The proportion of increasing and emerging
specjes was higher for the unprotected plots, while the
protected plots displayed a larger proportion of
decreasing and fading species.

Figure 4.26 supports these observations. The species
richness of the control plots steadily increased during
the study while the exclosure plot displayed an overall
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decrease in species richness, until, by the end of the
study, the control plots sported a larger species
richn~~s than the exclosure plots did. This implies that
the removal of herbage by grazers opens up areas suit~ble
for colonizers and simultaneously reduces those
competi~ive interactions which encourage the increase of
some species at the expense of others.

In addition to this apparent increase in percentage cover
(Fig. 4.24), the yngrazed areas showed a decline in
species richness as ~'~ell(Fig. 4.26). It is ;;peculated
that the competition between species in these plots led
to the decrease or complete loss of competitively
inferior species.

Due Lo the assumed high levels of competition between
herbaceous species, it is difficult to determine the
response of individual species to grazing in isolation.
However, certain species showed clear' resporrsea to
grazing which were overriding compared to the effects of
competition between species (Table ~.11J.
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Table 1+.11 Re$ponse groups of h~rbaceous species 'JO
grazing pressure

RESPONSE GROUP SPECIES
._-------'"'"-----------,_

DE CREASERS CassiA. floribunda
£!::'y'ptolepl~ ~A
Cyncdon dact:d,Q,O.
Era_gros':is O!t.Y.U1a
H...'teropClgon cO~1tortus
Paspalu~l disti".tU:J.!!l,

INCREASERS a.a,c:lepisis frutiC'~
Cenc:Mru~ c:iliaris
ehlori?, gayalJ...C!.
Eragrcstis superba
Eriosema, psoraleoides
Pa..!l.is!!m ma)( i 'U!:!.!!!.
Saorobo!~ Ryramid~lis
Triddx erocumbens
Uroc:hloa, mosambic:en~is
faspalum, paspalodes
p~ragmit~ australis

_____ .__ ~A.o-"--
From ttle similarity index findings (Table 4.1cn, it is
evident that the efTer.ts of grazing assi$ted the control
plots to maintain the majority of species which
characterised them at the out~et, except those that were
completely unsuited to tha growth conditions present and
in addition permitted Turther species to colonize thes.
areas. So much so that any differences which exi5t~d
between exclosure and control plots, as a con~equence of
initial pl~cements of t~e plotsy were almost entirely
removed during the cours~ Of the study.

Table 4M12 Similarity im:i!:!)( (51) compari£ons for
herbacenus ~pecies ~etwe~n exclosure I exclosure,
control I control and e)(closure I control plots

,,,

.L>
I r
1

_..,.,~

S~~ 86 • Det a6 Dec eo - liar a7 Sep 86 - Mar 87

EXCLlJBURE ' EXCLOSURE ~.B3 0,85 0.73

CONTROL CONTROL o.eo 0.92 0.67

fXClOSLRE I CONTRCL t),6? ).70 0.73
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4.6 Discussion

4.6.1 Woody species

It appears that the major impact of browsing on decreaser
species is firstly effected by means of the removal of
the seedlin{5 cf these species and seeondly by means of
the constant removal of the ?o~iage of larger
individuals. The furth~r decrease in abundances. of
individuals, to lower levels than before the study
commenced, shows that thi5 continual browsing can lead to
the demise of even larger indiviouals. However, beyond a
certain helght, the individuals are released from the
inhibiting effect of browsing and can continue to ~ in
height. It appears that this height is possibly rela~2d
to the reac:;,c apab iii ties of the ~verage broll'Jser.

Browsers aifected the constant specie~ maln}y by remOVing
the newl" emerging seedlings and small individuals WhlCh
are soft' and palataole compared to the large~
individuals. It is wall known that forage quality
diminishes wlth plant tissue age (Braun, 1973i. Browsi~g
of the foliage evidentlY occurs but the normal growth
rate and coppice growth is sufficient to allow these
individuals to maintain their size.

Increaser species were evidently bru• sed negligibly ev~n
at the seedling stage. This permitted them to continue
growing uninhibited by browsing pressura and to attain
large size$ ~nd densities (provided that other biotic and
abiotic factors displayed no other de:trirl,entaleffects).

o

The relative proportions of these three groups are
important. A large proportion of decreaser species were
evident in unprotected areas. This ensured the relatively
even distribution of browsing pressure among theSe
species thrau9~out the riverine area. This, i~ ~ddition
to a patchy distl'ib'.Ition of browsing inten.:;lty and
seasonal variation in browsing preferences, should ensure
the e$cape of a certain percentage of individuals from
the clutches of browsing, thereby allowing them to bridge
the height gap. This effect should also afford the
constant species still a higher rate of survival and
since these species, along with the increaser species,
comprise a large proportion of mature Y'iverine areas, it
ensureS the speedy recovery of these areas after major
disturbance. Personal observations were that individuals
of Ficus SYC~~~ r~~ orientalis and various Acacia
species growing on inaccessible mounds and gullies
managed to escape browsing pressure and attain heights in
excess of 3-4 metres within two years.,y

10
\

This picture is also exemplified with the relatively
large abunclances of AC.A!:.,i a spp. seeetlings as opposed to
Ficus s,/como.r..!::!l=!.seedlings and the effec:ts of' hrowsing.
PersQnal observations were that the black rhinoceros
(Dic;,r.rosbic:ornis), frequently seen in ,iverine areas,
is partial to both Acacia qerrardi i and Ficus syc:om.~
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seedlings and foliage. The abul')dam:es of Eh. gerrardii
and other" decreaser ::.pec:ies affords the E.=... sycomorus
reprieve from this n~. sistent browsing pre=sure, thereby
kee~ing these ~~edlinqs from complete annihilation. In
other areas ""here these decreaser species are absent,
such as in rel.atively mature E.icus sycomorus - Schotia
brachypetala stands, the seedlings of this species are
absent (G. Zaloumis, pers.camm.) except in locations
where they are protected from browsers (e.g. in dense
reed beds) - (I.A.W. MacDonald, pers.comm.).

The proportions of constant and increaser species are
initially lower thc.'\nthose c:r' the decreaser species, but
as time progresses, these proportions should increase
under browsing and other selective pressures.

4.6.2 HerbaceQ/.1s spE'1c;ies

It appears that the removal of herbage by grazers is
rasponsible for operifig up araas suitable for colonizers
and sim~lta"eously reduces competitive interactions. This
process ensures that species diversity of herbaceous
species is m~intained at a high level. TheSe findings are
in agreement with those of McNaughton (1979), who
proposed that grazing acts as an optimising process and
leads to an increa~e in the diversity of herbacecius
species.

In the absence of grazing~ it is postulated that
competition between herbaceous species leads to a
decrease or complete loss of competi~ively inferior
species and, therefore, maintaining species diversity at
lower levels.

It is proposed that the assumed high levels of
competition betweeli herbaceous species also complicates
the deteruination of the responSe of individual
herbaceous species to grazing. However, due to the
heterogeneous distribution of herbaceous species in
riverine areas, this problem could only be overcome with
the use of sufficient quantities of exclosure/control
plots, The effects of destructive flood events and the
continuous pressure of large ungUlates would require that
these =tructures be maintained regularly. This
maintenance can be both costly and time cOns~ming.

Despite basic differences in the responses of the
herbaceous ,:Hid woody components to the impact of
ungUlates, the null hypoth.sis clearly did not apply to
both components of the vegetation in riverine areas.
Since the impact of enemies was effected by more than
purely a removal of foliage and herbage, the ~ull
hypothesis did not apply and was rejected.
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Grazers and browser~, as enemies, have important effects
on the structuring of riverine areas. The direct removal
of the foliage of trees and the removal of herbage was
clearly evident. However, by displaying their preferences
for particular species and by compl.t~ly remQving
spedlings and small individuals of these species, as
opposed to other species which are browsed to different
extents, browsers bring abou~ 5ignifica~t structural
changes to the woody component of riverSne djeas.

The impact on the herbaceous component was &ffected in a
different way. The removal of herbage 5nd the reduction
of percentage cover, in general, leads to reduction in
competition between the species present, therefore
encouraging the colonization of thea. areas by further
species and discouraging the loss of competitively
inferior species. On this basis, species richness and
therefore species diversity are maintained at higher
levels.

Due to the continuous pressure of large ungulates and
destructive floods, the construction of exclosures to
prevent the access of ungulRtes to certain riverine areas
is unlikely to be a practicable way of managing them.
However, should this avenu~ be explored, for the sake of
cost effectiver1ess it is essential tl\at ~ver'y effo. t is
made to place such structures in relati',ely flOOd safe
areas and in areas where the pressure sxerted by large
ungUlates is not pronounced. The use uf electric fences
for this purpose, while th~y are rel~tively cheap and
easy to construct, require con$tant mnintenance and
attention.

SUB-CHAPTER 5 TIME HYPOTHESIS

This sub-chapter deals with testing tha ecological time
hypoth~sis in riverine areas for both woody and
herbaceoUS species separately. Exclosure and control
plot, PCQ, and aerial photQgraphi~ data used in previgus
hypothesis tests were employed to t~~t the hypothesis.

5.1 Introduction
It was impracticable to consider the time hypothesis in
terms of evolutionary time and, therefore, from the
outset, the study was confined to tpsti~g the ecological
time hypothesis in terms only. However, with this
limitation removed, extreme difficulty was still
experienced in attempting to rigorously test the
hypotheSis for two reasons.

1. A distinct paucity of riverine data existed from
before the Demo i na flood. Onl y data from a
descriptive pca riverine study, which had been
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conducted on two occasions at the same point, was
available. Aerial photographs taken on six occasions
in the past were also available for comparison.

2. The Domoina flood had been particularly disruptive and
had destroyed or removed the majority Qf the riverine
vegetation and associated communities. Since the study
was initiated immediately after the flood, very few
whole communities were left for comparison.

Due to the recent and effective disturbance of the
riverine areas by the Domoina flood, the unique
opportunity of mOl,itoring its complete recovery from it.s
early stages of regrowth after disturbance existed. ThIS
off&red the ideal opportunity to t~st the time
hypothesis. However, in order to test t:h~ ~ffects of time
alone most effectively it was neCEssary to consider the
following steps.

a. Exclude, as adequately as possible, the effects of .
other factors which were likely to complicate the
findings, such as the impact of enemies. For this
reason it was convenient to re-employ data collected
from within the exclosure plot$ used for testing the
enemy impact hypothesis.

b. Allow for the passage of sufficient time which would
ensure that clear changes were seen to take place
during the period of study. This was difficult to
achieve since the physical collection of data took
place ullring a period of less than two years. In
addition, the ceriod of data collection w~s disturbed
by various large flood events which recurrently
rginitiated the recovery cycle.

5.2 Objectives
The ob!~ctives of this chapter were as follows.

1. Test the time hypothesis in riverine areas using a
sui~able null nypothesis.

2. Investigate the effects of time on the dynamics and
recovery of riverine vegetation and identify other
factors which have important effects on these
processes.

5.3 Null hypotheSis
The null hypothesis applied stated that the
characteristics of riverine vegetation are not d~termined
by the passage of time and that riverine communithes of
different ecological age~ display no differencfts in
species composition and richness.
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S110uld changes in ~pec:ies richliess or composition in the
exclosure plots be evident by the end of the study~ the
null hypothesls would be rejected. This would apply to
differences in either herbaceous or woody species or
both. In this ~ase, since ungulates would be excluded
during this period, any differences which exist would be
attributed to tne effects of interspecific interactions.

Similarly, should similar eff~~ts in the centrol plots be
observed by the end of the st.u~y, the null hypothesis
~Jould be rejected. In thi:::case, any c.h,c:\r'.geswhich exist
would be at;tributed to tl"lecombined effec;;;of herbivory
and other interspecific interactions.

5.4 Methods

5.4.1 Exclosure/control comparisons

On three occasions after the Domoina floods, the
speCies compositions and richnesses of woody and
herbaceous species were monitored within the two
exclosure plots previously described in the ene~y impact
hypothesis. The test was conducted in two different ways
as follows.

a. To separate the effects of time and the impact of
herbivores, only exclosure plots were used. The
species compositions and richnesses of these plots
were compared on the three sampling dates.

b. In order to consider the impact of herbivores over
time, the control plots were used. Only ~he species
richnesses of these plots were compared on the three
sampling oates.

5.4.2 peG compe.risons

o

A point centered quarter (PCQ) transect was conducted in
the area west of the Gqoyeni mouth where similar
transects were conducted on two previous occasions (1979
and 1994). In order to facilitate accurate comparisons
between the results of the three transects, it was
ensured that the exact transect placements and techniques
employed were identical to those used previously. The
technique employed is similar to that described in
Mueller-Pombois and Ellenberg (1974). Fifty PCQ sampling
points w~re spaced at 50 metre intervals at a distance of
fifty metres from the river's edge. In each quarter, at
each sampling point, the nearest woody individuals of
three different size class~s (viz. shrubs <2 metres high,
trees e to 7 metres high and large trees >7 metres high)
were identifled and recorded. The frequencies, percentage
compositions and densities of each species were then
determined according to the procedures outlined in
Mueller-Dombois and Ellenberg (1974). As the total number
of sampling points used for the peG differed slightly in

I
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the three monitoring sessions, accurate comparison$
~etween the three sessions called for standardisation of
the data, with a correction factor based on the size of
the minimum species frequencies obtained for each
session. These values were then compared between the
three sampling dates. Since the PCQ is only a descriptive
technique, it was not possible to provide confidence
limits for the data to allow f'Or rigorous statistical
comparisons between sampling dates. An index of
similarity (Sl) based on species richness (Sorensen,
1948) (see enemy impact hypothesls) was, ~herefore,
applied to the data to confirm differences which exist
between the three sampling years.

5.4.3 Aerial photograph compa~'isolls

I

I

r

Seventy two transects were randomly located on 5ix sets
of aerial photogiaphs which we're taken. in ..•)9?~ 1954,
1960, 1973, 1983 and 1986. The relative ab~ndances of
four different veg.tation states were determi~ed in each
tr-ansect. The veg~tation states investigq;ted were a.
grass, b. reeds, ~. small trees (ACACIA) ffindd. large
trees (FIGS). The ppobabilities for transition from each
state to every other w~r~ determined from one sampling
date to the next. Using this procedure~ a matrix of
transition values was then produced for each of the fIve
time intervals between the six sampling dates. A
Markovian acproach was then used (see succession approach
- chapter 2) to determine the final proportions of the
projected equilibriu~ states for each period as well as
the the recovery periods required to attain these
p r op o r t i o na ,

5.5 Results

5.5.1 Exclosure/control comparisons
5.5.1.1 Exclcsure plots

o

The changes in the total speCies richnesses from within
the exclosure plots are displayed in Figure 4.27. The
contribution of th~ two compon~nts, trees and herbs, are
stacked to indicate their proportions of the total
species richness. Initially (from September to December),
tne total species richness increased from 50 to 53
'Upec:ieslar'gelydue to the contribution of the herbaceous
species. However, during the second period (December to
March), the total species richness showed a decrease to
49 Dpecies, once again, largely due to the herbac~ous
com~cnent. This implies, in the absence of grazing and
b-ow5ing, that competition between the herbaceous species
im r~sponsible for this effect.

~
i.O
i
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Figure 4.27 Species richness for trees and herbs from
within exclasure plots for three sampling dates

Scrutiny of the dynamics of the individual species
revealed that five response types were displayed by
herbaceous species during the ~ourse of the study (Fig.
4.25). The increasing and decreasing r~sponses of species
Dver time are possibly due to competition between the
species for w~ning reSOurces. The simultaneous increase
in percentage cover of herbs and the decrease in the
percentage of tare ground demonstrates this possibility.
Those species, which displayed clear trends from the
beginning to the ena of the study, were then classified
as increa-9r or decreaser species according to their
responses.

Increaser species displayed clear increases in frequency
over time. Thase species and their responses during the
time of th~ study are dis~layed in Figure 4.28. Decreaser
species displayed clear dec~eases in frequen~y over time.
These species and their remponses during th_ time of the
study are displayed in Fi~ure 4.29. For the species
names which correspond with a species number in these
figures, consult the ac~ompanying table (Table 4.13)
which lists the species associated with the two classes.
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,!,;:!:::'e 4.13 The species response classes over time for
the MCljrlrherbaceous species in riverin&! areas from
within ekclosure plots

INCREASER SPECiES
No S?ECIES
(I) Cass.a cipensis
i3i Cryt.1tl)lepi:Sobtusa
iSl Eraqrostis superb a

{71 ~riose.a psoraleoidei

f 11l P_i!rguliitiadaena,
(13) Urochloa lusalblcensis

DECREASER SPECIES
Ho SPECIES
in Aristida con~esta

(3) Cvnodon nle.fuensis
(5) Indigofera spicati
(7) ~.m.ul
(9) Richardia brasiliensis

Control plots

No SPECIES

(4) Eragrostis curvula

(8) SIfeln!! wightii

;10) Paspalul uTvjlJei.
!121 Tridax 2Tor:uabiHls

11&' SPECIES
leI Cenchrus ci 1iar is
(4) ~ll.erl!.5.sl!xangu!ari 5

\\ (6) Ph!!9#i.tn ilustidl i.i

181 Rhynchelytrul repens
{to} Sl'ilanulI!.!nduraefDrl1!

Figure .SO r.veals the changes in herbaceous species
richness in control plots only. Woody species displayed
very little change in species richness over the study
period and, con$equently, were not included in the
figure. The herbaceous species richness increased
steadily from 27 5pe~ies in the beginning of &h. study to
41 species at the encl.
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Figure 4.30 Spec:ies richness for herbaceous species in
control plots for three sampling dates

5.5.2 pea comparisons

o

The standardised PCQ results for 1919, 1984 and 1986 are
displayed in Table 4.14. The species richness values are
displayed separately in Figure 4.31. The species
richnesses of the three size classes investiga~ed are
noticeably different in each of the three years. The
1984 values are those taken just after the cyclone
Domolna floods .and therefore represent the number of
species remaining after the floods. The period from 1984
to 198~ displays a ~lear recovery in terms of the species
richness v~lues for the small and medium size classes.
This recovery is largely attributed to the colonization
of these areas by propagules deposited by floods. The
majority of these new species are still in the small and
medium size ~lasses and have not yet started to
contribute to the large size class.
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Table 4.14 Standardised peQ results; for three sampling
dates 1979, 1::D4 and 1986 adapted from Wills (1984)

SMALL - refers to trees Ip-ss than 2 metres in height
MEDIUM - refers to tress between 2 and 7 metres in height
LARGE - refers to trees greater than 7 metres in height_____._~,;,~M_.____._.___________________________________•________~_U____M~_._~__

DATE DATE DATE
SPECIES 1979 1984 1996 1979 !994 1996 1979 1984 1996

ShALL HEDIUM LAROE~~____a_____•__._~_~.___________•__~__•______.~-____a_________"__•______a._~____

Aticil grlndtcornutl 0 0.5 0 O.~ 0 0 (I 0 0
Acad. robult. 3 ~.S 4 6 3 2.5 4 2 1.5
ACicii schwl!infurthH 0.5 0 1 4 e 1 0 (I ~4clc1l torUlil 0 (I 0.5 0 (I 1.5 (I 0 0Acalypha glabrata 15.5 0.5 0 3.5 1.5 (I 0 (I (IAcokanth.rl Ip. 0 0 t 0 0 0 0 0 0Azill t.trlcantha U.S 3.5 3 1.5 0 0.5 0 (I 0Capr1ril tOttniosl 0 0 0.5 0 0 0.5 0 (I 0Cillinl Iithio~ica 1.5 1 (I 1 0.5 (I 0 0 (ICroton ••nyhlr it 5 0 (I 0 0 0 (I 0 0eUison!1 plntculatQ 0 0 0 (t 0 0.5 0 0 0DiChroltlchrJ cln.r•• 0 I) 4 0 0 I 0 0 0DiD.pyrol r Indullflra 2 0 I) I) G I) I) 0 0DiolpyrOI retoid •• 1 I) I) 0 0 0 0 0 0DiD.pyrol I Iii O.~ 0 0 I) I) 0 0 0 0DDlb'rl CYRil 0.5 0 0 0.5 C.S 0 0 0 0DDvya it tlffr. 0.5 0 1 0 1 0.5 0 0 0Ehrltil riqidl 2,~ I) 0.3 I) 0 0 1.9 0 0ErythroKrtul ••arginitul 0.5 I) 0 0.5 I I) 0 0 I)E~clll d vinoru. 0 0 I) 0.5 0 0 (I 0 0Eucltl nltllinli. 2.5 ~ 0 0 0 0 1.9 0 0Eucll~ .chi.plri 17,5 ~ 3.5 4.5 3 5 I) 0 0Eucha unduhta 2 0 0 (I (I 0.5 0 0 0Euphorbia tirucalli 0 0 0 0.5 0.5 U 0 0 0Ficus .yca.orus 0 0 2.5 2.5 0 I 0,5 2 0SAlpinia trin.vllIica I) 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 08r,"i. fllv.lclnl 0 0 0.5 0 0 0 I) 0 0Br.wia Ip. 0 0 O.S 0 I) 0 0 0 0Hippobralul piuciflarus 2 0 0 0.5 0 0.5 0 (I I)Hanllklra cancDlof 0.5 0 0 1 I) 0 I) 0 0Mayt.nul h!t~tCrhYl11 ' 0.5 • I 3 • () 0 (I I)
"art.nUI '10'91 Inlil 3.~ I 2 1 t 1 0 0 0H. ia ufd'fach 0 0 I) 0 0 i 0 0 0"ilUlOpli uffr. 1 I) 0 1 1 0 0 0 0"tauiopi oboYlta 0 0 0 1 I) 0 0 0 I)
MUKil OP~Olitifolia 0 0 0 1.5 O.S I) 0 0 I)
Ochna Ir orlll 0.5 0 0 I) 0 0 I) 0 0alIA drtunA I) I) 0 1 0 0 0.5 0 0

,.,.~ Pappu Clplnlil 0 I) 0 6 1.5 0.5 0 (I 1.5Phoenix rlcllnlt, 1.S C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0Phyllinthus reticulitul 1 1.~ 3.5 0.5 0 0.5 0 (I 0Pllctronillll Ir.atl 7.S ~.S 4 11 8 I.S 0 0 0Rhul nlhllnli. 0 0 0.3 S.S 2.~ 0.5 0 () 0
0 Rhus chirinden~il ,.~~, 0 2.5 (I 0 0 0 0

Sthot.il brlChY~lhll 0 0 0.5 9 1 1,~ ;) 9.5 3Schott. capita, 1 1 0 • 0 0.5 0 0 0Scllracarya birr~a I) 0 0.5 1 0 (I 0.3 1 0,5SlIb.ni. l'lbln 0 0 1 0 0 0.5 0 0 0
J

Sid.roxylon tn~r•• 0 0 0 2.5 O.S 0.3 0 I ~S~iroltachy.1 IfriClnl 11 5 8,5 13.5 S.S a.s 6 0.5 1._y S rychnos ~ICUI14t1 0 0 O.~ O.S 0 0 0 (I 0T.rchon.nthul CiM~horatul 0 0 O.~ 0.5 0 0.5 0 0 0
·0 Thl.pllia .cutilo • 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0Tr'~1 ori.ntalil 0 0 0 0 0 1.5 I) (I 0Trichilia 'iitici 0 0 0 1.5 0 0 0 0 0Turrill obtu.iioli~ 0 0 0 0.5 0 0 0 0 ~...._ Ziziphu5 lucronlta 1.5 0 2.5 1.5 0.5 1.5 0 (I 1.5

__a___________________________•__• _________~.~___•___~______w ____________________
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Spec i es r ic:hness for three size c Iasse~:;
by PCQ transects on three separate saropl i<1~

The ~imil~~ ity index values obtained for the three time
perioOs investigat~d (Fig. 4.32' also displays that clear
differenc~s exist between the different periods in all
three ~ize classes of trees. In support of Fig 4.31, the
Domoina flood greatly reduced the simil~rity Index of the
community (1979-1984) - (low 51 values). It is alao clear
that distinct recovery of the community took place from
immediately after the ficod (1984) to 1986, to the
extent that the similarity value betW",,"S·)i1979 and; 1986
was relatively high (high 51). . "I'j\~ similarity index
technique yields a higher degree of Gensitivity in the
large tree size class than is displayed by ~omparing
species richnes~e5 alone (Fig. 4~31). The recovery of the
large class is r.l~arly evident i r, Figure 4.32 ~!hile ;':"f'"\is
difference is not so apparent in Figure 4.31.
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collected at Thumbu for th,-ee time periods

The abundances of the f~ur veg~tatiDn states obtained
from the six sets ~f aerial photographs are d;,played in
Figure 4.33. The abundancms or tha four states are very
dynamic c?.ndvary considerably. The small tree size c Less
cecaci..i!) var i es between C) an:!22 percent ~ ~vhi 1~ the 1arge
tree .i~e class (Figs) varies between 1 and 63 pe~cent.
The arrows denote f100d events in excess 0" 2000 CI..Ib ic:
metres ~er second. These events app~~r to have a
notil>eable influemce on the abundances of these twoclasses.

The tran~ition matrices for the S time periods
investigated are displayed in Table 4.15. The
probabilities of tranSitions between the four vegetation
utates are very variable over the five t~m~ periods •

The final equilibrium proportions of the four vegetation
states and the times required to reach these proportionz~
as determined by the Markovian model, are presented ipTable 4.16.

5.5.3 Aerial photngraph c:olflpari!5ons
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Table 4.15 The transition Matrices for 5 time periods in
rivtl'rine areas

Matrix values indicate tllE'1 probabi 1i ties of transition
between the fOf.1rvegetation states investigated.

1931 to 1954 SAND GRASS REED ACACIA FlO
SAND 0.538 0.054 0.027 0.111 0.270
GRASS 0.029 0.523 0.082 0.093 0.273

0.077 -REgO 0.054 0.687 0.057 0.125
ACACIA 0.009 0.020 0.029 0.829 0.113
FIG 0.003 0.006 0.031 0.040 0.920

~

SAND GRASS REED ACACIA FIG
0.956 0.000 0.011 0.022 0.011
0.207 0.515 0.037 0.117 O.1?-.t

WCJA::; :
0.276 0.061 0.435 0.092 0.H6

0,0'33 -0.054 0.005 0.844 0.063
0.062 OJ.l19 O.OU 0.021 0.887

1960 to 1973 SAND GRASS RE~D ACACIA FIG
SANQ 0.785 0.078 0.020 0.047 0.070
GRAS~ 0.020 0.884 0.041 0.000 0.055
REED 0.175 0.190 11543 0.054 0.038
ACAClA 0.OS9 0.069 0.061 0.641 0.140
FIG 0.124 ,0.114 0.033 0.037 0.692

FIG
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Table 4.16 Final equilibrium proportions of riverine
vegetation states and time required to attain these
proportions

PflED!CTED EQtl!UBRIUM P~QO()RT:ONS '!ME RE!lUIFED

("r:",.t:~ pte", ACA~IA F!5J'HH",: , ..........

193' - 1°54 5.:0 9.3E 21.31 62.~! b2!) years

!~S4 - !'J60 ~5.33 2151) !3.e8 'Q ;:Ji:J 384 years"''''' ...
1960 - ~972 b9.BS 7.24 :.81 17.1(1 5(17 lea::

F'~3 - 10'23 ::.63 ~ 1" 53.33 !"r.O(l ?8D ·,ears.. If .. '

l!igE - lc96 9i:J.35 ).59 0.03 0.03 162 I.a,;:

5.6 Oiscussion

5.6.1 Ex~lasuve/control compari~ons
5.6.1.1 Excio5ure plots

It appears that time initially all~ws for an increase in
herbaceous species richness after a major disturba~ce.
This accumu La.bi or; of species cjeclines after some time a;,ld
p.ventually reac:hes a point where no further species
accumulate. This effect is possibly due ~o the build up
of competition between the ac:cumulating species and
eventually results in the loss of weaker competitors.
This is particularly evident with the fast growing
herbaceous species whic:h c:an employ this strategy to
colonize open a~eas 'ery quickly and establish themselves
firmly before resources become limiting. The superficial
nature of herbaceous rooting system~ ensures that the
resources available to them are strictlt conf ed to
those occ:urring on thp soil surfac:e or just calow.
Consequently, c:ompetition between herbaceous species is
likely to b. for resources at thes~ levels ~nly and their
depletion is likely to be rapid.

No emplrical evidence of interspecific competition was
found to exist between the tree species within the
exclosur& plots. Tree specie& display much slower growth
rates and therefQre it is not surprising that the effects
of competition had not manifested themselves at this
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early stage. In addition, due to the different rooting
depths of trees, they are able to tap reSOurces fr~m a
more extensively distributed resOurce base which would
take much longer to deplete. In order to study the
effects of interspecific competition, it would therefore
be necessary to monitor these areas for a much longer
period than was possible in this study. Large floods were
responsible fo~ removing the exclosure structures and
thereby prematurely terminated the study.

5.6.1.2 Control plots
The findings reveal that herbaceous species increased in
areas where they were exposed to grazing pressure, while
the richness of woody species remained relatively static.
During the period of the study,' personal observations
were that ungulates Consume large quantities of herbage
in riverine areas. It is postulated that this removal of
herbage serves to reduce the quantities of the major
herbaceous competitor species present. In so dOingf
competition between these species is maintained at low
levels and competitively weaker species ere able tD
colonise and persist in these areas. This effect would
adequately explair1 the increase in species richness in
areas exposed to grazing pressure. The fast growth and
response rates of herbaceous species in recently
disturbed areas ~ns'''\resthat spec i.es richness increases
steadily under these conditions.

Woody species, due to their comparatively slower growtb
rates are nat able to respond as rapidly to recently
disturbed area. and consequently, their species
richnessus displayed no significant jncreases during the
period of the study.

5.6.2 PCQ comparisons
These comparisons revealed the remarkable ability of
riverine vegetation to recover quickly after a large
disturbance. This fast recovery is particularly
noticeable in the small and medium size classes and can
be attributed to the fast response of woody plant
propagules and seedlings aft~r the disturbance. While the
larger size cla~~ also displayed a substantial recovery
after the 1984 flood, it was less noticeable. Thi~ is
attributed to their slower growth rate compared to the
,juveniles t::lass.

5.6.3 Aerial photograph comparisons

The highly variable probabilities of transitions for
between the four vegetation states reveals th~
significant effect of floods on woody species. Large
flo~1s therefore serve to arrest the accumulati~n of
WD1~\ species. Owing to the fact that woody speci~s are
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relatively slow colonizers, it is unlikely that the
frequency of flooding will allow them sufficient time to
accumulate to the extent that they will begin to compete
for resources.

The Markov model predictions show that in the absence of
furth~p:':;;;-:<.disturbC'nce,the pr·oportions of the four
veoeta:-.;\\on\Jstateswould '?ventually reach an equilibrium
fo~ ,.;.11 tp~ time periods investigated. This refers to the
time rer4uired for the ';)radualaccl,..mult3.~i.onof species
with tlr1fe, the slow depletion of large q'...(:antitiesof
resources and the lengthy outcome of '~ompetitive
interactions between species to eventually arr~ve at an
equilibrium. This factor reflects the time~needed for
co~plete recovery under conditions of similar ~i~\urbance
conditions. As the herbaceous component of riverine areas
reach an equilibrium relatively quickly, these long time
periods required reflect the lengthy process needed for
the accumulation of tree specie5, their growth and the
eventual outcome of the competition between them.

5.7 Conclusions
While it was not possible to carry out rigo~ous
statistical comparisons of vegetation cnaracteristics for
the time perlods studied, the importance of time in
riverine areas was displayed adequately.

Herbaceous specJes display fast growth ~hd response rates
which enables them to respond quickly to newly disturbed
areas. This quick response leads to the rapid build-up of
speCies at disturbed sites and, consequently,
interspecific interactions occur quickly in response to
the rapid depletion of resources and col~nisation of
further species. During the ecological time span,
therefor'e, there is evidently enC1ugh ti.me for
interspecific interactions, such as that of herbivory and
compet~tion, to hav~ significant effects on community
characteristics. The ecological time hypothesis is
cle~rly important and applicable under these conditions.
Consequently, the null hyputhesis was rejected.

Woody species display a much slower growth and response
rate to newly disturbed areas. During the ecological time
span it is far less likely that speCies interactions
would have much or any effect on community
characteristics. This is particularly true due to the
impact ot' recurrent floods which are cc n t t nuoue lv
responsible for arresting these interactions. Woody
species are therefore less subject to the ecological time
hypo t.he!ois.

It is clearly not possible to study the effects of time
in complete isolation of other factors such as
interspecific competition, the impact of disturbances and
enemies and the efferts of stress and environmental
change. These are inherent components of the passage of
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time, in any area, and it would be both impossible and
impracticable to eliminate their effects on community
recovery.

4~3 Discus.sian and conclusions - community organisat;.on
theory approach

4.3.1 General

The separate tests of five community organisation
hypotheses (sub-chapters 1 to S) managed to refute the
null hypotheses associated with each test. Traditionally,
a claim of this nature would invoke wild response from
the supporters of the various hypotheses with the claim
that tests were not cOllductE:!d rigorously enough and/or
that the basic assumptions of each had been violated
during the process, thereby removing the ability to
provide accurate and adequate comparisons between them.
From the individual tests however, it is apparent that
all five hypotheses have positive application in the
Umfolozi riverine situation. The fact that all five
hypotheses were found to be applicable simultaneously in
the riverine situation shows that a universal approach
such as that proposed by Price (1984) should be
considered carefuJly. The resource/exploiter based theme
of the approach is unique and identifies the possibility
that several hypotheses could possibly apply in any area,
due to differential reSource types and their
availabilities and the responses of possible exploiters.
It must be understood, however, that the approach does
not predict that all hypotheses apply in all areas. An
area which may only have a few resource types and few
exploiter species would obviously not be able to support
all Qf hypotheses simultaneously but only those which are
possible under the limited circumstances, while a
heterogeneous area, such as the Umfolozi riverine ~rea,
does have tne potential of supporting all.

It has not bean traditional for workers to define the
specific range of resource conditions and exploiter
responses necessary in order for their hypotheses to have
positive ap~lication in any specific areas. If this had
been achieved from the start, when hypotheses had been
initially proposed, it may have been possible to avoid
decades of disagreement over the existence and
appli~ability of the numerous community organisation
hypotheses. With the problem identified, theory on
community organi~ation should depart from its traditional
role of single hypothesis support and instead concentrate
on the simultaneous contributicns of various hypotheses
which have been independently identified and tested. This
approach could thereby form an undisputed and stable
foundatiDn for the understanding and successful
management of areas which display different resourc~ and
exploiter characteristics.
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The approach clearly has the potential to assist the
manager with the treatment of his different areas based
on which hypotheses have pArticular application and his
objectiv~s for the areas concerned. For example, in an
a."sa where pal:chy resources are present, the rate of
resource change is rapidly decreasing and the exploiter
rRsponsa is s10w~ it would probably be of little value
for the manager to try to increase the species diversity
of the area by creating areas of different size, shap~
and di~ersity or by introducing different ungulate
species. Sinc. neither the resource heterogeneity
hypothesis, the island size hypothesis or the enemy
impact hypothesis apply under such conditions, it would
probably be a futile exercise - his best course of action
would be to wait for the passage of time. Whereas in
areas of uniform resource distribution, which are rapidly
decreasing, this treatment would probably have far
reaching success.

Since it was not possible in this study to test each
hypotheses under all of the combinations of resource
types and availabilities and exploiter responses as
proposed by Price (1984), it is necessary that this
should be addressed with the aim of confirming and
refining the hypoth~ses summary map of Price (1984).
Personal reservation is however expressed over whether
all 01 the relevant resources could be identified to
start With, whether it is possible to determine the
conditiqns under which particular resources are available
for exploitation and whether it is possible to determine
which of the numer9~s exploiters are making use of the
available resourc~~. In other words, is it practically
possible to navigate one's self around within the summary
table successfully using identifiabJe land marks as
reference pOints? If difficulty is enco~ntered,in this
regard, then at best, the approach will either remain
very broad and insensitive or purely theoretical and
impracticable. If the former is true it would still have
some practical appeal, although limited, and if the
latter is true, it would remain a purely metaphysical
issue.

o
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The approach could become very complex and unweildy if
cne had to consider all pnssible combinations of resource
types and availabilities and exploiter responses. Under
such circumstances, in order to determine which
hypotheses have application in an area, it would be
necessary to use overlay methods for each of th.
combinations involved. This necessity may be encountered
in arE'""swhere no particular resources display overriding
i~Jartance over others. However, if one had prior
knowledge Qf particular resources \which do have
overriding importanrs in an area, for e~ample that of
wate:.I~and soil mClistUl'e as in the riverine situation,
this task would be simplified considerably. By
consideration of the availability of these resources
alone, it would be possible to navigate one's self to a
pOint of likely relevance in the table.
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4_3.2 Riverine hypothesis applications map

During the testing of hypotheses, it was identified that
water and soil moisture have an overriding effect in the
Umfolozi riverine situation. Since the supply and
distribution of water fluctuates during different times
of the year both temporally and spatially, it can be
expected tha,t di fferent hypot' ases have importance at
different timas and in different areas during the course
of a year. Using the Price (1984) hypothesis applications
summary table as a basis, a =onceptual map was
constructed to predict which hypotheses have particular
relevance at different times of the year along the
riverine moisture gradient which runs at right angles
away from the river (Figure. 4.34). This map refers
largely to the dynamics of fast growing and r~sponding
herbaceous species and woody seedlings which are able to
r~spond to seasonal fluctuations in water supply. Large
trees, themselves, are unlikely to be affected by the
differential application of hypotheses according to
seasonal and spatial changes in resource supply and
distribwtion. However, the response of seedlings would
have an eventual effect, In the final structuring of l-Joody
communities.

a. Spring/early summer

At this time ~f the year, soil moisture is rapidly
increasi7lt;} and both uniform and patchy water
di$trib~~ions are present. The summary table indicates
that under these conditions, the individualistic
response, enemy impact and ecological time hypotheses
have particular relevance.

Exploiter species are able to respond to resources
according to their specific life history requlrements
and strategies, as interspecific competition has not
yet ~ecome evident while the speCies respond quickly
to the newly available and i-:reasing resources. It
seems logical, at the same time, that ungulates would
taen alsn be able to sele~t their dietary preferences.
The application of the time hypothesis means that
species richness constantly increases as long as the
water supply is on the increaSe.

o
Areas within close proximity of the river are
guaranteed a uniform distribution of water while the
isolated puddles of wat~r, away from the river, which
collect after the spring rains, constitute areas with
patchy resource distribution.

As species richness increases and time passes, the
competition for resources increa$es. Simultaneously,
the di~tri~ution of water becomes more ~onstant with
regular rainfall, which eventually leads to changes in
the resource base and other hypotheses start to
feature ins.tead.
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POSITION ON BLBVATIONAL GRADIENT
BO'ITOM 'roll

TlMBOF WATER APPUCABLB WATER APPLICABLB EXPLOITER
YBAR SUPPLY HYromESlS SUPPLY HYPOTHESIS RESPONSE
ISPRING fW'IDL,y NOMOUAUSTIO RAPtOLY INOMOUAlJSl1C

NCREAaING l1ME INCReASINO 11M!.: SLOW
(UNIFoRM) (PATCHY) .

eNeMY IMPACT INOMOUALlS"C
11ME llME FAST

SUMMER ST'EAOIL.Y FieS(C §lCE Her CONSTANT RESOURCE Her
RENEWED I9l.ANO SllE (pATCHV) ISLAND SIZE SLOW
(UNf'0RM) TIME TIME

eNEMY IMPACT ENeMY IMPACT
RESOURCE HEr TIME
ISLANOSlZE FAST
TIME
eNEMY 1"4PAOT

ICONS'IAN' .Re!OI.JC!CE HeT IClUI..SING IA l«iTIC,"'II,"'"
(UNlFOF1M) ISU\NO SI1.E (PATCHY) SLOW

TlME (UNIFORM)
ENEMY IMPAOT
RESOURCE HET INDMOUALlSllC
ISLAND SIZE FAST
TIME !,.;
ENEMY IMPACT

AUTUMN AAPlOL.y f£~HET FIAPIOl.y TIME
oeCREAe!Nfl I8I.ANO $lZE CEOP'"'.c::ASING SLOW
{UNIFORM) 1M! {?AT~

ENEMY IMPACT
I

FESOl.lACS HET ReSOURce Her
IOI..ANO SI2! ISLAND SIZE FAST
TIME 11ME
ENEMY IfV!PACT ENE~1Y IMPACT .....I

IWlNTER Pt.IL.SlNG INOMOt..IA1.ISTIO
(CONSTANT) SLOW
I(pA'roHV) I'

~STIC
FAST

Figure 4.3~
adapted from
table

Riverine hypothesis applic:a'Hons "map,
the Price (1994) hypothesis applic:a'~9ns
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b. Mid/late summer

The supply of ground water stabilises and soil
moisture is relatively constant and uniformly
distributed within close proximity to the river. The
summary ta~le indicat~s, under these conditions, that
the resource heterogeneity, enemy impact and island
size hypothesis have particular relevance.

Flood events ~re common at this time of the year and
are responsible for creating patches of various shd~es
and sizes which serve as a variety of habitats. Since
both hypotheses are applicable, these patches vary in
species diversity according to their size and
habitat/resource heterogeneity. Further away from the
river the supply of water experiences a pulsing effect
due to evaporation and transpiration during the day
and its re-supply during the night. Here the
indivIdualistic response hypo~hesis remains important.
In areas where the supply of w.t~r iE constant, due to
water saturation or the presenc~ cf sub-surface clay
horizons, the enemy impact, isla~d size and resource
heterogeneity hypotheses are important, particularly
where exploiter response is rapid. Where exploiter
response is slow, only the time hy~othesis has
application and her. species richness is likely to
accumulate with tim ••

c. Autumn/early winter

The supply 08 wat.r begins to decrease rapidly with
diminishing rainfalf~ This brings about no real
change with regard to the application of hypotheses
along the entire soil moisture gradient. The enumy
impact, l-esource heteroger.''11ity and island slize
hypotheses continue to apply. However, at this stage
germination and growth rates are declining with the
onset of ""inter.

d. ~1U Winter

o

Water supply is diminisll.ed considerably nd river f!ow
is reduced at times to sub-surface flow only. Water
supply near the river begins to pulse. With unifor~
distribution, only the time hypothesis ha~
applicatiun. At the far end of the gradient it is
possible that the supply of water is completely
disrupted, in which case no hypotheses reolly have
application.

The testing of relevant hypotheses in the Umfolozi
riverine situation took place over the period of more
than a year and covered the entire length of the riverin~
soil moistlJre gradient at all sites. According to the
I iverin. hypothesis applications map, all five hypotheSis
are expected to apply over this wide temporal and spatial
range and, therefore, it is net SL ~ising that all five
were found to be applicable simultul ..=ously.
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Tne riverine hypothesis applications ~ap is based on
water as the dominant resource and it does not cover all
combinations of resource supply and distributiQ~ as well
as exploiter responses as proposed in the PricV
(1984) hypothesis applications table. Being a
considerably scaled down version ~f the hypothesis
applications table, it would therefore be easier to test
each hypothesis under all ,-ombinations of resource and
exploiter response variables, at different times of th.
year and at different points along the soil moisture
gradient. This stEP would be necessary in order to
employ the map for the sake of making accurate
predictions ab~ut the actual spatia and temporal
applicability of the hypothe.es in riverune areas. Any
predictions made about t',e specific applicat;)ility of
hypotheses and management oriented decisions, derived
from the map, should be seen ~ tentativ. and unproven
until such tests are conUucted.

--'

With this warning in
predictions which may
riverine areas.

mind,
~ssist

it i5; ,;)OSSib1e tp.make
w~ th tt,,"'i manage~\ent of

Of ~he five hyp,theses tested, only the D~emy impact
hypothesis is ,eally amenable to manipul~tion at a
practical level. This is achieved by means of excluding
ungulates from certain areas or by managing th~
quantities of particular problem species. It, t~erefora,
is feasible to consider the im~crtance of this
hypothesis, in the lig~t of its applicability in riv·~~ne
areas, wi th the aim of assist ing the develop' ·~}f

techniques for the management of these areas.

o

~ccording to the map, the enemy impact hypoth~si5 is
applicable throughout the year in close prcximity to the
river. However, in ear Iy Sl.,lmmfiW,I""henwa' ;-.....supp 1Y is
increasing rapidly, only the !ndividualis~~~ hypothesis
applies simultaneously_ Speci~s with individualistic
water and other requiremen~s, most likely true riverine
species, will make their appearance. Simultaneouslys
ungUlates with specific feeding requirements will also be
abundant and spend long periods selecting and foragIng
on these sp~cies. If grass cover is low at this time of
the year, as a conGequence of the previous winter burns
for example, this would place particular strryss on the
riverine seedlings which would be easil~ detected by
spe~ial~Jt fe~ders. It appears that this is a
particularly important time of the year for the
recruitment and colonisation of riverine plant species.
Depending on the abundance of ungulates. their
accessibility to riverine areas and the abundance of
suitable refuges which afford th~se species some
protection from speci1li~t feeders, ungula~es may have a
major impact on the recruitment and colonisation of true
riverine plant species in riverine areas after a major
disturbance.
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CHArTER 5' GENERAL DISCUSSION

Where necessary, this final chapter draws on the findings
of thE? three main c1~prna,~hes employed and discusses these
in the light of the ~ri~~ objectives of the study. The
combination of the th, i~ferent thEoretical approaches
empl ••yed and thi?ir f: 19s provided a comp retrs-nsai ve and
in-depth insight lntb the structuring and dynamics of
riVErine v.getation.

5.1 The structuring and dynamic~ of riverine communitier;.;

Ti'H:! structuring and dynamics of river1nf:? communities is
evidently described by a nu~b~r of theories and processes
which apply partially and simultaneously. The long rout~
taken, in building the final picture of riverine
strLlctur i r'H;; and dyhami c s , refl ects the character i st ics of
scientific revolutions, namely, the destructive-
const("uc~'-iVel parad igm changes that al-e brought about by
diS-(7tl)very<andthe invention of new theclI-ies (Kuhn, 1962).
However, an understanding of the structuring'and dynamics
of the riverine system can be defined. Thas is done so
with reference to the major processes and characteristics
which are evldent in riverine are~s and which were
separ~tely addr~ssed by the three different approaches.

5.1 •1 The response of river i \,e communities to recurrent
flood e,iemts

Both the succession theory approach <chapter 2) and the
disturbance theory approach (chapter 3) identified a
persist€H1t response of the r' iver ine :;~'stemto recun-ent
flood events. The f'o:..sr approach described this as an
'event dri~en' respansR, while the latter approach
described this as a >r~silient' one.

The event-driven explanation fotms the basis of what is
termed 'non-equilibrium" theory. This proposes that the
species compositibn of a community is usually in a state
of equilibrium and that after a disturbance it recovers
to that state by means ~f a number of processes. High
diversity is then maintained without continuous changes
in species composition.

Nobl~ (1986) attributed the ability of the system to
remain in a state of equilibrium to the 'inerti-> of the
system. A~ter a large disturban~e ~hm system initially
appears to 'stick' in the position to which it was
displaced. During this lag period the specjes present, in
th~ir dis+'rrbed condition, generate inertia and
eventually release it. This then leads to a very fast
recover"y as trle original species appeal- tC' 'bounce back>
rapidly.
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The ex~lanation des~ribed by 'resilience' is one which
forms an part of 'equilibrium theory'. Equilibrium theory
postulates that the ecological syatems are s~ldom 1n a
state of equi 1ibr' ium due to the eft'ects of ra.cur rerit;
d t aturbar.cea , Systems are· defir,ed in terms p'i thei.·
stability and resilienc.e to trH","se distUl-ba~lc;es (see
literature review - 58ction 1.6.2.7)

The Umfolozi riverine system displayed a high degree of
resilience throughout the study by per~istently
attempting to return to its equilibrium state after each
successive dIsturbance. The system has evidently remained
within a single domain of attraction ever the last
century, despite the affects of large floods such as
those of 1925 and 1963. Data collected during this study
was used to determine the position of the $ystem relative
to its equilibrium point fo~ a number of sampling d~tes
including l' :16. !-lCl~JeVEH~~\'lir'cC? no data hd.S beel' c.olLect od
after" 198{· it~3 cun"ent position r e lati ve to tho
e:quilibi-j.Llmst~lte is unkr.own , Conseque:,tly, the direction
in ",m:,,;;h the systc.Hn 1S mov Lnq after the 1984 floods is
also uncertain. This kncwledge ls necessary to elucidate
whether the system ia still within the bounds of thB same
domain of attr3cti~n after this particularly destructlve
event.

The Umfclczi riverine system i5 evidently maintained in a
constant stli'.te of dis-equ.ilibriwm and )man~ly, if eVEH",
gets the oDPortunity to equilibrate.

5.1.e The effects of floods on speCies composition in
river ine areas,

The major regimes of recurrent floods, namely, their
inten5ity~ frequency and severity, constitute the major
procSFS which controls or maintains the species
composition in riverine areas.

--~

The current intens i ty and frequency of flClads appear's to
maintain riverine communities in a dynamic ~tatn ~f
dis-equilibrium, largely characteri~Od by species which
<1n~ Clt;)leto pt\))-~istI..mder aXCr'E?1ll1? c dclitiOt1Sof f Lccd inq ,

selecting for different species which are suited to
the flooding cond~tions, the diversity of sp~cies is
maintainl\·d.

I'1
1 5~1.e.1 The maintenance of spEu::ie-s diversity

ReCUr~0r\~ flooding is evidently an essential process
which dictates the species diversity of riverine a~~as.
Curt-e "; I•.mdel·standing of the s imu lt:t.neous effec t s of
disturbance intensity and f~equency on species diversity
,-eveals that species diversity can be exp!.:1 led by a
three ~imensianal surface. This sur~dce is defined by a
trough ~ f high ~pecies diversity extending between the
high f'r, .I'E'mc:y and len') intem:>ity and the .low frequency
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and high intensity extremes of disturbance. Regions of
lower- species diversity are found at low frequency and
low intensity (the climax or equilibrium state) and high
frequency and high intensity.

No work has fecused on the separate effects of flooding
frequency and intensity on species diversity in these
.reas. Consequently, the application of theory to address
management requirements was restricted to a simple two
dimensional model which describes high spe~ies diversity
at an intermediate level of frequency/inter~ity of
flooding with low levels nf diversity existing o~ either
side. According to this model two thresholds of flooding
frequency/intensity then exist which define the
conditions under which the maintenance of species
diversity applies. The importance of determining the~e
threshold values and how these might be achieved were
discussed. However, the study did not directly determine
realiatic values for the areas involved.

The interpretation of findings, from the application of
transition matrices and a Markov model in the
successional appr~ach (chapter 2), revealed an
appro~imate recovery time requirement of 30 flood-fPee
years in order for the sy~tem to reattain its equilibrium
state. It is suggested that a value of at least 25 years
should then be taken to ~epre5ent the lower threshold
fl~equency. This i(!;prob",bl}{ a realistic: estimate since it
could take that length of time for seme of the slowest
maturing iverine species to reach reproductive and
cnmpetltiv0 .lturity. A rough estimate could also be made
:;)fthe higher threshold vallJe, which could be derived
from ;~he condition of the riverine communit~es at the
time of the study and the length of time that had passed
a~ter the Domoina floods. The peQ findings in 1986
revealed that species richnesses counts of 59 species
were well below those of 1979 when 76 species were
recorded. This reveals that a flooding frequency of two
and a half years coincides with a poillt on the declining
slop. ~f the two dimensional species richness model. In
addition, reference to the sampling of control plots (1.5
to 2,5 years after Damcina floods) revealed that tree
species displayed mean heights of only 1.3 metres and
height ranges of between 0.2 and 5 metres which were
considered to be rather small at the time. It is
suggested that this state represents one which is close
to the higher threshold value.

It is ptoposed, therefore, that the range of flood
fr0quencies between 2.5 and 25 ye' ~ defines th~
m ntenance of species richness at lev~ls which are
acceptable in the riv~rinG situation. Should these values
be exceeded1 i.e. ~elow 2.5 and above 25 years, thiA
WOL!ld then lead tt::J tha existence of river'iy~e communities
m~intained with unacceptably l~w species diversities.
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5.1.2.2 The selection of species in riverine areas

This time period between large flood
important determlnant of the 50e~ies which
persist and succeed at a site.

events is
are able

an
to

Should this length of time be shorter than what is
i-squired for the majority of speci~s to reach maturity or
an optimum reprOductive age, these species are likely to
disappear fro~ the site. It is this mechanism which is
responsible fq(r the dG)crease in species richness once the
higher thresh~ld is exceeded. Since the ecological time
hyp~thesis waS found to apply with herbaceous species,
they are unlikely to be limited by the same frequency of
floods which limit the woody species.

Should this time period be long enough for the major
riverine species to colonise the area and start competing
for resources, the less competitive species are likely to
be excluded from the site. It is this mechanism which
ieads to a reduction in species diversity when the lower
threshold is exceeded.

Di ~arent speciQs have evolved under a variety of
di erwnt con~itions over long period. of time and
therefore only ~ertain species which have evolved under
simllar conditions are then selected for in areas
subjected to extremes in flooding frequency_ As
disc.ussed in the disturbance approach (chapter 3),
different types of speci~s have been identified ac~ording
to their ability to tolerate different conditions of
strl?SS and disturbance (Grime, 1979). Of pa'rtit:ulcw
interest in this discusslon are the ruderal, and
competitor species.

A large number of riverine species are characterised as
'ruderals.' Their rapid response to flooding and their
presence in riverine areas indicates that they must have
evolved under similar conditions. A number of ruderal
exotic species are common in the UmfoL?zi riverine
system. Should the frequency of flo~ds continue to
increase, only the extreme rudera! species would bw
selected for, and the slowel- respond inq ruderal specj.es
would disappear. It is postulated therefore that the
exotic rudarals will become more and more important in
sympathy with the floed!ng irequent:y.

()
Th~ large and majestic spe~ies which are associated with
riverine areas represent '~ompetitor' species. Their
12rg~ canopies and extensive rooting systems have been
ev(:)!v~ldto maximi5;;;>their r:ompetitive abilit)' in the less
frequently di~;tlll'·bedriverine areas. However, they only
attain reproductive maturity aftp.r many years~ a
charact~ristic which prevents them from persisting in
extreme conjitions of disturbance. Should the frequency
of flooding continue to increase, therefore, it is these
specieo which would ba lost from the system first.
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It must be noted, however, that a few riveri.ne species
exist in the Umfolozi system which have evolved in a 'ide
range of disturbance conditions, including frequ"-,,,...Iy
disturbed areas~ and it is not uncommon to find them
representing a major component of the veg~ta'cion in areas
of beth flooding extreM?s.

5.1.3 The importance of interspecific competition as a
driving force in riverine areas

Interspecific: comp2tition has traditionally been
to represent the major structuring force
communities and consequently has become a major
in community ecology.

assumed
in most
paradigm

However, the testing of alternative hypothesis in the
riverine situation has revealed that it is not a major
structuring factor in these areas. I~stead, it appears to
apply in only a minority of riverine situations.

The explanation for this is that although a wide range of
exploiter species do often exist in sim!lar areas, a
natural %' \3tem is c:har-acterised by a la1"'~e array of
resource yradients which are widely distribut.d. A large
number of exploiter species are, in fact ~pecidli5ts~
which display very little overlap of their exploitation
patterns. Consequently, interspecific competition does
not occur', or is rel~tively unimportant in the majority
of real situations.

The majority of the alternative hypotheses tested we~e
found to apply towards the lower part of the riverine
gradient where a variety of resource distributions and
rates of change do exist under a variety of conditions.
Howeve~, despite the possibility that water is the major
re$ourc~ in this area, all five alternative hypotheses
were found to apply simultaneously.

The test of the ecological time hypothesis reveal~d that
interspecific competition is only important with
herbaceous species. Only these species ~an res~ond fast
enough, in the interval between flood avents, to reach
the point where competition for resources would occur.
LJoody species are not able to accumulate f a. !:i.'C enough and,
consequently, never reach the point where they would
compete with each other in the time available.

UngUlate species were found to have an important effect
on both woody and herbaceous species. Grazing was found
to have an optimising effect on the species diversity of
herbaceous species by reducing the degree of competition
between MajOr species.
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5.2 The applicability of three
in determining the structure
riverine vegetation

different apprOaChe\i
and dynamics 011,

$.2.1 Approach based on succession theory
The Quccession approa~h yielded helpful information
regarding the structuring and dynAmics of riverine areas.
However, because succession theory is very cOMplex and
explicit, it was difficult to test. The complexity of
events and Changes which can take place with time,
particularly within a complex system, comprised of a
massive array of participants and events which can all
interact according to a multitude of combinations. Any
ap~roach which attempts to define such changes faces the
stY"ong possi b il ity of bei n9 dec 1aY-ed untenable and
non-falsifiable. This is particularly true if it still
explicitly details the various pathways by which these
changes are liKely to occur, despite the fact that the
approach may be applied to a wide range of circumstances.

The particular circumstances surrounding the riverine
problem made it exceptionally difficult to 'est
succession. Due to the length of time required to carry
out an ideal successional s~udy, the only true and
accurate means of testing succession lies in the
comparison Df the same areas over time. However, with the
present flood regime, the probability of sampling
sur;:cessional events beyond the early stages are very low
an~~ considering the time, funding and effort required to
initiate and maintain this type of approach, it would be
of very lItt Ie val ue. Furthermore J the val ue of such an
approach is greatly reduced due to the constraints
imposed by funding agencies, research institutions and
human nature, all of which make long-term studies much
more difficult to execute than conventional short term
studi~s (Strayer at ai, 1986).

The next possible ~pproach to studying ~uccession in
riverine areas, that of the SUbstitution of space for
time, also failed due to the shortage of data from mid
and late successional stages as a consequence of the
complexity and effact of the disturbance regime. The
approach, therefore, only served to identify the early
participants of succession and their relative importances
in these ~~rly stages. Since little was revealed
concerning succession and the mechanisms involved with
successional change in riverine areas, it too had very
little application. The prospects for its use as a long
term stwdy are also rejec:tl?dfor the reasons mentioned
abOve.

D'JE!to its own implicit weaknesses and the complexities
posed by the riverine environment, structure and
disturbance regime, the succe~sion based approach was
clearly not capable of adequately addressing the
structure and dynamics of riverine areas.
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5.2.2 Approach based on disturbance theory

The application of this approach addressed a range of
theories based on disturbance and ~he impact of
disturbances on community structure and dynam~cs. The
flood regime was identified as being a major determinant
of the 'O'>tructureand dynamics of 1- iver ine communi ties and
succeeded in clarifying the importance of investigating
the full diversity of the regimes of a disturbance.
Magnitude, frequency, areal extent and predictability
(Sousa, 1984) we~e all found to be of import_nce when
investigating the impact af floods. However, in order to
understand the dynamics of riverine communities and to
make predictions concerning future community structure in
these areas, it is necessary to also consider,

the availabl~ history of as many of these regimes as
possible,
the corresponding vegetation structure in as much
detail as pos$ible,
the responses of component species to thE disturbance
and their' subseque:-nt re;::overyafter c.1 isturbance, and
other fact~rs, apart from disturbance. which are
respona ib Ie for st,ruc.turing communi t i~:!s.

\,

80 th tests of the ii!\termedia tIE? d istudJance hypothesi s
were ref'ut ed, Howevel-, \1 it is suggested that this was
largely ~UQ to inconclusive resJlts. These test' were
carried cut perpendicular to the river ~nd in other
distinct riverine are~s and, consequently, their findings
were compounded by the simultaneous influence of the
riverine environmental gradient.

The modeling of disturbance event~, relative to different
vegetation states, identified that a continuum of
vegetation states exist in riverine areas ac~ording to
their .tate of equilibrium or dis-equilibrium. It is
app.rent that these states are related to the
Intensity/frequency of recurrent floods. Since
insufficient data was available regarding the species
diverSities in each of these .tates, it was not pOSSIble
to cQmpare this model wit~' existing disturbance models
such a5 those of Miller (1982) and Malanson (1984).
Despite this limitation, it was pnssible to interpret
the available riverine data in the light pf these
theories and make adequate predictions.

J;

While the disturbance theory based approach contributed
considerably to the general understanding of riverine
areas and their $tructUl'e and dynamiCS lit ~'!asinslI::lequ.:Ite
to address the full spectrum of the study. Particularly
in terms of ottler factors responsib Ie for '"cornmun,ty
5tr-uL:turing.
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5.2.3 Approach based on community organisation theory

•

The separate tests of individual hypothese~
comprehensively identified the applicability of each in
the riverine situation. In addition, various peripheral
aspects of each hypothesis and thei r impQ)-tance ina
diverSity of situations, were identified. This
information contributed directly and indirectly to
gaining an understanding of the structuring ana dynamics
of riverine areas.

The application of the resource based approach of Price
(1984) served to co-ordinate and clarify the co~ditions
under which each hypothesis applies and the re.sons for
the applicability of each, under a complexity of resource
conditions and exploiter responses. By clarifying this
point, the approach elucidated three m. ~or ~isconceptions
which plague ecological publications.

1. It assisted in understanding ~he structuring of
riverine vegGtation compreher ,ly, by identifying
the relevant hypotheses which ap~_y within the range
of different resource and environmental conditions
present. Using this kliowledge it was possible to
construct a map, based on the spatial and temporal
supply of water in riverine areas, which predicts the
application of the five hypotheses under different
combinations of reso~rce distribution and exploiter
responses.

2. It identified that different the.es pertaining
to community organisation can &r in the same areas
simultaneously and therefore succeeded in integrating
a number of hypothe3Ds which have traditionally been
viewed as having mutually exclUSive applicatinn~ln the
same area.

3. It placed the importance of interspecific interactions
into perspective in riverine areas by identifying the
limited conditions under which interspeCific
competition and other interspecific interactions
actually apply in relation to a suite of alternative
hypotheses.

II

o
Although the approach do~s address the effects of
disturbances en community ~tructuring and dynamlcs, it
does not directly investigate the specific
characteristics (regimes) of the disturbances themselves.
It is conceded that a thorough knowledge of these
characteristics is not entirely necessary in ordj$>T to
gain an firm understanding of a system and how it is
structured. This wou .•d be particularly true if the system
being jnvestigated is not considerably affected by
disturbances. The approach could therefore be used
effectively as a stand-alone approach under these
conditions. However, for '':'f',,;;!l,' ,'\lh)chare characterised
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by disturbances, it is important
characteristics in order to
interpret.~!~ns and predictions.

to understand these
yield more effective

5.2.4 Combi.ned approach

It is proposed that because a large majority of systems
are likely to be affected by disturbances to some degree,
that a combined approach, towards understanding the
structuring and dynamics of the system, should be
developed and employed. Since it was found that the
investigatIon of disturbance ~haracteristics cannot be
used as a stand-alone approach, this form of approach
should only be used to complement and possibly refine the
approach proposed by Price (1984).

5.3 Recomml:!'ndationsfor the management of ri.vey"ineareas

It is perceived~ by some, that the riverine areas of the
Umfolo4i system are in bad condition after the 1984
floods. The large, aesthetic climax riverine stands were
removed to a large degree by the Domoina flood and
replaced by large CJuantities of pioneer and mid-seral
species. The climax stands served as prime habitat for a
number of animals and as an aesthetically pleasing site
for tour:ists. In this light, it appears that flood$ and
other fDtms of di$turbance are bad for the system, and
that every effort should be made to resist them or
prevent them from disrupting thlS 'utopian' state as much
as possible.

However, there is another way to view the incidence of
recurrent flOOds in riverine areas.

Flood records reveal that larne floods have been an
intrinsic part of the Umfolozi river syst«m for the last
century. During ~his time, they have been responsible for
several major fluctuations in the state of riverine
communities. The large floods of 1925 and 1963 caused the
system to deviate considerably from its equilibrium
state. This system has displayed resilience to each
successive ~vent by recovering towards its equilibrium
state. The Domoina flood was also responsible for a major
deviation from its equilibrium. This was clearly the
largest flood ever experienced by the system, .and yet
there is no evidence that the system has been displaced
from its dcma i r: of attraction. It is also importal1t to
note that the during the last century the riverine climax
state has rarely, if ever, been attained.

J

!
9
I,

IIt 15 believed that large and recurrent floods are
responsible for increaSing species divers!:::y by remt3vin0
high levels of competition betWeen major species and
the~uby allowing other species the chance to colonize the
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areas. Floods and the subsequent responses of the system
to them can therefore be viewed as ar important
ecological proc.ess in riverine areas a.';o a major"
determinant of the structure and functioning of riverine
communities. Since their is no evidence that species
diversity has declined as a result of flooding, it is
uncerr.~in whether floods are bringing about undesirable
changes in riverine ~~eas and whether their effects
should be avoided. In this light it is clear that this
i~portant process should be maintained.

A discrepancy appears to exists between what is wanted
for the system, based on human perceptions and human
needs, and ~ha~ is ecologically correct for the riverine
system in terms of the levels of species diversity which
are maintained by floods.

It is of prime importance that these issues are
elucidated and placed into perspective before any
management actions are c.onsidered. If nec~ssary the
objectives for the reserve should be revised or stated
more clearly.

Dhe of the existing management objectives for the
Umfolozi Same Reserve (Anon, 1995) 'reads as follows.

"T,j re-instate and/or maintain
processe~ which are considered
determinants of ecosystem structure
Where these are no longer operative
re-instated, managem=~~ should
simulate their effects. Apart
managemel1t input should be minimal."

the ecological
to ne the main
and function.
and c anno t be
attE~mpt to
f r-om this,

On this basi$, recurrent flood events should be
maintained in riverine areas. However, it is uncertain
what degree of flooding is required to maintain optimal
soecies d(versity. It is 5uggssted, therefore, thdt the
in'tl,iwmediatedisturbance model should be applied in order
to determine the lower and upper threshold values which
define the optimal range of species diversities in
response to flooding frequency. With this approach, it
would be necessary to identify, initially, the chreshoid
values of flooding frequency which define the optimal
species diversity required. This level wo~ld be
determine~ according to the specific management
objectives set for these areas. The technique could be
applied effectively for maintaining areas in either a
climaK state or in a pre-defined state characterised by
specific levels of species diversity.

Should it be detected that the upper threshold value is
being exceeded by an undesirable frequency I intensity of
7"looding, it would be necessary to consider the following
3spects in arde~ ~o maintain or manage (if this is
possible) the fre~uency of f}oods within the system.
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5..3.1 Increase the vegetal cover of catchment areas
The flood data findings revealed that frequency and
intensity of large floods are increasing with time.
Rainfall data for the same period indicated that this
effect is not as direct result of the increased intensity
and frequency of large rainfall events. This implies that
the condition of the catchment areas is responsible for
increases in water run-off and increases in flooding
conditions.
Ecological systems in third world areas, such ...s in the
Umfolozi catchment, are in a different state to those
found in the first world areas. They are generally
characterised by a heavily grazed and greatly reduced
vegetal and litter cover and a high incidence of soil
capping. This condition is conducive to accelerated
levels of water run-off.
This increased run-off of water is channeled via steams
and tributaries and is directly responsible for
increasing the flow rate of water in the Umfolozi rivers
after large rainfall events. Rainfall events which would
have contributed negligibly to the flow rate of the
rivers in the past, would now have the potential of
causing a major floods. Similarly, a higher frequency of
rainfall events would now caU5e floods, thereby
accounting for the increased frequency of floods in the
Umfoloti riVers.
The answer would be attempt to increase the vegetal cover
of these areas to ensure that water run-off is reduced.

5.3.2 Prevent the exploitation of riverine fringes
upstream O'T the UrofoloziGame Reserve

Riverine vegetation is responsible for ameliorating the
severity of floods and reducing their sediment loads.
The severity of floods is a measure of the force exerted
by a flood and is therefore largely responsible for the
removal of 1arge trees and sc:ouring out the river
profile. This reduction in severity leads to a reduction
in sediment load and the deposition of sediments on point
bars and other areas of low velocity.
By reducing the exploitation of these riverine areas
up-stream cf the reserve and by encouraging the recovery
of already exploited areas, the severity of floods which
reach the reserve would be substantially reduced and the
deposition of sediments would be far less significant.
While this approach would be difficult to .nforce in
hom~lands once again, a measure of sUCcess would be
achieved in white farming areas by ensuring, through
legi~lation, that the riverine fringe of a predetermined
width should not be cleared for agricultural or other
purposes.
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In addition to encouraging the recovery of riverine
areas, this approach would act to conserve recruitment
centres of riveri~e species above the reserVG. These
centres would act, in the future, to replenish the seed
banks and ensure the recruitment of these species within
the riverine fringes of the reserve.

I_

5.3.3 The construction of a large dam up-stream of the
Umfolozi Game Re~erve

Failure to re-instate the desired or ecologically
acceptable flood regime by the above means would surely
indicate that it cannot be re-instated, and that
manag~ment should attempt to simulate its effects
instead. The pldcement of a large dam above the reserve
could provide an effective solution to controlling the
flood regime, and aiding the recovery and future
management of riverine areas within the reserve. This
control would be achieved firstly by means of the dam and
the dam wall which would act to absorb and attenuate
future floods, and secondly by artiJicially simulating
the effects of the desired flood regime by means of the
rel~ase of water in the desired quantities, in the
desired manner a~ the correct times of the year. The
control of the flr,Jodregime affon' ~d by the construc:tion
of a dam in the Umfolozi syst~m would manifest itself to
areas much lower down the system ft are the effects of
floods and silt deposition have caused extensive
problems.

While the sugges~ion of placing a dam site up-str~am of
the reserve has been a point of contention in the past
(Porter, 1981), this study was undertaken before changes
in the flood r~gime of the area had become noticeable,
and particularly devastating floods such as that of
Domoins had been experienced.

Since there is a definite
ensure the future supply of
population and industrial
creatian of suc:h a daM would
avenue simultaneously.

need for a dam in the area to
water to the growing human
concern in the area, the
be able to address this

However, before such a step should be considered it would
be essential to conduct an lntensive study which
addresses, among a wide range of others, the flood
history, regime a~d requirements, the hydrology, and the
full water requ~ ements of the e~tire Umfolozi system
with the aim of conserving and maintaining its current
ecosystems and important ecologica¥ processes. This study
should includp. intensive plant'ling to eventually
incorporate the changing use of land~n the area and the
corresponding changing demands for water in the fut.~e.
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5.3.4 .Management of riverine areas within the reserve
There dre four practical ways in which these ~reas could
be managed to encourage the recovery of riverine
vegetation should this be required.

5.3~4.1 Browser manngement
The study identified that certain riverine species
display decreasing tendencies under browsing pressure,
and that when protected from browsing they are able to
develop into large trees. Little is known about these
combinations and the relative palatabilities of the
riverine species pres~nt. The recovery of these species
would be accelerated significantJy in the absence of 'he
responsible browsers. It is important that these browsers
and their browse preferences are identified first before
the management of browyers is considered.
Certain riverine communities have re~ovsred considerably
since the Domoina floods. However, a n!..1m?:Hr C' ..... areas are
still in a poor state of recovery. The s~ze~ Q~d extents
of areas which have the potential o· rec:o'V~ringhave been
identified in this study, based on their histories. A
number of these areas should be considered for protection
from browsing pressure by means af ef~ectively placed
fences and brush packing during the npring and summer
months when selective browser pT~~sure is particularly
high. Areas should be selected ac:co~din; to limited cost
required to effectively protect them and their degree of
isolation f~om future flood events which would be
responsib Ie t=, y"emovin\1these struct.,!res"

5.3 .......2 Augmentation of important riverine species
The augmentation of certain riverine species by planting
truncheons and vegetative parts in certain areas is
theoretically a viable solution to aiding the recovery of
these communities. It also haG +.headvantage of allowing
for the locdtion of ~hese communities to be carefully
selected according to certain aesthetic requirements. In
order to obtain the maximum benefit from the technique,
truncheons should be as large as possible and planted in
the upstream areas of the reserve to ~nsure that they
will be able to supply the reserve with as many seeds as
possible once they have re~ched fruiting age.
The collection, transporting, p.lsnting and maintenance of
'these truncheons would be a costly process howe¥er, and
would serve as a distinct di~adv~ntage. In addition,
truncheons would have tc be plac_d in close proximity to
the river to encourage their survival and establishment,
which would make them p~rticularly ~usceptible to removal
by even the smallest of f~oods. It is suggested that the
present frequency and intenSity of flood events would
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undou!::....ly be r(:?sponsible for thIS continual removal and
displacement of these truncheons and in the long term
would considerably redwce the effectiveness of the
technique. This approach is therefore impracticable and
should only be considered as a l~st resort.

5.3.4.3 Alien/exgtic species remt,Nals

Alien/exotic species appear to be reasorably well
contained by the present control system, howevRr, as
these species are likely to become more import?nt in the
futurm due to their ability to rapidly and effectively
colonize frequently disturbed sites, it wIll become
necessary to c!)ordinate and supervise the scheme more
effectively. it is vitally important that the alien
species threatening riverine areas are identified and
their rei at ive impol'.tances, and envi ronmental
requb-ements determi rvad so tnat tll'esecan be incoY1porat~d
into effective ctintrol programmes. This was imposs1ble to
asse$s during this project as most study sites ~ere
visited by the control teams on numerous occasions.

5.4 Rece"mmenciationsfor further res;;!:!.a!'ch

While this study addressed a wide ran. of asperts
regarding the structuring· and dynamics u~ riverine
vegetation, it clearly did not ~dequately caver a nwmber
of important aspects pertaining to the management of
riverine areas. These aspects need to be ad'ressed ..as
separate studip-s.

5.4.1 The water and flood regime re4ui remem;s of
riverine vegetation

Thi study identified that riverine vegetation is
stru: ~ured accord ing to a number of factors, ·'.~""JCl of these
are par-ticularly important.

Spatial and temporal supply of water

This is a primary structuring facttJ.; whic!, i~
continually operative, and in order to c~nserye
riverine vegetation and its basic structure therefore,
it would be vitally necessary to guarantee th~ supply
of water which corresponds with the quantities
requir~d by this vegeta~ion at dlff&rent times of thb
year.

-k
I
\~

Flood regime of the Umfolozi system
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T: ~e. pro jec:t did not inve~t igate the .::orresponding changes
in the demand far water and the extent to which they are
occurring. It is realistic to consider that this demand
is growing as the need for water, for both consumptive
and agricultural purposes, is increasing accordingly.
This is likely to have major implications to the
structure of the riverine communities unless the
essential water supply to these areas is maintained.

i~
In order to address these problems it is necessary to
study the following.

a. The water quantity and quality requirement of
riverine vegetatior. within the reserve

These are key issues which will need adequate
und~rstanding in the future when the supply of water
begins to diminish. When this drop in wa~er level is
finally identified, it will no longer be possible to
det!.::t.·mine the true requi reme':"lt;sof the system and it
will be necessary to rely on estimations. It is
therefore pertinent to ~~termin. such requirements
while it is still possible to do so.

As different stages of vegetation development have
different water need5, it is ~ssential to develop an
understanding of the rang~ of water requirements under
normal and sub-normal rainfall conditions for the
different stag~s. Since the wat~r required fo~
riverinE'! vf?getation is derived directly 71~O,. ttv.:J'
river, it can be related directly to the availability
of wHter in the rivf.1r, it would theref,Jre be h~lpful
to relate river water level at different times of the
year with its ability to supply the required
qv.Jintities of water.

b. The flood regime requirements

Due to th~ fact that flood regime conditions have
alleady started to exceed these which 3re desired in
order to maintain riverine communities in a desired
state, it will be neces~ary t~ estimate the ideal
conditions. These hav~ already been considered in this
study to a limited extent based on inadequate flood
history records and est~mates of riverine ~tructure
based on aeri41 phatogr~phs.

5.4.2 The upper ~nd lower thrusholds of flooding
'rrequency/intensity

The significance of these threshold values in flo~ding
frequency have been discussed. Once these values have
been determined, the monitoring of rSverine areas would
b€ confined to recording the size and frequency of large
flood events. It is suggested therefor'e that measuring

\.._,..
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stations should be placed on both rivers at their points
of entry into the reserve. Thea. must be able to monitor
flood frequency, magnitude and duration.

544.'] Utilization of wcody vagetai.hltl by browsers
In order to develop procedures to ~SSlst the speedy
recovery of riverine areas within the ~=ope of their
ecological functioning, it is important '0 ~nderstand the
nature and extent of woody species uti!:sation in these
araas. A study should therefore be conducted which is
designed to investigatn the,

- particular species utilised,
extent to which they are utilised,

- at what time of the year they ~re utilised most
extensively,

- which species are responsible for their utilisation,
- what si~e classes are most susceptible, and

the likely impact utilisstion is likely to have on the
recovery of riverine areas.

5.4.4 The impact of fire 0'1 riverine areas
Similarly, an ~ntensive study should be conducted to
determine the effects of flre on the ecology and recovery
of riverine areas. This study should address the
following points,

I

l,.

I
I

- species most suscepcible to fire damage and/or complete
removal by fire,
most susceptible size classes,
differential effects of cold and hot fires,
the possiblft'applict:!.tionof the "behave fire model" ";0
ensure the desired levels of fire intensity,

- development of an effective and practically appllcable
riverine burning programme.

'~ ,

5.4.5 The importa~~e of alien/exotic speci~s on the
Umfolozi rivers

;~.
! '0
j,

Since these rivers are responsible for bringing in exotic
speCies from their up-stream and catchment areas, they
are most prone to al.en/Exotic infestations. A study
should be conducted to address the following points,

"
"

I-Yc~
1
\ .........

mast problematic sQEcies in terms of reproductive
potential, growth form and acr.essipility~

- most susceptible areas to infestations and their
environmental characteristics,
extent of dlien/exotic seed banks,
effective and practically applicable control measures
for problematic species of different age cIa,ses.
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Setting specific areas aside within the reserv'? for" the
sake of studying these species would be impracticable, as
these areas would then act as a source for the further
recl~uitment and auglnentatian of the seed banks of these
species, particwlarly if situated in the higher reaches
of the Umfolozi river. Consequently, the study of alien
species should be performed in riverine areas below the
reserve as much as possible.

5.4 Conclusions
Due to its own implicit weaknesses andr the complexities
posed by the riverine environmen~t structure and
disturbance regime, the succession theory based approach
was clearly not capablA of adequately addressing the
structure and dynamics of riverille areas.

Both the disturbance theary approach and the community
organisation theory approach contributed considerably to
the general understanding of riverine areas and their
5tru~twre and dynamics. As they are integrally related,
it wAs r1eCessary to consider a comb irtC:lt ion of' t;he two.

While )-iverine vegetation is generally struc:tLlred by a
combination of a number of primary det~rMinants such as
the sp~tial and temporal supply of water, the sizes of
rivwrine patches, the num~er of resources and habitats
present, the time since last disturb~nce (interspeCific
competition) and the impact of browsers and grazers, the
effects of large scale floods act as secondary
determina~ts Which overshadow the applicability of these
foetors.
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APPENDIX 2 Correspondence analysis numercial
outputs

2.1 PeG transects for th,-ee samp 1i ng nates

2w2 Four vegetation states for six
sampling dates

2.3 PCQ transects for threediff'erent
size c.:lasses

2.4 Herbaceous species abundances in 26
transects

2.5 Woody species abundances in 26
transects
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APPENDIX E.l

CORRESPONDENCE ANALYSIS FOR PCG! DATA ALL CLASSES------------------------------------------------
INERTIAS AND PERCENTAGES OF INERTIA

1 0.269794 71 .09'l. **********************************************
2 0.109727 28.91% *****************_-------

0.379521

ROW CONTRI9UTJONS-----~-------------+-----+-~----------+---. ~--------+------------~~
I I NAME: QLT MAS INRI k=1 COR CTRI k=2 COR eTR,--+-----+------------+-------------+-------------+
1 I 1 11000 78 4: -71 274 1 : - 115 726 91
21 2. :1000 12 19: -719 884 24: 261 116 81
3: 3 :1000 40 71 236 895 81 81 105 21
4: 4 :1000 6 91 -719 884 121 261 116 4:
5: 5 : lOCO $1 481 -719 8e4 60: 261 116 191
6: 6 :1000 12 61 -413 945 7: -100 55 1 :
71 7 :1000 28 7: -304 997 101 16 3 0:
81 8 :1000 3 5: -719 884 61 261 116 21
9: 9 :1000 3 51 -719 884 61 261 116 21

10: 10 :1000 27 1: -143 963 2: 28 37 0:
11 l 11 11000 6 101 -719 884 121 261 116 t+ I
121 12 :1000 29 171 -465 992 231 41 8 0:
131 13 :1000 9 II -92 377 01 -118 623 1:
141 14 :1000 9 14: -719 884 18.1 261 116 6:
151 15 :1000 7 71 -542 756 71 308 244 6:
161 16 :1000 234 371 -244 991 51 : 24 9 1 I
17: 17 :1000 3S 321 -50'..797 361 254 20:3 221
18: 18 :1000 17 9: -92 44 1 : 428 956 2S:
19: 19 11000 5 a4' 1124 700 24: -736 300 251
20: 20 :1000 7 17 694 541 13: 638 459 27:
21 : 21 :1000 86 2 67 S06 1 : 66 494 3:
22: 22 :1000 :5 4 219 155 1 : 512 845 121
23: 23 :1000 5 6 351 292 3: 547 708 151
24: 24 :1000 2 11 1297 962 141 -257 38 U
251 25 :1000 21 2 11:3 452 1 : 124 548 3:
261 26 :1000 16 11 459 827 12: -210 17:3 61
27: 27 :1000 10 14: 735 974 191 119 26 1 :
2S: 28 :1000 8 71 430 587 61 -361 413 10:
29: 29 :1000 5 481 1721 780 58: 91:3 220 37:
30: :30 11000 e 19: 1721 780 21 : 913 220 IS:
31 : :31 11000 1 10: 1721 780 11: 913 220 71
32: 32 :1000 0 5: 1721 780 5: 91:3 220 41
33: 33 :1000 0 51 1721 780 5: 913 220 41
34: 3<+ :1000 4 421 1721 780 46: 91:3 220 3a:
35: 35 :1000 2 19: 17EH 780 2' ' 913 220 lSI.1---+-----+------------+-------------+-------------+
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APPENDIX 2.1 continued

-"..-+-----+------..--~---+-------------+-- ..-----~.-----+
36: 36 :1000 1 14: 1721 780 16: 913 220 11:
37: 37 ~1000 1 10l 1721 780 1 f r 913 220 7:.,
38: 38 :1000 0 5: 1721 780 5: 913 220 4:
39: 39 :1000 1 14: 1721 780 16: 913 eeo 11:
40: 40 : 1000 1 14: 1721 780 16: 913 220 11 :
41 : 41 : 1000 76 41: 266 347 20: -365 653 92
42: 42 :1000 4 38: 1721 780 42: 913 220 29:
43: 43 :1000 61 25: 140 125 4: -371 875 77:
44: 44 :1000 4 3: -389 555 2: 349 445 4:
45; 45 :1000 1 10: 1721 780 11: 913 220 7:
46,' 46 :1000 1 14: 1721 790 161 913 220 11 :
47: 47 :1000 0 51 1721 780 5: 913 220 4:
48: 48 :1000 3 5: -719 884 6} 261 116 2:
'+9 : 49 :1000 2(+ 89: 407 116 IS:-1120 884 273:
50: 50 :1000 4 17: 1170 788 191 -607 212 13:
51: 51 • 1000 3 16: 980 429 10:-1132 571 33:,
52: 52 :1000 1 8: 994 4!}3 51-1093 547 15:
531 53 :1000 2 8: 1185 815 10: -565 185 5:
5'+: 54 : 1000 6 10: -719 884 12: 261 116 4:
55: 55 :1000 22 .145: 1533 938 191: 393 62 31:
56! 56 :1000 1 8: 994 ':"53 5:-1093 547 1"'"... ,
57: 57 :1000 9 14: -719 884 181 261 116- el
58: sa 11000 0 5: 1721 780 5: 913 220 4:---+-----+-----~------+-------------+---------~---+
COLUMN CONTRI8UTIONS--------------------
---+----- +---_ ..._-----...-+------------ -+------ ------- +
JI NAME: F;)LTMAS INRI k=l COR CTR: k=2COR CTR I

I---+-----+-~----------+-------------+-------------+
U 79 :1000 E09 489: 894 897 618: 302 103 174:
2: 84 :1000 161 266J 306 149 56: -731 851 783:
3: 86 :1000 631 2441 -374 949 3261 8~ 51 43:

~"'--+-----+---.....--- ..-----+--- .....- ....------._-+---- ......---- ...'----+
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APPENDIX 2.2

ORDINATION OF TRANSITION MATRr~ VALUES FOR PERIOD VS STATE----------------------------------------------------------
INERTIAS AND PERCENTAGES OF INERTIA

1 0.200672 89.47X:
2 0.016477 7.35%
3 0.007129 3.18%
--------
0.224278

*****~****************~*************~**********
****
**

ROW CONTRIBUTIONS

---+--~,--+------------+-------------+-------------+I: NAME:: QL T !'1ASINR: k='lCOR CTR: k=2 COR CTR:---+------+------ ------+---,-----------+---------_ ..--+
1 : 37 937 1:.1 20: 164 671 151 103 267 7El
2',54 990 111 54: -269 662 401 -189 328 242\
3: 60 986 111 76: -38:3 961 81 : 62 25 26:
4: 73 858 111 15: -113 413 7: -118 4l~4 93:
5: 83 526 111 26: -146 899 12: 82 126 46:
6: 86 989 111 226: 646 917 231 : -182 72 222:---+-----+------------+-------------+-_._----------+

---+-----+------------+-------------+-------------+IS: NAME: QLT MA,$ INR: k=l COR CTR: k=2 COR CTR:---+-----+------------+-------------+-------------+7: 1 991 111 338: -8;;2 990 374:" 23 1 41
8: 2 999 111 105: 410 792 93: 209 207 295:
9: 3 939 111 140: 514 939 147: 10 0 1:

10: 4 226 lIt 5661 -262 60 38: 4-36 1661280:
11: 5 970 111 618: 1080 938 647: 202 33 275:---+-----+-----------~+-------------+-------------+

COLUMN CONTRIBUTIONS

...._-+-----+---,._-------+-------------+-------------+
J? NAMEl QLT MAS INRI k~1 COR CTR: k=2 COR CTR:---+-----+------------+-------------+-------------+1: GR 999 440 4691 488 995 522: 28 3 22:
2: RE 991 89 691 ~Q5 42 3: -405 949 887:
3: AC 747 153 89: -30068e 681 88 59 71:
4: FI 978 318 3741 -506 974 407: 32 4 eo:---+-----+------------+-------------+-------------+
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APPENDIX 2.3

CORRESPONDENCE ANALYSIS OF ~CQ DATA FOR THREE PERIODS------------------------~----------------------------
INERTiAS AND PERCENTAGE~S OF INERTI{:),------------------------~---------~
1 0.376285
q 0.313978
3 0.283456'1

23.61% ~***********************************.********** •.
19.70% ******************************************
17.78% **************************************

0.973721

COLUMN CONTRIBUTIONS

-+-------------+------------+-------------+-------------+-------------~
Jl NAME , QLT MAS INR: k=l COR CTR: k=2 COR CTR: k",":B COR eTR:,-+-------------+------------+-------------+-------------+--~~~--------+
1 : 1979 SMALL 798 47 135: -856 161 92: 1329 389 266: 1061 ?E4a 188:
2: 1979 MEDIUM 563 36 84:-1090 31~ 112: 922 226 96: 285 22 10:
3: 1979 LARGE 370 36 80 ;~-853 202 69: 766 162 66: 14,8 6 3:
4: 1984 SMALL 732 219 116: 187 41 20: 357 151 89: -6:15 540 352\
51 1984 MEDIUM 271 112 86: 198 32 12: 201 33 14: -499 205 99:
6: 1984 LARGE: <~ 654 154 124: -448 157 82: -795 493 310: 77 5 3:,
7: 1986 SMALL 981 178 169: 1003 663 474: 2 0 0: 695 318 302:
8: 1986 MEDIUM 134 77 92: 251 33 131 -3l9 54 251 -302 48 25:
9: 1986 LARGE 516 142 114\ -578 260 126: -sca 229 133: 186 27 17,-+-------------+------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+
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APPENDIX 2.4

OF ..1NAT ION OF HERBACEOUS SPEC IES QUANT ITV INt 26 TRANSECTS---------------------------------------------------------INERTIAS AND PERCENTAGES OF INERTIA

1 0.847194 38.97%
2 0.416617 19.15%
3 0.169835 7.751.

************************************************
**~~*,**,*.*****-*",;:********** ')1-******
*********~********

XXJ(XXXXXXXXXXXXX

2.183130

COLUMN CONTRIBUTIONS

,
!,

---------+------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+
J: NAME: QLT MAS IrIlR:, k=1 COR CTR: k=2 COR CTF~I k=3 COR crs :___~-----+------~-----+~------------+------------~+--- _______ J __ +
l~ 12 : 26 23 44: -56 1 0: 291 20 91 -144 5 2:
2: 21 167 51 43: -218 26 8: 4':'0121 51 , -189 20 t:;1,, • I

3: 22 236 67 621 -585 171 75: 2192 43 26: -211 22 14~:
4: 23 110 57 32: -315 81 181 177 26 8: -63 3 ! :
5: 31 ' , 338 71 46: -506 178 591 299 62 ;:;8:i -373 97, 46:, ' I

61 32 434 74 37: -535 202 69: 358 117 43 ~j -245 55 21:
7: 33 , 206 53 3:;3.i -346 88 211 383 107 35; -124 11 4:
8: 41 90 30 33: 374 59 14: -220 21 7: -37 t c' i>./.1

91 42 77 32 28: 307 49 10: -224 26 7: 60 I; 1 :
10: 51 766 40 941-1103 235 157: -823 131 121 , 1442 '::~Ol 3871,
11 : 52 125 29 17: -118 11 1 , -359 101 17: -126 12' 2rI

12: 53 97 27 23: -120 8 1 1 -304 50 11 , 270 39 9:I

13! 61 108 28 10' -10 0 0: -33.0 72 141 -231 36 7:• I

1ft : 62 207 50 30: -100 S 2: -507 196 58: -66 3 1:
15: 63 326 44 701 -306 27 13; -989 281 193: 249 18 131
16: 71 667 25 621 905 149 66: -11·97 257 1581-1195 ~61 167:
17: 72 645 22 27: 646 154 301 -837 25J3 69: -795 233 65:
18: 73 '523 24 191 447 114 15: -577 190 36: -620 219 43:
19: 81 IB7 43 ~4! 388 8S ;:;1: 328 62 211 252 37 \t3!
20: 82 104 44 45: 306 42 13: 376 63 28: -15 0 0:
211 83 155 46 27: 330 86 16: 290 66 171 66 3 1 :
22: 91 357 42 421 798 290 87 130 a 3'~ 362 60 26:
23: 92 564 43 631 1040 340 152: 369 «a ,26: 759 181 117:
24: 93 401 36 69: 1141 307 151: 290 20 113: 559 74 5'$..---+-----+------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+ ,..... ,---+-----+------------+-------------+---------"'---+-------------+JS: NAME: QLT MAS INRI k=1 COR CTR: k=2 COR CTR: k=3 COR CTR:---+-----+--------,----+-------------+-------------+---,--~------+25: 11 2 22 871 : -7 0 0; 356 1 13: 49 0 0:
26: 13 12 30 265: -83 0 1 : 371 7 19: 296 5 121
27: 'T3 501 28 193: -987 65 891-1237 102 194: 2244 334 663:---+-----+------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+
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i ", APPENDIX 2.5

r

ORDINATION OF TREE SPECIES QUANTIfy IN 25 n?ANSECTS---------------------------------------------------
INERTIAS AND PERCENTAGES OF INERTIA

1 1.124515 29.80X ****~~************~****************.******~****~
2 0.6:30558 16.71 X ***~~*******o!(.*****.**.****************_j(.t'r**-****
3 0.528295 14.OOX -1;'**************';<-********-1 <"i(-'{-*********

xxxxxxxxxx~xxxxx
3.773542

(!

COLUMN. CCNTR IBU"L_ ..rJ\IS
__ _,.,. ____ oI'W'*'"'+ ____________ +____ ..-____ ..,.._ ....._+ ____ ...l".'..,. _______ +------ _______+

J: NAME: QLT MAS INR: k=1 COR CTR: k=2 COR CTR: k=3 COR CTR:---+-----+------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+
1 : 11 320 55 38: -671 171 48: 625 149 46: -29 0 0:
2: 12 193 8 4: -627 175 6: -27 0 0: -201 18 ' ,,,-,

3: 13 858 92 .')6:-1546 6':5 4251 6l~4 117 82: -485 66 55:
41 21 411 46 54: 518 62 24: 225 ~2 5: 1213 338 1731
5: 22 169 72 38: -531 140 39: 11 0 0: -240 29 .10:
6: 23 462 81 (1'5: -368 65 2t: 529 134 49: 742 864; 113:
7: 31 580 57 46: 152 8 31-1320 572 214: 28 c: 0:
8: 32 366 52 41: 29 0 0:-1029 352 117 : 201 13 5:
9: 33 343 74 34: -113 7 2.1 -758 323 91 : -72 3 1 :

10: 41 97 41 28: 359 SO 10: -82 3 1 : -337 44 1::J'-,
11: 42 218 26 ..23; 524 84 14: -134 5 1 : -649 128 28:
12: 43 241 22 14: 467 92 9: -256 28 3: -534 121 16:
13: 51 39 25 26: 3 0 0: -356 32 7: -156 6 2': I

14: 52 196 55 7<;11 5a 0 01-1003 186 1201 -237 10 9:
lSI 53 188 25 311 -~38 61 14: -489 51 1;3 : -596 7:'--22:
161 61 ge 5 c:'.. ~ 495 49 21 63 1 0".- 279 ai-- 1:._ ,
17: 62 240 20 12: 394 .5 l':. ~ 224 21 2~ 608 ],55 16:
18: 63 304 32 40: 393 32 10l 387 31 10: 1073 2<+0 93:
19: 7 186 31 60: 879 104 461 139 :3 It -766 '/9 451
20: 91 547 36 221 152 10 2: 471 96 17: 1007 441 91 :
21 : 82 . , 168 26 UtI 429 91 91 -342 58 6: 192 18 2'. . ,
22: 83 272 34 58: 658 66 281 493 37 17: 1053 169 94:

l 23: 9l 622 39 97: 1647 ,290 2051 1432 219 1721-103E 114 1051
241 92 174 18 37f 935 109 30: 437 24 71 -5713 42 15:

I I 25: 93 267 32 681 874 96 48: 514 33 181-1047 138 89:
, 0 ! ---+-----+------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+.It
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APPENDIX 3 M.ap of the Umfolozi Game Reserve showing th<l
locations of the 9 study sites
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APPENDIX 4

" .'

The distribution of $peci~s ~long the
soil moisture grad\ent ~s percentages
obtained from their distribution at
10 m intervals on 26 transects
(A) woudy species in order of their

distribution from the river
Qut.~ards

!.I
(a) herbaceous spec ias \in iilphabet ieal

order
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DISTANCE FROM RIVERJml_
SPECIES 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 Tiio 120

"" 190 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0nesoesICJ CICIJtflI:j,~
Sesbm'a Q!,!icaa 100 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
rtoda OOPOSItffo.fa 100 0.0 0.0 ...0.0 r·o.a ~~-~. 0.0 O.U 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Combran.m eryttr~ loa 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0:...0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Sab wood! 95.2 4.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 a.a 0.0 0.0 0.0 G,,~
Sesbaria sesbm 35.0 27.S 14.7 7.2 7.8 1.4 1.2 0.0 0.3 1.2 2.0 1.7

~~orlJS 24.5 20.1 12,~ 11.3 17.0 9.4 1.9 0.6 1.9 0.5 0.0 0.0
Cassia ci~"mobotrla 20.0 20.0 lO.O 0.0 20.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
frema orrentcls 15.7 33.3 8.~ 8.3 16.7 16.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0
Mala azed:rach 9.5 57.1 14.3 9.5 4.8 4.S 0.0 _0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Accr:ia ge;rrcrtfl 7.t 2B.6 3.6 7.1 to.7 10.7 -3.6 I).a 3.6 0.0 21.4 3.6

~akdrroo 6.9 6.2 t 1.7 16.6 5.5 29.7 5.5 6.2 1.4 5.5 4.1 0.7
PIrrb'Ittus r~trr.::.b!us 6.0 20.J 13.2 33.7 11.5 6.6 1.4 0.5 1.1 2.2 1.5 :...iJL

rlL~r.mP.'on:Jta 3.t_ _ 6.3 3.1 5.3 25.0 46.9 3.1 0.0 0.0 3.1 O·q-r~4-
§:,irost~~ _kQ_ , 6.5 10.9 10.8 7.0 12.6 12.5 18.5 5.7 6.7 6.2 0.6
txcITostad'lvs dneraa 1.5 1.0 9.7 14.0 10.5 12.2 25.0 12.0 3.1 7.9 2.3 0.8
Sit:k"o)(yk:lnfnerms 0.0 66.7 33.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Q.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Rh.s U't,z!! 0.0 25.0 25.0 0.0 So.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Rtus~'!f'1 0.0 20.0 0.0 33.3 46.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Dovyafs caff'ra 0.0 1B.2 32.5 49.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 D.D 0.0 OJ! 0.0 0.0
Accr:ia tortll~. 0.0 15.6 34 .... 3.t OJ) 9." 3.1 ~... 0.0 9.4 15.6 0.0
Acocfa ~r:'lrlffi 0.0 12.5 12.5 37.~ 12.5 0.0 25.n 0.0 0.0 ao 0.0 0.0r':::"=--- 0.0 1'-1 0.0 22.2 33.3 33.:S 0.0 __0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0Termirda ~oPHeb!o
A.ca:::{arobusta 0.0 7.3 7.3 36.6 ....!~ 3L7 7.3 'D.O 0.0 2.4 2.4 0.0

.~~rm. 0.0 6.3. 0.0 6.3 C.O 37.5 0.0 .~~ 1_5..:.~L lB.B 0.0 0.0
erus h!!t1lf'2etl 0.0 5.7 0..0 20.0 34.3 22.9 2.9 t ·'.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

GrtsWfa VI~ 0.0 5.3 tll 22.1 16.8 6.3 4.2 3.2 1.1 ~.2 4.2 22. t
-RLL?lE!Lm~ j.e 5.1 11.7 7.5 4.5 10.B 16.3 5.7 0.3 1.~ 19.0 17.5
Ac.xia rY{Zescet'IS 0,0 5.0 11.2 8.7 12.4- 23.0 6.B 12.4 1.2 3.1 11.8 4.3
ComrnfB!!!!:a ~tll 0.0 4.2 4.2 12.5 B.3 33.3 16.7 .'" 0.0 R.3 8~ 0.0....-'.

,",

Pl&ctrorleIkJ crmata 0.0 2.7 53.8 22.3 B.7 7.6 0.5 0.0 0.0 3.3 1, O.IJ
McrIkcr' (1 COI"CClor 0.0 0.0 100 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
POUlolzfa rnlxta 0.0 0.0 50.0 50.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
~blaffr~ O.Q_ ~9 22.2 22.2 11.1 "'''.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0_ ~.JL

~~ata 0.0 0.0 t6.7 0.0 16.7 50.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 16.7
Grew!a ffav~ -- 0.0 0.0 12.5 37.S 12.5 6.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.3 25.0
Grewla montleok:t -.."'" 0.0 0.0 B.7 3 ....8 6.7 21.7 f3.0 4.3 0.0 0,0 0.0 B.7
caooo-Is tom!!i!OSCI 0.0 0.0 B.O 4.0 B.O 4.0 0.0 0.0 4.0 12.0 \2.0 4B.O
Azfma tstrC1CCll'1tM 0.0 0.0 7.1 5.5 7.5 16.9 30.S 7.7 0.0 4.3 C.2 12.3
~tertJS~s 0.5 0.0 1.5 7.5 L1 17.' _1&,B 7.1 32.1 lS.B 0.0 0.0
Strvcims m .s: Ins 0.0 0.0 0.0 loa 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Cussoria rxncUata 0.0 0.0 0.0 50.0 0.0 50.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
SclfroccrY.Q birr8ll 0.0 0.0 -0.0 42.9 14.3 0.0 0.0 28.6 0,0 1-4·3._ 0.0 0.0
areHa CIi1OM1 0.0 0.0 0.0 34.6 U.S 19.2 15 .... ~.6 0.0 0.0 7.7 7.7
Grewfa ocddsntals 0.0 0.0 o~O 25.0 50.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Q,,_O 0.0 0.0 25.0
IlberlJl rOOlTlcrrl"ddss 0.0 0.0 O.C' 17.6 52.9 0.0 17.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 11.8
Gre\Via btColor 0.0 n.n 0.0 14.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 85.7
Schotlo br't.1Chypetaia 0.0 0.0 0.0 B.3 25.0 50.0 B.l 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 8.3
Dombeva roh{dfola 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 50.0 50.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Ei"nHa rfcjcb 0.0 0.0 0.0 I 0.0 50.0 0.0 0.0 50.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
ELdea ratciansis 0.0 0,0 0.0 o.q_ rf.5.0 25.0 (J.O 50.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Ta-chon::rltttJs ccrtIPi'Pratus 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 s.t 0.0 a.a 0.0 0.0 (\.0 9.1 81.B
Dl:lPcrls fasdC1Jcrl! 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 69.S 23.5 6.1
_~oroa fi!P-L ~O 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.0 100 0.0 Q.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
DombeYa cyrnosa 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 33.3 0.0 O.() __Q.O._ I-_Q.O 0.0 li6.7_
i)ogpYf"OS !!Mscm 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 25.0 20.0 55.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 _Q.JL
floscIafoatfda a.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 16.7 0.0 0.(1 ,g.o 0.0 6~.7 JL6.?:_
Bosd~ obIlrtrea 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 "5.o_,, J1Q.,. _o.eL 0.0 30.9 s9T 5.0

~~ sdimQ!!i 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100 O.CI 0.0 0 ..0 0.0 0.0
~9"1'1br~ ®iwah.m a.o.~~p 0.0 0.1) 0.0 0.0 0.0 lOCi 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Berclw"ra z~1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1),0 0.0 0.0 O·~L_g.O 75.0 25.0 O.O_
CossII1f!I trcrswalansis 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.a 0.0 O.CI 0.0 o.a 66.7 33.3
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DISTANCE FROM RIVER m)

I" •.•

SPECIES 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 go 100 1W 120
frutfcosa 47.7 37.2 2.2 2.2 0.0 5.5 2.2 0.0 2.2 0.0 0.0" 0.0

Asdeo(as $P. 0.0 a.o "1.2 0.0 0.0 20.6 0.0 38.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1)
MPg:QQ!dS macoWtJ'1T 0.0 0.0 I Ott 0.0 0.0- 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Aster SQI aTlotus "6.5 44.9 2.6 1.6 •. 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1) 0.0 0.0
Asvtasia rotcismis 0.0 0.0 0.0 ,J' n 0.0 100 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
AbuHbn cn:Jiahm 0.0 11.3 "'3.5 11.3 0.0 11.3 0.0 22.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
~1tl\'O CLlSlro-afdcm.m 2.9 5.4 5.B 5.8 0.0 'l1.2 HU 14.0 2.9 16.5 16.5 2.~_
Abutlbn ITCl"llifbrll'fl 0.0 0.0 29.9 10.4 0.0 0.0 20.9 t9.4 0.0 0.0 19.4- 0.0
~ somerlltft.m 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 50.0 0.0 50.0 0.0 0.0
A ,~ata 0.0 100 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
A oeclro.b'ls too 0.0 0.0 O.l) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
"'""'-"I'IJILI sP. 0.0 33.3 56.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Aca1ftlosnermll'l1 ak:tlrll'fl 50.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 50.0 0.0 0.0
Ad'tvrCl'lthes asper a 3.0 6.2 9.2 '12.2 15.9 16.9 15.5 3.0 12.5 4.6 0.0 0.0
.I., S mtost~ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0_ 100 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Aa:lIt.mhera ClQbrldfcla 0.0 0.0 0.0 100 a.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Aaercrltrn l"Oustoricrun 0.0 0.0 50.0 50.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
An:t0flQ00f1 a.comus 75.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 25.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Wiwna ti'aaecnm 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
ArcrvrobblilT\ so. ('J.O tOO 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Arlstfcb Cili"OI!ISta 0.0 7!J 14.2 0.5 4.9 16.9 16.9 12.5 4.6 3.0 12.5 0.0
Arlstlcb ~ffusa 0.0

""
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 79." 20.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

~lerla cr.QSStn.tlformls 0.0 0.0
~,~

,.@_5.0 0.0 O.n 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Barlerla ~ 0.0 0.0 26.7 9.3 0.0 "-. 0.0 0.0 1B.7 0.0 9.3 0.0 36.0

~ bliinnata B.o 2.13 16.4 2'7.2 5.S B.O 0.0 2.B 10.8 13.2 0.0 5.2
Bldans bltermta 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 25.9 74.1 0.0 ._QJL f-_Q.,fl 0.0 0.0 0.0
8fdeos p!k?sg 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 74.1 25.9 0.0 011 O.til 0.0 0.0 0.0
9Ieoh:rls IntWlfola 0.0 0.0 0.1.) o.e 35.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 65.0 0.0
9lrnea caffra 60.5 23.B 1~.6 ~~Q. 0.0 O.[J 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Q.:.O 0.0
Bolrlodtla bb:H D.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 100 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Boh-fod1oa r~ta G;' 17.0 4.6 0.0 7.1 t 4.1 11.7 7.4 7.1 lB.7 2.5 2.5
Br£r.licrla clctyonlU'o 6f;.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 33.:.1 0.0 0.0 - 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Brooticria erudformls 0.0 0.0 0.0 B.6 B.S 0.0 6.6 33.3 16.0 16.0 B.6 0.0
BLtx:Is~J!~,!li:I 11.5 5.4.1 11.5 11.5 0.0 11.5' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
CYPQ':us crHc:t.iatu:;; 100 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

~,
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Cvoer us <If formLS - 51.9 4B.l 0,0 0,0 OJ} 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Cyp«"us ~ 40.2 37.B 0.9 1.6 5.7 8.1 4.9 D.O 0.0 O:~ r-9·0 0.0
Cvoerus ImmEI'SUS 47.7 47.7 O.B ,'~

1.6 0.8 0.0 1.6 0.0 0.0,0 C ) 0.0
Cypsrus klevI~ 51.7 46.6 1.1 u.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,,0 0.0
Cvoerus r ohrdls 0.0 0.0 0.0 100 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Cyper'LS.................wls "'4.7 4~_..g:_ 2.B 2.B 2.B O.B 0.4- 1.5 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0
Cvoh.,)stemma SD. 0.0 (j.a 0.0 100 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
CassIa ccnensls 6.2 53.1 40.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
CassIa fbrlblnda 11.6 3D .• 12.0 16.4 22.S 2." 2.4 0.0 0.0 . 0.0 2." 0.0rGmTus c!lcrls 3.0 11.1 17.0 ·11.4 - 10.2 9.9 2.6 9.0 B.9 13.0 B.l 0.9
Centela aslatfca 33.3 33.3 33.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Csratolheca Irlbba 10.3 0.0 31U 20.6 10.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.3 10.3 0.0 0.0
Charnaasvce h'rta 0.0 0.0 0.0 100 0.0 OJ} 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.Q_
ChaIklnItlas rnvoLta 0.0 0.0 100 0.0 0.0 0;0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
r.I' .Jtll'fl aixrn 6.4 9.2 18.B 9.2 21.6 25.2 3.2' 0.0 0.0 3.2 3.2 0.0,
('} .lrLm rJY1brosfodas 0.0 36.0 18.7 26.7 0.0 9.3 D.O 9.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0...... "t.m o:rimtt.m 16.1 23.0 0.0 23.0 14.9 23.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
CharopadLm ~foft.m 2.3 ".6 7.tJ 17.5 31.t 37.4- 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

l-g;orls ~CI"Q 8.0 13.2 8.B 19.8 18.9 8.7 2.9 2.3 7.4 10.0 0.0 0.0
CtW:Irls vlroota 11.3 6. t t2.2 6.1 6.1 23.5 6 1 0.0 11.3 11.:.t 6.1 0.0
UTomciClero odJrata 0.0 0.0 0.0 12.5 12.5 50.0 12.5 0.0 12.5 0.0 0.0 0.0
C!$S(J'Tlpebs ml..O"toI"IO!'a 15.9 ..... 1 7.6 15.9 B.2 4.1 0.0 0.0 4::1 0.0 0.0 0.0
Cfssus roh.n:lfofa 0.0 7.3 12.5 16.B 27.1 36.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 ..0
Clarodllnthm a\j>f'~l 0.0 0.0 0.0 tOO 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1) 0.0 0.0 0.0
ctJtfa SO- 0.0 0.0 0.0 50.:'.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 D.O 0.0 0.0 50.0 ,0.0_.
Caddo ru:iS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100 0.0 0.0 0.0 JhQ._ 0.0 0.0
Comml5(1!1J~:!l!lt:~s 0.0 0.0 a.a 33.3 66.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 _0.0 0.0 0.0
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110iiijjI DISTANCE FROM RIVER m)
SPEClRS 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 &0 go 100
Comm"'~ modesta 0.0 0.0 100 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
CommlCCl'OlG atrlarus 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 26.7 30.0 30.0 13.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
CommlCCl'pUS fClb:lssfmLS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
CommlC(l"pUS oentcnt'LS 0.0 0.0 0.0 16.7 72.5 10.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
CommiClrp!.B $I). 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.0 65.0 35.0 0.0
r..onvolvtiB fcrlrosus 0.0 33.3 66.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Convza bororllRls 19.9 23.7 23.7 17.6 2.4 6.3 3.7 1.3 0.0 1.3 0.0 0.0
.CQnyza scdlrrda 100 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Coovza SLmatremiS 26.S 35.2 16.8 5.4 2.2 9.5 2.2 1.1 0.0 1.1 0.0 0.0
Corbidnria claarnbens 0.0 0.0 0.0 100 0.0 0.0 0.0 D.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
COI"cOOrLStrrdens ...1.2 38.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 20.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 a.o 0.0
CarchorLS trlbcticrls 15.6 ....6 8.9 4.3 15.6 35.4 2.3 _......3_._.Q.~Q_ ~.6 2.3 0.0
Crossarrlra frutfcUos::J 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Q.O__ ,_Q_,_Q_ ~2·L jf~jCrotatrla kn::eobta 6.9 26.5 0.0- 4S.1 13.7 _Q:,-O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Crotaa-Ia montelrol 0.0 0.0 10~ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Crotcicrfa oaId:! 15 .... 16.4 9.5 5.2 10.2 17.4 13.3 6.1 1.1 U 3.2 .. LL
Crotcierla SP. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 50.0 50.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ~
Crotafa montelroi 50.0 50.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Crmt~s CIbbn,1fofa 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100 0.0
Cryptoleosis obtusa 23.6 26.1 26.1 9.6 12. t 2.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
C excavatus 30.0 30.0 30.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Cvrodon !b::tvbn 12.B 13.5 13.5 15.2 10.7 11.7 5.'" 4.6 5.4 4.6 1.4- 1.1
_C~ riemfuansis 5.3 13.4 lB.9 13.6 16.7 8.3 4.2 2.0 10.1 7.5 0.0 0.0
Dcx;ryvcterlll'n C1IStrcrle 5 .... 17.8 16.8 15.5 15.5 1B.'" 3.3 2.5 3.3 1.4 0.0 0.0
fktclyk)ctlllil1T1 l!Q. 0.0 6.9 -3.7 26.5 4S.1 0.0 6.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
CUhra strCJ'noriLm 12.8 28.9 13.3 16.1 12.B 12.B 3.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

~:nocfLm loonrn 100 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
(Xc;ti:rf a debris 50.2 3~ .• io,o 4.8 ....8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
C1(jtcrfa cfdacMl 38.2 0.0 0.0 20.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 20.6 20.6 0.0
Il(jtcrla eleusfne B.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 D.G 0.0 B.8 16.3 66.3
C1citat'ra erfcrrttn 17.2 4.5 t 3.4 13 .... 0.0 B.9 ....5 0.0 12.7 17.2 0.0 B.3
!XJ1!p1"fa.rntaensIs _ 60.6 39.4- 0.0 - 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Ilmbro ratroflexa 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 50.0 50.0 0.0 0.0
[Xpbd-ne fusco 50.0 24.1 13.0 13.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Q:Q_ r·O.Q. ,_~11-_O.Q_
Ectiroc!1oa coboo 0.0 50.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 50.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Er!!!!!q!OO?Q CM::t-roidas 0.0 15.1 15.1 0.0 31.4 38.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
E so. 0.0 t 7.1 3 ....1 17.1 0.0 0.0 _0.0 "3t.i 0.0 D·D_ 0.0 0.0
E(J.i~1uTt S:P. 68.1 17.4 6.0 8.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Eracrostfs iJSI)(/'o 0.0 25.9 0.0 4B.l 25,9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
fraarostfs ciI~L- 0.0 20.6 0.0 20.6 38.2 20.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Eracrostfs cilcrls 17.1 4B.8 0.0 17.1 0.0 0.0 17.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Ert'U"ostf~ arM 13.1 9.9 7.1 13.6 10.0 7.8 11.4 ....9 3.B 7.6 7.0 3.8
EriV"ostf~ OIIY1mifUJ

'" -- 100 0.0 a.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Eracrootrs frM'\o«r:l 0.0 0.0 0.0 100 - 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 _0.0. :-Q.&_ I-JlL
Ercxrostfs 00Wa 100 0.0 0.0 0·9 a.a 0.0 ~ 1-.0.0. 0.0 0.0 .0.0 0.0
ErOlTostis Pknl 100 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0_ 0.0 0.0 _11Q_
Eruostfs rooemoso 0.0 0.0 50,0 50.0 0.0 0.0 Q.J) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.Q._
Er'lD'ostfs m>. 0.0 0.0 100 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Eroorostfs suwbo 0.0 5.6 1.7 7.6 B.9 9.B 11.9 15.0 7.6 6.5 9.7 9.7
ErlocHoa mttyerml 79.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 20.6 0.0 0.0 0.(1 O.Q 0.0 0.0 0.0
ErrOS8'T1aosor<ieoldes 18.2 8.B 31.8 36.5 4.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Ffmbrlstvls fernol\9ll 69.1 20.6 10.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Flaverfa bidenlis 0.0 1....9 14.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 27.7 "'2.S 0.0 0.0 0.0
Glsekla afrlc:cn:J 0.0 0.0 0.1i) O.Q_ ~.!.L 2~ 7 0.0 ..9.... 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0f-=-'
~ne~~_. 0.9 "....2 14.2 27. t 30.1 6..;)0.0 4.5 0.0 2.7 0.0 0.0
Gomp/Y1!fl(J cobsiodes 0.0 10.7 20.0 16.0 10.7 0.0 ~;.3 15.3 0.0 5.3 10.7 _!i:~_
HafotrQPiLm ovaffolLm 20.6 38.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 20.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 20.6 0.0
Helotropiun stEUhrf 0.0 100 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
l-\emcrttrla citlssfma 100 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ,_Q,Q_
HaterOj)OgO(l contorhs 0.0 0.0 100 0.0 0.0 o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ,O.~_ ~_g·!L
tlblsaJS can:IlInus 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ()"O 0.0 100 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Hbis::us s ....5 0.0 21.7 13.4 ~1.7 1~5.4 0.0 0.0 ....5 8.~_~p 12.7
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DISTANCE FROM RIVER m)
SPEClES ~r20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120

~§. mlcrCllttu 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100 0.0
HbCSCUI: pUSjb 0.0 4.8 B.I!' 0.0 13.6 36.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.B 13.6 f8.4
Hbls:cus so. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 loa 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Hvocrrherla flfoerdia 0.0 2o.S 0.0 20.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 58.B 0.0 0.0
_~tels SO. 0.0 0.0 0.0 100 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
m~ata cvf1\:tIco 100 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.p 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
ntaofera costata ....7 0.0 0.0 4.7 13.4 9.4 25.8 22.1 t.7 0.0 4.7 9.4
trlaotero sp!catc> 1.7 16..... 19.9 14.9 14.9 5.2 5.2 5.0 5.7 3.2 5.0 1.7
_bom_oocrassioes 8.5 1"'.0 25.!! 18.7 15.5 3.9 5.4 8.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
.~_m~cm 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Domaa oIebeIa 7.... 0.0 7.4 0.0 7.<4- 0.0 13.7 21.1 0.0 ··35.8 7 .... 0.0
bomea $I). 16.7 0.0 '6.7 19.7 16.3 10.3 13.3 0.0 0.0 3.4- 3.4 0.0
borneo wfci'ttll 0.0 18.9 18.9 33.6 9.8 18.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
JasmIrun sterolobu'n 0.0 100 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
JIJ"aJS exsertus 45.9 3LB 22.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.Q_
JI.I1CU'Sfl' CIBSif 100 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
JusHda flava 5.5 0.0 26.0 21.3 0.0 31.5 15.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
JustIda oOOro 0.0 0.0 100 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
JusHda I)f'otrocto 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ....0.3 59.7
JusHda 51). 0.0 0.0 on 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100
K crwst!fola 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 50.0 SO.O 0.0 O~O 0.0 0.0
lcrtcrc CCI'I'lCl' (] 0.0 0.0 50.0 50.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
lCJ'1tcr.arJ..O)SO 0.0 0.0 0.0 100 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Leersla i"texLnt'a 100 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
I S scaora 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 50.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Q.O 50.0 0.0
lAr.;as cttx'ata 0.0 50.0 0.0 0.0 50.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Leu::as mcrlfrlcensls 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100 0.0 0.0
leo:as so. 100 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 D.D Q&_
Lroola lavcnc:a 14 ..... 7.2 21.6 13.4- 1"'.4 21.6 0.0 0.0 7.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
l vciLn'l c:n.rtlfoflJTl 0.0 0.0 0.0 17.3 17.3 16.0 0.0 15.0 0.0 0.0 33.3 0.0
~astrlJTl coromcn::WCI1J 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100
~~~s 50.0 0.0 50.0 0.0 - 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
l.4eh:ria ddvma 0.('1_ 0.0 0.0 100 C.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Meh:lia fQfbesfl D.Q •. 0.0 - 0.0 100 D.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Meh:rla sWtmIs 0.0 Q.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 13.0 0.0 13.0 74.1
~ordc:a bc:iscmrro 0.0 o_.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 60.6 39.4 0.0
~ordc:a Invola'ata 50.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 50.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
t.bnsorlasP. 0.0 21.2 39.4 39.4- 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Nesaao rcdc:ons 100 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 D.O 0.0 0.0 O.Q 0.0 0.0
N.:brela "essdfofa 17.1 0.0 15.9 0.0 17.1 25.6 8.5 0.0 0.0 15.9 0.0 0.0
OdmllT1 ccn.m 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.c..1 0.0 65.9 o.a 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
OcimLrn ll'tldfollJ'n 13.9 1.9 1"'.5 16.7 5.7 9.2 1.9 8.9 17.8 3.5 3.8 7.3
Oemthara perodcm O.C 35.0 65.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Pcria.m dilt.stI.m t8.3 5.1 16.2 28.7 16.5 4.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.0 6.1 00
Pcria.m maxfmtm ".2 9.' 11.0 14.4 16.6 16.5 8.2 7.1 4.3 3.7 3.1 1.3
PCISPOim !Ibtoh.m 31.0 34.1j 13.7 7.1 3.6 7.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.6 0.0 0.0
p................ ... 53.7 18.1) t 7.1 5.7 2.0 0.5 1.5 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.0
Pasoalm scrob1ctJa1un 18.6 14.!!. 18.6 22.'" 0.0 3.8 0.0 3.8 0.0 3.8 7.1 7.1
P....,............. trvlli 42.5 20.0 21.2 5.2 6.2 3.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Pavoria bu'r.heIi 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 50.0 0.0 0.0 32.5 0.0 17.5 0.0 0.0
PeroHs patin 65.0 35.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 D.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
fltTam1ltes ClBtrale 49.1 15.~t 3.1 10.0 11.5 B.4 O.B 0.0 O.B 0.0 0.0 0.0
PU::hea cfoscorIlfs 23.4 23.~~ 18.9 17.9 6.9 "'.3 1.4 1.4 0.0 0.0 2.6 0.0
~CIT'gtymblca 0.0 O.CI 0.0 0.0 0.0 11.5 0.0 32.8 0.0 0.0 11.5 .'4.3
PoIvaOrlm bootIifolLm 49.2 13.2 35.3 2.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.0 0.0 0.0
Pooonrttrio. SCJx.rrosa 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 50.0 0.0 50.D 10.0 0.0 0.0
pouzolzfa mlxta 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1).0 0.0 0.0
PrlvQ afrlc:an 0.0 0.0 0.0 100 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 (l.0 0.0 0.0
Prfva corclfola 0.0 12.7 25.5 23.6 12.7 12.7 0.0 0.0 (kQ_ ..!;p 0.0 0.0
Prot us Illtciensls 0.0 0.0 0.0 9.4 3.6 16.9 7.5 ~.O31.2 29.6 0.0 '1.9
Protaso<rtXIS setaceus 0.0 0.0 0.0 21.3 7.4- 21.3 35.1 14.9 0.0 (;.0 0.0 0.0
Pterls ...Ittata 100 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
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DISTANCE FROM RIVER (m)
SPEClES 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120
~iu mtJ'dt~ ~- 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0100 0.0
Pvcreus 58.0 24.4- 15.7 1.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
RtnfdSSl.$ trldantata 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 25.9 0.0 74.1 (l.a 0.0 (l.0 0.0-

IJl1 reoens 1.3 16.2 25.8 10.2 to.2 9.7 5.4 7.2 3.0 5.4 3.0 3.0
OJ. !l mlrimo 2.5 19.5 5.1 f2.3 14.4 0,0 2.5 17.0 7.2 17.0 2.5 0.0
~sla~. OJ) 0.0 5.! 23.5 23.5 0.0 0.0 40.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.1
06. '0 totta 0.0 0.0 0.0 '00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0.
RlcIl:lrcfo braslfEW'lSis 4.4 6.3 a.5 17.0 11.4- U.S 2,2 12.6 8.5 6.3 2.2 0.0
Rfdf1JS commlJ'is 19.0 1$,2 10.4 16.2 14.7 6.4 5.9 1.5 5.3 4.3 0.0 0.0
~a cordata 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.8 55.B 38.3
RLda pahj] 0.0 0.0 0.0 50.0 0.0 50.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Sansevferla hvacinth::lldas 0.0 0.0 17.5 0.0 0.0 32.5 50.0 0.0 0.0 0.0, _QJL 1-,0.0
S£::(rl)xus Illric:aus 0.0 C.O 0.0 0.0 ~O.O 0.0 0.0 50.0 O.Q.. 0.0 0.0 .JUl..
Sdinirfa plmatc: 1.8 1.8 1.8 6.7 10.5 10.5 8.5 13.6 15.4 15.'" 6.7 5~1_
Sene::lo m Ins 54.1 11.5 11.5 0.0 11.5 0.0 0.0 11.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
SBsbaiIJ hisoirosa 26.0 to.3 16.4 12.4 13.8 4.3 2.6 2.15 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.'"
Seta-ia chevoferi 30.3 60.0 4.8 0.0 0.0 4.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Setaria SPI'K:IcekJta 1S.7 3.3 16.7 0.0 8.3 8.3 0.0 0.0 15.3 IS.7 lS.7 0.0

~la~. 64.' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 35.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Stela corQ~foro 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 50.0 50.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Sida ct'~ t 0.1 0.0 10.1 0.0 0.0 10.1 10.1 10.1 10.1 18.8 2Q.3 0.0
Sido i'Mrntffofa 50.0 0.0 50,9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
f-~-MJ~

0.0 18.2 0.0 36.4 9.1 27.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 9.1 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.5.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 7"'.1

So«::n.m mc.!·ItIcn.m 7.2 7.2 14.4 h." 21.6 27.8 7.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Som.rn ri(J'u'n 0.0 0.0 100 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Sok:n.m ~rlform8 6.g 15.2 14.9 "'..6 to.4 1B.8 7.2 2.4 3.8 3.6 2.4 0.0
Sotnm SI>. 0.0 .0.0 50.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 _0.0 50.0 0.0 0.0 O.Od__Q_,lL
Sordu. ~. 62.2 9.5 0.0 18.9 9.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
~ l!!noc:tl'gJS .m.. 14.S 14.2 15.8 11.7 0.0 14.2 8.3 •. B.8 10.8 S.B 2.9 0,0
Sporobc:li.s rit!'£l! 11.3 11.3 0.0 11.3 11.3 32.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 22.6 0.0
~ob_Qle~mld:is 14.1 17.6 11.... 11.l 13.0 6.6 11.1 II 2.9 4.6 "'.7 1.8 1.0
StrfeJ]. eIeacrIS 0.0 0.0 tOO 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 j, 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

~~.!2. kutlcosa 0.0 0.0 tOO 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
taaetes mlr1Jta 12.7 23.5 12.7 25.5 12.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 12.7 0.0 0.0
TallU'I'l a-notll 0.0 0.0 0.0 65.0 35.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Tall"AJ1'\ o:s1frLmi 0.0 0.0 0.0 100 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Tiwneda trfcn:t'l 0.0 0.0 0.9 7.0 10.3 21.7 10.3 .20.7 0.0 1.7 8.5 12.9
11uberdtl ~*Q 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 35.0 65.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
freda rlJ)l)Strrs_ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 50.0 50.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0
4~ berttrorjma 4.5 ....S ;2.13 10.9 17.0 17.3i . 6.7 .4.5 4.5 0.0 17.3 0.0
_JrlbtU terrestrs 0.0 0.0 11.3 27." 33.1 11.3 0.0 11.3 5.5 0.0 0.0 0.0
Trfdax 1)I"00000bfn 0.0 14.6 14.6 0.0 14.13 14.6 ''''.7 ._0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
~~ 100 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 .3:.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
~()(!i;oa mOSM tblcensfs 3.'5 4.0 10.1 7.0 11.4 14.9 13.6 15.2 3.t 6.1 6.6 ......
VarbMl bon:rlfnsis 38.7 t 1.3 27.'" 0.0 5.5 11.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.6 0.0
vrrmr~ 14.9 29.8 0.0 27.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 27.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
WcdtharCa irdca 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 10t) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Wlitheria sP. 0.0 0.0 0.0 100 0.0 a.a 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
WTltnrio sornrif ar Il 0.0 0.0 _0. :1 0.0 0.0 100 0.0 ..0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Xa'rtlillTl strlJT Ia-111TI 3&.5 29.7 3.5 13.... 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.9 9.9 0.0 0.0
Zt:r1tedasctia qtmcrit 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 7....1 ::~5.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 a.o

JZlrria perlNiCJ1:J 0.0 0.0 50.0 50.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
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A?PENDIX 5 S ..tes 1 to 27 displaying
(A) direct gradient analysis (p~;

the responses of sed~es, grasses,
forbs and trees to the logical
moisture gradient

(8) their-slope profi les
(C) their soil characteristics in

terms of different soil texture
classes
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